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ABfiTRACT

The problem of orthodoxy and heresy in earliest

Christianity, perennially interesting to historians of

theology, has recently received a new wave of interest

on the occasion of the revival of Walter Bauer's Recht-

g Hlubiglcei t und Ketzerei in ~l testen Christentum. Part

of the new interest is dedicated to assimilating Bauer's

conclusions, which were not thoroughly absorbed at the

time of the book's original publication: there was no

"orthodoxy" in earliest Christianity, but only a variety

of doctrinal positions; and "heresy" as a corruption of

pure and uniform early doctrine is an anachronistic in

vention by partisans of the doctrine which eventually

managed to acquire sufficient political strength to con

stitute itself as "orthodoxy." Another part of the inter

est in these questions derives from the difficulties raised

for thaliogy by critical history: the discrediting of earlier

assumptions raises serious question about how theology is

now to be validated. Its interest in its own authenticity

motivates theology to look to the question of earliest

normative belief.

The most advanced modern scholarship now tends to

accept Bauer's conclusions, and to assume that there could

have been no orthodoxy in earliest Christianity because
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there was not yet a court of appeal through which orthodoxy

could be distinguished from heterodoxy. But the latter

assumption, although common among contemporary scholars,

appears never to have been really tested. Granted that

there was no procedure as clear and definitive as eventually

came about in later times, it is wrong to suppose that there

was none at all. The purpose of this study is to discover

how earliest Christianity understood the constitution of

its own thought. What was the early Christian sense of the

way in which questions of normative understanding should be

properly dealt with? How did earliest Christians think the

Christian mind was made UP?

The main body of evidence by which these questions

can be investigated consists in the documents gathered into

the New Testament--particularly, on account of their size,

scope, and historical importance, the Pauline letters, the

works of Luke (and of his fellow synoptic evangelists), and

the Fourth Gospel. The additional epistles of the Pauline

and Johannine schools provide a further supplement to what

is disclosed in these more substantive documents, and the

other books of the New Testament (and the works of the

Apostolic Fathers) reveal other parts of the early Christian

spectrum. A careful consideration of these documents, search

ing for their authors' senses of what might be the constitu

tion governin~ Christian thought (and their authors' senses

of their addressees' suppositions) establishes the degree

to which there was in fact a court of appeal implicit in
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early Christian understanding, the extent of agreement about

where it was to be found, and the sense of how much it mattered.

The study concludes with reflections on the implications of

its results for both the historical and the theological fronts.
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PREFACE

Modern Christian theology has grown uneasy about its

sense of its own foundations. Traditionally, it has normally

been assumed that its validity depends upon its relationship

to the historical beginnings of Christiantt y-- to Jesus, to

the apostles, to the creeds of the earliest believers. Yet

modern scholarship has made it increasingly clear that it is

impossible to achieve an exact and reliable critical recon

struction of those beginnings. Each attempt at such recon

struction must settle for being at best tentative and

incomplete. Much must remain simply unclear and uncertain.

On what critically responsible terrain can the historical

dependency of Christian theology now be grounded?

Modern Christian history has grown uneasy about the

character of its origins. The traditional assumption that

the understanding of truth reflected in the early creeds

represents the consistent teaching of the apostles and of

Jesus himself has broken down under more careful critical

examination. Where earlier Christian historians saw a

reassuring uniformity, their modern counterparts tend to

find in the beginning clear evidences of development,

diversity, inconsistency. Not only are we unable to recon

struct the factual character of Christian begin"-1ings a the

indications are that even if we could, we would still be
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faced with troublesome variations in the ways in which

earliest Christians interpreted them. How then can we

hope to recover the content of an original orthodoxy if

the very notion of an original orthodoxy is itself in

question? And without an original orthodoxy, how is sub

sequent Christian theology to be validated?

History longs for an exact reconstructionr theology

longs for an exact inventory of earliest beliefs. Both

longings rest unsatisfied, and increasingly appear to be

unsatisfiable. It is to that di~:mma that this thesis is

addressed.

The address is not directly to the dilemma itself.

I shall not attempt to provide the exact reconstruction of

which the historian despairs, nor the precise creed to

which the theologian is apparently not historically entitled.

The attempt is rather to pursue an issue that I believe to

be prior in the logic of history, and possibly more funda

mental in the grounding of theology, and which I believe

may mediate a way out of a dilemma that appears to me

impossible to resolve on its own terms. My unde~kin~

in brief, is thisl to find out from an examination of

earliest Christian documentary evidence what we can learn

concerning how earliest Christians thought they should go

about making up their minds as to what belongs to Christian

truth.
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The scope of this undertaking is, at least to me,

intimidatingly large. But the nature of the problem is

such that it appeared to me to be initially more valuable

to explore it broadly, in order to form a picture of the

whole, than to aspire to the more rigorous and nuanced

control that would be possible to me only by restricting

the investigation to a very limited set of texts, at the

expense of achieving the very overview that could indicate

its potential value. I must therefore beg the indulgence of

those readers who are accustomed to the thoroughness and

precision that are characteristic of much of the best New

Testament scholarships I am apologetically aware that I have

left many an interesting stone unturned, and even unremarked,

in my effort to map the overall topography of the field.

Similarly, readers who expect studies in the New Testament

to attend consistently to the coordination and correction

of the efforts of previous scholarship are asked to be

patient with my decision.to concentrate more exclusively

on the examination of the primary evidence. Little previous

work has been done directly on any version of the question

that guides this study, although it is easy to find hundreds

of books and articles that are germane to it. I have inevi

tably made extensive use of these latter resources in the

preparation and execution of this thesis, but my essential

dialogue is not with them but rather with the evidence that

they have helped me understand more adequately, and I have
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accordingly deliberately limited the footnote recording of

my awarenesses, appreciations, and criticisms of studies

that have some considerable bearing on, but are not indis

pen~able considerations in, the questions I pursue.

Those questions are here pursued primarily through

the most substantial bodies of early Christian documentary

evidence: the Pauline, Lucan-Synoptic, and Johannine

literature. Secondarily, I deal with the related literature

of the Pauline and Johannine schools, and with the other,

mainly briefer, writings incorporated into the New Testament,

and touch on some of the early non-canonical Christian texts.

The procedure I have tried to follow is to listen attentively

to the answers that these texts are, sometimes with some

prodding, prepared to offer to the questions I pose, to show

how and where these answers arise, and to find a suitable

formulation for them-- and then to correlate the results of

the separate interrogations. I will admit at this start,

which is of course at the end of the stUdy it prefaces, that

I tried to be careful not to project the results of one

investigation as presuppositions of another, and that I had

not anticipated either the individual results or the degree

of their convergence. It is my hope that my exposition of

this investigation will bring to its readers both the ring

of truth and the surprise of discovery that I experienced in

its execution.

The translations within are my own, tmless otherwise
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credited. New Testament quotations are taken from the

Nestle edition of the Greek text, and the translations of

these passages attempt to be both close and idiomatic. I

have tried to avoid tendentiousness, but anyone experienced

in tra~slation will realize that one must always settle for

capturing some genuine nuances of the original at the expense

of others. I have naturally attempted to bring out the ones

that bear on the issues I treata standard translations, which

cannot afford such specialization of attention)are therefore

less useful for the purposes of this study. My renderin@ of

the texts aim at allowing a fresh and accurate glimpse of

what may otherwise be hidden by familiarity or by the differ

ent priorities of other translators' purposes. They do not,

and can not, aspire to disclose all that is meant in the

Greek originals; but they do undertake to be faithful to

meanings that are genuinely there.

I am glad to acknowledge my gratitude for the thought

ful criticism and encouragement given to earlier drafts of

this thesis by my colleagues J. Edgar Bruns and J. Terence

Forestell-- and above all, by Professors E.P. Sanders and

B.F. Meyer, who have worked with it from start to finish, and

in doing so have in many instances helped me reduce the gap

between my own capacities and the standards of scholarship

which they consistently exemplify. If it be appropriate to

dedicate a thesis, it is to them, for a rich variety of

reasons, that I most gratefully offer the best that may be

found in this one.
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INTRODUCTION

In the beginning, says the Book of Genesis, was a new

made heaven and earth, that must lie void and formless until

the speaking of the word that could give them shape and order-

a world whose face was drowned in darkness until the word was

uttered that made light be. In the beginning, says the Fourth

Gospel more succinctly, was the Word.

Goethe's Faust, pondering the opening verse of the

Fourth Gospel, wondered whether it is quite accurate to see

the Word as the ground of things. Might we not say rather

that it was preceded by the Thought? or the Deed? or the Power?

There are indeed times when the word has a certain priority,

when the issuing of a command or the pronouncing of a name is

itself the fundamental act by which chaos is tamed or shaped.

But the word is often designed to be the adequate articulation

of the thought it expresses, and may be revised or rejected if

it is not quite what the thought had in mind. Or it is chosen

as the adequate description of the deed that establishes or

accomplishes, consolidating and defining that achievement by

registering it in the understanding. Or it may be only the

medium by which power is summoned and enacted. Usually, how

ever, the lines of demarcation are not to be clearly drawn.

Faust's various candidates for the beginning intermingle and

b]end.
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unoer::; talJd5.ng8 th:lt 8x.pLi.c i tly en' implic i tly s true -Lure what

they take to ~~ their p~ope~ consciousness. Thi~ complex of

Inting consciCius :r'E;ali"ty.

Such thought~·l(J.w may tate the form either of posi tiva

law ~ t:.l0 explIcitly rCE;l.J.lating word ~ or of the common law of

authoritative habit and custom.

law is ito tidiness a:nd clar" ty.

~:he gr8[r'~ virtue of posi tlvQ

It is this that induces

artistic movements to develop ~10ir manifes·tos alongside their

characteristi' styles, and contributes to th~ french national

sense of the superio.,:-'ity of their legal organization over that

of the spra'.vJing cOlDmon-law habits of the British Constitution.

It is this that undoubJeedly inspired (though one may wish to

reSE!rve the po tent:i.8.1 the -:>logical i:nplicati ons of the vwrd)

the Christ.ian Church to adopt a procedure for defining the



and

not necessarily the incvi"table extensiOD b but it is the logical

l"t""'C"I"i' t"er-de' "0 iml'+,-,+o +;n'r.,-/" c"(\c>ni~';lo ..._ .., . 1. ~ _.il .. , uc-<, vv t.......!.,. v IJrlV ~ ..... , ...

artifice thcl"C rna. ,-"~:3 1a\'1 ~ andl.rnd(~r certain cordi -clons willingly

transfoI'm~-=; it~eJ" into 18.W, In the co)')c:ilia:c movemcmt:, tr e

most cri"L1.caJly ir~,p()rtaDt clistoms ,r -~he Chrif:t:1aTl mind quite

naturally (if not in,::vi tat'ly) becarne reformulated in acco:cda:n(;u

with th(~ r:JOst abi:,:olute proced.ures of' positive law 0

Wha"tever one may "think of this development thcologi-

cally ~ it is cleFT that it has hc:>.d ux.cfortunate consequRnc "'8

for the study of the earliest Christian Churches. Ca "olic

scholarshipr formed in the image and likeness of these later

procedures~ stre.ined to find E:->uch a rogulated 1)e1ief reflected

in tll(~ earlies", records of the Chu:cch'G activities; Protestant

scholar-shipp formed in the light of the Reformationts repudi-

ation of Catholic thought-law~ pressed through the tides of

historical process to the firm shores of self-authenticating

Faith. Conditions were not propitious for attempting to

discover just how earliest Christians really went about the

job of orderin~ their understanding properly within the new



d -"lc"",o'l'caJ'l<on 1.. ....)1._.1 "'-'I.. lJ (.

It is prot8.bly not coinl :lc1cntol that the contempor'aTy

p'rsuit of the problem derives particularly fronl a study w.ase

the Pl~otc::ctant assun:pt5.ons aboll" YlQrma'tivD Christianity;

\'laJ~-tcr B~~.D.Gr f s r~c C!ltr,~J ··~Lil).:.~J{ej.·t 1i::(1 Ketzj~~J: c.5_ .im f~} ... ·,:·,~~~t.(-=',~~----_ .........._. -..-- ~.~,--_ ....._------ ....._..._... _........--_.,~- --.~-- ..

cutt.1 ng Vi2.l3 necossary if +1'1e cliscHs .... ion was to t2.1~e place on

a thrOtlghly ref:,poIisible b8.sis ~ and B8.I, or has accorcl:i lJGly 1x~En

given. the credit for being the initia cor of a new era. in the

historical and theological scholarship bearing on enrliert

Christiani t'tJ 9 through 11L., demons trfltion that what WLlS even

tually caL;"ed "heresy" was not really H deviant form of belief

but O/l:::.r an originalJ.y legi timato 8J. te:.·natiye that VJas v,l ti<~

mately l.m3u~c8ssful in the 1tistor:~cal-poli tical competition by

which the Church consol1dated and universalized its doctrinal

understand ing. Bultmann I s assessment of Bauer ~ ~i achievement

in this respec t is typical of modern scholaY·J.y opinicn·

-----_.._-----
lIJot me juxtapose two passaGes chosen almost at random~

which seem to me +ypical of the polarization of assumptiol1S
about '. ~lat was, and what was most authentic in, the earlie:3t
Christian way of relating to its truth: " •.• the C01..lnciJ. of
Trent (sess. iv. De Canon. Script.), when it teaches that the
trl).th of ern is t is coni.3.ined par'tly in the Bible, p(~J:'tly in
umvri ttr;n tradition re~0ived by th.!? Apostles from Ch:c:!.st or
from thE:.~ Holy Ghos t, and entrus ted by them to the Church J that
Scripture and tradition ... are to be reverenced alike, fol
lows the eA"])rl;;SS teaching of many of the earliest and {jreatest
Fathers~ the spirit of all. The advocate of private jUdQnent,
on the other hand, h5 commit cecl to the conclru3ion that the
Church was left for a generation without Clny true and complete>
rule of faith . • ." .



\\? e J3al~(')..· l'r:~'3 (~rlOY{~I...t1~f.C.~·l: 'LlJC (·~GG·t;~~ ~1"·"·1 \~"l" ~".CJl ~e..:~n..
¥'-ll(:~ (~~1.~1 \'{()}::. (}'t_~"f; i:'1 '~il;e fill( . (~:nt C;lYt.:_~_ ..1'1 F:...~J 'L~'le

II l~ir;;) ¥t-- fI C~-:.. 1" 0:. ·-t1 (,(JC:c..., ~ .. n d ac ~L.i. 1J:'; (- r; "~8,: 1.d. ~3 C,. -G t:1 t G

GJ~..:i (j ~~ [~. (~C\~·{~J.. C.~T)~·.;j(;).l i: CJ:-C", X',[.t!"! '::~i:~, is tll.C ;...~{::f':;lII. i;
0 .('1 t" C ~ ~ -,.-.-; )' (j.l- ,... I"· .... •- .. "!'~' "'').- - t- ~ ": r. .. " -.I .":""10. ·t... ,.·~· .....

.l. L':' Vl.l.J. _ -~ i ... t7..l 1,.'':';::.' \ c~.:. l.U 1..8 ~ .. ' t'--~.'\.o~.t:f:., 0.:.. c~()C J. .J..uS ~

c}}"tC1. t,11f.~"~r .t' -'~llC'~:/ .. ,) .... '3 J1C.t; B.S 't:np ecc.. ,_;n1.c~~1 iC~Fll

-c·.'''''c;~'i:'',r' )"(1'" <':>1
'

···, ....,s·\-~·<·\r. '1 C)'l:'>P(q',,~,~~;-,';'J'~(''''._'. ~.- ,.. .. r l.."l. '-.I_:..Jlo. l )t,.. r f_ ·.~;._) -· , •• v ':.of'

rJ~-rt; ri~~~-'; r:J.\·~:-l(~:,.- J}:-:·(~t~(~~~t at '~}1~~ l)(..gillri:~.. l)(:~·nu "''-p

l~:l·GrlC':l"!, ';;:;·i'·:·~ r)~r 't:tj,(~' ·i;;il'.rnph o:~ 8>c (~cr~~tu::,.ll .1':(1d..C;1"~

l~-: J' .' ,,' 't·-··, "',': (,'1'+ ,10''''':'1'11' ....... , (,1••11.\ "','.I"'rreY: ;J- .~ "r,~ll1.' ",,/:,'"
• J .,,:; .....J . ,. ~ L.' .. v ....t. \ ... 10.' .......... :::::: .. "-" .,.. ..:;' ... {..J.. .Jl. A-J,c.=;'C

\'.7,... ]..."'(-: c~r-;r!.,;.C~;~: ........·(1 t..r., 11 «<·CSY .. i~

:i.:'lpO:C-CcYDC0. D:;.t 1: (}.u {lOt S8.y that hD clesc::CYes th0 or-edi,t. I

ff, C~'·' i ~ 'j " n: '\ ,'-" r ,- -,--- ,,-' "j' I ~ ,_., 1;' ". ~ :. c' ... - d- .~ .,,,,' -, to l~ l'
lt~ ,..:.~,...f;~}:!.::.~,D. :c.,::<.!-'~'~,!,-,!;,_~,~·,"r ,11.. ..!.~.~~,':i ..... e ;....c.O'.L,j c,Il 1.110•••<' ,1r.lO (',r
:t:'0V:.. ;::;CW ,;il.:! ~~llC.Ltj.l)j:.',8 by- T.B. SC2.J:l"I'e)lr 9th Gcli.t:l..on, London
(K8can Pr::".J), 19.i'?f IT. 81J"·,I~·s s.v. H'l'r[i.d.itionti

).

f1V;[wn did t,l"),;;<~e f'Ol:"YiI<'l.. ~,.l"'ns be'Gin? How <:i.n.d by whFi,t innucnc:e
\,r~lS th'~' l:!,'-inc; fait;; trarmfOTL.i.~;d into tIle creed ~;.o be believed p

tl" sU'~ .. " .-, ,,,. -l. .,~ 'c': ,··t .._~. < '1 'l" ~c·' . Ct • .., 0 .,t.","'..,... t'.•8 •..l.r~':liltE·J. L,a li,." J k> lHI.·O a pl. 0", .p"l1.C ..,,(tL 1.f:. ;"lJ.L0 t:,.), ne

Holy ChuJ;'~:~h iilto th~~ ,~~9..r:Q~1.f) J29I·Jl1itl1..'rn~ the glo\'l~_n~ hope of' the
K:1 ngdoP1 of hea'v'en Lito a (J,OC-Cl'].l1e or' JJJY:lortality a'1d . eificn.-
tion, prophe~y into a learned exegesis and theological
sc ience, t1-:.o be?.J:'cl's of the sp" 1"it into c:terics r the bl>eth~cen
. , 1 " 1 - l' .... 1 '1 ' l'··,J.. '1 •In.-CO .•al:G~~ l.elc :".11. nn..c ,age ~ Tiurac ...os anCl nea :J.ne~s 1.11. vO no :.u.ng
or into pl'ic::\te:c~:.dtt the fe:t'vC'nt 'pruye'i"~5 into a solemn :r i t',al p. " , ~, -,.. ' . thrcnunC:J..8:CJ,on of tnc 'Jor.L J.nto a JeaJ.ou8 domJ.nl.on ove:c- • ~

world. the "~;pirit" int constraint and law?" (.f1.,d.o:1ph H2U."'ns.ck,
£Ii ~J.5':L'C:Y .£.1: T?.9..L'1i: (tl ;'.ns, Neil Buchanan from 3rd edi"-ion, 1894L
189~- repro in 4 volso f New Yor~p 1961, vol. Is pp. 45-46,
s •v. "P:r.supp(Jsi tions. II )

2n.Udolf Bul tJ:1ann p .T..hr.9.1ot;Y of the New Tpst.nment (trans.
KendricJ" G1"obel)p 2 vol,., 0 v J.95:;~ vol. '2g-p:-'13~r:-'--~
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Y~!:~~r..;lJ_ 1..tG r··,'~;Or"fC l:~~:):·~;·~·;I.i(::a"~:;ic~-"t·} (arId c~\~(~r! r~10rw(; [\0 ~ j,·t~

~LOj'~'L~{ ',tj:>:'IT r'1'}CI. Hr:I"t-'8V in E9rl:i.(;pt Chl:,ir:t:i f 'r1tiv. er"'.
~ ...~~ ........ - .... • ..J...... *""-_~"'H ' •• ~"-"".!_'Q .. ~ ... r_-.._.~._ __ ~ ...... _ ~,.,.;;;.t_.

Robert it" IC:1.: ~l'-c [·mel Gel hu::\l Krodel p Pili1.adclpli::\; lSi'll.

5r ~Jla thinking e..,pecia) ly of Appendix 2~ giV'ing the
his tor;..... of the bc;ok r S :08ccpt5.on ('1nd roporting cri ticiBlUS of
it YJj"l:'~ c-:'11 apologet:lcl:entativencss), but also o:f 'che rem8.'t'I:~
a.bl0 teeU:1 oJ.' elo'·.l'en tI'a:t181ators 9 with two ed.i tors 9 • ,ho co,:nrc-
h8n:::dvG in:lf.;'~~ prGpar{-;d by a leadinG' scho18J:.... p an~i the gcner'ul
GAel tem"lnt vL;irred 'v.p by the event.
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achieved through a pllil~

osophic~l theology O~: a 118v: kjnc::.,· I Si:ppose it no accid"-'nt

that this double movement was German in origin and in i~G most

subst2.nti-r(' C.l.ccOIflplis}nf.!.·ts. I SUGp ct that it is essentially

arship v"hieh uDsettlul t:-adi'tional assumptions ubout Holy V/ri '.

\Ii th a relcntl(~ss and C8.pt.l. r ating svliftness that seemed to leave

---'"8
T
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To tJw exte;nt thc.;;,t this slr.otchy :J:'GconGtru~'t:i()n ,;~ccu~

Tlb postu-

lated con( l.tion i;:; i tf~E:;lf ::.:chizophr-cnic s on the one hand. fits

re18::::iviz.ing of orthodoxy ev;Lc.1E:nee

of a decidedly histoJ.'ical ldnd ~ on t:\ other. i ':s kC'r.;n~ma cu.+s

loos~ from all such lirnitatiolill. I ... · - .'(. J.S ~ 1 op:l.ne, from this

new implicit; fO,t'mulation of' intoJ.crable al -Grnativ"'s thcl.t the

New Quest of the Historical Jesus was begot·ten~ for it is



reaL'y a I'icr.' CLwst of 'rheological Validat.:i ,1. And coordinate

v/it.l1 t;;"i.~LS nev: (~i-l~~f;t ~Gln~'~S oJ10t11er~~ i tG l~lj.stor·j~calu'Gri.ti(~al.

0\"r1'1 (,:",.,,')','-",., re.' c-,_, <:.-~ .,. 0 +1-1 ,~. ~y, r' )', ~I ",r'1 0 f' ':-']') Ec- ()] () f"'~1 C '-'\ 1 v~ 1 ':LL-': ',' ':"j (i "","'~ O~"'.L~11• \, --' .... ....... 1:.. j.J ..~ ..../ ......_':;l' .. ~ v -, ...... -_ .... o~~""\,. ... ~ (. ...,..'._ ·.. v~u.,~",,-).. J...

obviously wi ill G.n eye on Bauer, p03e8 the problem n0:atJ.yt

In tIl'':' ·'Je.r;.i nning of the hiD tory of theolot:Y of
ea:r:licst Christi:mity S' c.:~nds no tlptF'(; teachir.g l' r

but th(c; hi~3torical revelation in tL; word p or: Gd~
and fate of J'esu::> < This :r-c relation is tied to
the wOl"ld-pictl.re of a dE?-firdte time and. ambi::;..nce.
The belief of ;;hp cOIJ1.J!mnity in the unique revcJ.a
tion of God in this historical form pI'8Sent0cl it
wi th the task of explicat:l.:n.g the content of the
beliE'~l' D..pprop:cia.tely and intelligibly wi thj n the
cons tantly chsngi::lg a~,suJTiptions of tim8 a..c... plc;.,ce §

ambi2.nr;e a'lJd world~viev -- that is F SilllUItaneo1~.sly

to construct a n'teaching". The formation of ;his
teaching is from the outset, in the absence of a
prior epr1.0vy'In,ent of a timeless pure t('iaclL'_.lg~ cx~'

posed to a tviO<~fold dangei:' ,jf heresy: either tIle
time-bound. historical expr.·sssiol1 of the revelc:.tion
might be abGolutized~ and thus lose'the revelaJional
quality of an eva.escent form; or it might t in the
consciousness of the timeless content of the reve
lation, surrender its linkage with the histoJ.·ical
origin and thus perforce must be SUbjected to the
new-forces of allen religious powers. These her
etical clangers befall Christology cu3 well as eccle
siolog,y and c1l1thl opology. Prom this fundamental
problematic are produced the criteria for jUdging
what, in the earliest Christianitys can be called
U}1eres:l H .9

If th·s is a key problem for earlie ... t Christianity,

it is implicitly a still more radical problem for modern his-

torical scholarship and. for modern Christian theology. The

form r must contend with what now appears to have been a

---- -~,---

9Helrnut Koester, "Haretiker im UrchristentuIn p " RGGJ ,
vol. 3, eols. 17~18.
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vli th I and the) tits rr:eaning is depend ent no . only on pO'cen~

categories but on fac·ts t

.;.:.

dOll1[s"-' ~ real happenings thC:L t cannot be shrugGE d off mej"·.~ly on

pccount Gi' the in88curity of their critical re;;onstruc; t:l on.

Thus the rnotivat~on ,m.d the o~·portun5..t;;/ for the NeVi

Quest. And thus aJso the linkage with the Bauer problem.

Su.ddcnly r the histc):,c·icFJ.l D.nd theological questions merGe.

Something rea] ly happened r. 2nd tll.e a.uthentj city of its after-

math is condi tionGd by jUE.;t what it rC·';].ly was. On the

occasi y " of th'" German republication of Bauer's book~ Hans

Dieter Bet:? raised almost j 11 st the right question: "In the

be[;irming there existed merely tho 'heretical i Jew, Jesus of

Nazareth. Which of the different interpretations of Jesus are

to be called authentically Christian? And vlhat are the cri-

teria for making that decision? This seems to me the cardinal

problem of New Testament studies today.ll l0

The questions were already in the air. An answer had

already been nticipated by Kasernann: (My own questioning is

ahled at finding out whether the earthly Jesus is to be taken

as the cri ter·~.on of the kerYf::JTIa and f if so t to what extent.

10"Orthodoxy and Heresy in Primitive Chl'istianity,"
InterRre·tntio~ 19, (1965)~ p. )11.



among ~{~1'~ r' 'l+'r<;,,,ll
<.~•• .:.. u. _ h'~) •

and B8.';) ('l:' ~ posed h is own :ro:r·mu.lc:~tjon t II Ac cord :\.ngly ~ wr; m:'G

whe"thc:J' and. .in Y,hich 'lay th2~t wh.:i ell h8.s hc'PPCrJ.2Q hh:;tol'j.c<.;,11y>

i < e. p :L,1 tIw enrtrd.y Jesuc of Nazar(:o tf) ~ ib prc~::8nt in ench

of Chr:l f.,ti.an p:coclELlnatic" C.nd And yet once more)

provided. his own Ql1swcr: I( it sureJr mU;5t be described 8.f3 tb"'c:e

streams of tradition which VJere l."clatively thr,) most acc'tlrate

and v8.1:\.d

'1'"event, fl")

in theil' successive interpretations of the Christ
. ~,

_._~,._..~--_ ..~ ......_-----_._--------,--"'...... -....---------------_._--
11Erncot K~~"'cm"nn NeVI '1'Ic<.·t""""',rd · Oue'~';,,~ or,~ of 'J',-:d~'v

_. --.J o.~") - c~. '. '.,_-:'_ .~-=':~.~L.~ _........... ~ ,,-:.:..:.~.:.'~ _....:_~ _~ ....~.:.. .... -:L
(from ";.:;8.Ckg2.ssen ] Tn Stl'CJ.: urn cien tl_l.~ -tor:u3C:lH-;n ,) S;3US' \'

Exer:.et i21l~ V (,.z::~;:.12.c-)£. ~iYld Bud nnun~~n,~ 2nd edn. ~ 1965) r Lcm.(1,oi:1,
1 01.:0 . -" l'7~}; 8/ ;; f A'~ • 7 i" e

12Helrnut Koester! It Gnomai Di['o,l')horoi: The Origin. and
Nature of D.i_vers:i fic3.t~.on in the History of F'~--t:c}Y Cl11'if.~tic:m-L ,)

i ty" ~ Har\'Q.Id J.'he,c'Jog.l.cP.:L nE~vic:.. 5($ (1965) g pp. 28;2.

13G. Cl.arke Char-Jmanr "So ,!e Theological Reflections on
Walter BQuer'~:; H.(:chtgl~i.ul>i[1'l-:oitund Kct~',81'ei im '3,] to.stO]1-.._.~~--~------'--- - - --._.__.__....- ---~, _._-----_......
91l.:rist:y:t".0.t A Hev:'Lew Articlo fl

g ,founl;-J.l of ECt:T!icnjca\ ~~t~1..ld:i8s..e

1970, P' .568.



,
rnu;,;-r. be ;:;ii0:ccs:x;\1 5r V,'8 c"l.re to mo"e ou't; of th.~ reed in of fant.asy

he IUD.S'l: be:: appro8.chc\.1 SC;Ti18 other way. 'l;hc~ eOrlvle l:ionch.a't

Chr:'LS l;:Lani ty is r&dieally conditioT -.:..d by its historical grolJ,ni

pennits no w2ffling on this point. The solution prnpo·ed b r

IYlc [..=. sur 111g them by how far they therusclYes seem to acknowledGe

the historical Jesus as their own norm.

Til:i S iE: a brilliant move. But its historical and

theological value al'e both diminished 'by the fact that it begs

the question~ uuell as Luther's brilliant critical principles

bogged a similar question at the beginling of German New

Tef;t2ment scholctrship < Cri tcriology is of the essence. But

\'Iho is to c1 ctclrmine th8 cri. -Ceria? Not necessarily r I submi t p

eith('~r I,uther or his SUCC~(3Sors. r~or their rival.s. For if

Wf:~ are to go all the way with the logic of the inquiry, we



,:',',', 'J" U'" ~ ( ~ ',', a Df)e ~ J,,~ ,')n l' 0('",.'" ....: ....... l_.~") ~1.:.. j'-L'.L-.l.'.. ,

() r'

I"~ "
" \.' IT:li S t

let

-i·,l• .c' }',l' ',,','l',",',).,,'1,(,',,'_" l·~"'i,r.',·•• ..L'~ t~;'-l., ',,'~\,"t'" 'v"c'C'''))''''; ,~",-,..J--·i{)·-l , .. , '\" -!-~11"'" ·_···'r.· ..... · ....... _L: ~_... _...... . ~ ...' ... ..1. '-' J. c; ... '-' .. !.~_: VA .....'" L."" 1!. ,l1u.'J:....... V .. z,e J..J.C\...'.1.)\:..,(

';'f} 't")·;f., (i 1" ~·C·1.··!\J -\ j'''''-, ()'p ,; '/-'" O' \""" c'(\n(l~ 'l"'~ ··"I.'ll"')"~J -., J. .. v _,,- .. \.,). ..t;' _ _ . J ,-, ..l...1. V.-I • i .\, \.-. J... J.L l",.1 J....... ~ t~,

od.g:.i.n,s.

Be tz :caiHcd ~ I sc:,id I 8,lT.10;:~t jo.s't the right qucs t:i..Ol'Js.

c isc:ly hi~3 [~rb~..~, ~r'y d CLi.i::i ta tion 0 f the ca:;'·d.in.:~l problem.

"Which uf ;'1'-'e Q;'~ 'f ,;'", I'lo,n': J'- )'1+" I'~)'j,,-,Jl~" 1" ,'" of Tc'c.·'u.',;, ap(·, ':'0 "()('v '" .~ .. '•.• ..!.. ..., • _ \of ... _ "" I;... __ 1 .. \:.. ,_ v •.. V L l J • t.. U ~.) _ ~ v ",.

Cbapri'~1n ~ s regJ:·(~tta,bly drC~).T;'!Y one g II tho3 most accurate [l,nd valid. II

But it is the ouustion itf:;elf thc:t if.; Cl·t f2,lJ.lt. The c:ru.·....hcntic

inte;:,p:eotativl1 of tresus (J0C;;~ not becL>".e the (;8.rdil18.1 is:..'ue

until. it has jus'Ll r been cierived as the propc;:c answer ,,0 a

more fundament8J. questio{d Ho J in fact did ear'lieE,t Christia 1-

ity intc:rpn;l' itself? I Sllggcst that this~ 2nd no othC::.r, is

the n.tdic"l qu ... 3'c.ion in vlhich the b8.sic his'Lorical and theolo-

gical i8S11.e8 converge < For it iF, no longer adequate to say,

with KOl.ster r that i.n the begirming stands the historical

revelation in the words deed and fa~e of Jesus; or with Bult-

mal n,p that in the b8gin.11'- rIC; was the ] p-rygma I or, wi tl1 Betz,

that in the begirming there .xistcd merely the "heretical"

Jew, Jesus of Nazare'th. We ffilst allow earlJest Christianity



r;}l"."~.;:~,·-,·-.~ .... ~~! ,·~lJ·.'.·)' ,i_{" •••..~: ("·':;-·"1:1'. \'.'C:: !· ...·v·.~~·l'·. a.~.,,_·l.l'.'. ~~. -t·..... ~"(- ~ -l:. ..... '[' ... ~ -' r-,,,-"',...,. ...
- _.. .• '. - , ,.• -- .' _. • ,I. t. ,..1 1.. .' i:. I '.~ ,-' !. < C' "\~'.;'_r."·

ll.in{';

tlw

I i:' \",~e ,r>r[ ;",.-.

C·".'. \;.

p:r'oduc ti ve <:;.nd too r,luch dis} ute0. to bl:! 8.ble to S"T,le r' <"; a

]Joint of cl8p~lrtuTu<" f1ho:rc is no OtJ1C),' point of d8pcctlJ,' '0.

called Apostolj.c l'f.<. i..llers, and t1183:'0 are ~;\).pplomentary in~;ig}l'i~s

to be Gai~lec1. :t'rOln at} or stiLL later litcr["~ture~ as B8.uer h~.l:l-

ne' f has shown; but the 02.::3ic problem of "Christj an or-Ll'lor}ozy f"

the iFSUC of hoY: no:cmativc; Christian ur~dcrstanding \'la~:: consti-

tuted from the tecinning, lnlJ.st be addressed primarily to the

evidence of the Th"'v.! Tord;rtInent.



t.hat problem.

It i c c~I'Pi:opri2.,i.:c: at the bq;inn:\..ng r tIl eref'o:cc It" acknov.r:ledge

J \ t .. l" • J" ..C{la l·C ).8 2.n sorlie re~p8C·cs an lnqU:Lry tha·~ is greatly handi-

law doe;:> not have that ~ort of tidy ~:'ation~J.l c(j~;sistoney. I

qualifi(;C~tio:n. Ii. is 'lot PQ8i:;.~.1Jle to malw uf50f'ul SCDGG l;;imul,~

t8,neously about the l,\'hole spec trtua of Chris tian affiliation

that runs :from 8t. Pc-,ul aLL the way to the Seven SrlDS of Seeva-'~

and to draw a clea:c line of demarc<3.t~on wi thin that continuum

is to ac t cl:cbi trcTily, as we arc soberingly 1...'emir4.ed in compm..'>:i.ng

the two quite different lines offer~d by Luke Ilt23~ where he

who is not \'lith .Jesus is Rgainst him, and Luke 9850: where he

who is not against his followers is for them. Unqualif" cd

conclusions ate out of reach. But it is enough to reach for

central tendencies and characteristic pat~erns-- and that is

within the range of possibility.

I canno·t deal wi~h LUke's freelance e.~orcist. But

tha t is for tdO reasons, wl'Jich are of different vleight and

instructive value. The obvious one is that we know far too

Ii ttle about him; and thus we must remember that thel~e were

many others about whom we }~now even less, who had something

to do with the forruation~f early Ciristian understanding but

left us no traces w11erE~by \'Ie migh-~ assess the whole-- and one



iting. 1:'J.1:8 , G cxorcif.>t ).:-3 intrinf:J.calJ.y· marg:u~al to this

may be said to be i~2T the Christian rnovemcnt~ but )w is not

'.[']18 terms 8.pply outside co1'18 1c'nt

80C:''..(; ti(~s O)1\y Ly iTrd tutive participat:i.on or "by meT'E' mctapll')J.:'··..

.; r. r.. ",.,Lvu..P." extun:.d.on . I"c iD only wi'chin the group D.S such that

norms of thcni.ght are fostered and f'0:Ll11"-id and authoritatively'

8.pplied~ it is only \'.:ithin ChrL"tiaJ'l soc:icty as ~mch that the

nO'bon of Cbl:·:hitial1 nOJ'[ll'"' of thot,ghi:: car). be fully meaningi'ul ~

even thouPh :i ndividualG mav 81YOrOIJriate them fOJ:' more soli t,-U~'T
~ v ~~ J

use~~ t 'J'hose who left no tracc;; in tho, ;::;oc:'L8.1 fabr:i.c of self-·

understanding were thus perh,pG not such as to give pause to

either the h5storinn or the theologian.

Adrni ttodly, a group may comprise vm:,ying degrees of

COl formi ty to and concern about its own thought-norras. The

evidenc~ te .j~~ to get selected. Social relc ranee is a cond1-

tion of its sUl'vival. When one interroGates the evidence to

discovp • what it rereals or indicates about norma'live Christian

unde:r.standing~ therefoJ:'e, one must remember that Lul'~e e S exoJ:"~

cisf' had no reason to ~TY his hand at vIJ:-iting a gospel. If

there \'!er(~ any \'1ho supposed that Chri~:>tians might think any·~

thine they pleased t they are not likely to have investE·d much

time in writing letters to churches in order to say SOt nor



ObVJ.OUf,}Y impo:'..~ti::jnt to stciY alert not conly fa!:" the author f s

who ar(~ ))ot within what he -cal<.:es to bc; thE:' Gocial c:ircle of

consensus ~ an.Q his s(:;nse of how th:i..fo disparity cught to be

resolved, (.Phis Jci.nd of attenti0n is sU.f:C'';_cient~ I beLieve f

to cor:r-Gct ag8.inr~t the bias inE:,ri tably present in socially

con.dition'"d eyicl~nce, For socially generated documE::nh~ are

fjocinl or noneonfo:cmist dispositions of those who influence

them: the social matrix can manifest its own s8condarlness.

].. ~l

0 '1" evc.rl :Lt'" o"ln -!-r~·hr:LPI]· i-v,1J- "' \:;- ~ U d v .... ~........ ..Ie.,; § when that is the

way in WTt.ich it is composed or regarded by thoSE:~ who compose

it,

Any society which l like earliest Chr:i.stio.nity, lS set

apart wi·thin ~ larger society partly on the basis o~t~liefs,

ideas, or bo11a\io1'8 that distinguish it from its surroundings

is bound to be aware of its own peculiar manner of' thinldng

as somehow characteristic of its life. The content of that

thought become::; s. way of identifyint; its own character. But

when such a society becomes still more self-aware, it may

begin to raise the question of how it thinks-,- that is f not

v!hat thoughts or understandings are in fact present wi.thin itt



tb:::d; there ,"ire varying dGcT":C:3 of [d(~qU8.cy in the tllot'cgbt and

may diffc;I"' about their ilTll)O::::·t2J.ncc ancl ~,.bout j\lst \Iihich c:..TC: thp

·.Lhought by ,lCCUl'clC;r? by corw:Lc tion?

sophistication? And to whaL extent W'1:'e they :1,,11 ngreci1!(:'nt

fI'he present: u.ndert2.king is concerned with theSE; qU(~s~.

t10n8, But it is more immed iately concern,cd 'I'd. th the m2.ttE~rs

that underlJ.e them~ the earliest Christian sense of the

structtL.'Z' v}-~thin which their thO'lJ.ght v.'a~; p:r.c~~e:cly condition2d.

If there are varying degrees of adequacy in Christian ~lought~

how arc the higher onC}3 off.:::ced y indicated p achieved. ~ authen,,,

tieated ~ guaranteed? How does right understan.ding get rcvea1ed

and disCOVCJ:8d? And on;:"8 revealed and diseovered p how ]8

right understanding to be recogni::.ed by the group for which

it is normative~ and accepted as the :Law that cov(,::r.ns its

thinking? How were they to cell what was normative Christictn



tutc:s. If -Liley s.ttnl,-·-red. not C8..ny \v.l.se t "ot mc:.:..n;/ powcrful r

they nnd(l1.:~btccl1y attr.·;:-.ctcd stLi" fewer intcllect1J.8J.ly pruJ:'~ ent

following the' vd.ll of God more satisfactorily via the Christian

way~ and thcd; Li1ey \'iere to a cer-ccdn extent privy to some of

his previously hidden plans. Thu contract is effectual upon

signing~ whethl?;r one reads either the fine print or tiw bold ~

the medicine does not favor pharmacologists. But one need

not suppose s.ch a preoccup2.tiQn evcn for it to be ; r(lrorta Tl:

to Gec how they pl esu.mcd "right understanding!' \'.'as to be

arrived at. For~ in the first place p the possibility of a

right unocrst::lnding is implicit in theiL' act of Christian

affiliat:i.on~ even if they themselves "":ere not P8.}.··~icl;.lu:rly

obsessed abo17.t pOSs8Fising i t~ and in the second place f the

development of early Christian self-understanding W2S ulti~

mat",ly less dependent llpon what Christians at any given moment
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supposed ho let men :' 11 on his will and. knov-ilcdr;e c As impli.~

2Xld cuntom "tct::ame la's I' the contont of Christian understandinG

of the conr.;i;itution Ly which it was defL ed and governed.

The: main Puy'pose of this study is therefore to discern not

tho nor·m.~ f t.hou.ght thc:ras~l "OS v but the L~!plicit thGories

were understood to be T~lade matdfest.

That is where historical arld theological issues prop~

I110 ec~rli(',s'~ Christian m1derst~.J."'1.din.g of the modes

of its oval nor~la~ization sUbstantially conditioned the evel-

oprilont of its ovm au'!:hcntic thoug! t. Wha \,oyer we may prefei."

to llaV"e been the gro;.:md-rulGs of such ef.1xly Christian self·-

understanding ~ we are not justified as historianB i1' v..'e pro-

ject :mr pr~ferences on what may have been a significantly

diffo:cent; sense of undc:etaktng 01'1 their art. Nor 8.! e we

'h) • l ' 'u ,..t.. ,," d 'f { hav"" a"'....,c""p+c.;d ":nhA ...":tr.-.,,, +hc~.1>\; 6( _og:r.ca ...-Y J S \.,~i :LC.n 0 ~ v e '" .-:; vv v _ v _'C,;>, v v

eal"'ly Christi8.n theology sets the pattern fol'" theolog.tcal

val :i.ditv- in '~ur time ~ and not vice-versa 0 It is 'i;hus histol"'~.' .
ically and theologically useful to discern the i'lays in which

early ,;h:cistian thinJw1."'s supposcd r impl'citly or eJq)licj..i:;ly~

th"" 'I" authentic u,n,ders'tanding was given to them and 'i:;hat its

potential devGlo:pment D i i:' such we:ce permitted c might be

• "1"' f' 1cr1~~ca ~y ra.1Deao And if Christian theology accepts all

th.:;.t is impl:.cd in the trao." tional uxiom of its histo~ical



It is

But Bu.ltnit.'lJ.:111 tlH.~i$ begs exactly the queztim:l :- wiGh to

l"a:1.f~e • It mc::ty be t!"'l..H:- that proponer.l.ts of' eventually repudi=

atC1d IdrJ.ds of thought: (;ol1siclered themselves completely ChriG~

tial'lg but this establishes only that they did not invalidate

their ovm. think:lJig th:r-ough their nppea,l to a. nonn.a\J.v8 pro....

c.edure th8.t t;:'anscended them" not that s'i.J.ch a norm \'las non~

existent. The question. tCi be rair~ed is precisely the 011e

whlch. Bultman:n. casual' I h;}'P8.sses ~ to what extent was a norm~~

atizing proc0du:C8 or Zll authori'· at.hre court of appeal present ~

e.xplicitly or implicitl::r~ in earliest Christian tmderstand:i.:ng?
-.-.,-----.. , ...~'~....__.~~_..-:.~ ...- -"----~~

l'-PRUdolf Bulti12\11n p .T1}.?;.Q.~~ 21. ~t.h!l liQX! .T.'2illI~:L~ll.~
('tr2.J1.;:'i. Kond.r:i.ck G:['Ob(1)~ 2 vols o " 19550 "Ir01. 2

p
p. 135.



1'he c:pis'tles of Paul provide a nearly ide:":d. test case

for the determination of a sample early Christian normative

under::,tand ing, No t only are they many t substantial f and early:

they are also highly variou"r addressing themselves to differ

ent p:cobJ.em~:;~ si tuations ~ and challenges in diff'eren", parts of

the world. Having made hi~ way from Damascus to Jerusalem to

Illyrica. Paul vms perhaps the most widely travellG)d Christ:i..an

of his dayv and. the most able to speak representatively for

general Christian unders+~nding, or to bear witne3s to its

still not having come into being. And since his letters are

not systematic treatises l they have th2 additional advantage

of manifesting actual habits Jf mind rather than merely formal

positions. Whatever may be learned from Paul about the sense

of normative understandings in the early Churches p and about

the criteriology for validating norms of thought, will be SOY!1i'-'

thing temper(}d by vlic1e Christian e:>..rperience and addressed to

a variety of Christian. aUdiences. It is therefore a happy

conven5r;nce that the letters of Paul mu.st in this, as in most

questions of early ChristianityI' be the starting-point of any

systematic investigatirn. What then has Pau,l to reveal about

his-- or othcrs f
-- conceptions of the constitution of Chris

tian thought?

22
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f8.11 \ric t:Lr,l to the ~jheer inc:.de-

belongs to rnm1. of hir:J.8~lf dO(~"fJ not eXOH01:"ate 01' pJ;"ot(;:c'~ hi!:"!.

Ii' hE; d080 not L~(jmchow entQ:t:' into a fit understan.ding
p

he hac

no

He r:rtH~i.1 of course g en.~B·_~ _il1tr.}1-·~ope·.'.~ 'i~o ~~ '"e"~ " .... c. _ l J,A. I. ~~:..~.. {:!.iJ \t . ..._,,....:_

does not rer:H:lGr the .3pecial place of the latter inconsidoral)le &

Undel'"'£d;a.nding is not evcr:{thi:nG'A'~ bU.t it iB the propel.~ gO\T(~:r-nor

of life. ':l'lw ur.LT'ccon:::'truct·3d man goes to seed in his life pre-

.. J' 1 . ." -. 1 d' b f' l- d . . l' ,C.1.80.y Dccap.·~e ·U.S nana :.LS a.LJ..ov:e , 'CO "8 un :J..'l,.~ unr J.sc~p UL(~O_ p

U21.2,ppl"oved.. In 'i;he o!'der of natu.r.al priori tjr ~ fir-at comes wlll~

frc.'w hiF, inisgl.dd5.ng u:clCi.erstandi ng e it takes hil:l into a 15.fe-
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mor0 ns [J,:.l invc:::.sicl1'J and N.H~1.pa·~ion hy God eJf clisorclc:}::l;\~ hUTi18Xt
irnpu'j :308 '['hhl1 H::" a bx'auing tonic to 1'11steQdy but otlw:nd.E,a ~1.c.1!J~·

t < .," l- ""'l '" 1 ,',q,u.~~.·(: 1,L.·C(?; l.cC\, 2..1'10. \'!:Lt...~~~ :;: .1,gnl;co 1.::Yi.0S':: ry 0V~X·P0\'JG:CJ.)V; ra'CiGI'
·!-1 "Y'! ~, ........ -"" ·, ..~J"r·t·:.f\·') rr:1"';'''' ~.-r_··""~;"'J'on 0''''' -.r(•• oSt,...• ."...~ af!!(':", ~f·""'..... "{r 1·~1 ... '~r ''''ltJ..l~.l 1."t" l;lt.t,..:. ~;;~,; (.J.. ........ "'"0 ..... 1. ~J jJU.L If ... ..L .1. "J~'lal.l.':"')...bU 'I\.:;_,j .t. • .!.... \,.~.:.." a.. .
dcl:'i:r,t.'r<..':,;':: <.:.nd c:iX\"').r:lf3PC(:·l; CO:r:-:J:: ,ctiV8 to those c ther :(,(~}Y(,C8';::'1-
~- t·~ ~ ~ '/ ..'- .,.... .c· ..... ':',' .-.1- '.M -'"~ "') 0"<> ·'-1.,""·· .... "1e'>'n:" N" 'I:':; (' ,-.,-\+i \rl..a. .J,.().115t. UUG nol.. a. ,'-a_lc.l..:.J.\..<.c\,J.JL l.. lo .,,;;:LJ.. " <'....U b' ,~ .. I..·,L.v .....~ ~

Paul ~:J f~ponta'()(;OU8 ;!v.clgment from within gratn.itoue: 8[.. ,'vation
l." " J.' .., " .J "J I.' <.. l'Vlt..8 '\,f1ft-C l"lan :u;; JY!P():l."'~·8J:1'GJ,Y cor):" lP"G W:,L ClOU:C ~\. ~ .u.s mere J.),·:;ac;···

u:ced and lOG l:i.nGcl j'i.1,dGl=1Cnt Si~~ms to ha.ve acj;:~10vIJ(~cJ.ged thc..rt this
• ~ ''- .... C<f' l' . 1 .. '1'3.8 lYi"l, r, nccc:ssB.:'::Y· t,;"Ct';.\.e or al 8.:J. S ,)1.1;; 0,[1. y a laCT-'ta onc~.

-I .. • p'" ... • ',' .J ., . • ~ I••11. .. omcU1S ~ . au..L :is conse ).(JUS_Y cor~"'G:cC:Lng r:l:~ ('3 LJ1'C81 p:r....~~
"l·<::.t·.L·o'''\~· ,....' ,;C'" P""c'~i"~OUS tL"~"h;nfJ' (" 0' '::\<8) l'l'- J'<::! 'l)'-)""'l'1-)ll~'<.-.. bo!.~.J \..I.J.. .i i., ...100. \ __ j ," c.... ~ . .J.,~ '-.::.• 0 b ~ .../" 6 _ ~ ...." V l..,l L. i"

th ,t he i::' als; COilSC iously modifyir1'-.:.< positions taken in oi.JiGI'
exta.TC 01:dstI0f>. I am rt-;luc.tant v howeve:c~ to dovelop DIy in·~
vestiGat:i.oru3 of PattI in Y.';):/3 that depend on. pnrticu12r chrorw
logie;ctl c'..rr8.ng2men'i.:f~ of his epistle::' or partiG1J.L.1.r solutio;'is
to the C(;;·i.'~lr·x Ii tC}.'2XY pr-oblel1s uX'cr;cnted bv them. I 11<':'..'/'3
accord:i.nr;:L~r attempt l '>c3 to fir;d the ~ p~·::tt8rn 0 f" F8.ul' s thC'11.P;ht
within "~L:') ranee of . ari8.bl,~s offered lJy different r..;olU.t:WT'lS
to these pl.~oblem8 f and haviJ:·.I:'.~; found his thin.ki~1{!, adequat8.ly
consiste,lt cU1d the v~1xinblf:::.; not: significant impediments to
its recmGtruction f I havo developed the argument of this
chapter :['02' the most part \'/ithout ex-plici t reference to them,
allowing it to moV'(:~ among the epistles without offering justi
fication. for pa.cticnlar movenents.
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two m<:;1,n critic<.:.l rep::'8sc-:Jltations of the v .1nc-rabil:] ty of the

Jewish l'o::.~itioYl both ClSSl.lc:e and rcinforce thi:::, pr·iority.

On the one h;'3.Txl ~ P;3Hl arGuer:.: that the problem is pr(~

cisely that the ::' ll'matiOij of JC\'.'iS:1 underst:::..cDding falls

but did not attain it (Hom 9 ~ 31) , "Thy? 'l'he suosquent verse

and defi:ni.tive h:,uline e::pJ 8na-cion~ 5. t is b,~c8.use they relied

on wo:ch's rat,ler than on fed th. Chcl:r-8.cteristic, indeed.-~· but

not Doccosarily definitive. For thrc Verses later~ Paul

gives an alternative formuln that clarifies his jUdgm t, and

shows that the issue is not simply pride versus hUTl!ilitYt

self-r:;ufficiency a.s against submif.3sion to grace, the ben5.ghtecl

V18.ys of m2'~n o.;)Pt:!:~.'istC'd w5.th the un1'2.thomably mystor....'us ways of

God. The ismH l.fj unde:r.str<;.1ding. Tho Jews, P&..u.l aVOVIS v hav'c i 1~

deed 2. ~::cal for G(~d! (tbt~'G not tlcco:.....din:; "ID lcno\iledf,1B It (Hom 10.2).
In their obt' .3cnc:3~::p they hevc failed to understand riGhtly th8.'C

fO!'lll of Imo 'i18dge and tl"1J.th that \-!as given to them F and t:.uc tlh

receive revelation impeded by a veil (2 Cor 3:13-16), not

having grasped that 'this revelation itself points to the

Christ who \'/2.S to tranc,,;cend and, by fulfilling it, abrogate
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belongs to it, Though their minds were not left as unfit as

ing that led ·t.hem astrD.y r, rJo t the II' perv()l's1. ty.

Perverf,dty nevertheless h,18 playc;d its part. Yet Jwrc

too f on the other hand~ Paul insis·ts on the governing placo of

bu'; the mind may ascend to the sVi.ritual Law, and be so

informed hr it that it act'iJ.ally b(~coTi1es "law of my mind"

(Rom (114-23). If one's entire life could 1e sUbjected to the

I,aw of God, the Law might save. 2 11110. first utep is being

sUbject(-~d to the Law of GJd through the mird ~s making its own

law (Rom 7 ~ 25) • Then p if the governing pow(~r of the mind v{ere

only sUfficient to discipline the anarchical usurnations
J. of

the flesh, the prize would be won by the pious Jew. But alas~

the reg-ulation of mind by divine truth is a necessary condi~"

tion, but unfortu.nately not a sUfficient one. The mind may

be willing p but the flesh is weak-- and strong. The law of

_.~---~.---'-----_._------_.--.-----------~----_._-----

210 t 5 cviderltl:y implieG this; and the Se me as::nu:rption ~
painfully tantalizing to o~e who simply cannot manage to-be so
sUbjectedrunderlies chapter 7. Paul clearly believes that
being] :rfect in the Law is a derivative and inferior kind of
righteousness by comparison with the direct ri~hteousness of
God which is acce;:~sible only through faith in Christ; but he
does not cJ.er,y that it it> c3. life-giving condit:i.. on all the same ~
or that it is at least theoretically realizable. On the other
hand FRom 3: 20 echoe~j the hard sayings about the IJaw found in
Ga10+:ln11~ (2·16 3· 1 J- 1 2 ?l) Il'1~li0 l'c l)a111'0 c~l~r~~c~l.er~l's..t.l·Ct- CJ, '.J • . t ~~) (, . 9 • _ ~ •.- i1 _ • J. OJ h,) , ... J 1...... ct ~ .....

abbrevia ted stand: there is no s3.1\,'ation in. the Law. I find
the best candi.date for a link of coherence in Pallo1 , f.; comric
tion that all have sinned (Rom 3r23; cf. Gal 3-19, 22). The



the flesh wars a[.';ainst "the law of my mind'l (Hom '?t2J)~ and

wins. The Law does half th~ job of 18scue F by freeing us

On this count ton, Paul's faultinz of

Judai::~m clilphasizes the importance of the Ill'i nd I.' ~5 right diGci.~

plinc; a~1d doee not despair of securing it. But Paul despairs

of its n2.turnl c<:;.pacity to impose itself effect'dally. The

lusts of ..,t18 f1er:<h m8.ke us uno,bie to follow its guidancC
F

de~>pi.te our will to do so-- Gal 5 t 17 carries the smne mef.:lsage.

as Rom 7. The Law is spiri~ual. bu't lacks the full po~cr of

the Spirit.

~:he Gospel overcomes the limi tatiol1s that ilnpede the

J E:\'';S • I t does so becaus(' unlike the Law, which mus t rely on

the inacl.E';q..uate poi-ver of law-foY'meo. mind to rule the fr,::.c.: "ious

flesh~ the Gospel itself has power. The wisdom of men is

misled and misleading. The wisdom of the Law, which is

spiri tual (nom 7;14)p is true=- but it is powerless. But what

human capacity does not manage to do even when it possesses

the form of knowledge and truth, Christ the wisdom of God and

the power o~· God accomnlishes through the Gospel (1 Cor 1 ~ 2!+r.

2:4-5). Folly to the Greeks and to all those who arc merely

1?8Uchi J.er:§.r this is nevertheless the true and powerful wisdom

l·aw therefor -, lTI' st conde'nn-- but it might have saved, wcr'e it
not for sin. Galatians does not promote this emphasis, being
COl1lOerned with lH'ging the inSUfficiency of the I,uw in the most
pe:csuasiV8 way-- but oven there t Paul acknowledges that the onG
doing tho comL.J.n,clrnentf3 of the Law will live by them (J:1.~l) and
that the c'pirl"'t for all its rivalry with the l,aw. reaffirms
its essence (5 ~ l)-l!.j.-) . But t!lis is one issue on which I am
not confident that Paul'S thought is ulti ately consistent.
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of God·_·- 2nd therefore has tho power to succeed :LYl b(~inc 01)!:'

true wisd.or,1~ and ri[;hteousness ~ and. ~:;8Jlctificat:i on., and

re?emption (1 Cor 1~30).

Lc·c hi.m who boasts,. thcnJboast in the Lord (1 Cor. li.]" )p

for his rescue is not cred"ted to his own achierement. All

the same ~ this ChST2.cte:cistic Pauline emphasis aD grace t on

the divilL8 ini tiativc ~ on the private povicrlessncEs of man~

f:~houlcl not be 2.110Vled to obscure the indispensable place of

human complicity in man's salvation. If he prefe:cs to spf;8.k

of our beil1g known by God, that is nevertheless quite clearlyp

even £'0_' Paul p the reverent obverse of what we would more

instinctively call our 1e· )'wledge of God (Gal LH 9) • Knowledge

according to the fle~h& even of Christ, may be of little

account (2 Cor 5 ~ 16) ~ but that may safely be said because \'10

hav0 knowlf!dge in a higher k~y. rrhe Gospel is no'c man ~ s worel

but Godts (1 Thess 2tlJ); but it is a word~ not a mere infusion

of power. It gives a wisdom not of this world r and makes us

know (and pe:cmits us to speak about) what God has given us

(1. Cor 2 ~ 7 ..j). It bri_ngs to us at once the power of God, and

the knowledge of God.

The Gospel is a word of truth (2 Cor 6:7). Yet this

truth is not readily evident to the fl20Jr\lflOS nous of this

world ~ to the Greek 2.b. "losop0.£lp even to the zealou::; but ob

tuse-mindf!c1 Jew. It is not connatural or even congenial to

our clumsy and compromised minds. We may eventually come to

see its truth plainly and easily, as we are transformed in



C )..-'V'·~ c··l-- ..
J.l._ ~ _:-.' '; but '~his recognition is not where d5 sordered men may

beein. VIe ~;t2.:ct est!'o.ngec3 from truth, If it is to be aIJpro-

priQted by 01,I!~ lllinds-- or, as Paul would. probably p:cefGY.'J if

we arc to be appropriated to it through our minds-- it must

be sUbmittcdtC)t obeyed.

The phrase hy whi.ch Pm:.l. dcsc!'ibc:u the PU:CPCS8 of hiE;

" ..... ~on .. "o"l dl.· 1-"" of.p· ·J..h"('·' )"0 1~'"'~ r···Q+n.~·c. R 1 5') 3ml.3i::>l. .J )P-, e 1....,e .Lc11 L,. ;~.';:.;J'.::.. _:!2:.:.:~~,...::::..:...:., om f •

FO:L'tunate .y 'this motif VIas centr<tl enough to his thought that

we flay piece togetl er a sLr.>tch of its assumptions nnd ir"pli(:a~

tions. It is uldoubtedly the same notion that he describes

elsewhcl:,e as lithe subjection of your confession to the GO .. IJel tl

(2 Cor 9113)-- scarcely a pellucid phrase~ but evidently

pointing to tl!l~ way in which the Corinthians ¥ sense of 1.he

impo:ctant tl'U Lh heW l>(~en disc iplined rJJ tho Gospel, their

under.'t-nding wapped in its J :ag8. Similarly, an 8.1ternati'\'e

formt~J_a in ROnl8.nO commends th~rn in that they Ilobeyed from thr.>

heart that pattern of teaching to which you were delivered ll

Rom 6: 1'71; C'rld the sarpG emph8.sis is sustains' when Paul ~ in

another epistls p speaks of his using his powers to lead every

mind (poeI!.ll\) captive to the obedi(~nce of Christ (2 Co:c 10: 5) .I~

1971.

4 -
N08l~> though more ordinarily signifying tho1JP'h t j

is best understood here in the more inclusive ~~ens;-c)f m-i"nd.
Sec Robert Jewett f Pau~.' ~ A!l~hr0.1'oloGical Term~, Lciden~ 1971,
381-382.
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The them.:.:: of oou1ieneo in Pac),l Gt~nerates sevQl'al eqni·~

valcnts. Obeying the Go::,pel is ob(~ying Chrif..:;t is obeying the

truth is obeying the l<::t\'l. Not, to be f.oun."p the law wl;:i,ch

governs detailed works, which j.B but the law of sin 2nd death

(Rom 8r2), bJt rRther ·the law O f'
.L spirit of life (Ron:. 8~2)~ tho

law of faith (Hom 3:27)~ Christ af; the law of God (1 Cor 9:21).

It isr. in short, the conforming of oneself to that toad news

by \'!lLich Goel calls us far beyond \'vnat we might otherwise be-

come. For PauJ.~ the rcot of Christian belonging lies in the

grac ious divine i.:i tiative J whenc'" it is awakened and nouri:::~hed.

But the root itsc'" f is this conforming, this obediene(~, through

\vhieh vIe put on a d9.kJ:lQ.5J.Q.~ and .:'(;ceive the power to enact

its dictates. If Jew and Gentile face an anthropological

dilemma, the Christian dispensation elimino.tes the dilemma.

not the anthropology.

and of interDr:-...lt~~at:i.on. Paul is obviously insistent (,. the

latter. It is not the hearers of the Law who are justified,

but the doers (Rom 2:lJ)~ it is possible to know Godts will,

and to be able ~o discriminate things that matter, and yet not

be able to follow one's own teaching (Rom 2:l8-2l)f and such is

a sad condition. Paul was not r that is, a pure gnostic. The

truth that real]y mattered to him 'N8S bound up with events and

purposes and personalities and cO'lJ.ld not be metaphysically

abstracted from such gritty stuff. To matter properly, it had

to mattE~r evidC'ltly. The Gospel should come not in Word or~y ~



but in Sp..i.ri t, and POWE'I'. Is it po~:;sible thRt tLe Gospcl might

be internaliz.ed hy some ::~hortcut that bypa,-~ses the understand·-

ing? I thinl: not. Paulbs "not in 'lord only" can.not; mean "not

in V!ora at all II • Surely j)j s complaint aE;a:; nst the mere ]warel's

of the Lav! Yi:0ans not that understanding does not matter but

that some peop18 may hear wi t:nou t £:s.all;i understan.c; ine; the

implications of what they have heard~ and his mirror of self-

confrontation for the Jew as would-be educator of the world in

no way impugrw the potential value of his ~ching but cDl;y- er.f: his

£0~du0-~. What de· h it profit the teacher himself if he imparts

wisdom but cannot live it? Nothing~ but i t mc~Y yet profit his

hearers~ if they obey what they hav~ heqrd,

In fact~ Paul on at least one occasion confronted the

question of immediate internalization of spiritual pewer-- that

is, the relative values of spiritual transformation mediated

by undcrstanding r and the manifestati,·n of spiritual power

effected directly with the understanding not involved. He came

down decisively on the side of understanding The con"tro-,.rersy

-

in question is, of course~ that with the Corinthians about the

gift of tongUGf3. The spirit may indeed pray without trw under

standing being involved (1 Cor 14:14). But that is simply

undesirable: better five words mediated by .!2Q~Ui than ten thou-

) 5sand without it f however spiritual they may be (1 Cor 14:19 •

5Cf . thG general conclusioll of Gunther Bornlramm in
"Fai-t:l and Reason in Paul's Epistles," NTS ;.j. (1957--1958)f
pp. 9)-100. "Prophecy is for him essentially rational speech
(l8.l.(~i12 en .!2.oi) in COj trast to that pnGumatic ecstasy (J.a10in
en pneur:l3.tJ) • • • ']'his is essentially Pauline • • ." (p-:--98 )~



And then cor.le~) Pav.l' s s m~i,?ry r8bi.~~·l':? and f),. onition; which

firmly 0st8..bL1.i~hes hIs conception 01' the mind ~ 8 place in

normClt.!.ve Cli.:-:".. :..; '.:: ~).n life, 1 do not be Ii ttlc .--l·l ildren irl under~

standir.\;~ but 1Jecomc mature in lJ.ndl~rstandi.ng (1 Cor 14.;20).

Matu.re does not !tean recherche or Obscul~ani.;ist. If

Paul chare;eG the Corinthh;ns to becol,le mature in understan<linG~

he also ~arns th0ffi not tu overrate gnosis (1 Cor 8:1), not to

think above vhat is written (1 C01~ Lj·:6L nOT; to deyiate from

heir origin~l simplicity in Christ (2 Cor IlfJ) which was

derJ,.··v(>.o·'. ·l"'.roril PB1·'l's.~ 0\/-'.11 c··il!1'~lJ.·cJ.· '!l"y J'n sr)eec11 (2' Co'~ 1J' 6)- - - -. A • "" ~ .. 1-' '.., 1:'" \ _ J.. _ < •

ESfwntiaJ. u. derstanding is indisper.s·· ~le v but it is not

complicated.

All th<.~ same r Paul acknowledges that beyond the relative-

ly uncomplicc:t1:ed formation of under.>tanding that is a Christian

essential f lies a range of further possibilities toward Chris-

tian perfection. He himself may be simple in speech-- but he

is no t simple in lcn.owledge (2 Cor 11 s 6) . He does not wish

anyone to credl t him with any more than t .. ,y can see and hear

for themselves-- but the truth is that he is in a position to

boast much more p all the way to receiving indescribable

messages ~hic~ may not be expressed (2 Cor 12:6 r 4). Thus

are his addressees tantalized and put in their place. They

are beginners. and need Paul's teaching to correct their

igno:cance (1 rrhess 4·.13) and supply deficiencies in their

faith (J. 'J1hess :3 t 10) • ThEW are stlll fleshly, and cannot

be spcken to in the way that spiritual persons may be spoken
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to (1 Cor J~l-J). 'l'hcy maT };:ncw serne things that others do

not knc\'!····- ovn,'L p c'.fpci. 'ently t other Ch:.:.~istians-- which is in

itself ·testimony 0; their Growth in Christ (1 Cor 8eG-7)t

but if they should become too impressed with what they know,

they shOltJd rem(:mb""l' that t;wy do not know a.s they ought

(1 Cor [\ ~ 2) • It is Pall.l \'1110 speaks ~ he who ac3 iT: i ts to hi;;

milk~fed c,d.lclren that therc~ are some who partal'.:e of meat.

that those viho c;.rc perfect conver-f;(; 8.uout a divine wisdom

that this \'vorld wouldn t t recoeniz,e (1 Cor J t 2 ~ 2 t 6-7) • How~

ever s51r.~)le the essel.tials of Christian understanding may be ~

there lies beyond them not only a maturing but a progress

(Phil li25)-- a p~cgress moreover? thet leads not to more

d r, !J..~ :-: "" ':-8 ':;r_JCC··U.J ~ Jl·, ·i.ons bl' .~, ~',I"\ ~~tu,r'd1.'e_'r C'l~~ 0' pa ~ ,_.' V1J' ~ EI't - ~ r '~v'-' - '- '-'- v ~ t~ ~4 .. ~ L ,~ _ .. Lv ,il ..., J.l 0 \,,:.-> a. J. 1 L.
u

•

It is snch that those who are perfect will recogniz.e the truth

of what Paul says-- 1hile those who are not will, if they

continue to progr-ess~ Ultimately have it revealed to them by

God (Phil 3 :15).

Hence a double standard emerges within PaUl's teachir~

as it relat...:s to the' :-tate of normative Christian understandin~

and the operat.ion of thought-law. There is one standard at

the ber·i.nn:Lng of Christian life, and another for those who

purSUE: the more perfected states to which that beginning is

open. The understandi1g~ and the coordinate lav'l of thoutshtp

necessary for salvation (Which is imperative) is evidently

rather simple. But the understanding, and probably the

coordinate law of thought, necessary for perfection (which is
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desirable) is not so easy a matter. Progress in knowledge is

apparently a normal feature of Christian life; it is virtually

a necessary concomitant of spiritual progress. Paul does not

waver from the priority he consistently gives to God's initi-

ative and to the Spirit by which his truth and power enter

the lives of Christians. But neither does he forget that the

Spirit's vehicle of entry is an intelligible word of truth,

or that the Spirit is that which searches and knows the deep

things of God and reveals them to the understanding of men

(1 Cor 2:10-12). His communications to his converts are

precisely the speaking of that which the Spirit has taught

(1 Cor 2:13). Therefore, while he is aware that his own

spirit, which knows his own depths most fUlly (1 Cor 2111),

may through its privileged liaison with the divine Spirit

communicate with God in ways that transcend his own understand-

ing (Rom 8:15-16, 26-27), he nevertheless also knows that just

as his own spirit is especially manifest in his knowing mind,

so the Spirit is especially characterizable as mind (Rom 8:27).

To have the Spirit is to have the mind of Christ (1 Cor 2:16),

and the correlative understanding is an indispensably charac-

teristic component of Christian reality.

Sometimes elevated to states of spirit and achieve

ments of insight beyond ordinary powers, the Christian

community encounters a problem of discernment. If progress

is one of the facts of Christian life, so are confusion,

unwitting ignorance, false confidence, even deliberate fraud.
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How is one to tell the true cur:ce-'icy from ch8 counterfeit?

The initiate may in tho first instanc0 perceive the

divine authentic~ltion of the word prcc;ched i"O him in the

characteristic external signs and w nders and POY/EH'S of the

apo:::;tlc; f which Paul r:lanirested 110 t only to the Corinthi_ans

(2 Cor 12t12) but among all the Gen'-iles (Rom 15:18). At

this staGG, all the Christia~ needs to do, apparentlYF is

notice what is happening. But not in the external order only,

for the servants of the adversary may be endowed with specious

pOViers, and the 1~1 timate sa tanic manifestation parod ies the

true apostlo p perhaps oven in signs and wonders Rnd powers

of falsehood (2 Cor 11:1)-15; cf. 2 Thess 2:9). The greatest

and most persuasive initial guarantee of the gospel's trl<.th

is rather the internal sign of the ;~pil'it (Gal 3 ~ 2 L who comes

'I'd th power (1 Thess 1:':;) and illuminates the believer -,lith

knowledge of the glory of God in Christ (2 Cor 4:6), It is

a l{nowledge that authenticates i tse1f, In his appropriating

act of abed ient submission, the believer -:-eceivcs the mind of

Christ, and pd.rticlpate, in the wisdom and po ler of God. EVi.

dently, Paul ~ s converts )"n(~'i that tl ey know.
~[,he s~<?l of the piri";; is 9 in fact p the f ....1.ndaraental

category for 'oth Christian belonging in general and Christian

understanding in particular. Unless one possesses the Spirit

of God (:::: the Spirit of Christ), one cannot belong to Christ

(Rom 8:9); the man ~10 still operates on the merely psychic

le\re1 cannot understand t~:e things of the Spirit of God and

thinks them foolish (1 Cor 2:14). But those who havG received
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12:1.3 9 etc.); <..nd those who have rece i ved 'le Spi:ci t can kno\'!

and ul~erstand ·the thing3 of God v the true wisdom, the savine

divine righteoum18ss (1 Cor 2:12-16, etc.). The Spirit is

also the locus and medium of proGrc~ssi.ve unde'Y'$tanding~ for

just as the implest Christian insight into the Lordship of

Jesus is given only through the Spirit~ so also is it the

Spirit who gives further words of wisdom and words of knowl~

edge (1 Cor 12~3t 8).

Because of the gap between the unaid.ed hUT')an mind. and

the mind of Christ, this canon of the Spirit is both absolute

and circular. Those who are within the embrace of the Spirit

cannot be readily understood by thoSe outside. But within

the circle of the Spirit, the Spirit's teac"hings may be read~

ily unfolded to, and grasped by, spiritual persons (1 Cor 2~

13-15;. Paul is so confident of the reliability of this

principle that he can assure the Philippians that the perfect

should be of his mind J and that those who thin}\: otherwise \vill

eventually ccme to the same position through divine revelation

(Phil ):15)-- and he can tell the Corinthians that anyone

truly spiritual will see things his way. and that anyone who

fails to do so is simply self-disqualified (1 Cor 14=.37-)8).

If the understanding of all were fully transformed in

the SpJ ri t, this would pi- ;surnably 1::9 all that needed to be

said. The perfected understanding given to those who matu.re
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in the Spiri t ~ and the neVl word s of Jrnmvledge comrrnmicated in

the Spiri t f wOttld regi.ster in t:.8 hearts of all splri tual

.persons vd_th. that vivid conviction by which they had rejoiced

in their" submls:.'"aon to th8 original Vlord of tl'uth in tl.e

Gospel. Paul '/QuId have it so, and would have his add:eesr.;;ees

perceive that it Dillst be so. But he also sees that it is,

alas, not yet so. '1'118 awkvr8.:::-d and annoying fact of the matter

is that not all thODe who r '1 Le has fathered in \Jhrist percei.ve

readily and unquestioningly the right- ess of his teachi.ngs.

Ironically, the Corinthian holdouts seem to have accepted

Paul J s fundaml"lntal assumptions concer-ning the circle of the

Spirit p and have been thus led by their disaGreements to the

supposition that they are within that circle p while Paul is

partially vithout. Hence, in the absence of that immediate

conviction -eha t oup;ht ideal: y to obtain when Spil"it spea.ks

to Spirit~ th y want some external proof that it is really

Christ who speaks through Paul, rather than PaUl'S own partiRl

ignorance or vain fancy (2 Cor lJ~J). If, after all, there

are degrees of perfected understanding, it is at least possi

ble that Paul may speak from an inferior stratum and be proper

ly con-I"ravened by one who is stronger in spiritual gifts. The

Galatians, cn the other hand, swayed by a plausible-sounding

supplementary teaching, have come to suspect that the spiri

tually authentic in Pau1 9 s Gospel was unfortunately adulter

ated by doctrine that came not from the Spirit but from policy

and man-pleasing compromise. Even the strangers in Rome seem
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notj,ons that hardly recorr~end themselves as reflections of

the mind of Christ 0r the purpose of Gcd.

In situations like these~ it is of lit~le use for Paul

to :cest hi~:, (~ase on his claim thht he has the mirlu of Christ;

for however true he may believe that to be r it is not an

adequate answer when that is precisely the question. Where

h:Ls usual ori teriolog;y is thtlS put to "thl' te8t$ h(~ must '.:.'.dopt

other tactios-- and it is here~ when he must address himself

to alternativ(~ c1,'1 teria, that he is most revealing about his

overall sense oJ' the way in which Christ5.an 1.U1der3tanding is

constituted.

From Pau1 f s own point of view, of course, these other

strategies of authent~cation are inferior. They are used only

for those who are somehow too feeble in the Spirit to be able

to discern by Spirit a10ne-- babes L1 Christ who cannot yet

handle solid food ~ beginners weak in conscience and lC':JwlcdgG,

enthusiasts who overrate their spirituality and are unaware

of hov'! much tl}e mind of the flesh still holds them in its

power (1 Cor 3·1-3, 8:7-12, Ga14:29ff). Nevertheless, he

approaches the arg1.1ffient wi th some conviction, as i.f there is

sufficient connection aJllong the elements of Christian reality

to make it valid (ho'wever imperfect) to appeal to criteria

that are not, like the Spirit itself, self-establishing. It

ought to be enoueh for him to reiterate that what he has said

is so, no matter who may attempt to controvert it-- himself
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and angels included (Gal 1 t 8) • But vihen that is not enoufSh 9

to what criteria can he appeal in order to establish the truth

of his teaching against misgivings that undermine both its

content and his authority?

Consider first the challenge to his authority. The

most efficient shortcut to its establishment was evidently

to be known as an apostle. Paul and his Corinthian challeng-

ers seem clearly to share the general assumptjon that Apostle

is the highest tith~ and the first role in the church (1 Cor

12:28-31), and that the authority of an authentic apostle is

not to be questioned. 6 Hence in raising questions about the

adequacy of his teachinb or the authority of his commands p

Paults opponents must naturally express doubts about his

apostolic commission. Paul is capable of asserting his right

to the title by appealing to the will of God alone (1 Cor It1)~

but when he has been challenged~ and polemical assertion is

pointless, he turns readily to more particular criteria. If

some of these, such as his claims to having seen the Lord

(1 Cor 9:1~, are nDt ~ublicly verifiable, most of them are.

His most effective appeal is once more to his addressees' own

experi'"nce: even if others should be reluctant to recognize

6Bultmann remrrks that "It must be recognized, of
course, that the apostles could become an indubitable author
ity only when with the disappearance of the first eeneration
they themselv·~s already 'belonged to the paut, and the (:on
flicts of the apostolic period in which Paul had been involved
had died away." 'l'heoJogy ,9[, th~ New .'t9stament, (trans.
Kendrick Grobel) 2 vals., 1955. Vol. 2, p. 139. This seems
to me an unaccountable jUdgment and a misleading conclusion;
my next few observ'ations will indic ate why.
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his claims, those whom his preach~ng has b~gotten in the Lord

knoW' th8. t they o.re themselves living proof of his having

executed the we))'};: of an apostle (1. Cor 9: 1· ;2) . Furthermore f

Paul can appeal to a still more pU11ic cri.terion, referring

to it 8,S if it were a generally and internationally accepted

canon: his early work with them was accompanif'd by "the signs

of the apostle I' II signs and wonders an.d pOY,lers (2 Cor 12 t 12) •

An apostle, then. But perhaps of a lower order. For

it seems to be generaJJ.y recognized that the chief apo:..,tles,

the pre eminent apostles, are those who were participants in

the earliest origins of the Christian church. Surely no late

comer could hope to compete with their authority, or hope to..
be taken quite as seriously as they? Paul responrls to this

insinuation vlith the weary annoyance of one \Nho has fought

this specious argument far too many times. 'But the way he

responds is instructive. In the first place, his calling and

his qualifications as an apostle come not by human commission

but by direct revelation and divine intervention (2 Cor 3:5,

Gal 1:1) putting him on an equal footing with the most impor

tant apos·tles. He may claim this not only by positive asser-

tion but by a solemn denial of the rumors that would have him

historically subordinated to and dependent on the apostolic

leadership of the Jerusalem pillars (Gal 1-2). Is it thoUGht

that he was commissioned by the Twelve and instructed by them?

Then note that the historical fact is that he did not go to

Jerusalem for a full three years after his conversion, and
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reported later to Jerusalem in answer to their summons
f

and

that his co~panion had to submit to circumcision? Then be

inform0d that he went in response to a revelation, and that

Titus was not required to be circumcized. Is it thought that

he had to have his Gospel authorized by the Jerusalem leaders,

and that he accepted their E;uperior I osi tion? Then be assured

that they added nothing to his ker'Y.,gma but rather acknowledged

that Providence h8.d i tselI" given him the apostleship over the

Gentiles-- and that p in the spirit of this equality of office,

he had personally faced down Peter when he had wavered from

the truth in Antioch. Tre case for inferiority may be tried

in the court of h:i.story~ which will find for the Apostle Paul.

Far from being of an inferior order, then, he is-- as

he insists repeatedly to the Corinthial1s-- in no way inferior

to the most eminent apostles (2 Cor 11:5, 12:11). Some of

his justification for this claim rests on matters of detailed

historical record. Some of it rests on Paul's conviction

that histor~cal priori~y and early leadership amount to little

in the divine scheme (Gal 2~6), and his bold assurance that

to have known Jesls according to the flesh has little to do

with the spiritual knowledge that now counts (2 Cor 5:16).

These criteria, singly and together, are likely to have been

generally acceptable in early Christian circles, even if the

latter two were bracing challenges to common habits of thought.

But there is a near_ultimate criterion running beneath all
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these argu.ments, which is even more universally accepted and

which really forms the basis f0r Paul's defense of his apos

tolic authority.

lb: their fru its ygu shall Injoy! them. If they look

into their own history enough to see how they were reaped

for the Lord~ the Galatians and Corinthians must acknowledge

that Paul has proved himself an apostle. It was by perceiving

the effectiveness of his mission to the Gentiles that the

Jerusalem group recognized that Paul was indeed the great

Gentile apostle. It was his own steadfast fidelity to the

truth of the Gospel that gave him the right and the duty to

rebuke the bad fruit of the wavering and compromised Peter.

If anyone doubts that Paul is in no way inferior to the most

eminent apostles, let them look into recent history and they

will see that his labors for the Gospel show him a greater

servant of Christ than any (1 Cor 11:23), and that Godfs grace

was not fruitless in him as he worked more abundantly than

all the rest (1 Cor 15:10). God respects not persons, no

matter wha" their rel-'J..tation or standing, but good fruits (Gal

2:6), By these standards, Paulfs apostolic authority is a

matter not of arrogant self-promotion but of pUblic record.

Such a one may well speak belittlingly of those who must

carry letters of recommendation (2 Cor 3:1).

Peter's performance in Antioch, however, must give

one pause. If he, the great apostle of the circumcision,

could play the Gospel false, then to establish that Paul is



the apostle of the uncircurnc:i.~:~ion is not sufficient to guar-

antee his reliability unqu.alif5 edly ~ no matter how abunda:nt

the fruit he has harvested for Christ. Paul too knows this.

He s(~es and admits what an ironic scandal it would be-- and

could be-- if, after proclaiming the Gospel to others s he

himself should become unfit (1 Cor 9:27). It is for this

reason, I believe, that he is so careful, so insistently

jealous, of his reputation with respect to in+egrity and

consistency. If his conduct suggestF: to the Corinthians that

he is walking according to the flesh (2 Cor 10:1-2), this

requires an answer that will explain away the false appeal?

anee. If, on the other nand, his conduct suggests that he

Calli'1ot really claim the prerogatives of the apostle, he must

both insist that he can and explain Why it seems to him more

fitting not to do so (1 Cor 9~3-l9).7 Do the Corinthians

suspect that he is faking, being so bold in his letters and

yet so self-effacing and meek among them? Then he must both

reassert his right to boldness with a veiled threat about

the power 1.3 has at h1s disposal, and explain why it is more

appropris.te and generous for him not to have employed it but

rather to humble himself for the sake of their exaltation

(2 Cor 10:1:-11, 11:7-12). If his asceticism and abstinence

raise suspicions abou'i, his real sense of freedom from the Law,

._---_._--------_._----
7Por a most deft and illuminating discussion of this p

see David L. Dungan, ~lhe Sa~rings of Jest!§. in the Churches of
Paul~ PhiladeJphia, 1971.
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and if' his habit of adapting his behavior Lo his surroundings

seems inconsistent, Paul must produce an account that shows

the principle of honest consistency underl;,'ing these super-

ficially doubtful practice~3 (1 Cor 8:l-l3s 9:20-27, 10t2.3-33,

Rom lL!- :l~·23) . Good fruits must have good roots. Paul knows

that he must contend with others whose impure or deceitful

motives lead them to a certain degree of seductive success

in Galatia s Corinth 1 Rome (Gal 4:17p 2 Cor 11:13-15, Rom 16:

18). He himself aspires rather to be one of those whose

work will survive the test of the final fires of jUdgment

(1 Cor 3=12-15). For this reason, although he knows that

the jUdgment of God is all that counts and not the clarity
\".

of his own conscience (let alone the assessm~mt of other men,

1 Cor 413-4).he is nevertheless extremely sensitive to the
I

slightest suggestion of suspected guile (2 'Cor 12t16ff.) and

repeatedly insistent that there is neither craft nor falsity

in hi~ dealings (2 Cor 4:1-2). His earnest concern for the

Jews is not a put-on, but expressed with a clear conscience

(Rom 9:1); he is not like the many, a mere peddler of Godts

word, but speaks from sincerity, as from God (2 Cor 2zl7);

in fact, his general boast is precisely the w~tness of his

conscience to the divine simplicity and sincerity vvi th which

he has conduc ted himself in the world (2 Cor 2: 12) • But not

even that is an entirely private criterion of reliability:

for in this relentless ir:tegri ty, r.e has commended himself

also to the conscience of other men (1 Cor 10:28-32, 2 Cor
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divine standards, as an entirely trustworthy guide in the

things of the Lord, a clear channel for Wh'lt the Spirit has

disclosed. 8

Or at least for what he thinks the Spirit has dis-

closed. But apostolic authority isn't necessarily everything.

It is not as if he is already perfect (Phil ):12-13). Some

admixture of the still-untransfigt.u"ed carnal mind may yet

remain, some confusion in what he makes out as he peers

through a glass, darkly, at the divine mys"tery. If his

aHthori ty stands respectable under pUblic sCl"'utiny, his

doctrine is not, for all that, absolutely guaranteed. In

a spiritually dynamic and gracious order, it is possible

that a Corinthian prophet may be graced with a deeper and

more authentic insight, or that a missionary to GaJ.at~a may

carry a more balanced and ultimate teaching,than Paul was in

a posItion to provide. And should it be suggested that this

is indeed the case, to what criteria can Paul appeal to

validate his version of the mind of Christ?

8 " "
See Margaret E. Thrall, liThe Pauline Use of

Syneides:Ls, II NTS_ 14 (1967-1968), 118-125, for the sper:ial
value of the other's approving conscience in Paul's thought,
usefully correcting and augmenting C.A. Pierce, Conscience
in thp New Testament, ~ondon, 1955, which attends hardly at
all to this fv.nc tion 0 f c onsc ienc e or to the texts that
report it. I do not think, however, that Thrall is right
in maintaining that the disapproving conscience is idolatrous
and usurping for Paul whon applied to another's actions. (It
is surelv not so in evaluation of one's own behavior.) I Cor
lOf28-2ideals not with unrighteous condemnation but with the
possibility of scandal given to one whose conscience is weak.
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In a moment of earnest urgency, Paul can invoke his

own authority to assure the Galatians that their adoption of

circumcision would be a disaster, and that their inclination

to do so does not come from God (Gal 5:2-8). But in calmer

moments, he has alternative ways of establishing the sound-

ness of his doctrine. The first step comes with remembering

that it is, a.fter aJ.l, not his doctrine but God's •. To the

charge that his Gospel is "according to men" and men-pleasing,

he can answer that he received it not from men but from God,

and that far fro-:1. being ingratiatingly compromised, it is
~ .

stern with the nnadul terated sc~'ndal of a divine truth that

shatters the wisdom of man (Gal 116-9~ lCor 1:17-24). It

is an impressive move: if not checkmate, at least check.

Paul'S remembering, however, takes one further deci-

slve step. Not only is it not his doctrine: it was not first

revealed through him either. If it was to the advantage of

his mission to emphasize that he received it from God rather

than men, it was more deeply and ultimately to the advantage
. (Ilf

of the credibility of Christian mission in general, although
, 1\

detracting from Paul's independent authority, to emphasize

that what he received was essentially what others had received

before him.

The rumor-- later picked up by Luke for Acts-- that

he was well-known to the churches is Judea was false. But

the rumor which those churches themselves received, that Paul

was now preach i.ng as gospel the very fai th that he had
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persecuted(Gal 1:23), was true. However Jittle communica-

tion there had been between them, they shared a common word

of truth. Thus when Paul, fearing his miss~on threatened,

laid out before the Jerusalem apostles the Gospel that he

preached among the Gentiles, they did not find it necessary

to add anything but the right hand of fellowship (Gal 2:6-9).

Paul obviously did not feel that the authenticity of his

Gospel was dependent upon their approval-- but it lS dramati-

cally clear that their approval proved the coherence of Paults

Gospel with that preached by the first apostles, and therefore

the inauthenticity of the critical interference Paul was

sUffering in his work among the Gentiles. 9 That coherence

was strong and important enough to permit Paul to appeal ~

against the first apostle to the G( spel they shared, convict

ing him on essentially the same point that ,Paul urged again

years later to defend his Gospel as the Gospel to the wavering

Galat"ans (Gal 2:11-16). The Gospel is one, consistent and

universal. Paul delivered to the Corinthians among the chief

things what he himself had received, and later reined in

their wandering understanding .?y reminding them of this, and
. :, '.

9This important realization was long obscured by the
influence of the attractively tidy hypothesis of the -Tubingen
school, but is clearl:' there in the textual evidence. See
Johann~;s Muncle, Paul and the Salvation of Mankind, London,
1959, ch, 4, where-the-author goes SO-far as to-dissociate
the JUdaizers from Jewish Christianity altogether, claiming
that their movement could only be a Gentile heresy, and could
arise only in Pauline churches. I do not think tha't Munck
secures this extreme view (his argument is plausible, but
wants both probabilty and evidence), but he firmly establishes
the coherence of Paul with earliest apostolic Christianity.



assuring them that it does not matter which of Christ's

ministering apostles is consul~ed: whether he or they, thus

they preach p and thus the Corinthians first grasped the

truth (1 Cor 15:1-11). To deviate from this doctrine is to

deviate from the universal foundational teaching of Christi

anity. Whether or not they trust Paul in particular, an

appeal to what all the apostles preach should help them tell

the difference between an authentic spiritual revelation and

a deriant pneumatic wind-egg. This compromise to his proud

independence is PaUl'S decisive reassurance that the Gospel

really is given intelligibly into the hands and minds of ..
10men.

The Gospel is universally the same because it is the

proclamation of the one Lord Jesus Christ in the one Spirit,

according to the will of the one God. Its various ministers

are simply servants through whom men come to believe in the

one Christ (1 Cor 3=5). Not only do the apostles happen to

be consistent with one another in what they preachl they

must be. 1:0 one can lay another foundation besides the one

Jesus Christ whom they preach (1 Cor 3:11). There is no

such t~ing as a Gospel that deviates from what Galatia

1°1..;ul tmann, i'l. remarlting that Paul's appeal to
resurrection-witness is made "inconsistently with his basic
insight" ('rheol0..GY. of the New 'restament, vol. 2, p. 127),
is right abo'.'.t one basic insight, but importantly wrong
about another: Paul saw that the order of the Spirit was the
more perfect source of understanding and conviction, but he
also saw that it corresponded in an orderly and functional
way with the more ordinary human orders through which it is
expressed.



received from Paul r anyone viho a:tt,cmpts tc., proclaim one is

simply preaching subversive bad news and is accursed (Gall:

6-9). This is not, I think, mere rhetoricnl hyperbole on

Paults part. It is a basic conviction. For what dOes it

mean for him to say derisively to the Corinthians that they

bear with it well if someone preaches another Jesus whom

Paul did not preach, or they receive another Spirit which

they had not received or another Gospel wh~ch they had not

embraced (2 Cor 11:4-)? What it means is that these are to

Paul preposterous notions: There is no other Jesus; there is

no other Spirit; there is no other Gospel. If there were, if

there could De, one might well take them seriously; but there
r.::.

neither :i.s nor can be any such thing e

-- - .... "--..

There ca1l ',be other --, -
":\.

preachments~ Obvi1ously, but they cannot possibly' .0ork the way

the Gospel works, laying the one foundation, bringing the one

Spirit, giving those who submit a participation in the wisdom

and p-J'\ver of God. Another preachment can build flimsily, or (Cit'}

corrupt, but it cannot found.

v{hen Paul reminds the Galatians that they had re

ceived the Spirit through a hearing of faith rather than
---

through work~ of law (Gal 3:2), he is not pleading a special

case. HE? is appealing to what he takes to be t}~e universal

experL:nce of Christendom. In turning from their sound and

vivid foundation in the Spirit to works of flesh, the Gala-

tians arl~ not being simply disloyal or inconsistent-- they
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are being stupid (Gal 3~J).ll Anv Christian who reflects

on what has happened to him should be able to l<;:now be tter

than to confuse Gospel with ungospel, or t(' suppose that

what worlcecl as Gospel could possibly be one preacher e s

idiosyncratic views. Its local effectiveness is therefore

a proof of its universal authenticity.

For basic Christian revelations then, Paul sees an

important correlation between authenticity and universality,

as well as between both of these and sheer effectiveness.

Because of the uniqueness and univocity of the genuine Gospel 9

the truth of its content is guaranteed by its initial effec-

tiveness and can be confirmed by its ccillation with the

foundational Gospel as preached by other apostles~ and Paul

explicitly points to both these crJ..teria in support of his

claims. Again, it is clear that he does not suppose that

the authenticity of his Gospel is derived from either its

succe;:;s or its correspondence to the Gospel as preached by

Peter. It is derived rather from the truth and wisdom of

III do no·t wish to overload the significance of
Paul's choice)f anoetoi here, but it seems to me inescapable
that it appe~ls to a normative understandine;. Paul'S primary
appeal against the Galatians' deviance is to their re~eption

of the Spiri.t (J~2)s which is not only the evident seal of
divine acceptance and salvation, but undoubtedly the most
memorr c1ly dramatic and persuasive event of the Galatians'
hristian experiences. The emphasis is on the power of the

Spiri t "Hid not Upo~1. the illumination of understanding (3:5).
But that f I thinks is a function of Paul's rhetorical urgency.
Elsewhere in the epistle, he appeals to their rescue from
Gentile ignorance and the implications of their new knowledge
of God (4:8-9), and to their unaccountable failure to be per
suaded by aDd obedient to the truth (5=7-8). In short, I
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(~nRcted by Christ and med iated to '.W by the one. . ~

It is ideally accorJing ·to that scheme, rather than

according to the sound but inferior evidence of the objective

history of apostol"c preaching, that the believer should

realize that the one Christ is "not yes and no lt but unequiv

ocal yes to all the promises of God (2 Cor 1:19-20). But if

he wavers, thc:? other supporting evidence is there.

The last cita.tion is also a remindo.::r of another

irrplication which Paul finds in the univocity of the Spirit.

Supporting evidence for the truth of his basic Christian

understanding is not only spread across the space of the

entire Christian mission~ it is spread across the time of

the whole history of revelation. Just as Paul believes that

the accuracy of his Gospel may and should be perceived in its

comparison with the wor)\: of the other apostles, so he also

believes that simj.lar results will obtain in its comparison

with ~he scriptures.

take Paul's views in Galatians to be ess~ntially those of his
more circumspect presentations in Romans and parts of Corin
thians: Y..~ f that the resolution to the anthropological
dilemma comes when the word of truth is submitted to in faith,
thus refoj:'ming the understanding and will enough to make it
possible for GJd to accept one ,and transform in the Spirit
one's capaci-~y both to understand and to livf out that under
standing. Paul's indictment of the Galatians assumes ·that
they have undergone this transformation enough that he can
appeal to what they h"ve grasped in order to prove to them
that they have not grasped it thoroughly enough-- that they
can be made to understand that they have betrayed their under
standing. The saving wor)t of the Lord rests only precariously
among then: until they pull their new minds together and think
nothing other ·than the t~uth they :now (5:10). Though not nec
essarily temporally prior, their right understanding holds an
anthropological priority and is.the arena in which their per
durance in C~ristian belongine ~ust be fought out.

---------- -
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~rhe unadjusted epistles of"Paul must have been a

terrible embarrassment for Mar-ion. Awkward enough that

Paul seems to assert that the Torah is established by the

faith rcrcher than abolished (Rom .3:31)p or that he appeals

to the Law of Moses to prove that one of his teachings is

clearly not merely "accor.ding to man" (1 Cor ):8-9). But

worse still for Marcion's case is Paul's testimony that he

fai thfully SUPP01.~ts and perpetuates, in his teaching of the

first things of the Gospel, the doctrine that the key Chris

tian events too};: place lIin accordance with the scriptures"

(1 Cor IS: .3- J+) .

~:he Law is our pedagogue to lead us to Chris t;'

(Gal .3:2L/)== nc~ merely in its attempt tc restrai.n our

destructive lusts until the propitious moment arrives, but

in its preview of the Gospel itself. The Gospel was pre

viously announced in the prophetic scriptures (Rom 1:2, cf.

Rom 16:25-26), not merely in the sense that the scriptures

form the locus of those divine promises which the Gospel

fulfills (2 Cor 1:20'- but more explicitly: for Scripture

not only recorJs the all-important promises made to Abraham,

but even foresaw the Gospel and foretold it to Abrah~l

(Gal.3:8). The curiou.s wording of this latter text, with

its direct personification of Scripture, should not quite

be taken to imply that the same Spirit who is at work reveal-

ing to us the fulfillment of the scriptures was the agent
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of their forma.tion in the first place,12 but does show at

any rate, that the coherence bE'tween Scripture a.nd Gospel

is total p and the former is therefore another point of

appeal for the verification of the latter.

'1'he coherence is total not merely in the negative

sense of non~inconsistencyp but in a much more global

positive sense. The world of the Gospel is really what the

scriptures are all about e T~hat is reported in.: scripture is

there ~V2~cally,designed for our admo~ition and instruction

here, now, at this end of the ages (1 Cor lOal-1lp 1 Cor 91

8-9, Rom 1514 r Gal 4:21-31)8 a series of promissory not~s

that have now come due. Hence Paul f s appeals to script-l1re

are not rhetorically decorative flou.rishes, but invocations

of anotrler dimension of the laws that govern Christian under-

standing. To the Galatia~~ who incline to trust in the Law,

Paul means to prove. from the Law that his ovm Gospel is

right in repudiating their position (Gal 4121-31).

The law that governs normative Chris·tian understandi:~!g

is Christ e he law of God, as commurlicated in the Spirit,

which mediates the mind of Christ. That is obviously where

Paul b~lieves he lives, and where all Christians ought to live.

12M•J • LagranL~, ~~t~t ~u~: i~itre gux~~a18.t~, .
Paris ~ 194·2~ speaks here of "1 'Ecriture au pluto't celui quJ.
Ita inspiree." But this is not quite Paul's way of putting it.
His expression is cognate with a Rabbinic formula (see espe
cially Heinrich Schlier, Del" Brief an die Galater p Gottingen,
1965) and he would probably resis't the--USe-o-r he term ~;Qirit
in characterizing pre-Christian events. Besides, the law was
given by the angels (Gal ):19).



He be ~ra;ys to us no anxious \IDcertainty about the adequacy

of his o"·..n understa.nding u and it is certainly not for his

own sake that he ]_oo};:s beymLd what las revealed to him in

the Spirit. But for the sake of the confusions g doubts p and

isplaced confidences of others~ he does appeal to more

homely f'riteria; and in doing so, he sketches for us his

conception of the way in which Providence has design.ed and

constructed a coherent pnttern of public correlatives to the

transcen(ent mystery of salvation. C.·ranted that the purest

appropric,tion of the Gospel can afford to be disdainful of

human waJls 3 granted even that the communication of undel·~

standing within the Gospel repudiates words of human wisdom

and transmits spiritual things to sp5~itual persons by spir-

itual ~eans (1 Cor 2;13) •. Nevertheless, God is not a God of

confusion but of peace (1 Cor 14:33), and has not disdained

to work in a way that establish.es a visible human side to

the constitution that governs Christian understanding p to

which his spokesmen may confidently appeal whenever his more

direct light may dazzle the weaker human eyes. God did not

have Paul receive the Gospel from men or through human ways-

but he did haYe Paul's converts do so. Paul knew both these

truths.

I think that the evidence from Paul~s epistles is

sufficient tJ establish the claim that Paul believed that

the ~~;ity of understand1n~ tl~ essen~i~l Christia~ Gosp~~

in the wav that he himself understood it can be demonstrated•__ ....,.;.;t.;. __ _ _ ===..::.::.~.;;;;.:::.
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JlY. e ri,1§11 q.Q k).va;.:i.~Sl1.11&. to .al~ Q.hr:h§':u~. If the primary law

of Christicli. ur~derstanding rests in the monarchial rule of

Christ the Lord, it is nevertheless essentially replicated

on a lovmr order by secondary common law based in Chris tian

e).,"Perienee-- a cornman law whose authority Paul oYidently

supposed all Christians would recognize.

How far does the juri::.::diction of this secondary

common l8~VT extend? For Christian understanding does not

naturally limit itself to the essential Gospel; the spiritual

dynamic of Christian 1ife~ on the contrary~ is progreosive in

understa."1.ding as in other ways 0 The Spirit communicates an

increment in words of w1 sdom, words of knowledge (1 Cor 1228).

The recipients strive to speaJc out so as to prof'i t others p

in a revelation or a prophecy or a knowledge or a teaching

(1 Cor l4~6)o When Christians assembleD it can happen that

tteach one has a psalm, a teaching p a tongue, a revelation~

an interpretation" (1 Cor l4~26). And for all his cautionary

emphasis on the importance of not going too far, not gettint

pUffed up, not lettir-J one t s mind overreach, Paul is clearly

aware of the value of these more remoV"ed and inessential

levelE' of understanding-- not only in the private life of the

man caught up into paradise to hear incommunicable things,

but for the common ed:rication of the community. It is not

to appeaSE! the idle curiosity of the Corinthians bu.t to devel

op- and sta.bilize their understanding that Paul, having set

them straight on the basic doctrine of resurrection, lets
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them in on some o:f the details of the sce:nario of the final

hour by disclosing to them a m~ .:.>ter;>r to which he was privy

(1 Cor 15:51). He may already have told them everything that

is indisp8n~able~ but he evidently had not told them every

thing that was wOlth knowing.

Th.e normative cOlstitutioll of things ...8 not quite so

clear at this level of Christian eJq)erisnce 0 Once the

irrefo"mable true foundation is laid in the Goopel of Jesus

Christ D the builders 'dho ork further' from there will tone

hopes g work as th~ agents of Christ under the direct! n of

the truthc·giving Spirit. Bu.t while some will buL:l with gold p

silver~ precious stones f. it can happen that others \i~...:l contr.i

bute only wood ~ h8-Y ~ straw (1 Cor 3 g11-12) • 'l'hL is not a

matter of indifference p or only of r,lative elegance 0 In the

long run~ the inferior work will be destroyed and thos~

responsible will suffer loss through the fire of jUdgment

tha_t definitively discerns the truth (1 Cor 3t13-l5)~ But

that i.s future tense. Is there any way of anticipating what

will and what will not belong to this last Word?

TiH~ iss.le is not as crucial as that of the essential

Gospelo Tl) miss the true foundation is a calamity, but -'co

build upon it with what turns out to be shabby stuff is, in

the long run, only a grievous embarrassment~ Those who do so

will be saved only as through fire p but they will nevertheless

be saved (1 Cor )215). There is no suggestion that those who

follow them will be any yyorse off than themselves. Still, it
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rnattero. The territory beyond the ossent:i 8.1 Gospel is not a

mere blu;:" of 'Wonderment in which we are free to poeticize

indifferontly Cl.nd a§. !iJ2.. but a further t uth which we

attempt to dincern-- the specia.l province of prophecy, .which

knows mysteries and knowledge (1 Cor 1)12)-- and which will

evsntui.:~11y become manife.:>t to the discredit of all false

attempts. How then shall we conform our present understanding

to what shall be 0 lr normative understandir-g of Chris'tia.."1 truth?

Here again, Paul~s personal solution~ which he is

ready enough to recommend to his addressees~ is relatively

simple. ,ft..lthough he may not yet be perfected (Phil 3 tI2~13) p

he is neverth""'less one of those fully advanced Christians who

speak the wisdom of God (1 Cor 2t6~7)o If he and his Co:"in~

thian addresseed are similarly of rhrist~ yet Paul is so with

more auth<,ri t-y to minister to their edification (2 Cor 10 &7-8) 0

If there are oth r apostles, Paul is yet the most te .. ted and

frUitful of the lot (1 Cor 15110, 2 Cor 11:23). He can bacl~

up his jUdgment Vii th a telling assurance that he has the

Spirit of God (1 Cor 7:40). He has the mind of Christ (1 Cor

2:16); it is no longer he that lives, but Chris'l; lives in him

(Ga12t20). On all cOIDlts p P~ul stands ready to claim that
"

he himself is an incarnate-- or rather inspired-- norm of

Christ-i.an understandi::; .13

13See D.M. Stanleyp "Become Imitators of Me', The
Pauline Conception of Apustolic TrJ.dition. • • fl Biblica 40
(1959), 859-877. For another approach to this, see John
Howard Sch'litz, "Apostolic Authority and the Control of
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~rhis is why ~ although the way of ChristhJJl perfection

is ultimately a process of putting on Christ (Rom 1)314),

Paul can offer a more obviously concrete practical alternativer

imitate me (1 Cor 4f16$ Gal J-l- t 12, Phil )!17, 1 Thess 1~6: cf.

2 Thess 3: r( ) • What validates this alternative is of course

the principle exp:r'essecl in another of his reitera.!iiions of

this piece of advice! I1become imitators of me just a.s I am

of Christ" (1 Cor 11:1), but the implicit assumption is that

Paul does it well enough to be representative, indeed well

enough to be 11. Lative.. Clearly, not many can be read~l to

make su.ch a cla:~-m...a But Paul obviously feels that his m-'l!l

righ-I.I to do so is pUblicly apparent e even if it is not quite

as apparent as he is in a posit' on to malce ito And if it

remains obscure to some of the more fleshly minds, at least

the more spiritual will recognize in him a facsimile of the

Lord~s presence and authority (1 Cor 14,sJ7p Gal4tll l-).

------~---_._----------------~._..
Traditiont I Cor. XV," NT~ 15 (1968-1969) p L~J9-45'7. ':Phis
8xticle is excellent in [t~ scrutiny of Paul's view of his
OWl1. pCls1tion, but seems to me short-sighted about Paul's
resp'ect for norms operating independently of himself~- e.g.,
Schutz is surely' wrong in discrediting Paul i s comp_ :.nl .nts to
the Corinthiar ' as mere sarcasm (1i-45). Another road to vir
tually the same conclusion may be found well marked in Klaus
Wengst fiDeI' Apostel und die Tradition, Zur theologischen
Bedeutung urchristlicher l"ormeln bel Paulus," ZTK 69 (1972),
145-162. I thin..'\{ that Wengst' s argt.'llnents are sound and
illtlnlinating g but are similarly limited by his failure to
look beyond Paul and his calling and Gospel to the other
concretiza'cion present in the communities he addressed. An
article on Pauline theology that does not refer to the Holy
Spirit is hardly an exhaustive accounting.
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Paul evidelltl~i .likod hav:i.n.g his or~,.i1ion asked. And

although he dlf;;tinguish d at lcaut sometlmcs f and perhaps

always. between commandments of the Lord aX\.d his ovm jUdgment

(1 Cor 7tlO v 12 p 25L he lllakes 110 bones about the authority
IlL

of the la.tter (1 Cor 721.tOg 14~J7) ..... The same holch~ tru.e for

mattel."S of doctrine in the less pr&l.ctlcal o:cdera the facts clf

the Last Supper he t1receivod from the Lord l' and delivered in

turn to his pupils in Ghrist (1 Cor 11123), and his teaching

on the Resurrection follows the same pattern (1 Cor 15~3).

He obviously eAyects the Corinthians t in both instances f to

reform their think:ing in accordence with the implication.s of

these definitive pieces of testimony. The historical. source

of authcr:i. ty 18 sometimes blurred. \'1hen h il'lvo'{es anotuer

teaching n in a word of the Lord II i~::·. th a formula that confi~

dentl:r explains that he does not wish the Thessaloniar:3 to be

ignorant about theGe matters (1 Thess 4tlJ-lS)p he is evident

ly app(~~ lin.g to a tradition of Dominical pronouncement. But

when he uses the same f'orfilUla and the same confidence to

share with the Corinthians insights on scriptural interpreta-

tion and on the relationship of spiritual pc..:'sons to one

another, the case is not so sure: these are n0t likely to

have derived so directly from witnessed pUblic teachings of

the LO:'d (1 Cor lO~lg 12;1-- cf. 15&51). Paul could afford

14navid L. Dungan, ~. ~il., has shown that one must
be careful about assertiug where P3ul is straying from Domin
leal tradition into creatbre legislation of his o\'m authori~J ~

it appears that his style was more richly allusive than has
usuall;)r betH). ::mpposed.
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a degree of i:nS1oucicmce on such nr'ttters c ) •. f he thought with

the mind of Christ~ it was not necessal'"\J to keep track of

just how that mind was formed in him in eVC1.Y particular.

His disciples 1J"::1"e obviously supposed to conform their minds

to his in import8..nt rnatters , and that was about all that

needed to be established~ until someone made Rn issue of

distinguishing the various ways of receiving from tho Lord.

Paul il~ed having his opinion askeci and understood

himself to be communj"~ating something rather more authorita~

ti e than mere opinion. Accordingly, he bristled with

annoyance when his correspondento manifested some hesitation

about the ade~uacy of his teachings~ In most cas Sr those

who her·dtated had small claim to authoritjr, and ~ou.d be

disciplinE;.d as babes p ignoramuses» or upstaJ......ts puffed with

pride~ In other caseSg Paul had to contend with thoSE: who

had some legitimate pretentions to both status and charisma~

tic g.i..fts; and it is significant that Paul does not put them

do\~ in the same way, but fences with th~m more cautiously,

appealing to considerations other than his o'V'm successfUl

internalization of the mind of Christ. The most interesting

case is, of c;ourse, Pa.ul t s indirect competition with Apollos.

Apollos has obviously deeply impressed some of the

Corintl1ians with the profundity of his Christian wisdom, and

some of them have ragistered this to the disadvantage of

Paul p whose simple Gospel and unprepossessing manner are

rather disappointing by comparison. Paul is quite prepared
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to e fo::.:-tJu:'ight about compet:ttors who scem to him to be

fr-:'uds ~ hut Apol1os is none of t lese. Paul will not fault

him as a minister to the Christian mind. Apollos evidentl;y

had bull t on. the foundation tha.t Paul had laid ~ a."1.d if he

bu.ilt whE:re Puul had not bullt t or more elegan.tly than. Paul

had. dona ~ a:t lea.st he does not seem to have built at cross

purposes to Paulo Therefore r however hurt and defensive he

may be about the inYidious comparisons, Paul f •• appreciation.

of Apollos gets no more critical than the dark warnin.g ths.t

those who build on foundations laid by others must be circum

c:pect about how and what they b' ild knowing that it will

meet a severe trial (1 Cor 3110-15)0 For the rest, he simply

appeals bl?yond their dissimilarities to +hat theological

point at which he can claim that they are both mere servants

of the Lordfs gift o only God.'s co-workers, indifferent agents

of Godvs grace and the one Chris-c-- that, in fact p from the

proper unfleshly perspective p Paul and Apollos are one (1 Cor

ltll-13f ;114<~9).

Su:· .:;rficiall:y~ i t ma~r seem that Paul backs off from

compe~ing with Apollas because he finds himself at a disad

vaIltag0. Such a jUdgment would be unfair to Paul, and it

would be inconsistent not only with his d monstrated willing-

ness to sta.nd up to the most renowned apostle when need be, but

also his willingness to respect the spiritUal integrity of his

own child.r(:ln i.n Christ. For hs readily allows that thoy may

indeed hav(~ man~r pedagogues in Christ (1 Cor 4t15)p and that
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the Spirit who works poweJ::'fu.lly among them Vlill make them

agents of their OW11 edifying instructions He will not abide

their disrespect, for good reasons which I shall touch on

qhortly; but: he will acknowledge the dig'i-dty of their claim

to undGr~~tanding when it is well founded~ assuring them that

he lill no t lord it over them in faith i like Apollos, they

become his fellow-workers through their constancy in the

Gospel (2 Cor 1&24).

Par Christ is the norm, the law of Christia.n minds,

and whoever succeeds in putting on Christ)to that extent

internalizes the norm. Paul is not the only venerable

exemplar. He is the mo~t spectacular case he knows, but

he points to a alog;.les on a smaller scale g no one is to d 63

pise Timothy, who does the work of the Lord like Paul; he

will remind you of Paulvs ways (1 Cor 16110-11, 1 Cor 4e17).

The family of Stephanas, long devoted to the service, are

worthy of your submission (1 Cor 16,15-16)0 In fact, all

, '.0 are distinguished for their work in the Lord are to be

especially revered (1 Cor 16116, 1 Thess 5a12-13). But Paul

is cautious. He doesn't say that they are to be im:ltated, or

that their knowledge is especially to be trusted. Conserva

tive that he is, he says such things about no individual but

himself.

But that requires two qualifications. The first is

the usual and by now probably anticipated onea he says such

things about Christ, and that is the reason that he can say
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them ab01~t himself. The second que.lification is less obvious~

but scarc;el;y less important in Paul ~ s sense of the discernment

of Christian understandings becc.use he says su.ch things about

Christ, he also says very similar things about the ek1flcsia.

Paul seems dot1btfv.l about whether any member oj'.' the

Christian polity has been as richly and representatively

endowed with the Spirit <:1.8 himself. But the polity i""891f

is another matter. What he is somewhat hesit2nt to accord

to individuals f he freel;;{ acknowledges in churches. What he

seems distinctly disinclined to say to any one person~- per

haps above all to 8-11.Y Corinthian-- he will say to the church

at Corintha flyou were enriched in him in everything, in every

word and every knowledge • • • so that you are not inferior

in a single charisma" (1 Cor 1~5D 7) •.l.5 Together, they form

a body of Christ (1 Cor 12&27) with many members (1 Cor 12a12)f

to this body, tIe one Spirit gives the various spiri.tual gifts

(1 Cor 12:IL~). The gifts are not, however, collected together

in one recdpient, but are distributed to various persons in

order that '~he compos':' te fellowship may participate in them

1"...lIt is occasionally argu.ed that Paul is being ironic
here. It is easy eno gh to build a case for that claim from
other parts of the Corinthian correspondence, but it seems to
me high1;}' i,.,plausible either that Paul would intend an irony
here, in the midst of his solemn and affectionate salutation,
or that he could suppose that his addressees would grasp an
irony here if he intended one. The discussion of tone and
meaning in C.K. Barrett, 11 Comm(~ntl?-£.Y:. 2.n th~ First Epistle 1.<2.
the Corinthial}.,s, London, 1968, seems to me a much sound.er and
more appropriate approach to the passage.
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all (1 Cor 1217). Thus no·t all are apostles) not all

prophets g nvt all teC!.chers v and so on (1 Cor 12&29....30)t

but God h8'£:9 thror -'1 the Spirit c placed. all of these in the

~E~~ia so that it may be self-edif,yiLg-- or~ more accurate

ly, so th8:~ the body of Christ may be the more effecti.vely

joined to the head~ more amply and d;}rrlamically "livified and

edified by the one Spirit.

It is not clear in the writings of Paul why the

Spirit works in this radically communal wa:y with the indivi

dual chu:.C'ches. ~Ie himself appears to be endowed wi"th all the

charisms he 1i8";8, with the possible exception of.' the inter

pretation of tongues ~ yet he expects :that these gif'ts will

be norm~lly separated in the normal Ct~istian conmluni~J.

Since he does recognize a hierarchy of chariams (1 Cor 12z)1)

and reco~~ends that one pray for the more edifying in pre

ference t() the 1088 (1 Cor 11.}zlffe)~ we may suspect that it<

has something to do with maturing in the Christian l~ :"'13 l for

instance p \'!e may suppose that the Spirit meroif'u.lly supplies

to the comm.unity'} in the nau'le of Christts wholencs8,gifts

which indi.vid1'3.1s would ordinarily not expect to attain to

until later in their development.

For whatever reason, that is in fact the way in which

the Spirit works. And that being the case, it is notable

that Paulos sense of the hierarchy of these gifts puts a

strong premium on the formation and development of Christian

understand:lnge the three top-ranking contributions of the
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Spiro; t to the communi t;y a:C'e apostles~ prophets, and teachers

(1 Cor 12l28),16 and hu prays ~hat the love of the Philip~

pians ma~r abound increasingly in knowledge and perception,

so that . hey rony exaraine the things that make a diffel~ence

1'h; s latter remark suggests what Paul toolc to be the

characteristic way of' determining and regtllating Christian

understanding, aside from a special appeal to one ~ho~ like

Paul, is himself a pattern to be followed (Phil 3t17).

Having in a collGctive way the Sp';'ri"c who searches and knows

thG thingB of God, haYing the mind of Christ, the::ommunity

is equipped to sift out what is offered to its collective

consciousness and separate the true from the false. These

are, of cours~, spiritual ~hings, and can be examined only

by spi:citual person.s (1 Cor 2: 13=16) p but the Lord haf-l pro··

vided. Even the saying of a prophet can and should be

sUbjected to a spiritual discernment (1 Cor 14£29, 32).17

It is, of c;ourse ~ according to precisely this pl"inciple of

charismatic economy that "l,,1'1e Corinthians presumed to raise a

question aE. to whether Paul himself was really speaking the

mind of Chris'~ (2 Cor 13 &3) • They knew that not everyC'ne who

16Stephen S. Smalley, "Spiritual Gifts and
thialJ.s 12-16," JBL 87 (1968), 427-43.3, argues that
tance of th~se offices in Paul's conception of the
governs even the overall structure of this part of

I Corin
the impor
Church
the epistle$

17The communal discernment of which Paul speaks is well
set out in l~uke Timothy .Johnson, UNorms for True and False
Prophecv in First Corinthians, II AnJerica..Q Benedictine Review
22 (1971), 29-45.
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sCC'-Illed to be to,." claimed to be c auth nt.i.cally inspired really

\'Jas so. But i.t was in accordance with his trust in the same

principle that Paul :::nS',;lers e if anyone take himself to be a

prophat or a spiri :ual person p let him acI~nowledg~ the things

I write~ that they Lre the com.rf!andments of the l,ord (1 Cor

14137-- cf. 1 Cor 10815).

FClr the process was not cosy. Apparently it was not

always entirely obvious phenomenologically th8.t t1God is not a

God of confusion but of peace~ct as Paul puts it in urging the

Corinthians to be '1101"'0 orderly (1 Cor Ill· 833) & The growth of

understanding was not a simple evolutionary process p but more

a dialectie. The gift of discernmerl,t as indispensable ~ and

even then we have Paul's sobering warninga there must be

part:f-factions (p..f!keseiJi) among ;~lOU, so that the approved

may become manifest among you (1 Cor 11~19)o18

If there must be such disputes f how-- without invoking

the prestig<3 of Paul-- were they to be resol"\fed? In fact,

even if PauJ.~s prestige does enter the lists s there remains

a ch.ance th2'.t someone may set that of Apollos or his equivalent

against it; ar~ T.he problem accordingly remainsu But despite

18JOhannes Munclc p op& cit' r does not think that this
statement points to presentproD:L'ems r but is rather exclusive
IJr eschatological. I do not think that a careful "reading of
the text will support this view (note especially the preceding
verse, but also the recurring themes in the entire Corinthian
correspondence),and the citation of the other texts that
associate sects with the end of time does not much help itt
if Paul is being allusively eschatological, it is for the
purpose of reminding the Corinthian factions how urgent it
is for the~ to mend their ways.
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the cliff:;_culties that m"OGG for Paul perscnally 9 and deGpite

his tendency to insist on his paternal rightG ever his C011.

verts j he evidently believed ~lat his churches were equipped

to deal e<.dequately with such problems of discernm,ent even

apart from him.

21hc fundar..')ei"J.tal part of the necessary equipment is of

ourse adherence to the Gospel, with the concomitant lifo in

the Sp:tri t. The e~sential qv.es"tion for the discerrun nt of

understanding is t What is in accordance vii th Chr1 st? And.

wlless those who undertal~e the discernment are themselves

founded on 'vl1e one true founda"tion~ they calmot proceed. If

they are v/elJ.-fotll'lued ~ however, they at'e in a pasitio:n to

discern independently of even Paul, as co<-workers ra:liher tha:n

subordinates (2 Cor 1*24). This is'not a matter of the mind

alone 0 To be accorded with Christ is to be given over into a

great deal more than a.ccurate thinlcing. ~rhe communi t:Lt1S to

which Paul v!rote were not primarily academies p prepared to

pan patiently through moraines of speculative opinions in

search of nuggets of plJ.re truth; they were living churchcs p

bodies of Christ infused with the Spirit that guides life and

illuminatE's the und ,rstanding•. 'The disciplin ,by which they

are raised and matured in Christ therefore includes guidelines

and reL.-:lla.tions for behavior as well as for thinking and under~

standing, and their arriving at some Christian maturity re~

quires a fidelity to the Gospel's way of life as well as its

truth, conscience confirming consciousness.
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Paul had no dOl bt tha he was thus accorded with

Chr-ist r and believed that his Cinverts could not go wrong if

they imitat.ed him and followed his instructionS J just as he

imitates and is submis"'ive to Christ. Having provrided his

churches with his personal example and with "those ways which

I teach r.·ver:"l'(ihere, . n every church" (1 Cor 4- i 17) s he left

them in CL position to make the first steps toward 'uthentic

discernm€:n"t •

Pirst~ they must remember. mbeir constitutional state

is not Olle of isolated independence, but of coordinated intcr

con.Ylectedness with the larger Christian world g IIwas it from

you that the word of Goel went out? or was it to Jrou alone that

it cc-:J.l'le?" (1 Cor 14·:)6)-- "for who di~tinguishes ~rou? and \'hat

do Ji"OU '1ave that you didntt receive? and if Jrou received, why

do you boast as if you hadrrt rece_ived,?11 (1 Cor 4t7). They

may be organically Christian and in possession of all neces

sary faculties p but they were cloned into Christ through a

movement of the Gospel which antedated them and which, taken

globallyp is more definitive of the line~nents of Christim1ity

than the:r, at least until they reach maturity. The first act

of Chr.Lstian understanding is therefore to remember the Gospel

into whil~h they were reborn.

The second is to be faith~~l to it ~~d to its ways.

The rrhes;salo~·.ian8 are adLlonished to walk in accordance with

what they received so that they may abound the more (1 Thess

411- ... cf. 2 '1'heS8 2115); the Philippians are told to recall
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what they learned and received, and what they saw and heard f

and to aGt accordingly (Llil 4 g 9) • Timothy is sent to Corinth

as one faithful in the Lord "who will remind you about my ways

in Chris"'~ ('~S I teach them everywhere and in every chl.-u"ch"

(1 CQr 4li17)t and the Corinthians arc commended "because ;you

haye remE~m.bered all the things from me and hold fast \;0 the

traditions as I delivered them to you" (1 Cor 11:2). The

universality of this basic stratu..rn that is to be remembered

and obey€:d is not confined to the Paulin..., churches alone:

when Paul writes 0 the Romanf whom he himself has not taught

and has !:I.ot seen., he still 'Nrites "partly as reminding you"

(Rom 15115) of that one Gospel of Christ in which they, like

Pau.lGs own converts. were born into Christian life. This act

of remembering is not a trivial exercise of piety but an

import2~t protection. It is apparently easier to lose track

of oneself~ in Paulis opinion, than his general air of opti

mistic confidence might suggest. There are some who are

servants not of Christ but of their o\~ bellYf who by beguil

ing words deceive the hearts of simple people into ~ptngs

contrary to the· teaching which they have received (Rom 16r1'1

18). A clear recollection can form the basis of a discern

ment that 'ould discredit them. You are saved through the

Gospel, says Paul to Corinth, "if you retain a certain word

(tin.i; 12£!~) which I evangelized to you" (Cor 15.2 )-- whereupon

he reminds them of the tradition which he had received and in

turn pass(~d on to them, and accordingly corrects their serious

mi.stakes about the Christian understanding of resurrection.
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r.I'o remember well :i.s to rc~ ..;over wit.il one Q s understand

ing that fonnrlation in Christ (n "lhich all ."ound development

depends g and also to embody it as far as possible in one~s

life. The habit of p..oi.n.g, the tru.th is a way of remembering

that is superior to mel."c recollection. Paul represents his

principle not as a private idea of his own bu~ -as a basic

assumption common to all churches. In this respect p the

earliest Christianity to which Paul bears witness was radi

cally Ilconse:cvative", in the sense of cumulative preservation

of its ways as well as the resultine restraint against novelty.

What nw i.nconsistent with that one Gospel that WL9 the univer

sal foundation of Christian life Vias ips.Q. f.acto disQl~_[~lified.

But 1?.£Q~re:s§..tvc: conservative. What \'-laS consiste:,t with the

GOBpel might eventually be revealed as flimsy hay or straw D

but it also had a chance of being the genuine work o? the

Spirit·_ c,. and for all his prudence and caution e Paul does not

ask the churches to be timid but to grow, to abound, to

become mature in thought.

HOVl then to discern the more advanced communications

of the Spirit? There is in fac,t the po ssibility of appealing

beyond the po~entially dangerous closed circle of thos~ who

claim vhe speciul gift of discernment. And here, once again e

we return to laul's Ul~der8tanding of the Spirit and to his

principle of kno\'Jing them by their fruits. The Spirit search

es all the depths of God and knows his thoughts, it touches

our spirits and fills them, and m"i}ces those thoughts partially
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accessible to our rninds i transfor.ming them in part to the

mind of C:hr5.st. Bu.t Spirit is not simply mind any more than

it is simplY' power. It is the source of the truest life.

It is that v,Thich forms groups of men into bodies of Christ.

Its characte:d.:3tic mani.festation is therefore not un.derstand-

ing c not prophecy p not exotic tongu.es, not even fai th-- but

PCi.ul said some things about the freedom and po\'er of'

the Spirit, and about the impossibility of sUbjecting it to

hum.an j dg'lIl.~nt, that could if taken in isolE:titjn completely

undermine a' 1 the principles of stability 'ill thin a Christian

com.munity eager to partici.pate in spiritual gifts. What most

deci~ivel;Y' protects Paul ~ s doctrine from such a result is h10

insistence that love is the key ign of the Spirit f::; v/or'1\: and

presence. Though it may be 'i;heoreti ..ally possible 'to know all

mysteries and all knowledge without lovep it is an empty C011=

dition (1 Gor )22). Complementing and completing the other

aspects of the Christian constitution as Paul under'stood it,

this under. 'l;anding of the Spirit gives in tlie direct exper

iential order the kind of stable coherence wi thin an.d among

Christ~an communities that is given in another order by

Paul ~ s unde:r'standing of the publicly coherent and orderly

wa.y in whien God mover, the Gospel through human history.

Rep~~atedlyf Paul reminds his addressees of the impor

tance of this principle as a canon of discernment .19 Envy

19r suggest also that this principle is the ultimate
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and strifo are siens of a fleshly mind (1 Cor 3a), and the

part"y-promotel'S for both Paul and Apollos are therefore self'-

incril,inatinG"< Fa.ctions and sects are themselvE's among the .,

works of th.e fleqh~ and are opposed to the worI\: of the Spi:r-i t

(Gal 5=1'/-,;.' ....·). Knowledge is valuable r but tends to pUff up

where not under the discipline of the lov0 that builds~- and

the conviction that one has knowledge is misleading 11 by

itself» whereas love III a sign of knowledge (1 Cor 8rl-3)t

and apparently tends to beget knowledeeg writing to the Phil-

ippians, Pau.l prays tLat their love may abound in l~nowledgo

and discrim.ina.tion so that th8... may examine the . hings that

ID3.ke a differ ~nce s in order to be sincer'e and inoffensive .£01'

the day of Christ (Phil 1:9-10). There could hardly be a

clearer testimony to the supposition that: love is the root

of true Christ:Lan discernment.

-----,-,--------------_.------------
explanation for the Pauline (and also general) stand and prac-
tice as deftly isolated by Da'tJid L. Dungan, .QJl. cit. p p. 35;
tlwhenever a significant conflict or dispute or probl€-, arose
in the Chu:cch over its regulations • • < the decisions made
ultimately seem to have favored whatever course best promoted
the further' flowering of the Gospel and encouraged Ch:r.'istian
harrnonyp a-t least as they understood these things. 1I Dungan
acc01.",nts for 'chis by 2..ppealing to the well-establif··c' prin
ciple of Sj:..tz-::J1-;L~p but that merely further genc:ralizes.
the theoretical problem raised by the phenomenon he ~s spec1
fically discussi.ng, viz., Paul~s evident willingnes::J to take
pragmatic liberties even with an express commandment of the
Lord. I su£mest that Paul is appea1in.g implicitly not to
mere convenience but to the conviction that the mind of Christ
is most ess,:·mtially eJ..."])ressed in th.~ command that the Gospel
be spread and best imitated in the loving harmony of the Church.
He sots aside one commandment of the Lord in order to observe
another and greater one-- a procedure frequently recommended
by Jesus himself in the Gospel traditions and plausibly inter
nalized in early Christian habit in the same operative way as
the other portions of Dominica1 tradition examined by Dungan.
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The fact that Pau.l Q s letters abound with ez..hortations

to unity and mutuality ought not to be discounted as a plati-

tuo.inous touch of' good vrill or a request not to roc,lc the boat.

The kind of mutual concern and unifying love which Paul pro:-

mated touches the very life of the Christian design. This is

the sign of, and the way to. the d~epest good health in the

vivifyi " Sp:Li:·it. And that too is the final justifying reason

that Paul. must demand loving respect from his children in

ChrL,tz anything less than this would be a bet....ayal of their

oV/n origins and their own unity. For loV/eYe.:' free and power-

ful the Spirit may be to wrench the unbeliever into receptivity

to the Christian good news, there is no wrenching once h58

unbelief las been. healed into nfaith operating through love,"

which is all that matters (Gal 586). From that point on,

the mmrnment is gradual, tentative 1 a salvation not con-

quered or raid d but workeel out with fear' and trembling

(Phil 2~12). Quarrels r factions, disputingc a:l.:'C suspect:

s;Y1l1ptcmatic of an uT'i..reconstructed fleshly mind. The burden

of argwnent is evid.ently placed heavily on t' e dissenter

to show cat'.'Je that an;y alteration of understa..Ylding is in

order; and until the community in Christ perceives that

such a change is for the betters it is a message in an unin-

terpreted tongue. But the approved will be made manifest

through such divisions, and the manifestation is undoubtedly

through their comportment. What belongs to Christ can be

expected to show itself outwardly as worthy of the Gospel.

Some disagr<:ement is therefore allowed r since it may lead to

growth and deepening p a progressive development of understand
ing about what belongs to Christ; but no v5.olence, no purges,
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no diV'i::.d r~ reforms. The proper Christian community strives

to hn.ve the same disposition toward one another (Rom 15~5)p

to speal;: the name thing wi- hout divisions (1 Cor 1:10), to

thinl:: the same thing (2 Cor 13 i 11) p indeed to b~ of one

spirit and one soul (Ph1.1 It27). That is the way that the

mind of Ghrist, already inYested in the community throueh the

Spirit p can come increasingly to be e2qJerienced and articu

lated in the minds of the members. If the community really

lives in Christo its mind will be capacious enough to nter-

-Cain and :~:esolV'e inconsistencies in a manner that improves

its conformity \'~··~,~{;h the mind of Christ. 20

The discernment of the basic}ospel: I concluded some

pages back p was for Paul a grave nec8asity and methodologi-

cally a pu.blic possibility' 0 For the mind to be rightly

accorded with the essential truths of the Christian truths

of the Christian founda.tion was a matter of the life and

death; and although one who is thoroughly alive in Christ may

experience its revelation more perfectly, its exter:nal ground

ings are adequate to demonstrate it to the more imperfect or

skeptical. The way of demonstration is inferior to the i~medi

acy of the Spirit, but SUfficient. The concrete manifestations

20 The st.d..king and solidly argued conclusions of Dungal
0:2. cit., concerning the nature and consistency of Pauline b.nd
otherearly Christian uses of the teachings of Jesus lend fur
ther support to these vievls. Dungan confirms in a detailed
way the implicit deriv'ation of Christian self- understanding
from the mind of Chr-ist and the implicit assumption that the
mind of Chrh;t remained creatively active in the operations of
Christians' reflection on their life in Christ.
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are several and are mutually supportive I what Paul claimed to

be the Gospel is consistent back through sound historical

memory, it is consistent across present universal preaching,

it is consistent with (and shadowed by) the scriptures, it is

consistent with (and productive of) gracious comportment when

faithfully obeyed and lived. Just as the invisible things of

God may be adequately and bindingly inferred from visible

creation, so the essential law of Christian understandinf!, is

indelibly imprinted in the world, and may be seen in the marks

left by the Gospel.'

The discernment of what belongs to normative Christian

understanding when one passes beyond the essential Gospel is

neither so important nor so clear. But I believe that there

is a way of translating his ultimate theological criterion of

what truly belongs to Christ into a more practical one. The

full content of Christian understanding cannot be determined

in this v!OrIel, but to a considerable and important extent it

can be settIE!d; and the means by which it is settled is the

~g of appropriateness generateq in the cumu1.§.tive self

consciousness of the communi-t,y living out in loving mutuali.:ti

its life in Christ. It was not a logic, although logic clear

ly plays a part in the sorting-out of issues; it was not an

ethic, although ethical criteria were clearly important in

qualifying and disqualifying; it was not a technique of scrip

tural interpfetation, or a conservative sense of history, or

a loyalty to tradition, though all of these are involved. It
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was an art of discernment, which relied on a sense of appro

priateness that was grounded in and disciplined by a way of

life and a mutuality that valued all th~ considerations I

have been discussing. To the Thessalonians Paul concludesl

do not quench the Spirit; do not disregard prophecies; but

teut all things, and hold fast to the good (1 Thess 5119-21).

And that, I think, is it in a nutshell. Let the spir}t abound

in its characteristic gifts, above all its gifts of love; be .

always ready for new direction, new understandintS; but be

very careful to discern with all the stabilizing equipment

you have-- ~U1d then, when you have come upon something that

survives as worthy, appropriate, belonging to Christ, make it

your own. This is the law of the mind of Christ.



LUKE, THE SYNOPTIC GOSPELS, AND ACTS

Matthew begins at once where the Promise began, and

Iviark plungE~s boldly in medias res. Luke might well have done

similarly, and that he elected to do otherwise is a great and

undeserved blessing for anyone who would enquire into early

Christian understanding. The historian would have been

grateful for any editorial aside whatsoever, no matter hJw

unrepresentative-- or even whimsical or idiosyncratic-- its

author may have shown his °atti tUde to Christian knowledge to

be. But Luke gives us a prologue that offers far more. He

tells us what he is about: he anticipates explicitly the

needs and interests of his reader; and he sets his efforts

against the backdrop of similar undertakings that had gone

before, even going so far as to indicate the ultimate sources

of his materia.l and the ultimate guarantee of its accuracy.

One could hardly ask for more.

The bulle of the present chapter will be dedicated to

the pursuit of two lines of investigation. rrhe first will

examine the introductory remarks of Lulce' s gospel in order to

discover to what degree they i.mply some kind of theory of

normative Christian understanding, either on the part of Luke

himself or on the part of those others to whom he makes refer

ence, and then will examine the gospel itself, and the two

other gospels which stand in the same immediate tradition, in

77
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order to see the extent to which the theory or theories thus

adumbrated are reflected within them, or refined, or qualified. 1

The second investigation will be of the Acts of the Apostles,

to see whe .....her Luke's reports of the early Church correspond

in these respects to the foundations implied by the Synoptic

traditions and the gospels formed from them.

lA few words on the assumptions underlying this chapter
might help situate the argument. I do not know who Luke was.
I think of him as the composer of the first four verses of the
third Gospel, and I assume him to have been the essentially
final governing redactor of the twenty-four chapters that fol-
low: but if there was substantive redactional work by another hand,
either before or after, it appears to be quite consonant with
those first four verses. By "LUke", I therefore mean the main re
dactional drift, undifferentiatedly. I also SUppOSE' Luke (in one
or another 0:" his possible personal forms) to be the author of the
first i,'NJ Ver'S€~S of Acts, ard the redactor of essentially all that fol
lows, though I am willing to make sim'lar allowance for compatible
furth:>.r redaction. (Even, in fact, a IittJe incompatible further re
daction, which is what I take 1:3 to be: but I do not find
grounds for supposing that there is a substantive degree of
such interference in the rest of Acts.) As for Luke's rela
tionship to the traditional material with which he worked, I
do not know where he got it, or in what form it carne to him,
or what available elements he omitted, or what he added from
his own invention. I assume that some of the things he re-
cords seemed more centrally important to him than others, and
I am willing to entertain the possibility that he might have
regretted some of them altogether but included them out of
some sense of duty or prUdence. I assume only that their in
clusion is in some way his affirmation of theml if not that
he knew them to be true or important, at least that he thought
that they were held to be right, or believed them to be appro
priate. That is: the text of Luke contains a cumUlative set
of early Christian memories and understandings, including some
of Lul\:e' s own, which may be held to be representative of some
habits of mind obtaining in early Christian circles. I suppose
similar things to be true of Matthew and of Mark, although I am
less confident of the essential univocity of final redactional
control in these cases (not a great deal less confident, how
ever). I also suppose that the general coherence of the think
ing implicit and explicit in the body of the Third Gospel, and
its plausible resonance with the prologue, and the overall com
patibility of both with the first two Gospels, are phenomena

\
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Luke's prologue invites us to test his ideas thus,

for it claims that his act of gospel-writing is a typical

response to the material gathered and transmitted by the

earliest w:tnesses and ministers. He is doing what many

have tried to do before him, and what he and they were attempt

ing was a way of carrying on the work of the earliest agents

of the word. If Luke has done his intended job as well and

accurately as he alleges, one might fairly expect that the

significant of an important consensus in early Christi~1

thought. Just how universal, I do not knowz but widespread,
and without evidence of early Christian demurrer. Neither do
I know at what moment in time to place this consensus I hawever
it is important whenever it ~~y have occurred, and it is my
opinion that the evidence is most properly served by supposing
that is was in fact early, traditional, and cumulative.

Some of the grounds for these suppositions will emerge
in the course of this chapter's development. In part, the
chapter is an induction and a defense of them. But it seemed
to me good to forewarn the reader where I am headed, since the
direction is somewhat unconventional. I would also like to
repeat and particularize the Preface's remarks about my argu
ment's proced.ure, since this chapter is especially susceptible
of being misunderstood with respect to its relationship to cur
rent scholarship. Writings on the Synoptic Gospels ordinarily
stay close to the assumption and preoccupations of literary
(and especially form and redaction) criticism. This cha:r:ter
is concerned with an issue with respect to which their flndings
are less relevant. They have sho'l'm that it is risky to gener
alize on the Synoptic Gospels; but if my view of the character
of the first three Gospels is sUbstantially correct (and I
hope to mal\:e it ring true in the course of the discussion) f

then the dissociative force of these types of criticism is--
at least for the purposes of the problem I pursue-- relativized
to the substantive consensus within the material on which these
critical techniques make their discriminations. I have con
sidered them throughout, but ha.ve allowed my own purposes and joog-
ment to determine what is relevant and what is sound. Where others'
concerns seemed tobe beside the point, or where their amertions did not
appear to be more firmly based than my own counterassertions,
I have not always felt obliged to redeem my views by paying
the tribute of argumentative footnotes.
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content of his gospel would reveal traces of just such an

understanding of the ministry of the word and of proper re

sponses to it as Luke himself professes-- not due to any sort

of editorial projection, but quite the reverse. Luke presents

himself precisely as a typical (if editorially distinguished)

representative of a tradition that variously includes apostles,

early gospellers, and Theophilos' catechist. If his notions

of nonlative understanding were well formed, they ought to

have been learned from the very tradition that shaped and pre

served the accurately tranpmitted material from which he now

composes his gospel. And if these notions are important, they

can be expected to have been so firmly embedded in the Synoptic

material, before the writing of the gospels, that they would

necessarily be reflected in Matthew and Mark as well, in con

firmation of I.uke, witnessing to the earliest implicit or expli

cit sense of the cc:nsti tution by which Christian thougjrt is lP'\m'ned.

How seriously does Luke take the efforts of his "many

predecessors" as narrators of significant deeds? He does not

say whether he supposes that he is improving significantly

on an often attempted task, or whether he is merely doing for

himself what others have succeeded in doing before him-

although it is at least clear that he takes his own effort to

be worthy of the best of them. But it is especially important

that Luke distinguishes his anonymous gospel-writing prede

cessors from the fundamental material on which they were

working. The many who tried their hands at narration addressed
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themselves to data which antedated and transcended their own

witness and their ovm authority. They were making narratives

~bout something, and that something consisted in fillfilled

actions to which they had access only because they were handed

do~~ from those who were witnesses from the beginning and the

earliest ministers of the word.

Luke's phraseology is greatly suggestive. In the first

place, it suggests an important evaluative difference between

those who compose narratives and those who are responsible for

providing the indispensable material from which those narra-

tives are built. The gospeller8 are left casually anonymous,

with Luke standing, it seems, at least as their peer in author-

i ty and competence. But the witnesses: although unnEuTled in

the prologue, are presumably those whose identity is to be

disclosed in the course of the ensuing narration, which records
•

who were in a position to be witnesses and earliest ministers

of the word. It would follow that anyone who can appeal

directly to their testimony can safely bypass the mediation

of the other narrators whom Luke follows (and, presumably,

exceeds) in careful accuracy-- for Luke implies that the essen

tial gospel in some sense originated with these earliest minis

ters. He does not say that they were witnesses and reporters

of deeds which became gospel-stuff only at the hands of others'

prophetic interpretation. He says that they were the original

witnesses and ministers of the word-- that is, that they are

the founding fathers of true Christian understanding.
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Luke's gospel-writing predecessors seem to have thought

it important to report the "fulfilled deeds" accurately. All

have aspired to report the deeds just as (kathos) they were

transmitted by authoritative witnesses. This is one of Luke's

more significant implications. In order to enhance the stand

ing of his own composition, he might have concentrated on the

relative inadequacy or inaccuracy of earlier attempts; but he

does no such thing. Nor is there any need to read his e:..,phasis

on his own accuracy as an indirect invidious slight against

his predecessors. He does not fault them or even claim that

they are either less accurate or less complete. Inde8d, what

is especially striking about his introductory remarks in this

regard is precisely their easy assumption that no such problem

exists. The early witnesses and ministers are grouped together

as an undifferentiated unit; the early narrators are grouped

together as their faithful followers. Luke suggests that the

basic material of Christian understanding has received wi.de

pUblicity and is uniformly consistent I he leaves not the slight

est ground for doubting that it is entirelJT uncontroversial

within the Chr.istian fold.

What are these "fulfilled deeds," this "word,1t and the

"words" with which Theophilos was "catechized"? One implicit

answer, more detailed than any other, may presumably be found

in the Gospel of Luke itself. The intrOduction to Acts char

acterizes the Gospel in a capsulized way as "what Jesus did

and taught" up to the time he was "taken up.1t This may be
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what Luke intends by "fulfilled deeds" and "the word," but it

is not clear either that these two phrases are identical, or

that the former has its scope restricted to the Gospel of

Luke-~ for the introduction to the Gospel more probably had

an eye on the "fulfilled deeds" of Acts as well as those of

Jesus' pre-ascension careerl 2 but more of this later.

What one may glean from Luke's introductory remarks,

then, is essentially thisl the '~rd which Theophilos has heard

about may be sho~~ to be the more certain by the presentation

of a narrative, consisting essentially in reported doings and

teachings. The guarantee of the accuracy of this narrative

resides in the fact that the earliest reporters and trans-

mitters of it were themselves witnesses of that which they

turned into message. Their testimony is then, perforce, the

norm. And although they themselves are no longer directly

accessible, their testimony is. Luke implies that it has had

wide publicity, and that there has been no internal contro

versy about its content; for while the attempts at narrative

may have been various, there is no hint of variation in the

2A. J . B. Higgins, in "The P~eface to Luke and the
Kerygma in Ac ts" (Ch. 4- of Apostolic History and the Go snell
Biblical and Historical Essays Presented to P.P. Bruce, edt
W. Ward Gasque and Ralph P. Martin, Exeter, 1970). pp. 78-79,
gives the basis for the majority's conclusion that the preface
applies to both works. Although he then goes on to argue (pp.
81-82) that verses 1-2 apply only to the Gospel, and verses
3-4 to both works, his argument depends upon unnecessary
assumptions. It is simply not true that the words of 1-2 can
not refer to early apostolic events along with pre-ascension
events, and in fact Higgins' own SUbsequent observations
strengthen the case for supposing the contrary.
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essential materials from which the narratives were composed,

which is apparently the geological stratum in which the word

as such is embedded. Therefore, the loss of the earliest

authoritative witnesses is not a serious problem for determin

ing normative Christian understanding. Their witness itself

has been distilled and preserved and is evidently readily

accessible.

As for the truth and importance of the authoritative

word, Luke does not bother to point out what was apparently

obvious to both author and audience. This word is the Chris

tian specific difference. Christians are those who think it

true and important; those who find it neither, may possibly be

for Christians (if not against them):but are surely not with

them. Hoy,! the truth of this word might possibly be tested,

for the sake of those who are not prepared simply to trust in

its truth, is left somewhat obscure. To be sure, Luke assumes

that Theophilos either will or should trust in his assiduous

scholarship: herewith, the definitive edition, so that you may

be fully satisfied. But although Luke thus commends his own

work, his satisfaction with his accomplishment is not the key

to his achievement with respect to Theophilos. He does not

claim to have undertaken this task so that Theophilos may

know "the most accurate version" of the things he has heard

about, or "the most ample account" of them, but rather the

certainty. The New Testament contains an exasperating number

of words with slippery semantic ambiguities, but asphaleia is
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not one of them: firmness, relia.bility, certainty is what

Luke's gospel is to give to the objects of Theophilos'

earlier reflection. 3

It is significant, if unsurprising, that Luke shoVls a

confidence in the truth of what the Christian tradition has

passed dOVin. It is both more surprising and more significant

that he evidently believes that under proper and manageable

circumstances, it can also be shown to be certain. How

certain? Evidently, Luke believes that there will be some

thing inherently convincing, something immediately persuasive,

about a narrative of the deeds and teachings themselv~s, and

the mor8 accurately told the better. This supposition is not

a1 together' unprecedented. I t is a literary analogue of' Paul v s

notions about the convincing power of the proclaimed word.

For Paul, the word heard trustingly is its own proGf of truth:

it begets conviction far beyond the trust with which it is

initially entGrtair..ed. It is possible that for Luke, the

gospel-story, when written out accurately and gracefully, like

wise proves itself somehow upon the heart and inspires convic

tion. Once Theophilos has faced the written word fully, he

will know that what it says is certainly so. The difference

from Paul is that Luke supposes that the whole story itself-

the matrix of wonders and fulfillments and achievements far

3See _w •C. van Unnik, "Remarlcs on the Purpo se of Luke's
Historical Writing," in Sparsa Collecta, Leiden, 1973, pp. 6-15.
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beyond the bounds of probability, as well as the Word that VIas

nurtured in and emanated from that matrix--·will simply be

too resonant with the ring of truth to be doubted, and too

redolent of an assisting divine power not to induce in Theo

philos the same theological conclusions as Luke himself draws.

Luke's suppositions are tamer than Paul'S: straight history,

he implies, is quite adequate as a court of appeal to esta

blish :10t only the true content but the true soundness of the

words of fatachesis.

For Luke even more than for Paul, then, there seems to

')e ~ convenient coincidence between the ways of inspiration

and those of ordinary investigations we may find out the truth

by taking the testimony of witnesses, and this will turn out

to be the most inspiring and revealing story as well as the

best attested one. So far, I,uke says nothing .:lbout the Holy

Spirit or about Faith. If such agencies are involved, Pro

vidence has apparently synchronized them with responsible

historical scholarship. If we do not yet know whether Theo

philos was with us or merely not against us, I suggest that

it is because it does not matter according to LUkc~ t s implicit

sense of the constitution of Christian understanding. It

merely determines whether Theophilos was to find the Gospel

of Luke a deepening reminiscence or an important breakthrough.

The believer and the unbeliever alike may have access to what

the earliest wi tnesses handed do\'ffi. Luke appears to suppose

that an accurate recounting of it also gives them equal access
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to certainty.

It is not so easy to determine what its importance is

to the standing of men before the presence of God. Lulce does

not claim that the words he is about to pen are salvation and

life, or that the ignorant are doomed. Though stylistically

solemn, his introduction does not make great claims for the

intrinsic importance of conforming one's mind to the accurate

representation he is about to impart. Yet it is clear that

Luke takes for granted that at the heart of Christianity lies

the word-- not ritual piety, or special customs, or institu

tional order (though any or all of these may participate) but

essentially a 10&0-£ of which the earliest witnesses of Jesus'

deeds were ministers. It is now necessary to confront more

directly a problem which I have been skirting up to nOWl vlhat

does Luke take "the Word" to be, 8.nd what is its relationship

to the "fulfulled deeds" that are to form the main fabric of

his narration?

For it will not do to presume that what Luke means by

"~ospel" is identical wi 1.:h his twenty-four chapters thus sub

uequently entitled. The title is ours, not his: he tells us

not that he is going to write a gospel, or even that he lS

going to record the Hord, but only that he will narrate the

fulfilled deeds as they were handed dovm by those first

witnesses and ministers of the Word. That is, the deeds in

question may, rather than being the substance of the Word, be

only ancillary and supportive to a Word of another kind. The
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problem, then, is to determine what Luke means by the '.'{ord of

the Gospel.

What does he seem to mean by it elsewhere in his

. t' ?wrl lngs. One key piece of evidence is to be found in what

might be called the Second Gospel of Luke--· the miniature

synoptic gospel preached by Peter in chapter 10 of Acts.

Here Luke has represented for us an almost ideal test situa-

tion. One of the original witnesses and ministers of the

\'lord is seen in the act of witnessing and ministering, with

reference back to his experience of the things that Jesus did

and taught from the beginning. Peter's performance in Caesarea

should help considerably in defining what Luke supposed the

earliest vii tnesses and ministers to believe abont the rela-

tionship of the essential gospel to the deeds they had wit

nessed, and the place of each in essential Christian under-

standing. •

UYou knoVl the thing that happened throughout JUdea,"

says Peter to his audience-- just as Luke was later to address

a Theophilos who had heard some words about such matters, 3.nd

to try, as Peter is now trying, to take him a few steps fur-

ther along its WaY6 "Jesus from Ilazareth, how God anointed

him with holy spirit and power-- who went about doing good

and healing all those SUffering oppression under the devil,

because God was with him" (10:)8). The deeds of healing, the

manifestations of power, are signs of anointing and divine

favor. As such, they are important pieces of pUblic evidence,
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which Peter implicitly acknowledges in establishing Luke's

next link: "and we are witnesses of all the things he did in

the region of JUdah and Jerusalem" (39). The crucifixion and

resurrection of Jesus, and the sUbsequent felloVlship of the

foreordained witnesses with him, are duly recorded. We have

now come to the end of that story of fulfilled deeds that

LUke has written out more fully in his first work for Theo

philos, and we have virtually all the ingredients remarked in

the prologue to it.

Having introduced the fulfilled deeds, the witnesses,

and the missionary situation, LUke is now in a positior.. to

offer the clarification we need. What is the Word of which

this Peter is a minister? How much of thGse fulfilled deeds

belong to the message itself and how much merely constitute

the credentials that support confidence in its authenticity?

Luke leaves us rather in the dark about the Word as preached

by Jesus, or even whet_ler the Word as such was preached by

Jesus; but with respect to those characterized elsewhere as

"ministElrs of the word and witnesses froin the bet:::inning, II

Peter is fairly explicit. It is Jesus himself who irl~.,tructs

them about the content of their preaching, and in doing so he

presumably defines for them the Word of which they are witnes~;

es and ministers: "and he commanded us to proclaim to the

people and to testify emphatically that he is the one chosen

by God as judge of living and dead." The proclamation and

witness enjoined on them contain not a word about the healing's
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and miracles, not even about the crucifixion. ~ehey are to

preach Jesus' election as jUdge. Is it possible that this

election (which undoubtedly includes the resurrection as its

mode ffi1d si~1 of occurrence-- cf. Acts 2:32-36) constitutes

the quintessential Word? Not only possible, but probable,

since the same conclusion is further strengthened by the

corroboration of another major body of testimony. For what

have the prophets been saying all along? "All the prophets

bear witness to him, that every believer in him receives

forgiveness of sins through his name" (43). The convergence

of the prophetic tradition thus defined with the expres~')

briefing by the post-resurrection Jesus seems clearly to

isolate the quintessential word, as Luke understands it from

his }(nowledge of the earliest tradition, as the proclamation

of God's having endowed Jesus with the power of determining

whether we are to be saved or lost in the Judgment.

Notice, however, that this already assumes an aware-

ness of the jUdgmenti and notice that Peter begins his back-

ground account with "you knovi the thing that hapP9ned . .

(or perhaps, "you kno\'l the word that came about"-- llumei::::,

..

, .
oidate to genomenon rhema, 10: 37/ • He is not addressing

beginners. He evidently assumes that they know about Jesus

already. Except perhaps they are not aware of the last thine;s

there are to know: that after the presumably notorious cruci-

fixion there was a less pUblicized resurrection, and that

there has been an appointment to a foreordained jUdgeship,
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along with a power to secure forgiveness of sins for believers.

This is the quintessential Word. It is not necessarily all

of the essential word. Both logos in 36 and rhema in 37 are

vexingly ambiguous. Both might, but neither need, point to

the gospel that Jesus himself preached pUblicly, and whose

previously undisclosed capstone Peter is about to deliver to

his God-fearing audience. At any rate, in answer to Cornelius'

announcement that they arc? all gathered tt to hear all the things

that have been commissioned to you by God" (10:))), Peter

gives a sketch of the whole story, from John the Baptist

onward.

Here it would not be wrong, I believe, to remember

that Peter had at least two stages of this cOMoission. He

is now acting especially on the one he received after the

resurrection, to preach the forgivenf~ss 8J1d jUdgment that are

to come through Jesus the Messiah. But this does not neces

sarily abrogate-- and is obviously compatible wi th-- tl1e

commission he had received earlier, to preach to others the

news of the Kingdom that Jesus had been pr~~aching and teach

in.o- in the synaro2ues and amon t'! the crowds of Galilee.c., .... "' ~-' J

Those who were witnesses and ministers of the Word

from the first: we are left with three interlocking possibil

ities. The same cast of characters can be described as

ministering witnesses of the resurrection-ascenSion and of

the teaclling-that took place in between; or as early witnesses

of Jesus' preaching and among the first to share in its

/'
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ministration; or as witnesses of his career from the begirming,

and the first to grasp and proclaim its revelational signifi

cance. Which sense of "word" divides the indispensable from

the dispensable?

Luke reports some fulfilled deeds that are part of the

quintessential Gospel itself: Jesus is now entered into his

glory, and forgiveness of sins is now available through his

name (24:26, 47-51). But most of what he records has to do

with one of the other orders: either pertaining to the preach

ing before the crucifixion, or pertaining to the career of

Jesus as either agent or object of a "word." In the former

two cases, the term "Word" may obviously be re[ldily applied,

though in different senses of perfection. But even in the

latter case, "\IIord" is not entirely inapt, although in a

curious sense. For these deeds are in part mere context, and

in part the fruits by which we know and come to have confi

dence in Jesus: but they are also the seeds from which the

ultimate Word must grow,since the full Gospel is dependent on

Jesus' election to a positi0n for which only a certain career

can m~ke him eligible. That career itself reveals God's plan,

as well as making its fulfillment possible. I11 short, it is

artificial to impose rigorous lines of demarcations the deeds

participate variously in the value and meaning of the ultimate

Word, and Luke's proper response is to tell the whole story.

Although he might have been hesitant to entitle the work he

is introducing "the Gospel According to Luke"; he evidently
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understands it to be at least the unfolding of the Word up to

the emergence of the ultimate Gospel.

Luke's sense of the way the Word unfolded C01:1eS

through in the historical schema that underpins his narrative.

It manifests his sense of the historical structuring of Chris

tian thought, and concomitantly his sense of the constitution

of authentic Christian understanding. It runs essentially

like this:

1. A projected fulfillment of the promise to Abraham

has been consistently reaffirmed by the prophets all along.

Zacharias'capsule version is representative of Luke's views

"just as he said through the mouth of the holy ones, his

prophets from the age," God offers "a salvation from our

enemies and from the hand of all those hating us, to perform

mercy with our fathers and to remember his holy covenant and

oath which he swore to Abraham our father-- to allow us, with

out fear, rescned from the hand of our enemies, to worship him

in holiness and righteousness in his presence all our days"

(1 s69-75) . Those who have rightly grasped the 'prophetF'

assun~.nce that it would be fulfilled, may not Lno\'! 0.11 that

the scriptures really meant about God's plan, but they are

generally expectant of some such deliverance. Simeon is not

only "just and pious" but also "waiting expectantly (nrosdech

omenos) for the consolation of Israel" (2s25); Anna has a

ready audience for her observations, in the form of "all those

waiting expectantly (prosdechomenois) for deliverance (lutrosin)

!
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anticipation of a happy ending is what is intended in describ

ing those around. John the Baptist with the phrase "and the

people being in expectation" (prosdol~2..n.tes sie tqQ laou, 3115).

For convenience, I shall call this first level of the Word

the Expectation.

2. The major breakthrough that makes this expectation

more urgent and specific is the NeVIs of the imminent consumma

tion, and its first agent is John the Baptist. "The Law and

the Prophets were until J~hnl from then on, the Kingdom of

God is proclaimed" (16:16).4 "Proclaimed" here is of course

the same verb (euaggelizetai), that Luke uses to sum up the

overall preaching of John the Baptistt "and so, exhorting also

many other things, he preached the good news (eue,£Sc:e1izcto)

to the people" (3:18).5 The basic content is the news of the

imminent end and the possibility of rescue, and those who

4It is not clear whether John preached "the Kingdom",
for Luke tends to dissociate the term from him. But it is
surely wrong to say that in 16:16 it "is made plain ... as
a point of principle" that "John does not proclaim the Kingdom
of God II (Conzelmann, The 'l'heo.logy of S~. LUk~, trans, G~offrey
Buswell, London, 1960, p. 20)-- the more plausihle readlnp: of
the verse leads precisely to the opposite conclusion. It is
also wrong to say that John's Gospel "relates not to the
imminence of the kingdom but to that of the messiah" (\'falter
Win1\:, John the ;!3aptist in the Gosne.l Traditio:tl;, Cambridge,
1968, p. 58). If "ldngdom" is a doubtful item in ,John's theo
logical vocabulary, "messiah" is even more so. His emphasis
falls rather, even in the tendentious Gospels, on the imminence
of the destroying or saving jUdgment.

51 appreciate that Luke does not use the nominal form
(euaggelion) in reference to John, but it hardly follows that
"for Luke the verb has a quite general connotation, vi? Of that
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accepted it moved from general expectation to a specific hope.

John's preaching is double-pronged I he proclaims the imminent

jUdgment, and exhorts the need for repentance (especially in

conjunction with his baptism of water) to make one ready for

it. It is in these ways that he is said to "prepare for the

Lord a ready people" (1117), to "go before the Lord to prepare

his ways" and to IIgive his people knowledge of salvation in

forgiveness of their sins ll (ls76-77). With John, the Expecta-

tion is revivified and particularized in specific News.

3. In the pUblic ministry of the unfolding Word, the

next stage of further specification is the preaching of Jesus,

and its specific difference from John's message turns on the

technical phrR.se lithe Kingdom of God." To be sure, Luke has

left us the one hint in 16116 that this phrase may also be

used to characterize John's proclamation, as is done by

Matthew; but for the most part (as I shall further particu-

larize presently), he arranges things so as to emphasize

Jesus' independence of' John and the new dimension present in

h1s preaching. Unlike f'.1atthew, Luke (except in 16:16, ano

of 'preaching'" (Willi Marxsen, Mar~ the J~>l<~lg§li~t (trans.
James Boyce, et al.), Nashville, 19b9, p. IlT). 1Cf. Conzelmann,
The Theo1Qgy of St. LUke, p. 23, where the srune arbitrary
assertion is made.) Luke saves the noun for the fullest real
ization of the Word, that of the fourth stage; but the verb is
used only in conjunction with the still revelational earlier
stages, not for preaching generally. A comparison with Acts
will readily suggest that the verb may have great weight even
alone-- e.g., 8z25, 39, where it deserves in translation
nothing short of·"evangelized." What John and Jesus preach
may thus legitimately be called gospels, though not the
Gospel par excellence.
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there probably inadvertently) does not use the term "Kingdom

of God" in conjunction with John, but makes it persistently

the keynote of the proclamation of Jesus. Jesus has been

sent "to proclaim the good news (eud{!:n:elisasthai) ••• of the

Kingdom of God" (4:4)), and travels through every city and

village "announcing and proclaiming the good news (kerusson

kai euaggelizo.1~l~}22.§) of the Kingdom of God" (8:1) : he sends

the Twelve " to announce (Jcerusf'.':dn) the Kingdom of God", and

they accordingly "travelled through the villages, proclaiming

the good news (euag@JizomenoJ)" (9: 2, 6). The Seventy are

likewise instructed simply to say "the Kingdom of God has

corne up upon you" (10:9). This good news of the Kine;dom

which Jesus was sent to proclaim, and in turn sent his fol

lowers to proclaim, may also be called .. the word of God",

which is the way it is put when the crowd comes to hear him

at Lake Gennesaret (5:1). Accordingly, when Jesus explicates

the parable of the sower, he explains that "the seed is the

word of God," and that the seed by the roadside describes the

fate of those from whose hearts the devil takes the word away

"so that they may not, aR believers, be saved," while the

seed on the rock represents those who receive the word with

joy but only "for a time believe," then fall away (8111-1)).

That is, the key issue is not in doing the word of God (as

might be the case if it were applied to commandments and

other practical matters), but in believing it-- viz., believ

ing in the good news of the Kingdom, in the reliability of
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the now specific Expectation whose resolution is imminent.

This is more than John's News, although the specific differ-

ence is hidden behind the mysterious term "Kingdom. It Those \.

who respond have a still more particular trust and expectation,

thus Joseph of Arimathea is one "who waited expectantly

(prosedecheto) for the Kingdom of God" (2):51). This gospel

is not yet the Gospel, the final and full version of the \'lord;

but it can be called gospel-- especially since the unbelievers

in it are in serious jeopardy.

4. The next great pUblic breakthrough in consolidating

and specifying the good news of the Kingdom does not come

until after the resurrection of Jesus. To be sure, there

have been suspicions that he was to have a prominent place

in its realization, as there had been in the case of John the

Baptist. Cleopas and his companion, evidently members of a

relatively inner circle of disciples (for they heard the

report of "our women ll and identify the tomb-visitors as "some

of those with us", 24:22, 24), hoped that Jesus was the one

who was going to redeem Israel (24:21). But despite the

demonic confessions j the Petrine insights, and the veiled

hints that were not grasped until much later, this part of

the news remained secret. Less pUblicly, a few were let in

on it. The angel Gabriel tells Mary that Jesus is to reign

eternally on David's throne (1:)2-))), and Mary's belief is

confirmed by Elizabeth, who proclaims her blessed for believ-

ing that there will be fulfillment to the things told her
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from the Lord (1,45)-- adding her own recognition that Mary

may be called "the mother of my Lord" (1,43). The shepherds

are given the good news (euaggelizomai) that the child born - I

in Bethlehem is saviour and r;;essiah, and apparently pass the

news on to those around the manger (2rlO-ll, 17-18). Simeon,

assured by the Holy Spirit that he would see the Messiah

before he died, recognizes and acknowledges that the child

Jesus is he, the salvation of Israel and the light of revela-

tion of the Gentiles (2:26-32). But despite his prophetic

response, Simeon's understanding apparently went to the grave

with him; and despite Mary's belief, she kept these things in

her heart (2:19, 51). All the rest wondered at such claims,

and had no effect on the development of public understanding

of Jesus' personal relationship to the Gospel of the Kingdom-

nor even any discernible effect on private understandings, to

jUdge from Mary's puzzlement after the young Jesus explai.ned

his truancy in the Temple (2,40-50). The disappointment of

Cleopas and his colleagues was not to be relieved until the

proper exposition of the scriptures demonstrated that the

recent events were not frustrations but gcnuin3 and necessary

fulfillments (2~ll 25-27, 44-46). And with that good news came

the definitive Gospel, the news of the next, still unfulfilled,

stage: in the name of the Messiah, Jesus, repentance and for

giveness of sins are available and are to be preached in all

the nations, -beginning from Jerusalem (24;47). This ~s the

most advanced stage of the Word, and what Luke seems to mean
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by the Gospel.

Luke offers, therefore, four basic strata in the

disclosure of the Word. 6 The first, already realized before

the mission of John, is the eschatological understanding of

the promise to Abraham. Luke implies that it was a rather

exceptional one-- but he does not offer any explanation con

cerning how some came to accept it and others did not. Given

his overall scheme, he need not linger on this point. The

expectant are privileged, but there is no indication that

the others are seriously disadvantaged; and things are about

to be equalized an~rNay, by the new phenomenon of John, whose

general invitation to believe in the good News of forgiveness

of sins in preparation for imminent jUdgment "dll render

obsolete the vag"uer state of Expectation which it is intended

to perfect and replace.

John's preaching, the vehicle of Luke's second stratum

of the Word, was according to a directive from heaven (3:2).

It is evident that the tradi tion frOl~ which Lul<.:e lp.arned.)

believed unhesitatinGly that this ','las so, even to the extent

of treating John's prophetic doin[;s and teachings as virtually

equivalent to scripture. Hence John's mysterious utterance

about the one who will come after him, baptizing with the

6By "offers," I mean primarily that he makes it avail
able to critical discernment. He himself organizes his narra
tive in accordance with this scheme, but it is more siGnificant
that it can also be induced from the materials he preserves.
For the correspondence of the other synoptists to this model,
see infra. PP.128-l33.

\.
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Holy Spirit (3116), is echoed repeatedly as a revelational

landmarks we find reference to it in a Baptist enquiry about

where Jesus might fit into this established scheme of things

(7119-20), in Luke's version of Paul's words, first in

Pisidian Antioch (Acts 13124-25) and sUbsequently in Ephesus

(Acts 1914); and even in Jesus' last instructions before the

ascension (Acts 115, cf. 11116). And as for the central

phenomenon of John's pUblic ministry, the baptism of repent

ance which he preached and administered along with the rest

of his News, Luke records not only that Jesus' hearers had

received John~s baptism (7a29) but that tithe Pharisees and

the lawyers rejected the purposes of God for themt..ielves,

\.

having not been baptized by him ff Ir-. "',,'
\(I.J V ). These are stron.g

words, importantly definitive of one article of orthodoxy in

early Christian circles, and they are echoed again, almost as

explicitly, in the small catechism which Jesus later puts to

the high priests, scribes, and elders a Was John's baptism

from heaven or from men? (20sLj·). They obviously did not be

lieve it was from heaven, for, as they rightly observe, it

would then be impossible to account for their not having

received it. But here it is not merely a question of getting

them to admit that they had not perceived its heavenly origin,

and had therefore not done heaven's will and submitted to ita

they perceive now that its heavenly origin is an article of

faith so important to the sons of the Kingdom that they will

endanger their lives if they deny it (2016). They beg off
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with the prudent strategy of agnosticism. That may save them

from being stoned, but it saves them in no other way. Their

failure to believe in John (or possibly in the baptism) in

itself marks them as outsiders, as not with us even if not

necessarily against us-- and as rejecters of God's purposes.

Here is a test case of potentially vast importance

for divining the early Christian notion of normative under~

standing. What criterion of discernment operates here

distinguish the right-minded orthodo~J of the Baptist believ

ers from the reprobate unbelief of the religio1ls elite? Alas,

John was too strong a presence in the earliest Christian sense

of Godis plans, and Luke does not bother-- as very likely the

tradition which he received did not bother-- to preach this

axiomatic point to the converted. Apparently, it is the

sheer impact of John, experienced as self-evidently prophetic.

There are no claims of signs and wonders, no attesting voice

from heaven, no tr~nsfiguration. His place was axiomatic,

but not quite central enough for the tradition to dwell on

his r81e SUfficiently to reveal how one actually became con

vinced. We are probably to conclude (and practically, W0

have no option but to conclude) that he, like other prophets

before him, presented the sign of Jonah only; and that those

who had ears to hear, heard. Either one recognizes the ex

pression of the will of heaven, or one remains outside. And

it is of course quite pointed that in chapter 20 the same

formula can be immediately applied to the case of belief in

~.
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Jesus. Those who were uncertain or doubtful about the author-

ity invested in John must remain just as uninfol~ed about the

authority of Jesus-- and evidently, for the same reason. If

they had been unable to grasp the meaning of John, they were

self-revealed and self-condemned among the hard-hearted and

ultreachable. As Abraham points out in the parable a few

chapters earlier, if they do not hear Moses ro1d the prophets,

they will not be persuaded even if one should rise from the

dead (16131). The Son of Man will be to this generation, just

as John was, as Jonah to the Ninevites (11130).

Authority is not quite the same as authorizaticn.

The enquirers were apparently ~sking about the latter, unable

to b~~ass it by a more direct insighte Jesus'

could be grasped by his followers because they had already

responded to John himself, was that authority transcends

authorization and obviates the need for credentials. Some

perceived that John spoke with authority, and some were scan

dalized. If you have to ask, you have already missed the point.

This is, I thi~c, the basic lesson of the relatively

stark confrontation of chaptE:r 20. Elsewhere in the Third

Gospel, it is supplemented by other criteria for validating

John and his baptism. The infancy material contains the

signs and wonders that are missing later, and indeed even

the voice from heaven making John the object ·of a gospel--

for Gabriel's heavenly assurance of the greatness that John

will have before the Lord, his fullness of holy spirit, his
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success in turning Israel to the Lord, are all described in

summary with "I was sent to speak with you and proclaim to

you this good news (euaggelisasthai)" (1119).7 For those who

were not in on this ea,rly heavenly attestation, there is

still the i.ndependent confirmation given John by the way in

which he can be seen as a fulfillment of prophecy-- the voice

crying in the wilderness (314), the messenger sent to prepare

the w~.!":r (7127), one whose baptism of forgiveness and· announce

ment of the coming rescue advt~ce the completion of the prom-

ises made to Abraham (lz70ff.).

There is one other criterion implicit in the witness

borne to John by Gabriel, by Zacharias, even by the soldiers

and tax-collectors who came to his baptism. "He will turn

many of the sons of Israel to the Lord God," Gabriel assured

his father,t1 ••• and disobedient ones in th~ wisdom of the

righteous, to prepare for the Lord a ready people ll (1116-17).

Zacharias sUbsequently echoes the prsdiction in a sudden

burst of holy spirit: "you shall go before the Lord to prepare

his ways, to give a knowledge of salvation to his people in

forgiveness of their sins" (2176-77). \'lhatever the secret

workings of the invisible order or the reserved plans of God,

7This extension of Lul<:8' s use of (euaggelizomai), like
that of 2110, is justified by its being part of the divine dis
closure that the Promise was drawing nearer in concrete identi
fiable stages. That is, it is not a casual usage, but one that
draws a technical authority from its connectedness to the ulti
mate Wordl an aspect of gospel enroute to the Gospel.
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there was no question about the visible results I whores and

collaborators and members of the occupation forces were

turning to God, thirsting after righteousness, and getting

a sweet taste of experienced forgiveness by which they might

know something real about salvation. When they turned to

John for comfort, he demanded from them behavioral fruit

worthy of genuine repentance; when they asked what they

shou1r. do, justice and charity were demanded of them (318-14).

Every tree not bearing good fruit was to be destroyed. John's

influence visibly multiplied the crop of good fruit in some

of the most unlikely soil.

Lu}{e does not follow the fortunes of J·ohn's disciples

independently of Jesus far enough to tell us any more than

that they were accustomed to frequent fasting ffi1d prayer,

that they had learned from John to pray, and that they may
•

have had some difficulty seeing where Jesus fit into the

scenario of the final days as given by their master (51)),

IIll? 7118-20). That is enough to suggest what we learn also

:::X'OIll other indicatiom· j -r;.7.. t that John's word was allow8d to

rule not only forms of rel:i.~:~ous observance and ethics, but

also thoughts about God's way of dealing with the future. In

the episode of the Baptist's question (7a18ff.), the figure

of the Coming One, ho erchomenos, is apparently taken for

granted as a given in adequate eschatological thinking, an

implicit item in Baptist orthodoxy. But it is not tested by

controversy or explored by curiosity, and we are accordir~ly

\
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left unable to guess more than that what John proclaimed was \'

probably taken for gospel, literally. We are not let in on

how John's followers resolved disagreements about his words,

or new questions, or deeper versions of the old ones. Except,

of course, i.n the case of one particular species of Baptist

disciplest those who were absorbed into the movement surround

ing Jesus. And this brings us into Luke's third revelational

stratQm, whither we must proceed if we are to find any further

insight into the rules that must have obtained in the second

one.

For Luke is rather ca[~ about measuring Jesus against

John. He includes more Baptist material than the other evan-
... .

geJ.~s"ts, 8,.Y1a is clearer

the good news begins with John. But he writes as if guided

by a corrective or guarded intention, as if at pains to leave

it clear that Jesus is not to be thought of as an agent of

John's work. Matthew and r,lark place the vision of the Holy

Spirit as dove and the voice from heaven in immediate connec

tion with Jesus' baptism by John; Luke reports that these

occurred after Jesus' baptism, while he was praying-- John~

unmentioned, seems to be quietly left out of the entire scene,

which is placed just after Luke records his imprisonment.

Matthew and Mark explicitly connect the beginning of Jesus'

public ministry with the imprisonment of John, and character

ize his message in ways that make it clearly reminiscent of

John's-- Matthew even going so far as to have Jesus repeat
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verbatim what he has already quoted as the essential message \.

of John. LUke, by contrast, introduces the ministry of

Jesu8 without reference to John, and characterizes it in

terms not of the proclmnation of the eschatological jUdgment

but through a more elusive general reference to his teaching

in the synagogues, thus sidestepping all reminiscence of

John. Matthew and Mark record that John identified the escha

tological ho erchomenos as both mightier than him~, ~lf,

ischuroteros !!!2.1!., but also as t. following me," Ql2.iEo ~!

when Luke accepts the former epithet but doesn't mention the

potentially awkward gniso~, which could suggest that Jesus

was Johnts disciple, we ~ay fairly suspect that this is not

an instance of a Lucan non-interpolation but an editorially

purposeful omission. It is probably significant in a similar

way that Luke's introduction to the Lord's Prayer makes it

Jesus' independent alternative to the way in which the Baptist

had taught his disciples to pray, while Matthew recognizes no

such occasion for this event and therefore does not confer a

similar emphasis upon the independence of Jesus w1d his group.

Because of this tendency in Lul":8, we should not e:\.l)ect

to find as clear an indication of Baptist orthodoxy within

his work as we might have done had he been motivated only by

his recognition that John was the begilming of the final phase

of the Wordts disclosure, There is strong reason for believ-

ing that the original followers of Jesus and the original

post-resurrection converts were SUbstantially, and perhaps
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almost exclusively, drawn from the ranks of Baptist followers

and fellow-travellers. Aside from the curious case of the

Ebionites, it appears that the Christian movement uniformly

appropriated John as the initiator of the last g-reat revival,

and the forerunner of Jesus: Christian theology could be

accomodated within the basic framework, ~~d even the specific

categories, of Baptist expectation. There was no need to

waver on points of Baptist thought-law such as the forgive

ness of sins, the coming terror, the eschatological har-vest

of the just, the need for righteousness. It appears that

the Christians simply assumed Baptist doctrine, ana. subsumed

it within their own. The latter was more complete and more

discriminate between what was new within the Christian dis-

pensation ffi1d what was Baptist inheritance (and, unfortunate-
<II

ly, there survives no early record of a clash between Chris-

tians and unconvinced Baptists that might establish the line

of demarcation). This is true of Luke above all: for despite

allowing John the credit-- which seems to have been univer-

sally granted anyway-- of initiating the gospel movement~

Luke would be the last of the synoptic evangelists to want

to emphasize that this truth or that one is unoriginal with

Jesus and a precious inheritance from John.

Thus it seems probable that in spite of Luke's delib

erate, if not stUdied, attempt to represent the begilU1ings

of Jesus' ministry as an original and perhaps new departure

\
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in the development of the Word and its revelation, the bulk

of his evidence is best read as suggesting that the main

outlines of the gospel Jesus preached were probably antici

pated by, and certainly consonant wit.h, that of John. For

many in Israel, that conformity to John would have been the

first foundation of Jesus' credibility. But it is also clear

that there would have been many for whom consonance with John

was not an important considera~ion, for whom Jesus gave the

first introduction to the Gospel of the Kingdom. Not all

Galileans had made the pilgrimage to John's baptism. There

is no substantial indication that the prophetic authority of

John was any part of J'esus 0 message to the synagogue and

crowds of his early evangelizing, althouVl it is imaginable

that if it had been, it might have been diplomatically sup~

pressed in Luke's reporting. The general impression is

rather that he proclaimed his Gospel directly, as an agent

of the Word itself rather. than of John. He came into Galilee,

says LUke, in the power of the spirit, and in his teaching

was glorified by all (4t14-15)a "they were astonished at his

teaching, for his word was authoritative~ (4_32).

The pattern by which Jesus' authority made its impres

sion seems to have been like that of John, with just enough

difference to secure that distance between them upon which

Luke insists. The more dramatic testimonies of angels and

prophets surrounding Jesus' birth had apparently disappeared,

like John's) into thickly veiled memory. He does not seem

\
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to have been readily recognizable from scriptural prophecYJ

the identifiable correspendences are no more, and no more

specific
i

than the little that was claimed for John. Even

the transfiguration was left both prive.te and confusing to

its three witnesses. Luke thus manifests a strong thematic

tendency to have Jesus offer to the pUblic-- and even to the

main body of his closest followers-- only the sign of Jonah,

which was presumably enough for those who had ears to hear

(11:29-)2). John himself might well have been able to under

stand and accept this, and even without the cures of the

blind, the lame, the lepers, the deaf, and the dead, might

have thought it sufficient evidence to be reminded that "the

poor are giS8n the good news; and blessed. is he who is not

scandalized in me" (7118-23).8 That some were indeed scan

dalized was not in itself a scandal to those who were not,
e

but merely one of the facts of revelational life which John

himself demonstrated by being a sign of contradiction who

finished the way all prophets do. The Pharisees and Scribes

murmured when "all the tax-collectors and sinners drew near

to hear him" (15z1-2), but those who had learned tLe lesson

of good fruits from either John or Jesus knew that this

8John '8 question within the Lukan (and Matthean)
frame is of course not about Jesus' authenticity but about
his spec ific identity with John t S OW11. proclair.:Wd .Do ercho
menos. In ffect, John poses a question from wi t}un the
secollli level of the Word on the occasion of the third level,
that seeks to penetrate the fourth level, Jesus returns an
answer that stays within the boundaries of the third level.

\
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disapproval was only further evidence of his authenticity,

however deviant from traditional scribal norms. There is

thus a firm ring of plausibility when Jesus pauses at prayer

to inquire through his followers about the character of the

impact he is making, and is told that some take him to be

John the Baptist, others Elijah, others one of the prophets

of old come back (9,18-19). This much was said of John as

well, and so was the conclusion reached by those closest to

Jesus, that he was the Messiah (9:20; cf. ):15). At this

third level of the Word's disclosure, this is sufficient.

The Word still has precedence over its bearers.

Nevertheless, there~ the cures of the blind, 'the

\

the the dead t ~V).d thecc t.~.'cre some-

thing new on the evangelical scene. without precedent in the

work of John. Even if some could attribute these to the

power of BeelzebUb, and others could not regard them as a

real siV1 but required a clearer indication of heaven's

approval (11: 15-16) f the less skeptical 'Jaw in them clear

support to Jesus' implicit and explicit claims to authority,

a practical manifestation of the power that gt1cu"anteed his

teaching (41)6; cf. 4:)2). Furthermore, there were the

miracles of the loaves, and the stilling of the tempest, and

(for all its short-term inefficacy) the transfiguration. The

SiVl of Jonah is enough, Luke seems to imply, but it is not

all there was. Jesus is, at this third stage of the Word's

unfolding, manifested like John, but significantly advanced



beyond him.

III

"'The way is prepared for a later stage, where

Jesus will be part of the content of the Word.

Luke implies that there were original twists in

Jesus' gospel in which he differed from John, as his less

abstemious life-style and his non-baptizing and healing

mission did-- the erchomenos of John was, to Josu::;", the Son of

II -Man, ho huios tou finthropou, and it is possible ':~:'lat "the

Kingdom of God" was (as Luke seems to try to imply) not a

term used by John. The difference in their recorded relation-

ship to the practice of fasting and prayer suggests also that

some of Jesus' ancillary teaching about the preparation for

the Kingdom might well have been unanticipated' by John. .But

the main lines of the Gospel were undoubtedly congruent

between them, if not identical, and while the followers of

Jesus did not need to appeal to John to validate the author-

ity of Jesus' Jonah-sign, and undoubtedly took JesusO version

of the Gospel as the more definitive: the basic means for

determining the proper norms of sound. Gospel-thought are very

much the same in Lulce' s second and third strata of' revelation:

conform your understanding to what the evidently authoritative

prophet teaches.

For all of Luke's attention to the celestial specta-

cular surrounding the conception and birth of Jesus, he is

obviously much taken with that quieter and more profound form

of revelation that occurs when the bearer of the Truth meets

the right-minded heart. This is for him not only the
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'\
characteristic (even if not altogether exclusive) mode of

discovery at the second and third stages of the V/ord, but

even a real possibility for the fourth and highest stage.

For that p I take it, is the essential meaning of the event,

which he alone reports, in which the Good Thief was able to

acknowledge not merely the righteousness or prophetic authen-

ticity of Jesus but even his title to the kingdom with which

he was being mocked, in spite of the most discouragingly

disconvincing circumstances and the absence of any affirmative

claim on Jesus' part (2.3:42). Nevertheless, the highest and

most complete realization is not, for Luke, characteristically

a. function of spiritual discernment alone. It might well

have been. The scandal of the cross need not necessarily

have been more disruptive to the confidence of Jesus' follow

ers than it was to the Good Thief: after all, John and the

prophets before him had likewise been unjustly killed, and

yet popUlar rl.unOl:"' was ready enough to stand by their authen

ticity ~ld postulate for them a reswned C9xeer QQ§1 mortem

in the form of Jesus' ministry (9'7-8, 18-19). Once the

followc~s of Jesus had recovor~d from their initial dis2ppoint-

ment, it was not out of the question for them to argue that

the crucified Jesus would Eoon be raised to come in glory and

jUdgment as the Son of Man, and that those who were properly

tuned in to the right spiritual wavelengths would see that

this was so; while the others are, alas, jUdged already.

Once they were themselves sure that he had already been
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raised, they might have insisted that his present lordshlp

communicates instant intuitive conviction to all those who

thi~k about it, if they are really fit to be sons of God.

With the stages of the Word's revelation (or at least the

last three stages) apparently reaching progressively smaller

groups of responsive hearts, some such quasi-gnostic refuge

must have seemed not only convenient but fairly logical. 9

But the fact is that Luke's representation of the actual

behavior of those guiding the constitution of Christian under

standing at this, its highest re;a.ch, shows ju.st the opposite

tendency: ther.e is a deliberate effort to define the truth by

reference to grounding evidences that are less escteric thro1

ever.

9This is true, I thil~{, quite independently of the
historical facts of the matter. If things happened, say, in
the purely psychological way in uhich Johannes Vleiss recon
structs them (p;arliest Chr: stianit;y: (Das, l!rc:hris :;:'?.r~tum, 1937),
trans. ed. Frederick C. Grant, 2 vols., New York, 1959, vol.
1), there would clearly be strone motivation to validate pre
cisely this mode of realization and avoid the fabrication of
literal-material correlatives. On the other hand, even if we
suppose the most literal resurr8ctio~'l.=cvents, Paul reminds us
hoW' attrQctive and convincing is the argument that spiritual
appropriation of a spiri+"al reality is a higher :orm of ex
perience anywny, leaving .,118 last as p:t~ivilI3{::ed 8::; °t'he .ri2~st.

The vulgar literalism of the Synoptic trad i tion is tllUS a
significant phenomenon, even quite apart from its historical
value: it defines what counts, and thus shows somet1.ing about
the criteriological habits of mind that obtained in its
creators and custodians.
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In the first place, Luke establishes Jesus' eligi

bility for such lordship via the most literal sort of resur

rection, reserves the grasp of his lordship by even his most

devoted and trusting followers until they accepted this

literal resurrection, and endows them wi.th the thickest

incredulity until they are provided with the most incontesta

bly palpable evidence. When Peter heard that the women

found the tomb empty, and were encountered by two in shining

garments who not only told them that 'Jesus was risen but

also reminded them that he himself had told them that this

was the way it was to be, it might have inspired some confi

dence, or at least a vigorous hope; "but their words appeared

to them like ~~ idle tale, and they disbelioved the~l: (24!11).

Even after Peter had confirmed with his 0W11 eyes the empty

tomb and discarded cerements, he went no farther than to

wonder what has happened (24s12). The initial post-resurrec

tion appearance that convinced him is not described: but even

after he has managed to persuade his fellows that the reported

res1.rrection has indeed occurred, the next appearancD fright

ens them as the apparition of 2. ghost, until their 0 In llands

and eyes and the sharing of a meal resolve their doubtful

hearts (24s)6-43). No hint of spiritual intuition heres one

of the most unreasonably skeptical juries ever assembled is

simply overwhelmed by the weight of VUlgar proof. Short of

repeating such demonstrations endlessly to each new candidate

for belief, this establislunent of the fact of Jesus'
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resul"rection against the grain of disposition might well be

taken as definitive of a new law of Christian thought, proved

beyond reasonable doubt at the basest level of l'homme moyen

se~~~el, requiring no special equipment or illuminated dis-

Cernl'llent but only a circumstantial occasion which the brethern

ought not to have required and did not deserve and which need

not be repeated to others.

Resurrection itself does not establish lordship, and

need not even be considered technically necessary as a condi~

tion. Given the way that the earlier form of the Word had

been established at the second and third stages of its disclo-

sure, it might now have been enough for the witnesses to claim

that Jesus, obviously all the more to be credited in his pre-

sent resurrected condition, merely assured them that he was as-

cending the Messianic throne and ordered the proclamation of' for-
•

given~ss through his 11fune. Bt~t al thoup.:h su.ch 3. procedure might

have been quite sufficient for the formation of early Christian

understanding, the appeal to assent is instead once more

grounded on more pUblic testimony. This is no special myster'y

revealed for the first time. In a way, it is not really news

at all. A proper unde!standing of the scriptures shows that

this has been God's revealed plan all along for the career of

the Messiahs "thus it is written, that the Messiah had to

suffer thus and rise from the dead in the third day, and have

repentance and forgiveness of sins proclaimed in his name to

all the nations" (24146-47). The fullness of the good news,
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the outlines of the fourth and final stage of the Word, could

theoretically have been found in Moses and the prophets and

the psalms long ago, even in the days of st~.ge one. What

Jesus has been doing, far from causing consternation, should

have been seen as a systematic fulfillment of the plan God

had laid out pUblicly long before.

To recognize this, of course, it was now necessary

for Jesus to "open their mind to understand the scriptures"

(24,45). It would be possible to suspect that this eA~res

sion constitutes a revelational wild card, and represents

some gift of mystical intuition by which the now-fulfil~ed

events and the future mission might be se8n shadowed in

material that yields no such thing to the unill~~inated eye.

But that Luke is not taking refuge in this gnostic loophole

any more than in the other p is evidenced by the parallel

story of the conversation en route to Emmaus. There Jesus

meets the discourgement of Cleopas and. his companion not with

an invitation to initiation into mysterious ways of reading J

but with a flat scolding for being dimwits and slow to believe

in their hearts what the prophets have said (24:25). Not

"understandably unable to see what the prophets were really

saying," but reluctant to believe what was there, and unin

telligent about it too. The initial apostolic response to

public scriptural evidence is put on the same plane as the

initial apostolic response to the evidences of the resurrec

tion. Only the most outrageous reluctance could continue to
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cherish doubts about the latter with all that had happened;

only the most insensitive and unbelieving reader/hearer could

fail to see that, according to scripture, "it was required

that the Messiah suffer, and enter into his glory" (21~r26).IO

According to Luke's report, Jesus does not leave even that

rebuke to be taken on faith (and indeed he could scarcely do

so on his own authority, since he was still an unrecognized

stranger to them) but demonstrates the validity of what ~ight

have seemed a gratuitous and unjustified insult by explaining

"in all the scriptures tl~e things about him,,,,elf" (24127)-

evidently to their satisfaction, for their hearts burned as

he did so, presumably with the ex.citement of.insightful

realization.

The argument based on the explicit claim of the risen

Jesus, independently supported in its plausibility by an

intelligent and trusting exposition of all the scriptures

from Moses to David to the last of the prophets, does not

need further support from coordinate teachings of John. Thoser

one may fairly suspect, were by this time already recognized

to be supported by the scriptures, at least in their general

IOConzelmann is seriously virong in saying that "Luke
xxiv assumes that one can only understand it l§cripture 1 in the
light of the Resurrection" (The Theology of St. Luke, p. 162).
On the contrary, Luke 24 firmly implies that a true reading
can be arrived at quite independently of the occurrence of the
Resurrection (though a true reading will of course point to
its necessity). Note that Cleopas and his companion are en
lightened about the true reading before they come to a belief
in the Resurrectionl the former in fact is what makes the lat
ter possible for them, not vice versa. This point is of con
siderable importance theologically.

\.
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outlines, and the present revelation undoubtedly appeared to

confirm them independently as well as particularize and ad

vance them. But in addition to the palpable proof of the

resurrection itself, further ancillary confirmation is offered

through appeal to the disciples' own memories. The angels at

the tomb remind the women that Jesus had already pointed out

that the crucifixion and resurrection of the Son of Man was

part of the heavenly agenda, whereupon "they remembered )lis

words!' (24:8); and Jesus himself tells the assembled disciples

that the lessons he is now opening their minds to understand

from scripture "are the words which I spoke to you whAn I was

still with you" (24:44). Evidently, the publicity of these

advance predictions and explanations was not restricted to

the Twelve: those who ought to remember them include the

women, Cleopas and his companion, and not only the Eleven in

Jerusalem but an unspecified group of " those with them" (241

33). Luke, who d08S not restrict the earlier explication of

the parable of the sower to the Twelve aside but seems to

have it addressed. to a whole crovid of discipl.es (8:1-21),

apparently su£;eests that the fuller vers.ion of the \'lord waf:

SUbstantially implied and predicted not only in the scriptupE's

but in the open teaching of Jesus' public ministry. Despite

the dull inability of the disciples to see it at the time,

the fourth flowering of the Word may now retrospectively be

perceived to have been virtually contained within the third I

and the third was the fulfillment of the second, just as the
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second was the realization of the first-- and all of them

stood prophetically anticipated in the scriptures, simply

waiting to be discerned, or at least to be recognized as they
11were duly enacted in the fullness of time.

r am not proposing this tidy view as a critically au

thenticated exposition of the way it really happened, for

that is not to my purpose even if it were demonstrable. I am

interested only in manifesting Luke's version of how, and

with what connections, and with what possibilities of verifi

cation, the truth was made availible and came to light. 12

------------------------_._----_•._--
llHere, of course, I once more part company with Oon~

zelmann, {ho maintains that "The significance of xxiv, 11 is
that it expresses the truth that the Resurrection can..1'10t be
deduced from an idea (of Messiahr-Ilip) or from the historical
life of Jesus, but that it is an...'Y).ounccd as something new"
(The Theology of St. LUke, p. 93). This verse is rather only'
a bald registration of the fact that the disciples did not in
fact make this deduction, not that they could not have done so.
Indeed, the balance of evidence seems to me to make it incon
trovertibly true that Luke sides with the eneral tradition in
acknowledging that they had no adequate excuse for failing to
perceive that both the idea of Messiahship contained in scrip
ture and the life (especially the communications, both public
and private) of Jesus pointed to the necessity of the Messianic
death and resurrection. Their failure to see this is not, in
the tradi-cion, because it was intrinsically unintelligihle
before the resurrection occurred, but because they were dull
minded and slow to believe.

12Por the general applicability of these Luke-based
conclusions to the other synoptists, see infra. pp. 128-133.
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His story, told so that Theophilos might know the certitude

of the words he had heard, has implications concerning the

constitution of Christian understandir~, implications that are

all the more important for discerning the nature and trajec

tory of earliest Christian normative thought insofar as Luke

claims that his is a normative version of that widely-distri-

buted story. He will, of course, have more to say about the

constituting of po~t-ascensionChristian understanding when

he writes Acts: but it is useful to pause here, at the emer-

gence of the full flowering of the basic Gospel, to see what

Luke's instruction suggests about how one may come to know-

indeed, to know with certitude-- God's deeds and plans, and

, , ,. , .r.o -" • .0.0 • t 1wna-c K1.nCl Oi ul.L.Lerence ~ may mace.

In the first place, although Luke occasionally mani

fests a fairly tolerant attitude toward sturdy forms of pl-e-
•gospel piety, it nevertheless is clear that acceptance of the

Word makes the difference between life and death. He hints

this for even John's level of the Word's disclosure (7:30),

and makes it quite explicit at the next stage. In the paTc.:.hle

of the sower, the seed that falls by the roadside represents

those who hear, but sUbsequently suffer the misfortune of

having the devil take the word out of their hearts. So say

all three synoptic versions. Luke alone adds "so that they

may not believe and be saved" (8:12). The emphasis on belief

is significant; its linkage with salvation is even more so.13

-----...,----:-------------------------
13The object of belief is evidently the kingdom itself,
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It is also Lul\:e alone who has Jesus send forth the Seventy to

preach the gospel of the Kingdom, with the comment. "he who

hears you, hears me; and he who rejects you rejects me-- but

he who rej(~cts me rejects the one who sends me" (10.16).

Rejection of the gospel, even when preached by an apostolic

missionary rather than by Jesus himself, is a rejection of

God. With that once said, it is scarcely necessary to suggest

the' consequences i "whoever is ashamed of me and of my words,

of him will the Son of Man be ~shamed when he comes in his

glory, and in that of the Father and of the holy angels" (91

26) • His words are more enduring than heaven and earth (21 &:33) ,

and those who do not keep them in their hearts, believing,

or possibly the gospel of the Kingdom. Obviously, a certain
confusion arises when believElrs in the fourth~stage Gospel
reflect on such urgings concerning the gospr:] of the thh~d

stage I but I thinl\: it makes most sense to UL! r o

' 'ntand this a!1d
the next few citations in precisely the way Lto~ e is pre:3enting
them. The gospel in question does not proclaiil Jesus, but the
Kingdom, and a "Son of Man" who is distinguishable from Jesus.
The reason it is important not to reject Jesus is simply be
caUSe hI:' does in fact bear the authentic WOld. of Gods he is the
Kingdomfs special prophet, and is to be received according to
his sender f s dig;n.i ty. Superficially, it may appear as i:" we
are into full gcspel territory in these quotations, hut in f8.ct
.Ley claim no mCI)"e for Jc",us than Jesus is ready to cL':!im clse~

where for John: rejection of John's baptism is rejection of the
purposes of God (7:30); failure to believe in John i.s an omi
nous fault (20:5). The balance of evidence seems to indicate
that even the third stage of the Word is crucial to accept, to
believe-- just as some aspects of the second stage had been,
and on similar grounds.
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mie;ht as well have been citizens of Sodom. Mere opaoity is no

excuses Jerusalem will be shattered simply for not knowing the

day of its visitation (19~L~4). Cumulatively, then, it is clear

that those whose understandings are not ruled by the gospel

of Jesus are doomed. The converse shows the gospel just as

decisive:"whoever has confidence in me before men, the Son of

Man will also have confidence in him before the angels of God"

(12:8). If the word is heard and l<:ept faithfully in a good

heart, it will bring forth the fruit by which men are sa.ved;

but a.ccepting the gospel of Jesus and his Kingdom may even be

enough itself, for the Good Thief is saved on the basis of

that fruit alone (23: 39-43) .14 A confident right understanding

is not Luke's only preoccupation r of course. He warns us

repeatedly about repentance, about works of righteousness,

about love of God and neighbor. But he also issues a clear

warning about the decisive importance of conforming one's mind

to the true understanding of God's plan as revealed in the

gospel of Jesus.

The plan is more completely and perfectly disclosed in

the next and culminating revelation, which shows Jesus' trne

role in the Kingdom he had preached. It is here that God's

14The wording of this sentence is, I confess, deliber
ately elusive. It is not clear whether the Good Thief is ~on
fessing the firmest version of the third-st~ge gospel (a~klne
the innocent prophet not to be ashamed of hlm when enterlng
the Kingdom he has proclaimed) or a weak version of the fourth
stage (asking the Lord of the Kingdom for mercy). It does not
matter much for the present business which it is.

J.
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wisdom is made fully manifest to men; it is here that the

scripturally anticipated arrangements are completed; it is

here that the hidden secrets of Jesus' preaching are brought

to light and the scandals of his career justly resolved. What

ever the salvific importance of earlier stages of the Word's

unfolding, it is the understanding available at this final

stage that finally determines the norm of thought for the way

of salvation. It may therefore be said for Luke, as for Paul,

without an especially drastic shift of meanings, that the norm

is the wisdom of God expressed in the career of Christ. And

to determine what belongs to the Christ-wisdom, one may turn

to pUblic evidence. True, the most experienced and most care-

fully instructed expounders of it are those who had both th~

privilege of close association with the teaching of Jesus

before the crucifixion and the rarer privilege of direct

association with his more explicit teaching after the resurrec

tion. They are therefore in the best position to define its

content once Jesus himself vlilJ. no longer intervene directly.

But their privilege does not inch,de €.~xclusive access to the

wisdom of Christ, because this is independently available .Ln

two converging ways.

One is Jesus' public preaching and teaching. for in

addition to the clear and widely experienced main lines of

the gospel of the Kingdom delivered by him to congregations

and throngs throughout the land, appreciable numbers of his

followers heard also anticipated touches of the ultimate Word--

l
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those basic details of his personal role that were yet to be

acted out. To rediscover their access to the then partly

hidden purposes of God, they had only to search their own

memories carefully and intelligently.

On the other hand, yet more publicly accessible, tht~re

were the scriptures, from first to last filled with news of

the Messiah's scandalous and glorious career·~- themselves the

wisdom of Christ writ large by ancient prophecy under divine

inspiration, albeit in a hand which the dull-minded f not look-

ing consistently for the M~ssiah, might not readily decipher.

Christ himself, his specially instructed apostles, his

public utterances, the scriptures, all coincided as alternative

\

manifes·tutions of the ·ultimate Word of

I·

That large convergence is what guarantees Theophilos' access

to certitude about the words he had heard. That, with one

addition: those who have undertaken to narrate the deeds ful~

filled among us offer one more manifestation of the ultimate

Word by recording the fulfillments themselves, the wayu in

which the penultimate st~.:.ge of God's plan was conc:}.'etiz2(~. ,lnd

cOlupleted, thus making the Messiah ready for his fin21 role.

Such a \'Jork, rightly understood, reveals the divine Christ

Wisdom more directly to the newcomer, and makes it unnecessary

for him to have further confirmation from hearing Jesus' preach-

ing, exploring the memories of his hearers, interviewing the

special witnesses, working out the right exposition of the

scripture. It renders these supererogatory because it honors
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them all faithfully in presenting, via the reliable testimony

of those who best represented them all, the fulfilled deeds

which were the locus of their convergence, the events in

which the mind of Ghrist both enacted and beC3Jne coincidental

with the mind of God. 15

Such is the theory of providentially-guided thought

law underlying and reflected in Luke's Gospel. It is con-

sister·t with the claims of his prefatorJr remarks. Those who

witnessed the pUblication of the Word in its second stage by

Jesus, and who witnessed in Jesus the fulfillment of events

in the Messianic career that made the fourth stage possible,

were also ministers of the last two stages of the Word j

first under the direction of the pre-crucifixion Jesus and
. . 16

then under the instruction of the r~sen Mess~ah.- The

testimony which, as the risen Lord had remin_ed them, they..
were in a position to give (24:48) virtually or explicitly

manifested a revelation of God's mind in some four differ-:.nt

--------------------------_.~----~--

151 do not, hcwever, find that ther - is conclus~.ve
evidence to support the contention that the Gospels V!er'E; com~

posed for li!:urgical use. 88 has been argned for r·.iatth.::.'w b~,r

G D K . - t' ( n 1 0" f '-) - -. - . . s .•. J..lpa T~C.C J';le .l'J.p;ltl.S.9- ~ Gospel. !_ccor'u.lJ .; ~ ~.

Matthc\y" Oxford, 1946) and. for Mark by Philip Carrington,
The Pr -ltnitivc Christiai'1. Calendar .. Ca..TJ1bridge, 1952.

16 The idea of "witness" is accordingly not clearly
differentiated. 'fhe most privileged are "witnesses" in all
four senses, as well as in ~nother to be discussed shortly.
It is neither necessary nor possible to figure out precisely
what historical dynamics Vi(.;J:e at work in isolating one or
another sense of "witness" in various texts, and there is no
good reason to suppose that the unified mUltiple-sense notion
was not earliest and basic.

l·
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ways. Conforming one's mind to this revelation ma]ces salva-

tion possible; conforming one's life perseveringly to such

an understanding rooted in a good and virtuous heart brings

forth the fruit that makes salvation assured (8:15). It may

therefore be thought profitable to examine the received

tracti tion carefully p knowing that the tes'cimony of the most

complete and privileged witnesses will bear confirming com~

parison with the prophetic intent of scripture and with the

recollections of the many less priYileged witnesses, and

thus to establish both its true content and its reliability.

And this once done, it is most appropriate to present t at

potentially fruitful testimony to one who has heard some'

/

distilled version of the \'lord: a.nd that }18

should find in such a presentation grounds for convicti n of

its certain truth.

One may wish that Luke had been even more thorough.

If only he had supposed his audience much more deeply skepti-

cal, he might have supported his theory more satisfyingly by

reproducing the c ntent of the exege8i::.~ given on tile r08d to

En.n!aus p.nd in the room in Jerus8.1c~m, rather th8.n merely L'('V::)l.~t·~

ing that a thoroue;h explic2-tion vias given and that it was

quite enough to satisfy the skepticism of those hearers. Or

he might have detailed the remarks made by the pre-crucifix

ion Jesus to the effect that he was to fulfill prophecies

concerning him in the Law, the Prophets, and the Psalms,

rather than settling for the report that Jesus subsequently
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reminded the assembled witnesses that he had said such things.

But then, Luke never claimed to be vrriting an exhaustive

treatment of the sUbject. He claimed only to be writing

eno'lgh to establish the conviction of his dedicatee, Theo~

philos. And if it seems that Theophilos' standards of

scientific skepticism were not up to modern snUff, there is

one thing that one should remember in addition to the inappro

priate anachronism of using such a standard of jUdgment. That

is that Luke did not postulate that his work was all that

Theophilos had. He writes only as a sound and accomplished

rep:r-esentative of a traditioD ·i:.hat transcends both his 8.1.ltlor

i~r and his account. He consistently points beyond himself,

implicitly offering his reader other courts of appeal if his

curiosity or dull-heartedness should induce him to ask for

more ample demonstrations. Luke does not claim to present
•

everything that the Christian movement has remembered from

the first foundation of the Word, but only that that memory

is his sour~e, and that the thin~s it has especially cher

ished are h' s ob ject. And in defining his procedur'E~ in th8t

way, he has given a court of appeal not only to Theophilos

but to us: for we have access to at least two other indepen

dent efforts to record that memory's heritage, drawing from

the same general stock of tradition and thus permitting a

test of Luke's implicit claim that his theory of the con-

stitution governing Christian understanding is indeed none of

his invention but part of the bequest of earliest Christian

conviction.

/
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There are, among the synoptists, some differences in

the revelational scheme; but I believe them to be essentially

reconcilable with the one which Luke proposes. Mark, for

instance~ begins abruptly with John the Baptist, and does not

bother to glance back to observe a state of Expectation before

him. But since John is seen as a fulfillment of prophecy

(112-3), it is virtually certain that Mark would acknowledge

the reality an.d functional irnpo":tance of Luke's first stage,

the eschatological understanding of the promise to Isrc:~el.

Luke~s second stage, John's News, is somewhat muted in Mark

but there is no question abO'.lt either its importance or its

novelty. Neither is there any doubt about its command over

understanding. John not only baptizes but also proclaim~ a

baptism of repentance (1:4), to which is added news about the

coming one who will baptize in holy spirit (117-8). Mark's

witness to the popular belief that John was a prophet (11132)

is also further amplified by the curious vignette in \hich

John not only reproves Herod but subsequently makes him his

pupil (6118-20). Thus although Mark's treatment tends to

dir.1ir ish notice of John and heighter'! the representation of

Jesus, he nevertheless offers us enough to allow a reconstruct

tion, even from his material alone, of a stage of mind-forma

tive News. No essential feature of Luke's picture at this

stratum is without its corresponding Marean evidence.

The softer treatment of John permits Mark to give a

greater emphasis to the novelty of Jesus' gospel. But the

J.
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significant difference from Luke lies in the degree to which

the final stage of the Word is anticipated during the prelimi-

nary preaching of the gospel of the Kingdom. Symptomatically,

Luke's rGservation of euaggelion to the fourth level of

revelation is not followed by M:ark, who uses the term for the

title of his own work, for the characterization of the first

preaching of Jesus (1:14-15), and for the characterization of

the future preaching of the apostles (1):10). But of what is

this s~nptomatic? Not, I sUb~it, of Mark's having conceived

his work as a sort of visualization of the basic kerygma, but

of a confusion and inconsistency in Mark's handling of tradi-

tional terms and ideas. One may, indeed, read Pl.~~~Jio~ in

1.15 as if it ~("efei'red to the ultimate ker.fgm2,-~ but that is

quite against the grain. Nothing in the text invites such a

projection; everything points to Luke's third stage, Jesus~

•
gospel of the Kingdom. On the other hanel, the instance in

1).10 is just as clearly pointing to Luke's fourth and final

version of the Word. And as for j\jark' s title-verse: I th:: nk

that-- especially in view of 14:9, particularly with an eye

to those MSS. which read tout~-- by far the most pl~usj.bl~

interpretation is that the word here carries essentially its

eventual Gattung freight: the account of the teachings and

doings of Jesus Christ, Son of God.

Mark is less careful than Lu}:e about observing bound-

arles. But he acknowledges them all the same, even though

somewhat inconsistently. Luke allows for partial news leaks

I
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of the final Gospel even during th.e third stage of the \'lord,

but reserves all effectual understanding (and the fullest

disclosure) until after the resurrection. Mark shows that he

too acknowled.f;es that the Gospel was, and was not, disclosed

durin; the period of the gospel of the Kingdom, but he (rather

more implausibly) handles this more strictly according to a

division between exoteric and esoteric teaching, with the

latter sometimes characterized as th.e gospel of the Kingdo~

(which for Luke is consistently pUblic) and sometimes as the

fuller Gospel rnessae;e, and with the dlsciplp-s sometimes nndr:!r

standing (which Luke does' not grant to the hints of the tl.l ti···

mate \'lord) and sometimes being quite obtuse. In ~~hor t, Mark

wi tneSi.::;es to a tradition that included all the basic elements

of Luke's sense of ste.ges, but presents them in a more dis-

orderly form that would invite LUke's reconstruction eyen on

the basis of Mark~s text alone, simply as a way of making more

coherent and plausible sense of the l"iarc;")_n tr~l.d i tioD than Mark

himself manafj'=s to accomplish. Once this is recognized, and

the necessary allowances made, it is possible to see that the

tract i tion ',',r}1 iGh Mark bears is f\J.lly coherC':lt \'.'5.. th th0 hlcr'·11 :'- n··

in different interpretive directions. But does this then mean

that Mark's editorial work manifests an importantly different

understanding of how it was, such as to undermine any generali

zation about a common understanding amon@; those involved in

the synoptic tradition? I thi~c not. Mark's reorganization

is in fact to be explained precisely on the basis of his

t
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emphatic application of one of the four complementary prin

ciples in the constitution of Christian understandingz the

full Gospel was somehow present in the pre-crucifixion teach

ings of Jesus. Luke's own handling of the predictions of the

passion and resurrection (to which I shall turn ,,-,hortly) shows

that he knew this principle but had no comfortably intelli

gible way of representing its historical manifestation. Mark

of them.

Matthew offers littl8 more than Nark by way of an

tIleofho +ho
v"",, V40 ..........

e~clusion on the part of Jesus, but these disadvantages do not

witnesses to- the reception of John as the fulfiller of escha

tological expectation ():3). If his failure to liRk the

elaboration on the time of the Expectation, even though he

treats of the birth and infancy of J-esus J but like Mark, he

when we have got pas G presuming that r,lark has not tampered

with the Jesus he received, to wonder permanently about Mark's

own sense of justice). His handling of the tradition is

theologically unpleasant, but it does not obscure either the

basic constitution, but merely permit us to wonder tempcr.'arily

about the justice of Jesus' implementation of it (and then,

remove him from what I takG to

has a similar problem and tries to resolve it differently.

His resolution has the disadvantages of being inconsistently

applied, and of making the obscurity of the final Gospel~s

prolepsis depend in part on a rather arbitrary and unfair

.basic suppositions of tle tradition itself L.r his acceptance
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child Jesus with any promise but the conventional Messianic

one indicates that LUke may have elaborated on a more per

fW1ctory early Christian sense of stage one, it matters

little: Luke too sees that the appearance of John renders the

first stage obsolete, however it may have shadowed the second.

If Mark's John falls somewhat short of the revela-

of course there are hj nts in Lul~e that Matthew is here more

tl' at whether or not he was the first to mentlon i.t, Jesus \':;-'1.8

that John preached a NeVIS that at least bordered on ard may

r; "·"'ll<lD+·j 0;.).c... ,.) ,..> I...... 'v....... ~.the

giveIL by Ll~ke
.L.} _ : _ ~ ..... ~ (.':'! • _~_

'...1 e .!.m1J1. t:l:;;j l t.'!'.reinforcesemphaticallyshort;

Luke's tendency is to suggest that Jesus originated

the gospel of the Kingdom; 1\1atthew does not folloVl this (and.

begins. And if the initial preaching formula of Jesus had

been fully anticipated by John, nothing in John's ministry

have anticipated the explicit gospel of the Kingdom.

accur'ate), bu.~ shares with Luke, and w".tIl T.!2,r1c s

tional significance accorded to him by LUke g Matthew's John

goes well beyond. John proclaims the news of the approach of

the Kingdom ():2), so explicitly that the first preaching of

Jesus, .though formulated b.y Matthew as lithe gospel of th€

Kingdo~;itl (4: 2)), is given an abbreviated representation that

echoes ye_rbatinl the preaching of John (4 &17). Matthew, in

remotely approaches the bolder claims made by Matthew's Jesus

nevertheless the prophet of the Kingdom par excellence.

Despite the bold notice given to John at the beginning,

Matthew neglects him almost altogether once Jesus' ministry
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concerninr; his own fulfilling wor1-:: (5117-18). And that is t

of course 9 more important than the sin:ple question of John's

anticipation.

Matthew does not differ significantly from Luke in

his representation of the proper type and grounds of respcnse

at the second and third levels of the Word. He does share

with Mark, however, a tendency to anticipate the final Gospel

more explicitly wi thin tl'l.e pre-crucifixion teachings of Jesus-

though -,'i thout imposing on this anticipation so much of either

Markes arbitrary esoterism or h's occasional failure to riis

tinguish the gospel of the Kingdom from the Gospel of Jesus

Chri~t. In general, I find that even after the differences

have been appreciated, the schemE: which I have induced from

Luke remains fUlly coherent with the material presented by

Mark and Matthew, and with their independent management of it.

The differences between thern are not sUbstant~~e, and can be

accounted for as differently weighted applications of the same

body of assu.mptions about the unfoldinr of the Word and about

the corresponding formation of normative understending.

do not mean merely that they sharp. with him \~ escTiptions of

marw of the same fulfilled deeds and offer similar versions of

the other events a.l'1d teachines, or even that they shoVi s irnilar

assumptions about the unfolding of true understanding. I arn

pointing rather to ways in which they illustrate more clearly

than he himself does some of the important aspects of his
implici t theory.

Luke, for inst~1ce, alleges but does not adequately

/
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exempli.fy the scriptural anticipation of Jesus' career-- let \.

alone Jesus' pre-erucifixion application of scriptural pro-

phesy to the events of his own life. Matthew is of course

notorious for the number of instances in which he correlates

scripture with incidents in the life of Jesus, and clearly

confirms Luke's suggestion that general tradition is likely

to manifest this as a typical assumption and procedure in

earliest Christian thinking. Both Matthew and Mark likewise

have J~sus say explicitly that his arrest is taking place

"so that the scriptures may be fulfilled" (Mt. 26:56; 1\:k 141

49), thus bearing witness more overtly to a significant

fea-x;ure of tradition's recollection which Luke claims but

does not so clearly support. Even Jesus' general unconven-

tional uses of scripture in support of his teachings, an

implicit prerequisite to Lulce' s theories, COInes cleal"'er in

Matthew and I1iark 1 they, unlike LUke, supply J' 3US' scriptur

ally-based criticism of the Pharisaic teachings (Mt 1511-19:

MIc 7 t 1-1)) • Even more dramatically, it is they, and not Luke,

who report Jesus' bold claim that the Sadducees have not

merely reaso1'1Gd wrongly but simply II do not know the sCl_ :'\.}_ tu:' t.=s"

(Mt 22 ~ 29; Mk 12124) -- not to mention the even DIOl.'·. a~.h..li..<.('; ':"Jl~.:.;

claim that Moses only compromised with hard-heartedness in

allowing divorce, and should be corrected in practice by a

return to more ancient ways (Mt 191)-9; MkI2-l2). On the

whole, Luke's allegation that earliest Christianity followed

Jesus in supporting even the more scandalous features of the
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Gospel in detail by appealing to a sometimes unconven-ciop..al but

sounder reading of scripture, is not only echoed by the other

synoptic evangelists but better evidenced by them than by

Luke himself. If Theophilos, or Luke's other readers, had

suspected that Luke was fUdging in what he had said about the

availability of scriptural support, or its employment by Jesus

before the crucifixion, Matthew and Mark make it seem probable

that they would have been reassL~ed by a more direct appeal to

the tradition of the eyewitnesses and first ministers of the

Word. Which is, of co~rse, just what Luke himself implies.

The case is similar ~ith Jesus' pre-crucifixion pre-

dictj.ons of the events to come. Luke's women remember re ~ro-

spectivBly the pred ic tio ns of the passion and resurrection (24: 6-8) p

and his other witn~sses are reminded of them later by Jesus him

self (24:44-43). But the earlier representations of the predic

tions themselves do not establish confi.dence. There is no
indication that the first prediction was heard at all, for

there is, rather implausibly, no reaction or response (9:22).

r.('he second prediction meets the grossest incomprehensic,ru

"but they
, . , not unclerstalld this r<.:.'marlc, ~:cl it V.'3..5 C C ;'l" :: :~.I c·(~Qla

from them that they rnight rut p'~l'c.~i\"e .; 1-, .
~~ ~ -: .. ' . ,. -,so .._ v, 2. .. }~ ~

v
,,'

afraid to ask him about this statement" (9:45), while the

third prediction is no more successful in illuminating their

minds: "and they understood none of these things; and this

matter was concealed from them, and they did not knovi what

was being said" (18:34). By contrast, the other synoptic

accounts more unambiguously give the auditors Gomething to

\'
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remember later: Mark assures us in the first instance that

"this statement was made quite plainly" (8:32), and both he

and Matthew substantiate its clarity by reporting Peter's

vigorous objection to the inappropriateness of such a fate

(Mt 16:22; Mk 8:32). Mark represents that they did not under

stand thr: second prediction and were afraid to ask about it

(9: 32), but does not sugges t quite so deep an uncomprehension

as Luke-- while Mat..,hew, who reports their grief upon hearing

it, obviously credits them with understandinf,. And as for the

third prediction, far from conclUding in Lucan inarticulate

bafflement, the i,1atthean and. Marean versions have it occasion

the dispute about whether the sons of Zebedee may r:.ave prlvi-

leged positions in Jesus' sUbsequent place of GloryI (Mt 20:

18-21; Mk 10:33-37). Thus the disciples have indeed eraspE:d

something of the Gospel's future in the other two synoptists,

fa.r more thc..n Lt.ke explic i tly endows then wi th for the ir later

recollections; and shortly thereafter, Matthev! and T4ark (ag8:l.n~

unlilre 11..l.lce) have Jesus also provide his followers VIi -'ch '~h("~

liK:3t fjr':)~ be pr\;Z1,c1!l"?d to a1J. the n~:tt.ion3 (Mt 2h:::..Lj·; [ljL 13:10).

Thus once again, Luke reports post-resurrection clai~s by

Jesus that seem to be belied by an appeal to his antecedent

evidence; but if some Lucan Theophilos should turn suspi

ciou.sly to the tradition, he would apparently' disco'.rer that

according to it, these claims were much more justly earned

than LuJ~e himself establishes. Evidently Luke had understood

\
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tradition rather more satisfactorily than he had reported it.

Matthew and Mark are not less supportive of Lulce in

the other main vectors of his implicit theory ..Tesus' post-

resurrection claim to Lordship is yet n,ore explicit in Matthew

than in Luke 1 "all authority in heaven and on earth has been

given to me" (28118). Mark's final placement of Jesus at the

ri.ght hand of God is in the narrator's voice rather than said

by Jesl3, but its easy confidence makes it obvious that this

is a foregone conclusion that does not need reiteration by

Jesus~ as I have already observed, it is not a new realization

here in Mark's scheme of things but had been unquestioningly

assumed by the sons of Zebedee wf;;!ll before (10=37), and thus

has no less post-resurrection reconfirmation in MarIe's gOBpel

for not being expressly announced by Jesus. 17 The supplied

-------------------------.,;;.,_._-------
17Here and in the next observation, I use "Mark" in

reference to the usual ending of the Second Gospel, which of
course did not necessaJ..ilv CCIne under the same redactional
auspices as the rest of the text (but see Vlillialil R. FarIneI',
Th~ L~-:l.st TW~~ Vers~ Pi.: rViarJs.. Cambri.dge, 197~ for an argu
ment that these verses are r..;arkan). Although lts date of
composition j 8 uncertain:-r suggest that i t at lE:<1st witnef:S(~S
independently to assumptions present in the tradi tio~l to i'l:d,ch
a Lucan Theophilos might appcsl. In that 1 eSIJec t, it ha::l 8.

significance it would not have if it had merely been, for in
stance, copied from the ending of Matthew. Despite various
attempts to argue that Mark originally ended at 1618, I believe
that it is far more plausible that an original Marean ending
has been lost; the alternative seems to be to propose the most
ullilecessarily anticlimactic ending in the history of world
literature. If its original ending has in fact been lost, I
know of no indications in the-rest of the text to suggest that
it would have deviated in any significant way from the adduced
pattern.
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ending of I\:arlc handles similarly the reconfirmation of the

mission to evangelize the world in the discipleship of Jesus.

The text could scarcely be firmerl "having gone forth into the

entire world, proclaim the good news to all creation" (16:15),

and Matthew's parallel formula is equivalent 1 "having gone

forth, proselytize all the nations" (28zl9). In fact, all of

the elements of the basic structure given by Luke to the con-

stitution governing Christian understanding are replicated in

each of the other synoptic redactions of the traditional "f~l

filled deeds" material passed dovm from the early witnesses .18

18The closest we come to a partial exception is when
Luke witnesses to the conviction that a proper reading of
scripture can demonstrate the necessity that tlH~ fllessiah pass
through crucifixion and resurrection into glory. Matthew is
not quite so e:J(plici t, but nevertheless clearly mC'.ni:res·~s

essentially the same assumption. Jesus pleads just such 8
scripturally-demonstrated necessity when he explains why it
is inappropriate to resist his arrest through the interven
tion of ei tllel~ men or angels! for "how then should the scrip
tures be fulfilled, that this is the way it IIlU.=..t happen?"
(urt 26154). The various Matthean recollections of scriptural
hints in conjunction with the final stages of Jesus' career
are siIl1ilarly a way of illustrating th; general as::..;urance of
Matthew's .Jesus that "you should not suppose that I C?.Jfie to
abolish the Law and the Prop ets f I ~Gur.1e not to abolish but
.0 fulfill. For I tell you- solemnly, ntil heaven and earth

COlne to an end f not t~.e IC8st .l.l?-tter or r.l:J.rlc wilJ. be 1o~:, f.
from the law until all things ha\-e ~ah;n place" (5 117~18) .
Tha J

.:, is f I t;lin~:f tJ-:~ L2.\,'! :U"',Q t:1e Pr{):::)ll(·h.~ 3.T'~ t'fjJ.1ec· i·3.J.' y
about the career on which he is embarked, and it is thE: '<-:~

fore his work that will validate them above all. Mark does
not confirm this part of the general theory quite so clearly.
From his citations of scripture to show fulfillments in ~Tesus,

and from the succinct remark of Jesus in his account of th~

arrest, "that the scriptures may be fulfilled" (14149), it is
evident that he is no stranger to some such assUll1ption; but
he does not articulate it overtly. His only'partial neglect,
however, can hardly stand as a refutation of Luke's and
Matthew's-- not to mention Paul's-- witness to this convic
tion as an axiom of the earliest Christian underGtanding.
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Just as they confirm LUke's theory concerning where

the true Word has been made available to human understanding,

so the other synoptists confirm his sense of the importance

of conformi.ng one's understanding to it. Mark's John the

Baptist preaches only a baptism of repentance for the forgive

ness of sins (1:4), but the first preaching of his Jesus

commands not only repentance but also tlbelieve in the good

news" (lz15)-- and Jesus' last remar.ks reveal starkly what is

at stake, "proclaim the good news to all creationl he who

believes and is __ baptized shall be saved, but he who does not
believe shall be 60ndemned tl (16:16).19 His version

of Jesus' explanation of the reason for parabolic
teaching implies that those who do not understand the mystery

of the Kingdom will not have their sins forgiven (4:11-12).20

The indisperlsably prerequisite understanding is, at least

that stage of the Word's unfolding, given only by election

and explanation; but it is' the fulcrum on which the differ-

ence is made between salvation and damnation.

19 " t t d d . t'" J d . tAs part 01 'he res .ore en lng, nls 18 naG e l',or-
ir..t1ly 0 f a p ieee with the re;:;t 0 f r.lark , but clearly j n thc'
S[l.IOe 0p:b.. :i.t as well as the same t:cadi t.i.on.

20'nlis is, after all, what it says: and (,~f~~i.l!s t
Marxsen ("Redaktionsgeschichtliche Erk1arung del"" songeru nnlen
Parabel theorie des Markus", Zeitschrift .fUr TIJ~olop;ie und
Kisch~ 52 (1955), p. 269) and Jeremias (QQ. ~lt., p. 17), I
side with Matthew Black (A~ Aramaic A")proaCh tc?' +1"18, Gor~ll.-el~
and Acts, third edition, Oxford, 1967 in his insistence that
whatever .Tesus himself may have said, no benevolent exegesis
can legitimately rescue Mark's grim words from such a mcan
ing-- not even the subtle ingenuity diGplay(~d more recently
by C.F.D. Moule (Mark 4:1-20 Yet Once j\lore", in Neot(~st8nlen

tica et Semitical Studies in Honour of ~atthew Black, Edin-
burgh-,1-969, pp. 95-113): "- --
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1':1a tthew! s parallf;l account likewise c1raws a line

between those who have, to whom are given the secrets of the

Kingdom, and those from whom this privileee is withheld, Vlho

do no t have, and from whom all will be taken away (13 :11-12:

cf. 25:29-30). If the latter should understand, they would

repent and be healed (13:13-15); but since they do not, they

are lost. Though more oblique than Mark, Matthew attests

to thp ominous consequences of failing to COnfeL{f"; a faith

in Jesus: whoever acknowledge3 him before mpn will be

acknowledged by him before the Fatiler (10:32). On the

occasion of th(~ centurion' 8 expression of faith, Jesus

admits that Israel has nut responded 80 well, and wa:tm~

who will go to perdition (8:10-12). "Understanding" is ad-

mittedly not Matthew's primary theological c8tegory. Bis

visions of jUdgTnent (?: 22-23, 25: Jl~46) conccntr2.te Oil the

division not between believers and l..mbelievers or betwAGn

those. who have v:-asped the \'101"d and those who h[-~ve not, h'} t

who have failed to do so. rrhose whose opacity or ha"'cI.-hep,rted-

ness kept them from knowing the truth in the first place. ~re

simply ignored. But it nevertheless appears that Matthew

presumes a grasp of the Word as prerequisite to salvation.

In his version of the parable of the sower, unlike the ex

planations given in Mark and Luke, the key disqualification of

these imaged in the seed by the roadside is that they hear

the word of the Kingdom but do not understand, and therefore
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in the seed on good ground is that the Word is not only heard,

but understood: this is what makes it possible to bear the

fruit by which salvation comes (13119, 23). By their fruits

you shall know them, and by their fruits they will be jUdged;

but for Matthew, no less than for Mark and IJuke, the frui.ts

in question are those that grow from the seed of the Word

rightly understood.

The future orientation of this last metaphor i~ of

the essence, and deserves extra stress in the light of J...uke' s

apparent past-orientedness in his key referen~e to "fulfilled

deeds." I say ap~arGnt pas~-orientedness, because a more

systematic look at his gospel suggests that Luke is fully

aware that the dynamic of the Vlord. is forward t no t backward.

For Luke is interested in the problem of revelation,
tl

and in what may be called the basic pattern of gospel-~ vi.:?.,

the process of proclamation and acceptance of a Vlonderful,

if implausible, good news. He explores this pattern briefly

in several instances of its appearance within the over~ll

fulfilled deeds of his main story, and the impli~ations are

instructive.

The first full instance is that of the gospel of

Gabriel, which. although part of the story of John the

Baptist. is really concentrated on a point that is quite

independent of the significance of John himself. The point

resides rather in the conflict between Zacharias' own hope
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and doubt. Not that he has any reason to hope tha'G Elizabeth's

shame will be removed by the birth of a childl we are assured

both that she is sterile and that they are both advanced in

years. The situation seems clearly beyond hope. Yet when

Gabriel appears, he sets his gospel (he was delegated, he

says ~~ggelisasthai soi tauta) in the context of the answer

to Zacharias' prayeI'. Evidently, despite the apparent closure

of the question, Zacharias has not given up on the possibil~

ity of appealing his case. Yet when he is told that his

sustained hope is to be rewardeQ, he fails to transform it

into belief. And so, as a combination of confirming sign

and rebuldng punishment for his doubt, his tongue is sealed.

Zacllarias' fault is specific. is not in general

a man to be punished, on the contrary, he is just and has

walked in all the commandments and regulations of the Lord.

But he has not believed in the gospel proclaimed by the

apostle Gabriel (apestalen . . . ) . The angel has spoken

words which shall be fulfilled in their due season. Zacharias

is evidently obligerl to recogniz'9 that this is the case, and

to see thF.i.t his speculative hope has more truth than his pl'ac-

tical incredulity. Gabriel's message defines an orthodoxy

to which Zacharias is expected to conform his understanding)

and his failure to do so is a significant and punishable

blunder.

How, in this case, should Zacharias have known what

to believe? Luke seems to take it for granted that we will
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therefore ought not to have been hesitant to accept it. This

is after all, a piece of literary craft, not a psychological

study. But to the extent that Luke works with Zacharias'

response, he is presumably conditioning his treatment by his

non-Ii terarJr sense 0 f moral truth. Lute seems to suppose

that the circumstances of this announcement are sufficient to·

guarantee its reliabilitYI Gabriel does not identify himself

until after Zacharias has expressed his disbelief, but tne

latter's fear has disclosed that he saw more than mere impu

dence in the appearance of this stranger by the altar.

Abraham was indulged when he greeted a similar announcement

with a laugh, even though it was made by the Lord himself.

But in thes e more severe times, such assurances are not

to be trifled with. Evidently, it was Zacharias' responsi

bility to recognize that this was ai"1 authoritative message,

and that the only appropriate response VIas assent.

The lesson is !'einforcec5. by thi? succeeding e:·:f~ml")~.YJ11.

where Mary humbly accepts the angelic announcement (although

it is not easy to see a moral reason why her momentary con

fusion and puzzlem~nt are received so much more accorr,moctatingly

than Zacharias' doubt). Elizabeth SUbsequently drives the

point homel Mary is blessed because she has believed that

what the Lord has told her would be fUlfilled. To accept and

believe in an authoritatively promised deed is blessed, while

even to waver SUbstantially is a fault. The key is apparently
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in the recognition of authority. And that authority is

ultimately God's. As in the case of John's baptism, the

fundamental issue is whether this is from heaven or not. If

so, the oruy proper response is belief. And how is one to

tell whether it is from heaven? Angelic authority is evi

dently the external clue in these cases, but not the only one.

In both instances, it is apparently accompanied by a corres

ponding internal sign-- the fear to which the angel responds

reassuringly. Similarly, the angel inspires a holy fear in

the sh.epherds to whom he proclaims the gospel (eu8~~o!S§-i)

of Jesus' birth- although this time the more spectacular mode

of appearance makes the fear more inevitable-- and reassures

them. Once again, the gospel in question comes with clAar

authority and is evidently believed-- the interest of the

shepherds in confirming the sign prom.ised by the angel is

apparently inspired not by sl\:epticism but by a cooperative

acceptance of heaven's implicit will that they should become

witnesses as well as believers. When the shepherds have paid

the visit h.3nted at by the angel, they praise God because

everything they saw 8.n1 heard was just as tl~ey h2,cl bEO-en told

it would be. Their gospel, like the Gospel of Luke, ~s

based on deeds that have been accomplished among us, them

selves being now enlisted among the or.iginal witnesses and

ministers of the word.

Although they were not, in a sense, surprised to find

the angels' words accomplished in Bethehem, the shepherds
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priately rises to the beholding of great deeds. A similar

response can be found in Simon on the occasion of one of

Luke's most interesting gospel-patterns, at the beginning of

Chapter 5. Here almost everything has changed but the pattern

itself. The good news is not the birth of a savior~ but a

catch of fish. Its proclaimcr is not an angel who irnrnediately

inspires fear, but a ma.'l1 who has been teaching a crowd from a

boat. The fear comes after the promise is fulfilled J when

it has become evident that this is a man of God, with whom

it might be dang r ous to mix. But the bare gospel-structure

remains. An improbable event is asserted by someone, with

the }~ind of authority that permits the assertion to be accept

ed despite its apparent doubtfulness. The fishermen's night's

toil is ample evidence that there is no point in throwing

their net in again-- but on his word, they wi!l do it. This

is not mere obedience to command, but acceptance of authori

tative assurance: if you say so, then ther0 must be a catch

there to be netted after all. It is perhaps significant that

they had not, even in their belief, anticipated that it would

be an extraordinarily large catch-- that is~ the litera_~

devices may stand :for their discover~ that the recognized

authority turns out to be itself of extraordinary dimensions.

But their realization had to wait for the realized event, the

~compushed deed. The initial act of faith had far less to go on.

What criteria did Peter have to appeal to in order to found
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his acceptance of this implausible gospel? Apparently, it

was neither more nor less than the personal experience of

this man teaching the crowds. Evidently, he had spoken with

authority, and not as the fi.shermen.

The pattern appears once more in the case of the

blind man along the Jericho road, though this time the pro

clamati.on in question is not an explicit t(~st of assent but

an implicit capacity-- an inverted proclamation, in effect.- in

which it is the blind man rather than Jesus who propose" the

good news. He has already not only recognized Jesus' author

ity to make such a bold claim as that his sight will be re

stored, but has believed in advance that if the promise

should be made: it will be honored. The patte~n of th~ little

Gospel has here shifted one wore step: the good news is nei..~

ther to induce r"or to confirm faith, but to reward a faith

that anticipated it. This story is shared with the other

Synoptic gospels; Luke echoes it in another key with hi.s

unique representation of the Good Thief, who perc6ives not

only Jcsns t innocence but~- deE,pi te hi", s ~.len(;l: ~,- .1~1-le }! cht.~

ne"'s of tht~ ~laim thrust upon himl this is th2 king of L"2 <.Ie\:s,

ho ba_s ileu8 -LOI. ICJu.clai GA. houtos. ',AI though it is no t l~xpJ.ic i tl;y

said that it is his faith that renders him eligible to share

in Jesus' kingdom, there can hardly be any question that this

is the point. The gospel preached out of spi~e by the mock

ers becomes the occasion for the thief to see and believe its

implausible truth, evidently through the authoritative,
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however scandalously vulnerable, presence of Jesus. This is

(and probably deliberately) the most extreme example of Luke's

little gospels. Even though proposed as a joke by the incre

dulous, the good news rings true enough in the presence of

Jesus to awaken a faith that was not even asked for-- but

saves just as surely.

Luke's "little gospE:ls" presumably came, at least for

the most part, from the general tradition from which he )sten

sibly formed his understanding of the rules governing Chris

tian thought. Their cohci'ence with the larger lessons of

that tl'adition is substantial. The little gospels cO!1sis

tently imply that there are indeed understandines that make

a crucial difference, and that they are commun~cated to us

in such a way that those who are rightly tuned in will recog

nize the authority of the persons who proclaim them. Tho e

who have ears to hear will recognize their authority, and

those who recognize their authority will accept what they give

in assurance, and those who so accept will be rewarded-- while

those who fail will be punished. Gospel is characteristically

the news of intent rather than of accomplishlilent, cmd to

respond is to grasp the future. not the past.

Luke's little gospels are not only illustrations of

pattern: they are credentials for the larger Gospel. Each

moves far enough into the realm of accomplishment to awaken

further confidence in the greater and still unaccomplished

reaches of the associated promises. And that is how, finally,
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one must understand Luke's sense of fulfilled deeds. Enough

has been accomplished to permit us to accept the larger form,

the greater promise, and the reliability of the future it

presents. The Gospel of Luke is itself a little gospel offered

in support of the fuller Gospel whose lineaJuents are to be

found not merely in Acts, but all round. Theophilos is, after

all, being finally invited to return to the \'lords of his

katechesis, and to the Way and greater e;..'})ectation to which

they pointed. If he can discerd promises with a proper

spiritual eye, he will know the importance of tJlis one. And

if he takes Luke at h':'s word, w,at may he know of the content

of this promise?

If Th8ophilos should go rooting about in the tradition

from which the synoptic evangelists drew up their narratives,

I conclude that there are some important lines of consensus

that would emerge with respect to the question of normative

Christian understanding. He would discover that it is con

sistently urged that God's plans for men are to be perfected

in a heavenly kingdom, and that tlK main object of God's word

to man is to prepare him for eligibility to enter that kingdom.

The conditions of eligib~lity in~l~de that one confo~~ one~s

undGrstanding to what God's word announces, for otherwise one

has implicitly rejected God and failed in requ.ired obedienc·;::.

The fullest form of God's announcement has now been revealed

throueh Jesus the Messiah and through those appointed by him

to spread the news, and from now on it is necessary to found
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one's understanding, and through it one's life, on that full-

~ ~gCC~S-

teachings of Jesus. 9f Naz.areth,

f1.lrthcr all of these 8.1···· 5_!iEilec1-jptelv access:i.bJ.E=J.-- -- -'"-' ....... ----,
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And

ible through reliab~e witness, to ordina...::y humam capacities.

Such is the early Christian theory of how right under~

est form, the Gospel. Where can the understandine; appeal, so

that it might be rightly formed in the way of salvation? The

pattcrl} of right understand ing that is the ~l tim8.tQ. wisdc1ffi of

God for ~ may be found in the scriptures, properly rCf1.d; or

these four manifest .Qll§. and the §~ fttessianic saving 'Ola13

the tradition from which the synoptic evangelists wrote.

Ideally, the complementarity and relative independence

of these manifestations of the Gospel might be able to esta-

as the basic law of Christia.n understanding. But to raise the

question of ideal coherence is to confront one important remain

ing theoretical inadequacy in that way of formulating the

normative courts of appeal. There are too many wild cards:

at in the Rre-crucifixio~

standing is constituted and sanctioned, as it is embedded in

and the Ford ('If God, wi"\:;h respect, to which ~ .£§12: eithet' sub~

mi t in trust and be saved, 21: withhold ourselves, and die ~

career of Jes§ QP.. through the time of his takine-uRJ and

J2..r.ope-"ly grasp~'1; or in 1he po~-resu!'rection tC8.chings 9f

Scripture "properly" read, Jesus' teachings "properly" grasped,

"discerning appreciati.on." Unless there is a norm within the

.Jesus the r'..1essiah; in:" in a discerning apprec:iation 0:( .:the
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norm, also accessible to human capacities, these providential

m'-rangernents are hollow and useless. And there is such an

ultimate norm, which can be readily perceived if one backs up

enOUBh to see the whole arrangement within the overall theo-

logical frame which the synoptists generally take for granted.

It was universally recognized among the earliest

Cr._ristians, and among the groups to whi.ch they had belonged

before the Gospel, that the ultimate locus of the norm of

understanding is the mind of God, who-- despite his finally

impenetLGIDle ineffability-- graciously makes available to men

as much as they really need to know. He has ordained a plan

of salvation from before the ages, revealed it in inspired

Scriptu:"e, unfolded it in !"Lv.man hlstoT...,Y: and now vtills that

men understand and accept and cooperate with his way f going

about it. It was also generally granted that his w~y of'
..

communicating his intentions to men, and thus establishing

norms of understanding, was through his Spirit-- hence the

unanswerable clincher which Jesus gives to his a.rgument about

t 18 Messiah t s origins: lis -en to what David say::; II in tr.c'!

(holy) spirit" (Mt 22:4)~ I(k 12;)6: "holy" in I,~}: onl;>r). 'Eh."!

descent of the spirit upon Jesus at the brink of his public

ministry (Mt ):16; Mk 1:10; Lk ).22) is thus, among other

things, the transaction that theologically establishes his

authority and validates his $ubsequent pronouncements as

authentic revelation. The inspired proclaimer makes manifest

the mind of God. The most perfect realization on earth of
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this manifestation now becomes the mind of Christ-- the mind

that could unfold in post-resurrection appearances the veiled

meanings of God's mind as expressed in scripture, the mind

that instructed men about God's will both before the cruci-

fixion and after the resurrection, the mind that accepted and

enacted the most scandalous part of the divine plan when no

other could perceive its appropriateness. The mind, of Chris!

i§. the J.ocus of coincidence of the ,gompon?n"t.§. that make ~

the constitution::l1 theory behind the .§.,ynopt.i.:.£ go~els, and the

entire thrust of the synoptic tradition may be characterized

as the record of attempts tQ. briJ},g the minds of !:!!£.!} :nto ~

fQ£!!!i t1[ wi th ~he mind of Chr i st, §..Q. tllat they mip;ht obedi~.~ltly

able .to l-:len, and thus be able to live the life of ~yell-rootecl

and fruitful seed.

The synoptic tradition seems to imply that this was

achieved, at least for a limited circle of believers, after

the resurrection. Finally learning not to think merely

humanly but rather to submit to thinking in the ·Nays of God

as rev-ealed through the mind of Christ (l\1t 16:2); Ilik 8133),

the early witnesses were in a position not only to report

significant matters but to understand more or less with the

mind of Christ, and thus to act as effective surrogates for

his understanding once he had been taJcen up. Now, if they

might perdure in this condition, caeteris paribus, there

would be a lifetime guarantee for a virtually perfect Christian I
I
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understanding; and if they could communicate effectively to

others the transformation into the mind of Christ which they

themselves had undergone, there need be no waffling or uncer-

tainty in the laws of Christian thought all the way to the

Parousia, whenever it might arrive. Thus if Theophilos should

note that the Gospel of Luke only records a tantalizing sample

of the deeds, the teaching, the scriptural interpretation, and

the post-resurrection disclosures through which the Christ

wisdom was manifested to men, he need not feel anxious about

its not being an onmicapable repository of all the riches of

Christian understanding. It points to the stabilizing prin

ciples that transcend it.

If he has i'ollo\'fed Lul\:e' s hint, and gone to the other

records of the tradition, rrheophilos will be reassured about

the basic reliability of Luke's version of the constitution

of Christian thought-law; but he will also have discovered

something demoralizing. From the synoptic tradition itself,

he can perceive that the rece~ved state of the tradition does

not appear to be symptomatic of unqu8 !.~_fied success in the

transrrd.ssion of the eX2.,::t mind of Christ, The 0 tJ-:er two t(~xts

are as inadequate as Luke's to deliver the decisive and un

equivocal Christ-wise answer to any question that may need

asking. All three offer the general principles clearly enough,

but when one presses closer toward a particular, they begin

to look a little like the pillars on which Seth-- or was it

Shem?-- had engraved the priceless knowledge infused in Adam
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before the Fall, unable to surrender their secrets.

Unless Theophilos himself possesses the mind of Christ,

he cannot make it alone. If he were to set about attemptinG

to master the proper readinG of Scripture, for instance, ho',';

shall he proceed? Is every interpretation that is inflected

towaI'd a foreshadowing of Jesus of Nazareth, crucified, risen,

and {:;lol~ified, quite sotmd? As he turns the scrolls of the

Law ar.l the Prophets, he might well decide that this, is a

tricky business. Just where are the right texts to demon

strate that it was required that the Messiah be r'aised from

thE dead? And what shall he do if, when castine about for the

proof that he had to be 'crucified, he stumbles upon Moses'

solemn assurance that "cursed by God is everyone hanged upon

a tree" (Deut 2lr23)? This is not an undertaking for amateurs,

he might conclude as he then turns to the mos~ probable source

of help p the accv~ulated tradition which presmnably preserves

the insights gleaned through Jesus' own instrt ctions and re

fines scriptural understanding in the most authentic way. And

as he probes th8 tradition for guidance, he may :f'nd other

sou.::ccs of ur;set.~~l(~';lCnt. All tLree :..:;yn:)ptic b()speL~ vd tx·~:::·s

to the firm tradition, this time based on obvious meanings of

obvious scriptural texts, that Jesus as Messiah was of the

lineage of David; yet all three also record a striking piece

of exegesis by Jesus himself, which appears to lead inexorably

to the conclusion that the Messiah cannot be the descendent of
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David (Mt 22: 41-46; Mk 12: 35-37; 1J1';: 20: 41-44) .21 This does

not disqualify the theoretical axiom, but it does make it

rather difficult to employ it for rigorous calculation.

Evidently, the tradition did not integrate its understandings

as well as it might have done.

If Theophilos moves on to the teaching of Jesus, he

meets a similar difficulty. Presumably, the Word is there in

the pa.... ables. But how are they to be interpreted? Is Matthevl'S

sense of them right when he brings scripture to bear on them

to show them open revelations, "I will oJlen my mouth in para

bles; I \vill proclaim things hidden from the foundations" (Mt

13: 35; Ps 78: 2), and ShOVlS Jesus' hearers impressed and edi-

fied? Or when he applies another scriptural text tl:at makes

the parables instruments 0 f cone ealment (13 &13-15), and sho\'is

the closest disciples mystified until they ha~~ a private

explication? Where 5.n the pre-crucifixion Gospel did Jesus

teach the necessity of baptism in his name? Theophilos would

2lCommentators frequently struggle to avoid this con
clusion: e.g., \'iilloul:~hby C. Allen (QQ. cit.), A18."!i. Hugh r.~lnGile
(T.he GOGl'e}- Accor.:.dirl.,g to st. E~::.:.t}l§W, London, J.915) , Pierre
B '(L I ~., • , 1 .-,' I -- J J • 1\' J I 1 , ~ (~ \ J J'onnar-u _ J~vanp;lJ.c. ~~...QL~ ~l !'j(1. L'-Cl.8l~, !ieUCi.S.·ce . -';I,);;), . U .lUG
Schniewind (Das Evann:eliul1l n8.ch f.ia J\~tat:.s, Gottingen, J. 964) ,
Vincent Taylor (The yosnel Accordinr to St. I·lal~k, Second Edition
New York, 1966), Norval Geldenhuys Commental:i on the GosDe1 of
Luke, Grand Rapids, 1952), Lonsdale Ragg (St . .Lu1w, London, 1922).
~ut cf. Floyd V. Filson (A Corr~entary Qn the Gos~el AccordiE~
to St. Matthew, London, 1960), Ernst Lohmeyer (Die Briefe an
diePhilipper-;- an die K~ 1 (lsser und an Philemon, OCEK), Gottinsen,
1964). AnalOGies in rabo~nic texts show it to be at least possi
ble that this passage mi{Sht be legitimately decoded to mean "how
can the Nessiah be [?nly] David's son?" But I take John 7 :41
42 to be good supportive grounds for an early tradition of a non
Davidic origin for <Tesus, and I find slim grounds for supposing
that either Jesus or John the Baptist really thought in terms of
a Davidic-l\lessianic scenario.
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also meet nevI confu.sions, born this time not from lack 0 f

integration but from overzealousness about it. Mark has

Jesus deny flatly that this generation shall be given a si(p1

(8:].2): J.Juke says they will have only the sign of Jonah, viz.,

the authoritative preaching of repentance (11:29-32): Matthew

repeats this in an abbreviated version (16:1-4), but offers

another edition which inte:I~'prets the sign of Jonah as the

resurrection (121)8-42). No s;gn, or dramatic and definitive

sign? The gospel of saving repentance or the gospel of the

risen Missiah? It may well be that the pr~-crucifixion teach

ing virtually contained the whole of the post-resurrection

understarming, but it appears that the traditional retellings

of the former weT'e too convinced of this to avoid being over-

th . !- • b t } . . t l' 22en- US1aS'v1C a au ma:1ne l' p al11.

Post-rosurrection teaching, then? Aside from puzzling

inconsistenci;s about where and how and to whom the appearar~es

occurred, the tradition seems to have weakened its own capacity

for aiscloGure here by relying too much on its ovm riches. The

apo~>tles are to pro'"'elyt lze, to preach the Go spel, ~:0

._----------------------- ---~~--_.
2?- " '}" t' d-uerplte tne presence of suel 1ncon81S enCles an

contradiction~f some consistent patterns emerge I ~ld in case
it may have occurred to the reader to wonder whe'~her I }:av~

just invalidated the conclusions I have drawn from my slft1ngs
of the synoptic tcxts, I would IDee to reaffirm theM. They
are not affected by these variables. Theophilos may have
trOUble fixinrr the cont{~nt of the saving truth, but he will
not find conf~~~:hw :L~iL)fstenciE~f: about the modcs of its
authentic and nor~ative disclosure. The constitution is will
ing even if the due process is procedurally weak.
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known the things that Jesus now tells them. But that instruc-

tion is only reported, not repeated; and just what is meant

by the Gospel is assuned rather than stated, as are the criter-

ia for "maJdng disciples" of the nations. Theophilos is

driven back to the problematic territory he has just covered.
)

unless he can make his own assessment of the revelations impli

ci t in the career of Jesus as an acting-ol.:l."t and fUlfillment

of God's saving plan. But thif' requires that he see it in the

light of what God has said about its meaninG in the scriptures,

and so •.. back to the beginning of the hermeneutical circle.

Theophilos' problems would not invalidate the theory

he could have glemed from the Gospel of Luke. The body of

synoptic trad i tion suggests that, however- diffic> 1-[:; the Cl1~cis~

tian constitution might have been to a latecomer apprent:'!..ce

like Theophilos, its theoretical neatness corresponded to an

existential reality, at least for a while after the ascension.

Peter and his colleagl,.l.es were not in Theoph i108' position.

'rhey knew what t:"ey had vii tnessed, what they had been told

and shown, ,,;hat t!lCy L;"3d discovered and understood. Their

that extent, the synoptic tradition is ri~ht in manifes'~ing

in them at the end, and the new beginning, none of the

an...xiety that might belong to Theophilos, and in leav ing the

constitution of Christian thought a theory iinplici t in a

conmwn law.

Furthermore, the comrnon law was still beinG applied.
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If Theophilos should eet no satisfaction from an appeal to

Matthew and Mark, he had the option of appealing beyond them

to the living memories from which they too had dra.wn. The

understanding at the convergence of norms, which hf.id been

transmitted to the original eyewitnesses, had presumably been

handed on by them in turn as they ministered the WOl~d. Synop

tic omi.ssions could theoretically be supplied; synoptic incon-

sistnecies could be resolved, even if only at the tolerable

expense of faulting one or another of the ministe~s of

tradition.

Such an optimism may indeed have been justified in

ri'heophilof3' day. Luke clahl::; an analogous optimism, although

ruther tuan to its sustained Christ-wisdom. But the indic2.-

tions are not clear that Lu.ke was quite right about the i'orJllet.. ,

or that a great deal could be properly claimed about the latt i3r.

1he synoptic Gospels themselves suggest that the tradition had

already absorbed enough misunderstanoing, error, uncertainty,

c.:1d conf'1.lsion to be 9 if not 2y.3.ctly sanay, yet softer tl1(',1l

the roe:!( \l.pon Wh:iC}l ne may build "'/ith total COnfld2.n;'c. '1']::e

main outlines of Ch_istian thought are there, but ~ ith enough

blurring to ma}ce detail uncertain, and enough unsettlement and

incompleteness to make it unlikely that the tradition is any

longer capable of applying its sense of scripture or of Jesus'

teaching or -of any other constituting court of appeal, either

singly or in mutu.ally corrective combination, with enough
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control to achieve such detail reliably. The human element

has made its mark. The wine was new; but the bottles, how-

ever thoroughly cleansed, were of the same old stuff. It had

been gracious of the Lord to make such treasures available to

the ordinal' capacities of men; but ordinary capacities inevi-

tably take their toll. However well the eyewitnesses and

first ministers of the Word may have put on the mind of Christ,

they apparently did not succeed in imposing it thoroughly on

the tradition that devolved frou! their teachings. And now

the pi.."'ocedure for discerning the true norms of Christian under

standing is far from being entirely clear.

This too had been fOl.'eseen: Matthew t s Jesus remcU"'ks

that "every scribe instructed in the Kingdom of Heaven is like

a householder, who 1 rings out of his storehouse new things

and old things" (Mt 13=52). Pistos ho logos! But when it is

not obvious which of' the available new and old thi.ngs are

authentic to the true Word and which are false or obsolete f

hO\v shall our scribe proceed to make sound use of the materials

so ta~.talizingly wi thin his reach in order to achieve a way of

thinldng tl:at is worthy of, and eligible for, the Kingdom of

}tt:aven? The problem is all the ll1o.re trou"ulesome when the

situation is unstable, caeteris non paribUS. The new things

brought forward are not entirely the option of the instructed

scribe. Experience-- especially the multiform and unfore-

seeable experience of an outgoing missionary activity-- has

its own storehouse, from whi.ch new things and old may be

produced at a dazzlin~ rate. Even the instructed scribe may be
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taxed in his efforts to apply the common law to what it had

not clearly foreseen. The synoptic gospels, by prudently

terminating at the ascension, arc not necessarily required to

offer the missing factor in the Christian constitution, the

procedure for resolving matters which are not plainly met by

the Gospel itself, or rigorously determinable by the Gospel's

interface with Scripture and Christian memory. But, to their

credi t, they are honest enouGh to ra:i.se the problem impli-

citly i by glancing forward to an alarn:ingly de;;1anding future

that will try the Christian participation in the mi.nd of Christ

as in the fire: there will be false Christs and false prophets,

armed with signs and wonders, ready to lead astray, if possible,

even the chosen ones (rot 24:24; Nk 13;22). ForewarnBd, unfor-

tunately, is not forearmed. Unless the faithful have a

stvTdier point of reference than their tradition, built in part

on just such convincing evidences as are to be pitted against

it, how shall they be able to tell the damaging innovatiOl s

of the false prophet from the legitimate novelties of the

instructed scribe?

The savinG grace is that the mimi of Chris J

- k.:..s not

retreated to their memories' length, but abides. ~atthe\~ts

account closes with his enspil'iting assurance, "and listen, I

am with y'ou all the days up to the end of the age" (28:20),23

-----_.._-----

23Cf . 18:19-20, on which a few more remarks presently.
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and r.~8.rk looks into the ec-Jrly lruss:on to see that If they pro-

claimed everywhere, the Lord working with them and confirming

the \'lord through accompanying signs" (16:20).24 Luke has

J88U:, aGd a si.milar assurance just befor(~ his final depal'tul'e:

"and look, I mn sending the promise of my Fa.ther upon you, but

stay in the city until you are invested w:i.:.h power from on

high" (21-1-:49). But in the meantime, vihat practical and pro··

cedural face does this synopti.c assurance of the abiding aid

of Jesus the Nessiah turn toward the struggling Christians?

None of the synoptic evangelists confronts this problem

very directly. Luke has the ex-.:use of being able to save that

side of the story for its proper place in Acts. Matthew hardly

presents as &uple bu.t does

I.
I
I
I

have a variety of inter8sting suggestions, some of which arc~

shared by Tllark. All in all, the tradition manages to point

to a few specific ways of receiving post-ascension guidance

from on high.

In the collected versions of the tradition, ther'c is

one curious common denominator. It appear's in general from

the first three Gospels that the creat missio:ncl..ry undcrtaidng

of giving Christian Vlitness to the nations is aSGUl'ned to be

able to run under whatever information has come under its own

power, relying on the understandin[; acquired by the time of

the ascension. Evidently, this is to wor!<: by rather ordi.nary

24Again, no·t the original Marean ending-- but see
note 17. In view of Marean hints such as 11.22-24, 13s11,
ect., it appears that he has at least a notion of a func
tional equivalent to LUlce t s theory-.-
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human means, albeit effectually monitored by Christ. But

there is also a less deliberate witness, no less a part of

God's plan for getting the word to important places, which

seems to merit a special intervention. All three synoptic

accounts predict that the followers of Jesus will be found

offensive, and will accordi.ngly be hauled up before sanhe

drins and synagogues and magistrates and kings and will there

fore have privileged opportunities for proclaiming the Word.

Where one might expect advice to prepare an apologetical

brief care~tlly inadvanc~, assisted by the best of instructed

scribes, just the opposite occurs. All three accoun~s unani

mously ~ecord Jesus' admonition not to be concerned about it

beforehand and his aSSU.lance that the Holy Spirit will take

care of providing them with the right things to say (fiIt 1)1

9-11; Mk 12s11-12; Lk 12sl1-12). Luke even repeats the

assurance, in a variant of the same advice that reminds us

that the Holy Spirit, being the ~'!ay in which the mind of God

co~~unicates with men, is, after all, the functional equiva

lent of the mind of Christ I says Jesus, "I will give you

speech and wisdom, which all your opponents will be unable

to oppose or resist" (21:15). And there rests the consensus

of the synoptic evangelists on the heavenly intervention

into post-ascension Christian understanding. The indicted

will have a special privilege of inspiration. In the dock

and on the carpet, the mind of the Lord will rise up and spealc

directly through men.
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There is unfortunately little anticipation of what

might occur in connection with this interesting supposition.

The logical result would be that the testimony of witnesses

in such circumstances of prosecution would be especially

cherished as prophetic utterances. The trials of Stephen, of

Pete):" of Paul-- even of Jesus himself-- may have been remcm-

bered with just such a pointedness. It is possible that

such privileged moments of prophecy were to be used as ways

of settling questions for the earliest communities. But

there is too little to go on, an.rl this paint of synoptic

consensus must therefore pass without yielding up the secrets

of its eventual implications. 25

to be a more standard variety. Although Mark has nothing to

say about any other mode of authoritati.ve guidance in the
tJ

post-ascension Christian groups, his projecti n of fu\,ure

false prophets (1)=22) may imply that he bGlieved the true

prophets whom they would imitate to be a part of the earJy

Christian scene. At any rate. Christian prophets are clearly

--,-----------
25I shall pick up this point again in dealing with

Acts: but here I am concerned with what can be induced fl'om
the Gospels alone. I am not pretending that these Dominical
provisions are historically reliable-- what Jesus says in thi.s
reconstructed setting is likely to be as much conditioned by
the author's sense of later times as is much of the material
in Acts-- but I do consider it of some importance to keep the
ways in which the tradition itself represer.ts things distin
guished from critical reconstruction of hoW' they probably
really were. The influential and formative facts are the ones
supposed by those who are influenced and formed, not those of
the sUbsequent historian.
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projected in ~atthew. In fact, Matthew has an interestinG

trio of offices, all of them represented as being sent not

by God or by the Holy Spirit but by Jesus, who says "Look,

I :.our. sending to you prophets and sages and scribe~.>" (23:34).

"Scribes" here are undoubtedly identical with the "scribe

instructed in the Kincsclom of Heaven" (Tilt 13:52), i.e.,·a

scholar who turns his learning to Christian uses. Such would

surely have been an important figure in the formation of

ear1y Christian understanding, correlative with the consti~·

tutional principle. that Scripture rightly understool is nor

mative for Christian thought. 26 "Sages," sophoi, is a diffi-

cult term, appearing e'l sewhere in the synoptic gospels only

in the so-called Johamline lOGion, where J~sus rejoices that

revelation has b0en hidden from the sages and given to the

sjmpJ.e ones (Mt 11:25; Lk 10:21). Ma~thewls Christian

SOD oi are presumably the Christian equivalents of the Ea}~o.;n:im

cited freql..le1'ltly in tlw Y,1ishn"",h I where the tel.~m has the <"<':i:-'l.<cox-

" " I- f II-/h '< II "+he ~l1+hor)·+~:tJ.·~rc tl"'t""...,o~l.o·;:..;~l""'_S.• 1I27:UiI"n;e welgJ"l"" 0 ':;J e e,:per-c;.:;, ~. a. .., v . v,"-' ! _ _ ~ ... _ ~l

26r.rlw Go:.~p,,:'l (If r.~8.tthp\! hets itself 1'clo,n }>c;TU.(.ulctrly
r,.-:,r.. c)r·i·-'-~C:'l~ ,,'iT)', ~'!"(' )'I'J:~>"r\TI'l-' (\~,1 rtf +""., C'>--j"l"st'i;-1n S.",p·i1,p: ~'::-~I'c ,.: . ~. _' ..... 1. v l ,~... :.;... \., '........ I ....... .1 J'J J. _ <oJ _~ ..... 1 ~ ~ __ 1 .. _ '- __~ . ~ J_ _.. ... ../

Kilp2.Lrick CQ.-:.!.. ett. and Krist(;,:..~ Stendahl ('['11(;' ;';:C;(l:U.J; ~ ;?'i·
~a·tthew and its Use of the Old Testament, Uppsala, 1954).
:..=;...::...;=~. -- -- -- - -- -- --_._-

27ThL, is the weighting of the term even if ·:.:he his
torical fact may be that opinions attributed to the I·;=;ages"
were merely those of a majority or those of JUdah ha-~asi
himself! Curiously, Strack-Bi11erbeck has no entry on the
first part of 23:34, where these terms occur.
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The I.TishnClh appeal~; to the "saGes" as a W2.y of settling

questions of subtle halakic laws but also to deal with

matters of more speculative theology, as when the Sages are

said to have opined that the purpose of Elijah's return will

be "iTei ther to remove afar nor to bring nigh, but to make

peace in the world, as it is wri tten • . ." (Eduyoth 8.7).

If this sU['Gested equivalence is funda.mentally corrsct, the

Christian "sages" must also have bel~n importan·~ points of

reference in deterrnining points of thought-law in early Chris-

tiEl.D communities, correlative with the teaching of Jesus and

of his apostlic successors. 28 ~atthew's other category,

p:cophets, is much be·i.:ter }crtOv;n and more i'l),lly a tt(>sted in

have been most

t~ Ylt in providing new inspired input for the accumulating

materials of earl;y Christian thought. But the nature and

office of prophecy is visioT1c1J.'y and exhortational, the former

tending to reach into territory too untamed yet to be ruled

by Im'v, and the latter tending to assume the 18.w s.lready

established. Despi to ·the high place of honor propelly accorded

p ."'op J.:ts :.n em~liest Christianit.{, an,-! despi ~ ~ the I'lOre

28If the Rabbinic ar..alogy holds, the categories .§.<?2Jl2Ji
end grammateus are probably not mutually exclusive, and could
be identic'1l. The absence of corroboration for these as tech
nical 01' official terms in early Christian communi ties further
suggests that filatthcw is pointing by metaphorica.l analogy to
functions rather than positions, reminding his readers that
the Chri~~ti8.ns have their own equivalents of the most author
itative roles in Judaism-- cf. the Didache's references to the
Christian "hiGh priests". Presumably, the functions did not
require official titles to be effectual, any more than the
early stages of the Pharisaic movement required priestly titles
to absorb priestly interpretive functions effectively.
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spectacular and dramatic character of their activiites, it

is not unlikely that those whom Matthew designates as scribes

and sages were procedurally as important in the formation and

stabilization of normative Christian understanding. Still,

the inspired prophet seems to ha.ve remained for some time the

most obvious vehicle for the mind of Christ to communica.te

with Christians, and even though the quieter lr,odes of the

scribes and sages may have been more steadily influential, the

prophet always has a clear place of privilege.

To be sure, Matthew does not have Jesus peer forward

into Christian history in enough detail to permit us to check

out these speculations. We hear no more of the Christian scribes

or the Christian sages-- or indeed, even of the Christian pro

phets, except that to receive them as such earns the reward of

a prophet (10:41), and that some who prophesy in the name of

Christ will nevertheless be rejected by him ir the end (7,21

22). But Matthew does have a few words pertaining to the

settling of questions within the Christian fold, and they de

serve a care 1''.11 loole.

The most celebrated passage is, of course, that in

which Peter, on the occasion of his manifestinG an insight

into Jesus' true role and nature, is told that he shall be

given lithe keys of the Kingdom of Heaven; and Whatever you

bind upon the earth shall be bound in the Heavens; and what

ever you loose upon the ear ll-l shall be loosed in the Heavens"

(16,19). I have no interest in entering the endless contro-

versy Ylhich has been stimUlated by sectarian uses of this text,

and wish to make onlya couple of rathEr simple observations about it.
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Ono is that it establishes a cl(~3.r principle of earthly author-

ity, either accepted by or synchronized with the will of God.

That is, while Peter's recognition of Jesus as the Irlessiah is

said to be a function of a special revelation of an antecedent

truth, the promise about binding and loosing is not that ade-

quate additional inspiration will be provided but that actions

taken will be recognized and validated in heCi.vc·m. \'/hether the

binding and loosing pertai.ns to matters of thought as well as

of behavior, we simp_y arc not told; but t11 121"e is no eFident

rest!'iction to the latter. The second observa tion I \'louJ.d

lil'l:e to make is that while the singling out of Pcte:r.~ . e?.~e is

a significant datum, it is not required by thE! text, nor in

keeping with the rest the

that Peter's position is on(~ of exclusive authority. That

sort of position is occupied permanently and exclusively by

G1n ist alone: his follo\'J~:::';:) should not be called r::ibbi s G1.'

leade:c, because he himsel Co and he 2.1one continues to ke(:J'

U10se titles (23t8-10j. Th:)y arG al:L brethr:.n, 8.110. the

tical basic equ~'J.lity that porvades the. Gospel of r.Jat thew 8.nd

m~ces it difficult to find a basis for a Petrine monarchy; the

latter solves the problem of ac1--o, 'iwlcdGinG the fact of l·:::ader-

ship (and even its origin in thone true lender, Chrh~t, Vlho

will send scribes and prophets and saGes) without vio1c1.t inc

the egalitarian theory. It is imaGinable that, as diakono~
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diakollc,>l ~t{l~OUt Peter could bind and loose I to the approving

nods of Heaven and his brethren. But otherwise, there is

another passage in Matthev,[ which is a bit more characteristic

of the overall r\~atthean habits of mind.

This time it is in the plural: "I say to you solemnly,

whatever you bind upon earth shall be bound in Heaven, and

whatever you loose on ectrth, shall be loosed in Heaven" (18: 18) .

The addressees are ostensibly "the disciples," which is plau-

sible enough. The immediate context suggests that a slightly

more refined reading may be put on it. The verses immediately

followinG underline the genera]. principle that two or three

Christians in agreement can make themselves definitely heard

in Heaven; because of the abiding presence of Christ: II If

two of you should agree on earth concerning any matter at all

which they may be asking about, it will come about for them
..

from my Father in Heaven: for where there are two or three

assembled in my name, there I am in their midst" (18119 '-20) •

It is not clear whether the theological implication i~ that

two or three can bind the acts of providen<:e because Christ

will mediate on behalf of Christian mutuality, or because

those who are initiated into his nalne will automatically

speak with his authority when they coincide with one another;

but it is at least clear that the power of binding and loosing

has something to do with participation in the authority of

Christ. The previous verses are not less instructive. If

your brother offend against you, try to correct him privately.
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If that fails, bring one or two others with you ~nr1 try a.gain.
If that should fail, "tell the assembly; and if he should dis-

regard the assembly, let him be to you just like a gentile and

a tax-collector" (18: 15-17) • Here two or three in agreement

have some weight for bindine; aJld loosing, but the ultimate

appeal is the full body-- not the apostles, or the disciples,

but the ecclesia itself. And this appeal is so ultimate that

to disregard what it binds is apparently to be lost to the

way of salvation, effectually divorced from Christ.

We are here dealing primarily with matters of practi

cal behavior, presu.rnably. This is the way to settle torts

within the cornmunity without taking the debasing step of going

to public law for settl~nent. The issue is not a doctrinal

one. However, the practical advice laid down here ft):::'''' the

resolution of a certain kind of difficulty is likely to pat-

tern the community's assll.mptions 2.bout a prope::." way of dealing
•

with other kinds of difficulties as w611-- even leaving 2.side

the lil\:elihood that the Jewish-Christian understandinG of

Ifbindine and loosing" made far less division between the power

of teaching and thG power of excom 'lunication (or even b,:t\\'e,.~n

allov;ed. 29 If they are all brethren, and are not to call one

29The synagogue-persec"\.; tion alluded to in Mt. 23: 34
(cf. Tvl1\: 13:9 and Lk 11:49) undoubtedly has at least in part to
do with rejections for doctri~~l offenses (for potential grounds
for excommunication, see Stracl~ and Billerbeck, £12.. cit., vol.
4, pt. 2, pp. 305ff.). Those who made themselves offensive by
asserting the Gospel, and suffered pain and rejection as a
result, and took this sUfferine to be a mark of honor, would
not be likely to have unlimited tolerance for doctrinal
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another "Rabbi" because they have only one who so leads them,

Christ; if their one leader, Christ, continues to abide with

them all days, and is in their midst wlwn they gather in hl.3

name;.30 if there is ordained some mysterious way In which

agreeing Christiane; participate in the authority of Christ,

perhaps by sharing in the mind of Christ, then I submit that

the logical conclusion of the general thinking about Chri~tian

common ~a\'l evidenced in Matthev/' s treatment of internal dis-

putes is that a similar procedure should obtain in determin

ing points of Christian thought-law: the ultimate appeal to

both understanding and authority is to the cornmunity' s sense

of what is right. T+ )..~ ,.,+ 1."c>aQt sO-l(\e+i-·lc.~' olily '_It t1--,-"t.- v tJf""'-"\.o ....... ""' I-l. .,.} __ 4 '-'-", _. ......... ..~(...(.

level that there can be ~ definitive practical determina~~on

of what belongs to Christ. What the assembly ca~ assert or

deny in common is also thus bound or loosed in'" .03.':en, be~a'll.:3e

thl? mind of the assembly m.anifests the mind of Chris who is

in their rnidst as they are in his name. The:;: h:::,-v r3 prophets

\vc.:".fflin€~ \'J5.t11':lD t}-18 Cl)r'j~-~ti2JL fo.ld. ::Uj:" , O~:~ ~(Il1J"":::1 \'(.':l.'.j r,

comr'uvL '(y on r;uarll (1.:...;:::..Lr~s t 12seUdoprophet'2l., .f...c·;t_: if' " k i.;
ilnDOl.'t::~nt h·:::j~C is not to c1,i r ine ,,':h,1G tlwjj' lil i~:;:; ';:'.'2:'8, h'::(
OJ/~Y~:(J 110'(;8 the ir.-,:.i..ca. ~:;_0ns tlL!. -: ",;Ii::Y h8J_li. ~oril'O' ' .. :: .".'- ~s t.:) 'i)~
important 3.S a condition of Christian beloncing, and to see.
how they would have been determined in both theory and practice •

.3°This principle is obviously in close continuity with
PaUl'S theory, and corrects Bultmann's supposition that the
authority p:cesent in the apos tles could be available to the
later church only through certain "authorized bearers of the
trndition . . . the bishops If (Bul tmann, Theology f vol. 2,
p. 1.39).
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and scribes and sages to assist their discernment, but they

have all been baptized into the Holy Spirit as well as the

Father and the Son, and it· is finally there-- v,here no

blasphemy is -colerable-- that they enact together the ulti-

mately discerning Ch:cistian mind.

The synoptic Gospels are ostensibly dealing ....Ii th a

time when one did not have to be concerned wi'th providenti~l

arrangements for determining what belongs to normative Chris-

tian understanding. The answer to such questions wus vif:ibly

there among the askers, and by the time the story is over

they have found a way of hearine; and under'standing him. The

synoptic Gospels are also, less ostensibly, about th.e :r.ater

time when unan~icipatecl problems al1ll questions J....1. _
Llle

Christian tr1rh were arising, and the meai1S of resolu tien werp.

not so cOlwenient or clear. But the synoptic Gospels, for

all the impor',aYlce of their cor'lpositior12.l Sitze. .12 ,LC'be1}, are

remarkable not for ho\v much they tf}ll us about the WO:dLl.i1g,3 of

that later time, but for hoy! little. That 7 I t8]re it, j,;::: a

ing in the closest disciples of Jesus, 2.nd set the church on

its W8..y as if they have :::aid virtually all that needs to be

said. Do we jUdge this to b~ their inadequacy, their regret-

table insensitivity to needs for which they OUGht to have

talcen greater responsibility? Or their romantici:3m and
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escapist nostalgia? The:.:;e are options to the critical his~

torian. But there is another, and more economical, way of

assessing the curious complacency with which they reconstruct

the Christian foundations: things are working Oll.t Vlell enough.

Christ abides; and between the faithful memory in which his

people preserve the essential Gospel, and the faithful life

through which they continue to belong intimately to him, he

makes his guiding presence felt. Their fi(~elity seeks first

the Kingdom of Heaven; whatever needs to be added, be it a

response to persecutors or a prophecy or a wise understanding,

will somehow be given-- and v..rill somehow be received. f.ppar-

ently, they have said virtually all that needs to be said:: i.e.,

the essential Gospel, f01..tnded 011 (leeds \All1ich h8~"tle, after

be:;:n II :fu1:f':LJ.12(~. a.mong us." Their understand.ing has been well

and graciow::ly founded. Vlhatevel" refinirlG or developing it lS

to do, will preswnably be an orderly by-product of what they

already understand to be ChristiFill fidelity. The ctl1YJulative

understanding that is rooted in thl?ir devoted faith:C'ulr'LCss

disz::erns the r'linc1 of Christ.



THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES

The synoptic Gospels do not take us explicitly into

the post-ascension period. They arrive at the point where

the light apparently breaks most fully for the followers of

Jesus, and then are over. The hints they give of later times-

the times of their own literary formulation-- are too slight to

perinit much more than crafty gl ~sswork about what their com

pilers tool< to be the means of determining normative Christian

thought in their own day. Implicitly, of course, the gospels

offer themselves as a norm, to the extent that their represen

tations attempt to est8.olish an unders".;anding of what has taken

place by God's plan enacted through Jesus. There are also

practical implications in the fact that they identify the ear

liest authorized and informed agents of the pUblication of

that understanding. One must be wary of projecting concll.Sions,

however. All three synoptic gospels establish that an under

standing of God's work throuGh Jesus had come about, but they

ing what is to be said, it is notable that the ~ethod of

appeal partially transcends even the most faithful apostolic

memory. If we look for something, correlative with the

Synoptic tradition,that directly attempts to represent the

working-out of thristian understanding in the post-ascension

172
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world, all w~ can find is Act~. It is there that we must turn

in order to get a further checl\ on the theory that appears to

inform the synoptic tradition.

In Acts, one may find replicated most of the general

synoptic scheme of a cumulative unfoldin.e; of the Word. It is

to be found not directly urged, as if it vlere a pet theor'J

or a polemical counterposition, but repreRented casually and

desul torily, in the manY,er of a la-t.tenl taken for tf2.nted.

Neither are its evidences mere re~etitions of the matter al

ready given in Luke's gospeJ. I new hints (~lr,erge, new strolces

are added to the sketch of the 11nderlying hati "':s vi' mind.

This is most especially evident in the glanced at the

first staee of ~he Word's definitive unfolding, at the lev~l

of the ~xpectation based on th~ Promise. Peter uses this as

8 point () f dt?pal"~ure in hi s firs t pUblic p!:'eaching: "the

promise is to you ann to y01...1.(' children" (2:39), and Palll J.8.tf~('

follows llil'1 b . ohara.:; tecl.zinr; h1s Good news ".:: beine; th~~ ful

fillnwllt 0f "the prO!!1:tse to the fathecs" (1;':::2), 8.nd by

claiminG that his per~ecuti·')n in .Juuea is Oll:;COUllt of "th~

what vague in the Gospel of Luke, is here more directed and

particularized.

Its content in Acts varies significantly with the

context. Acts alludes once (lz6) to the political version of

the F~omise that is sometimes reflected in the Third Gospel's

portrayals of popular understanding. But this version is not
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seriously entertai.ned thereafter, and may be only a 18.St show

of apostolic misunderstanding before the coming of the Spirit

enlarges the Christia.n vision. The dominant motif by which

the ur'-c;ospel of the promise is L'1terpre t0d is rathel~ in t~rms

of the world to Game, and especially the res\E'rection. Paul

makes to Agrippa the claim that he is jUdged on account of

the hope of the promise. What may seem abstract here is con-

cretized in his other pleadings to Felix he confesses speci-

fically a hope for the resurrection of the de~d (2~s15), Just

after he has objected to the Sanhedrin that they 8.1"e jUdgi IS

him "concerning hope and resurr2ction of the dead" (2516.).

Although at times Ac ts con110C ts tht~ hope ann Pl:,oiTIJ.se dire:,; "ely

and simply with the resur~ection of

more ch:;.rac ter'istically i t a~c;soc iates tht?:;t \\-i th th.:. doc:t:c.l);(~

of genel"';;tl resur:cec tion-- indeed, the appeal "Lo AO: .i.PP8. in..
26:8, on closer inspectioD f shows the same cOl~~reten8S8 within

its ab8tra~t invocation of the promise, and apparently Beans

to argw~ th8.t Paul t s having preached tl~e risen Je~3US is l)~-

the Jews generally, but espec ially amoYlg the Fhai.-.i 3e,~s •

Accordingly, when Paul splits the Sanhedrin with. his

insistence that he is being jUdeed for preaching resurrection.

I think it would be seriously inaccurate to take this as a

successfully tim~-gaining bit of sly politics on his part.

He perceives t~at his charge will have the de~ired effect.
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But this is no t because he lS simply using the Pha:t'isees I he

sees them as the agents of the true understanding of the Word,

albeit only at a relatively elementary staee of its emerGence.

It is typic3.l of Acts that Paul speaks v/ell of his Pharisaicc.l

training in general and of Gamaliel in particular, and that

the narrator represents Gamaliel generously in his inter·ven-·

tion in 5: J~,-40. It is typical of the underlying reason foY.'

this that Gamaliel is represented as beine open to a revelation

beyond that which he already knows. rrhe Pha:.-isees are th~

true inheritors of the seat of Tlloses, at least up to th,~ point

that their stage of under~;':3.ndlng is incorporated into, as

well as corrected and transc8nd(~d 1)y, later revelation. i'lhcn

thGY have no-:; been seduced but reminded of thl~mselve3. Their

jUdgment as a result is buth just and openmi...:"led. Wha..l.;eV't):!:'..
difficulties they may c 1..1.:-e for '~11e ChristLJ.:, wcl.Y by their

practical applications of the Law, it is clear that in their

more speculative under~~tandi:ng of what it says abUll t; the

way of the Lord at this preliminary stage. It is worth
,,,

noting that the qualities that permit them to play this role,

and recommend them to LUke, are especially their learning,

their righteous strictness of behavior, and their openness to

the workings of the Spirit-- or at least of spirit. Such are

the main constituting factors of adequate understanding at
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this first level, and such if:; the foundation on which higher

understanding is built in Luke's view, both for Christian

individuals and for the universal historical unfolding of the

Word.

LUke's second stage of the Word comes with John. I have pre-

viously indica'ted Luto' s reluctance to yield as much to John IS

stratum :.?s the other synoptists are willing to grant. In Acts

as well as the Third Gospel, the Baptist stage of revelation

is subdued, and tends to be acknowledged only along with 2.

careful assurance that it is subsuf:1ed, fulfilled, and rendered

effectually obsolete by the mission of Jesus. John's baptism

is the starting point of Peter's little gospel in Chapter 10;

but it is passed oYer qy.1ckly. .Tesus acknowledges it at the

beginning of Acts (1:5) but points to the greater spiri.tual

baptism that is yet to come. Paul in Pisidian Antioch is

careful to insist that John pointed beyor~d himself to the more

worthy one (13 ~ 25) . Still, the ac1-;:nowledGc1[lent is there.

Paul allows that God gave Jesus to Israel "wi th Jo 1n hac::Lnc

previ01,wly preached a baptism of ::(";"entanr.E:

an·... '-' "l'O all -t'lc, pe')1"J~' c-'-" TC'r~·,',l" (l'").')~.)'--"_" .. _.. __ 1 \........ 1)..1..... '..l _'J {.:,.\.-- ,. J.,.....

tent moments, Luke yit~ld~; still mC1re. Apollos ::~ay know "OLl-r"

the baptism of John, and need more instruction, but he is not

much faulted for that; and if the curious "ozell Ephesians are

eVen more uninformed, evidently ie:norant of .Jesus as well as

of the Holy Spirit, Luke nevertheless calls them 0i~ciples,

mathetai (19:1): apparently, one who has galle as far as ,John
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can take him is already well on the \"Jay to thE: Kingd om, an(1

at least something of a fellow-traveller of Christians. Acts

adds nothing to what Luke's Gospel tells us about how John's

m5.ss:i..on was to have made .i t8 cIa 1m, and saYf; far le~:s ;:.;.bou'~

such matters Lhan the Gospel does. But what it says is con-

gruent with the scheme suggested there, and wi th the fui~ther

particularization of the Premise contained in John's more

pointed references to the one who :.~, cOlTling, to the 11l2ed f<)):'

repentanl.;e, and to the immin8nt jlidr;ment that is the 1 j ns.

between them. This state of understanding is still ClOS81

to the truth than that of the Expectation, and an irnportG·.nt

intl:'oduction to the place of ~Tesus in the schelne of th5])j;s

(,....".,. ..... V"l -t-h 1"'\"1 , ,-h
\ 1(;" C";J, ~ \,olA-V'-\C)'.l..&.

representations of Acts show yet more clearly than in the

Third GOf5pel that even t..hose who have not aCci3pted ,TO}Y:' may

fer entertaini:ng seriously the (;lc=~ill:s of the C)')r.i~:;tian pl',~:,-ch-

concI'etizc:s and fulfills elements of IJOj-1D' S forecast. How·~

ever muted, the level of News is still, for Acts~ the effec

tive startinG-point of the Gospel itsel (ls21-22).

If Luke's representation of the first stace is more

ample in Acts t)1an in his gospel, the contrary is true of the

third stage, the gospel of the Kingdom. Not with respect to
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the fact of i·ts presence, for references to such a gospel

occur intermittently up to the final verse of Acts, where

Paul is said to be "proclaiming the Kingdor:l of God and teach-

inES the things about the Lord Jesu.s Christ." But asid,~ from

the reference to post-resurrection instruction in I:), Acts
,\

has essentially nothing to say about the role of Jesus in

ma}cing the Kingdom knovm. The various l-cerygma.J-ic sketches

of Jesus' career point to his sUffering and death and resur-

rection, and occasionally to his power and good works, but

not to the gospel which Luke elsewhere credits him with

preaching. In part, the omission is a conscious avoidance of

l~edundancy: Lute begins by reminding his react.H' that he has

t:h i n.~··~.... _··--·0·-

which Jesus undertook to do and teach " (1: 1), an.d need not

repeat either the deeds or the teachings in Acts. Still, the

speeches of Acts at least glance occ8.f;ionally 2.t the signs and

wonders don e by the pre-crucifixion <-Tesus, an.:} it is th01"efore

remarJu:..ble that there i.s rJV refsreJ1 e to his gospl?l (If the

TL.e

do with the rela}.ation of Lulie's perspective that o"'curs \.ilen

he represents the Gospel from a temporal point of reference

that lies after its full revelation. Once the secret is out,

it no longer matters so much precisely what Jesus did or said,

or to what extent his pre-crucifixion mission was an evident

advance on that of John the Baptist, or even whether he had
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explicitly antici~)ated his own crucifixion and l'esurrection

in his teachings. The pattern is plainly thE~re in the Scrip

tures, and Jesus has plainly fulfilled it: that, the keryg-

matic practice represented in Acts repeatedly implies, is all

one really needs to know. If one knows that much, it should

be decisive. Philip's adventure with the eunuch is procedur-

ally paradiOla'tic. When the historical arena lies after this

fullness , o~'uy th8 curious need pry further into the earlier

and more prinitive unfolding of the Word, interesting and

encouraging though it ma:y be. Luke therefore allows himself

a foreshortening in Acts, and gi.ves us a time of fulfi] IT'--lent

in which the content of Jesus' own gospel may be bypasseCl,

his m~nj_stGrial distinction from John may be bllJrred:
__ ....1 l,... -~ _
t:1..J..:.u jJ..J.~

predictior0'::: f his ov,m providental f8. te may be ami ttccl (?,ltogetJl-

e1'. In the 'Th' ,cd G08gel, Luke. is treating the earlier-- and

more primitive-phase of this histcr.cy, and is serving the legitimate

curiosity of h~s Theophi~0~. :t is therefore of some intcr~st

to hiD not on::'~~ to gi'\'e the cOI'\tent of Jesus' 2081='c1 but to

John's Gospel. '1.'l1o.t, after all, lS \'/11at one mi{~ht ordjn8xil.y

expect from the visible ministry of the r,:essiah himself. 3ut

in Acts, I,uke does not have 'co address himself to that expec-

tation or directly to that ministry, and does not. The con-

sequence is a picture rather more like that offered by r.:atthew,

where the difference between the main outlines of John's News

and those of Jesus' gospel is not evidently great. This is
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probably, given the other synoptic evidence, a bit more

faithful to the tradition Luke was using than the Third

Gospel's more exaggerated distancing of Jesus from John-

though even there, Jesus' gospel admittedly reaffirms John's,

and the populace may be readily forgiven if they suspect Jesus

to be the risen LTohn. Under pressure, the synoptic tradition

manifests a distinction between the second and third stages

of the \Vord-- but evidently does not regard it as a cruci.aJ.ly

important distinction or consider the gap between John's News

and Jesu~;' gospel of the Kingdom to be nem::ly as great as the

gaps between the other stages. Jesus advances on John more

as heir and historical realizer than as pl"eC:tcher. S Lnilarly,

the tradition evidences a confidence that Jesus' teaching

anticipated his eventual passion and resurrection (though in

this case Luke is significantly less insistent than his synop

tic colleagues), just as one might fairly, though hardly

necessarily, expect from the appointed and surprising T.~e;3siah.

3ut th5.::: is appareiltly taken to be the least impressive of the

evidences for the Christian casco The point is not urgent.

ConSt~quently, I"ulce treats it .1.ts :ltly ill his fir:3)~ wc)rl~ ~~nc1

does not seem to find it aw}\:'wCl,i.'d to ami t .i.t <'11 tU6C-'j;!f.~r iii

his second.

One reason why the point is not urgent is because

the all-important emergence of the final and quintessential

Gospel overshadows all other considerations, and can he more

readily and universally established in other \'Jays. In a
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close look at the career of Jesus, it is interesting to see

the progression of the \'lord and the richness of the inter

locking ways in whic:-t its final stage is revealed and guaran~

teed. T:"e gl'ateful apos tIes may well cherish and savor the

fullness of it. But if the quintessential Gospel is, as

Luke would have it, the present Lordship of Jesus and the

possibility and. necessity of forgiveness in his nmne, demon

strable by the testimony of Scrtpture and eyewitnesses, it

is of relatively little kerygm8.tic or instructional US~~ to

insist in post-resurrection flashbacks that Jesus himself

foresaw and predicted all this before his passion, especially

when one can cite the 11101.... 8 impl':"essive phenomenon of post

resurrection teaching. And Acts' orientation is decidedly

kerygmatic, conce::cned to represent the breakthrough of the

Gospel rather than the reflective rumination of established

Christian communities. What counts for the apostles is toes

tablish Jesus' basic cred en tials in a pUblicly and universally co1'1

,rinc:iong way. What happens is therefore that normative unjcrst<HlCl

ing~ the understandine that forms i:he basis for salv8.tion from

the .j1..rl,s:-;:r:::m-;: to COlne, is repeatedlY d'?fined by Acts mim.ion2_rips on

the slllpler basis of a firm and compellin~ coincidence be~vcen

Scripture's promises and the actual career of Jesus. The

one J':lessianic and saving plan of God may be manifest in four

different ways, but kery&,1Tlatic efficiency specialized in the

two which most 'convincingly interpret each otherr Scripture,

the most conveniently authoritative of the four (because among
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other things it is the only one whose authority is indepen-
I

dent of faith in Jesus), and the career of Jesus as sUffering

and risen Messiah, the historical answer to and fulfillment

of the La~ and the Prophets. That, evidently, is where Lu~ce

also saw the dominant factors defining Christian understanding.

It is not unlikely th8.t Luke found in this specialization a

convenient refuGe from the problem of representing Jesus'

predictions of his passion and :resurrection. Even more tha.n

his synoptist colleagues, he evidently had difficulty in

representing these pr<:~dictions to be both clearly made and

either quite uncomprehended or otherwise ineffectual. l~cts

suggests by omission that these predictions never were among

the most important considerations,

important investment lay.

and shoy's '''''here the

It is obvious that for Christians themselves, the

career of Jesus established the controlling norm by ~lich

Scripture was to be properly read-- though I shall add a sub-

st~ntial qualification to that remark presently. But once the

"I •• ~

~\rn orl[,l.nZ:t.L, the or(~e.l..~

may be casually reversed. Faith t s easy co;n!ln~·; 1.nC back and

forth between them consequently results in occasional misjudg

ments concerning the force of argument. PE't3r's reasoning in

Chapter 2, for instance, is essentially that Jesus had to be

resurrected because he is the Nessiah, which is satisfying to

the mind of the believer but hardly a persuasive tack to take

with those who are not ready to e;rant either premise on Peter's
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bare say-so. The more circumspect procedure is the one

attributed to Paul as his customary method: working from the

Scriptures to show that they point to a Messiah who is to

suffer and rise from the de;:'.d,. ann arguing that Jesus is the

one in whom all this is finally proved by being fulfilled (17:

2-3). Any Jew who is SUfficiently open-minded may possibly

be led, as the ,Jews of Berea were led b;>' Paul, to II examine

the Scriptures daily, if these things be so" (17fll). ~ot all

of them found that the Scriptures attested these thir:[;s to be

so, of course. Even those who did, had ther(::by only ll ctlf

the picture. The }rerygrr,a claimed that Jesus had ll,G.eed ful·~

filled these Scriptures by having died, risen, and teen apl'uint-

ed eschatological jUdge. On what eviden-'e?

On the evidence of witnesses. True to the po ..:;1. ti0n

taken in t} e Third GospE~l, Luke's later ape'stles a1:'e unCVJ'l-

t.;8ch ~3_bout JC,f3US, Peter and J-:J:'1n reply that they cannot t·::?

" :1' . - .. I' : I; ~ 1 (1._,).~ , t

. ;) c. '1 ~ J ~ .~' f} i _w ; : ') • I ~ ••
l! .

. - .
- _ :. i ':) _: ."

no t only by Peter's ass·-.l.rance tlla t the spec ia11y appo intcd

witnesses saw Jesus after the resurrection, ate and drank

with him, and heard him command them to preach: is electiun

as JudGe (10:'1-0-42)-- but by their being brour;ht into por;,i,tic1n

to watch Jesus ascendine into the clouds (119). Littli:! is

left to the ir.mgination. Stephen, though hif'~ vision is 2cl-

mittedly (and necessarily) a less palpably verifiable one
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than that of the Twelve, is even taken so far as to wi·tn~ss

the post-ascenSiOl"l state of affairs, to see Jesus standin,c

at the right hand of God (8:55), and C8Yl thus testify to his

perceived Lordship. Even Paul has been allowed to see the

Lord and hear his voice so that he too can witness to thinGs

that he has literally seen and heard (22z14-15;cf. 26:16),

The conservatism of Luke's criteria for witnesses

suggested in 1:21-22, where candidates for Judas'

is t'S"('ec iallv
.J. v

office must be legitimate observers of Jesus from the tints

of the baptism of John through '~:he resurr'f-~ction to the aGe ,11.-

sion; 2~11.d in 13: 31, where raul invok.es the au thori ty of the

Jerusalem witnesses, who had come with Jesus from Gali1e6
. ,

gl"',re tl!11m'""""

peachable testimon r of his identity \'lith the risen one?), 'but

modestly declines to mention his ovm less t.horo ~ghly grounded

seeings and hearinc;s, Paul is ~-i. legi.timate VIi tness in his

own right as he h.: also a lee;itimate apostle (ll.j.·:ll!.); "but

l-ul(8 evidently feels mcY'e sec;u.l'e v.'ith ·\..he t ·V:.8~~ly une-:;yivocal

upon the mo st unqu0stionable proof, the mas t DubJ.:".c evil~8n(:e,

the most unimpeachably reliable witness.

The trustworthin.?ss of the eyewi tnesS8s .§.Q' archt:...,

is further enhanced by their being able to manifest the marks

that had commended Jesus to the people during the develop Tent

of the gospel of the Kingdom. They work sic;ns and wonders
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(2:43: 5:12; etc.), which (as Petor reraincis the crowd in

Jerusalem)"ias a way in which God had shown his approval of

Jesus (2:22). This is rightly grasped, at least by the more

percepti ve and pious, as the Lord' s witness to Yihat they prouch,

as a sign that they should be heeded (8:6; 14:3). The apos-

tIes can somctimes inspil~e in others holy fear and reverence,

as LTesU3 had done to them (5: 11; 10: 25; 28: 6) • But on the

whole, I venture to say that in Acts, as in the Third Gospel's

repre~>::'ntation of the pre-crucifixion Jesus, the 1"ea1 center

of gra,ity in the effectiveness of the mission lies in the

ne·n-miraculous and relatively 'mspectC<.cular evidences. The

apostles are impressive., They speak with boldness and power,

the people (2:4L~_L~7; 4121; 5:13). With good presences and

good fruits, they continue on the way of the~.r I'.laster, 2.nd
..

make si.milar impressions on the open-hearted. They SP(c~c'.L

with authority, and those who have ears to he".r, hear.

It h~ never forgotten, however, th2.t their authority

apostles an:' authoritat.l.ve witnessE:s not lf~[;:l'cASe tll(-,'l hci 1-'pCi Jt-cl

to be in the riGht place at the right time, but b'3cause they

were foreappointed by God to be witnesses through whom the

truth mieht be }tnown (10141). And the truth is not simply the

resurrected Christ as they sq.w him. As Ananias explains it to

Saul, he has been foreappointed to see and hear the risen Lord,

and to witness to what he has seen and heard-- but also to
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knov~ G0-' s w~11 (22114-15). VIi tnesr-; to the resurrec tion is

an indispensable part of the process of establishing pUblicly

Jesus' claim to Messiahship and thus his place in the hidden

I\'}es~,ianic plan of God. But that hidden and unconvent':'olk.'ll

plan is not entirel~ in its totality, given with the fact of

the resurrection itself, even the resurrection of the Messiah.

The apostles must therefore take on the fu.rther job of inter-

preting and defining God' s further will for men, making ]UlOwn

the right way of understa~ding the plan of salvation ann our

relationship to it.

In tr.e first instance f the apostles may be supposed

to be in possession of this definitive understanding of God's

will through the special instructions which they received

from the risen Lord, making up what their observation alone

cannot supply. The apostles, inclUding Pau1, may thus be

witnessing to what they have heard-- direc~ly from the mind

of Ch1'i8"'(;-- when they proclaim his LU1'dship, fo:C€:;iverI8ss in

his n~U"()e, and t}1(~ still morc rad icall.y cha~.len§;.ing doc t:· 'tn~

by the risen Jesus concerning the Kingdom of God, we }-enow

(1:2-3); but we do not }\:now the content of this instruction.

If we try to infer, it is striking that Jesus' quoted remarks

pertain primarily to the coming Gift 0f the Spirit; and that

the apostles .ubsequent witness to him throughout the world

is connected with the gift of the Spirit; and that neither

their question to the risen Lord about the restoration
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of the kingdom of Israel (1:6) ncr the somewhat patroniz5nc

reassurances of the two men in white at the ascension (1:11)

is suggestive of a very de~p stat~ of insight on their part

the t.).n1C: of the ascension; and that the 0::l.1y i tern men-·

tioned for their witnessing, as they replace Judas with

an0ther fully experienced and informed wi t:1ess, is the resur-

rection (1121-22). The quintessential Gospel does not clearly

show itself in Acts until after the sending of the Spirit.

When it d.oes come, it seems to transform as well as au~ment

the earlier stages of understanding. Fo:c when Jesus refel~s

to the Promise in 114, he refers to the gift of the Spirit.

The apostlt"!s do not i!1derstand, and inqui!'e about poli tical

restoration. Only after they have received tLe Spi:cit (0

they make the C('T'TE:J.ation of the 3pirit wi t:l Pronise.

Peter can assure his audience that they too can ).:'eceiv2 '~hi8

6':1 ft, "for to you J.s the PrO!!l.ls0." (21 38~39) • j11:t::; Ph~L::'-" saic

glimpse of the world to c:ome and resurreetion Vi,lS clecye:- and

mO~'e authentic tha.n t}18 popula:c clre8.r-t of 'poli.t5.C':~~ S1)cc:e:~~ ,

than that of the Pharisees as the baptism of 3Dirit is de~Der

than the water baDtism of John. When the apostles have received

Spirit and Gospel, and are in a position to speak boldly to the

effec t that "God exalted Jesw:; to his right hand as a rul22'

and savior, to give l'epentance and forGiveness of sins to

Israel" (5: 31), th8Y also add "and we are wi tnesse~-:; of these
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things, '3.nd the Holy Spirit whieh God gave ~o those obeying

him" (5:)2). We, and the Holy Spirit. It is a formula to

which I shall inevitably return later; but in this instance,

:i. ts implication is th2_t the Holy Spirit l3i'1e8 independent CI.nd

confirming testimony.

The implication may in fact be that th~ Holy Spirit

is t:l),.;cifically the source of that deeper understanding of

Godlc plan and accomplishment which the apostlAs do not show

in the first chapter of Acts, but prea~h oren1y onc~ the Holy

Spirit has empowel~ed them to utter "the great deeds of God"

in every tongu.e (2: 11) . Acts ne"lter plainly alleges thi:;,

nev8!.-1 plainly denies it. The Spirit is evidently ~~~5a" ;~ i as

the source of power in bearing witness

any, is this power a power of understanding, this t.oldness Jl~he

boldi-leSS of the kno'''''8::C?

The j ndi,~a tim,s cJ.r.;:~ sOI;'lewhat oblique, but tLtW art:;

tha-t: the Spirit c:ontY·ibu·tes the full l~eaSll.re of imd,;h l;, a:r;c:

.. : ~..~

sons of Sceva does not recognize them, but Cb.n say "I ltnow

Jesus, and I und8rstand Paul" (19.15); and the divining spirit

of Philippi perceives in Paul and Silas "st:::l.~vants of the most

high God, who announce to you a way of salvation" (16,17).

Can it be supposed that the Holy Spirit would be 1388 commun

icative about the things important to understand? Not by
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Ananias of Jerusalem, whose attempt to deceive the ehurell was

an attempt to dace i ve the Holy Spil it, who in turn gave the

understanding that made it transparently unsuccessful (5&1-11).

NOJ' by Ananias of Dall.ascus, W1H:, was sent to Saul not to t'~a(;h

him but so that he might receive his sight and be filled with

the Holy Spirit (9:17). Nor by Stephen, who was full of the

Holy Sp:i.ri t and wisd.om (6: 3 f 10), and when filled with 'che

Holy Spirit saw the glory of God and Jesus as the Son of ~an

at his right hand (7:55-56). The Spirit, li~e the ~postle~,

bears witness; like the apostles, the Spi 'i t teaches 2.~C ~~ho\'ls

what Christians are -co unch:rstand.

Lj~e the apostl~sl for there is no question tir0u~h0ut

basic apo~'_ .;olic te8<.::hin.;. The commendat:"on of the J'erus '.J.em

co!nmunity in it::> early d~1YS :;.3 th?,t it i'emn:.L~, ::)tBadfG~s t .",n..
the tG:~~ching of the' apostle,; (2:L,L2), 8n1 W;'lc.·:" ~::-;,:; 8.:.,;..-:,1 uf the

Lord cal1:~ lO a.l1 the -:hincs (vrn'l1...o?

The understandinG must first be formed by teachinG, and then

the Spirit may work with what has been given. The ~asic

teaching, and the Spirit-- two foci that between them define

the boundaries of normative Christian understandinG'

The apostolic teaching cannot in itself stand
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permanently alone, even with the leaven of the Spirit. I

have already suggested that Acts seems to acknowledge a degree

of deficiency in post-resurrection understanding, corrected

only with the gift of the Holy.Spirit. This is n0t the only

sign in Acts that the post-ascension period is importantly

formative for Christian understanding. Acts makes it abun

dantly c].ear that there are things to be learned between the

ascension and the Roman mission of Paul. Paul is in fact

told in the cou.rse of his commission that he is to witness to

what he has seen and to what he will ~ through future ::::.~)pe2.r

ances of the Lord (26: 16); Petl:l' shows how much tLa-L can

involve when he must reunderstand the workings of the Lord

in a fairly radical way in the course of his eye-opening ad-

venture with Cornelius. It is not that the apostles were

simply too dull to grasp the full Gospel through ,Jesus' post

resurrect.ion teaching. The further realization may in fact

have been potenti.ally available in that teaehi-ne, even if r:..ot

fully e:\"plici t until a ::.,-,ter historical moment; but i t VI:J.~-)

not , it seems, 8Rsily avail8.ble. Pet~~:dS x'02.1izaticn t::8. t

:;Oct is no Y'nsp8c"ter of persons sc::ens te· CO~:le a:3 t~1e [ull

davmin[; 0 f an only partially-grasped t1'., th, but ther(~ is no

suggestion of self-reproach. The inadequacy of unjerstanding

at the time of the ascension derives rather from the fact that

the time of the ascension does not mar· the upper limit of the

tiInG of revelation. All the prophets, says Peter to the

Jerusalci:1it0s, have c~poL(:n of "theGe days." (Jl24·). To wit?
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direct person, but the days of the completion of his ful."J.

ministry through those whot!! he has sent. For Scripture, it

t.urns out, has spoken of the even-cE.' of LTe~-nls t cc)l'eer, bu."t

also of the event~, f3ucceedingt the election of Matthias (1:

20), the outpouring of the Spirit and of :'rophecy (2: 16) I the

l1is8 ion to the Gf:'r.tiles (15: 15-17) • Thus the Lord has s2.:Ld,

that he has kncwn from the a~e---"""""'"' _._--". "-..'

(15:17~18)-- 8,nd thus the "fullillE!d deeds" that lie c:~t the

founc1a:t.ion (1f Chrh3tiani ty include tho~je rulfillecl vle1] ; '~ter

the a~:cE:nsion, 2,ccordi1".g to the eteJ:T'.bl pJ8D and 1:nov,rleCge of

the Lore;. We r'11J.S t there fore have a way to move bey'Jnd E~.· ;')

wh2.t oncE': sC::0:med to be the full Gosp:.~ i. i e:.DC to Cido tc; wh:

the apostl,::f:; first enjoin.ed th(~ LTe'::·') ~.,o "}\nov,' <::'.ssul·ec1};, n (21

both involving a sUbstantial shift in the concelYLio)1 of the

nature and scope of God's saving plan,are the incidents

surrounding Peter's visit to Cornelius and those of the

Jeru~;alem council.

'rhe former is staged in elaborate detail. The first

tarGet for a change in understanding if; Peter. And al t})ough
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notable that it moves in the direction of maximum pUblicity.

The vision is too parabo1ical for Peter to understand until

he can perc:ei,\T8 it as 8 confirmation of wh",.t has ()C''?n re~realuc1

more openly al~ to others. Even the private instruction to

visit Cornelius is not left alone, but is given an open

con:Ll.rmation by CorneliuF' coordinated vision and disp<ltch of

messengers. Peter knew that he vvas being sent by the Sp':.ri t

(10:19-20). The way in which it was arranged made it possible

for others to be fairly sure that this was the C3se. Surpris-

ing as it may seem, the Spirit has directed a mission to the

GentilGs. But still more surprising is the Sfirit's open and

visible-audible desiGnation of the Gentile believers as

acceptable, just like the earlief.~t believe~'s (10 :1.:·7), through

God's giving them the equal gift (11:J7). The Jewi.sh witne~ses

are understandably astonished ( 10 4 r\ '. .;.
f :J), .~ U l- ';;hel'e Cc;,n be no

question abon t what they have wi tn?~;sed > God, thl'O'..lgh the

of Christendom. Peter ·~ter2fore meets the skeptical o~jec-

tions of the Jerusalem conservatives with a telling of his

story-- obscure vision, Spirit's instructions, correlating

vision of Cornelius, accompanying witnesses, gift of the

Spiri t ,and 0.)_1. 'rhe vi~:ible evidence is overwhelming. The

opponents glorify God and draw the proper conclusiorll "then
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God C2..ve repenta.nce unto life (N,~n to the GentiL:s!" (11 2.8).

God's foreknowledge has realized itself in fulfilled deed,

so plainly that mere memory and a sense of appropriateness

are sufficien-. to interpret the meaning.

The Jerusalem Council affair is, as far as the report

ing of Acts goes, a still more significant test case-- for

here it is not a matter of the instruction o~ unanticipating

ignorance by a clear sign in due season, but precisely a

direct conflict between one asserted law of thought and its

rejection. Some say that salvation is dependent upon cir

cumcinion according to the Law; Paul and Barnabas dispute this

(15:1-2). The matter is brought-- not appealsd or submitted,

bu t orough t== to the apostles and elders in JeruE8.1-2]"" , where

the objection is repeated by Pharis2ic converts. Peter again

tells his story; Barnabas and Paul tell theirs; and Jaii1es

offe.1.s his jUdg::1ent on the matter, appealing to the confirming

corr'sspondencc:: between the testi1flony of Scd.pture Qnd the

t2~.: t.i.n!ony 0 r Peter' s exp0:':.~j enoe: c:ne' so the ~~usu~~ 5-~" con,~lut:(0;1,

\'.'·'i:}: t~e clb.i~r;tin,--; ic/! o'Fe::'t)T'OV"1") lorr-'1.J.ly ?,nd. tlP';--;l lt~~~:-':":..·.

lng suU;e:sts ths.t J8111CS was in a position to di.ct8.te ·l.L~'

dec ision as constituted judge, after hearint~ the opposed

advocacy of the Pharisaic and Peter-Barnabas-Paul parties.

Such an interpretation does not altogether abuse Luke's ure

sentation. _A certain hierarchical prepossession flows -Lllrouch

the account, beginning with the determination to take the
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question to "the apostles and elders" in <Jerusalem, running

through the hearing for \"/hich "the apostles and elders" are

assembled, and reaching a climax when James "answers" the

depof3i tions and "concludes" what is the appropriate thing

to do. This is in harmony with a hierarchical drift that

runs through Acts generally, from the assertive leadership
• r,

of Peter and the domlnant role of the apostles-- to whose

ministry the others "did not presume to join themselves"

(5:13)-- to the elders appointed in the early Pauline churches

(14:23) and the elders of Ephesus \'/ho a1"e plaC:8d a8 ver3eers

to shepherd their church (20:28).

A degree of in~titutional authority is taken for

foci in the discerJ~ent of the truth. The leaders themselves

derIve their authority from the eX'p1.'2SS \''1':111 cJf the Lord,

th:cOi.~e;h the ('iivine eIection of Matthias anr~ of ?aul, to t:lt:?

'-'ldeTs of 3ph0SUG, vr)10 hLtve b8en so placed "oy the Ha '_~r Sp ir i ttl

to all who are obedient to the faith (5:32). ~ore delicately,

but no less persis-tently, Luke attributes a r~le in discern-

ment to the agents endow(~d with the Spiri t, be they Gen ti.le:;

of no previo~s standing or the community of othenv.i:3e unc1is-

tinguished believers. Peter does not overbeetr those who are
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suspicious of his comportment with Cornelius, but comes with

witnesses, tells his story, and thus secures their assenting

recognition that God has indeed acted. He behaves as if

trusting in their authority as well as their discernment.

When the dispute about the service to "the Hellenist widows

arises p the Twelve call "the multitude of disciples" together

and make a proposal that turns out to be pleasing to them,

involving their own appointment of dialconoi \,{hom they are

able te, recognize as "full of spirit and wisdom" (612...5). A

closer look at the account of the Council reveals the same

alternative focus at work. Paul and Barnabas, whose nevIS of

the ~onversion of the Gentiles has been received with joy by

"all the brethren" en route, are received by the Jerus'.:.lem

apostles and eldel""'s=~= and the cl1.ur"ch (15; 3=-4) i and LuJ):e' S

specification of the apostles and elders for the council (J.5:

12) is mod i fied by his reference to "the mult1 tud e" (to l21i.!.t<;;')s,
.. . .

15t12) who receive Peter's argument with the a::osentlng s~t.lence

that had greeted his explanation of the Cornelius affair (1ll

18), and by the defi.nitive response to James's intervention:

"then it seemed good to the apostles and elders with all the

church" to SE"~nd forth the deeision (15322). ':efH;! Fh~Jrif·,;'i.ic

Christians are not siPiply overridden. Luke's refEroilce to

their silence indicates that they accept what Peter has said.

The decision is the decision of all the church.

The text of the decree contains two virtually apposi

tional phrases which summarize the final position of Acts on

how we are to understand what belongs to Christ. "It seemed

good to the Holy Spirit and to us," says the letter (15r28).
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The conjunction of the two is to be explicated hy the par-

allel phrase three ve}:,ses earlier. "It seemed good to us,

having become of one mind" (15:25). As Luke indicates

repeatedly in the repo:r:-ts of the earliest days of the cTeru-

salem church, the phenomenon of being of one mind, homothn-

magon , is th8 seal of its uniform reception of and submission

to the faith and the Spirit that perfects it. The leaders

of the churches are evidently especially empowered to indicate

the W2.ys in vlhich the Spirit leads men's understandinp;;uut

what they have to say is finally ~laranteed and ratifi~Q by

that bl.~oacler lI1anifestation of the Spirit that :Lies in what

seems good to all those who believe. Homothuradon: the

The possibility of authent~c aereement is limited in

the first instance by the ground of the apostolic teaching,

which C;offililunicates the quini:,:;sr5ential Gos:p,~l as perf~cte,.l

through the infusion of confidence and unders tand in['; [(i.. 'len

with the Spirit. 'I'hus Act~'J' L'1Slstence on t}:-:~ e~;sential

l\.'rc,-;{:" l,

by the latar unfold ing CJ l' Goo's will throv.~)! e" Ii ',S, ~" ~

in no particular rescinded. Hence Paul, instructing the

Ephesians that there will come from among their own members

those who will pervert the word, wCtrning the!'1 asains t the

violence their misguidance shall effect, at che sa~e time

assures them that the Word he has given them is capable of
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buildinG th(;ffi up and giving them an inheritance ;.unonc: all

the sanctified (20,29-32). Not the elders themselves, but

the shared \lord rules and builds. Paul himself has only

echoed t~e earlier, if obscure, disclosures of the Spirit,

"saying nothing apart from what the prophets and Moses said

was about to happen" (26:22). But that message, which in-

eluded both the original kerygma and the furtl'l(~r news of the

invitation to the Gentiles (26'~3), emerged from the Scr~p-

tures only graduaLly. Even after '~he ascension, Christian

understanding I";qu:l:C'·-.,-l the further offices of the Spirit to

discern what the SnD."ithad :,,:,eally revealed about what...

;Jelongs to th(~ plan J:;" '}od, the m':'nd of Chri.st.

The charac:teristic modes of dis(:losu!..~e a.::(~ no':; the

more spGctacular c:.nd drmnatic spiritual pherJOrae:i12. P8.ul

could clahl a private vl:3ion that told h :.m ·th~'.t he was to

9 ,- .:' • -j .. ' j', ' '= ) ,

preached the faith, an,. enjoined we1rks. v;orti;y of repE;.lt~:u.\:;e

(26120), he reaffirmed the standards by wlich tl'h? Spi:cit

defined the fruits by ,hich i ts part~cipants miGht b('; lOl(lVl!I--

fer h'2 t::tuCht about righteousne sand sclf-c.Jlltrol a~, \'-'"lJ.

as about resurrection and jU(1[,111ent (2 1, 125). ':'hrcJuc;1lOut ~.!lC

boole, good men are honored, Qnd by virtue of Uwir Goodne::.:::.;
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accorded some measure of authentic aI~ self-limitinG dlsc0rn-

ment, from the apostles to Gamaliel.

It is in fact Gamaliel who most decisively COnfiJ:'l'1f.;,

Word, Luke's ultimate canon of discernmet,t for what God has

in mind for men to know. If they arE~ in8.\l.tLentic 1 th8Y \':"lJ.

seatt8r and disappear. Untruth self-destructs. ALd j ~ ';]tE'Y

Paul'ss the truth is to be perceived and obeyed, honlQth}l1!g~,Q.0r~.

~here the obedience is properJy given, the Spirit follows;

c.nd where the I,ord guides through the Spirit, the iJr"uth may

be found through what. "seems Good -~o the Holy :::;pirit aLe] t.o

us," to

Founded i.n -:he apostolic teachinG, whel~e the pJ.<:u l 0 f

God is /.,pa"'D"d J'n ~~he t:oi>'cicl')n(~p o'f c;(""'l'T,-f··l .11,,:l Tlc".')-::.' ('~"r"I--"';l'-t:;.._. ,,-l~..,J\,.., • l. .....J, __ t........ _ _ . ~ .......... r lr '-.- ..... J t,.: _\_ I".~.__ .J_.~ _ ...... ,

J " . ~ ,.-' ~...

even"t:-3. Scholars are us€ful, am! c::.re r;ivcn mDeh l'I"f:::liectj but

their office is mainly to persuade the unbeliever and to Col'.~·

firm what has already been discerned. Apostles are extremely

ir:'lportant as pioneers of new understanding; but they are the

first word, hot the last. The decisive test comec in thc

bosom of the Christian church, whose Iovine; ullity and
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righteous behavior are complemented by a one-mindedness

that is readily persuaded of the Spirit's true workings,

however surprising. Like an apostle writ large, the church

lives in the Spirit an is open to its disclosures-- and

these become decisively no:cmative in and thrc.ugh the

members' faithfully cumulative communal recognition of what

is in fact happening in and among them.
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It is an apt irony of historical accident that the

vario'll.s ways of arranging the canon finally stabilized with

the juxtaposition of Luke and John. I am not thinking of

Boismard's thesis that Luke himself was John's final editor,l

but of the more usual view that emphasizes the differences

between them. The two gospels with prologuesf one has only

to look there. From Luke's 0\';11 homely (if stylish and self

consc5.ously learned) voice, which speaks to a probably real

and certainly verisimili tudinous Theophilos about journey'man

predecessors and historical deeds and the business of

research and composition, we turn to a content of utterance

and a tonal sUblimity that may properly belong to the Holy

Spirit alone, though it eventually goes so far as to descend

into the midst of an extraordinarily priviloged human "we"

which forms the final locus of celebration. This uwe" becomes

the addressee, to the extent that there is one; but it is

notably a "we" purified of historical association, of any

longing for an~T t,;vidence besides glory , purifiec even of

fleshly begetting. Lukeos prologue opens the sUbject to

rather ordinary human understanding; John's fairly closes

lM.-E. Boismard, "Saint Luc et la redaction duo qua
'trieme evangile,n Revu~ Bibligue, 69 (1962), pp. 185-211.

200
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the subject, and clearly implies that ordinary human under

standing is both inadequate and rather beside the point.

Between these two, one may evidently test the coherence of

early Christian suppositions demandingly-~ and perhaps to

the breaking point.

Such a test may be conducted at various stages of

the hypothetical. formation of the Fourth Gospel p and I

shall eventually attempt to deal with the implications of

some of the source-theories for the reconstruction of forms

of earliest Christian understanding. But the first and

sound~st level at which one must work is the one which is

unequivocally attested' the Fourth Gospel itself, in the

fOl"111 knov;n through discriminating tex-tual That~

document was apparently thou.ght by its final edi· or to em

body a more or less adequate representation of Christian

understanding-- for even if we may suppcse the ,diting un-

finished, the text nevertheless gives us materi~ls accopted

as belongi.ng to the process. No h~rpothetically reconstructed

prior stage l'JRy have quite so much said for it, since all

such posi ed documents are not only in themselYes hypo' hcti.~

cal, but also subject to the same charges of incompleteness~

Indeed, they must face more forceful charges of incomplete-

nessl for in each case, what we know even more firmly than

the hypothetical earlier text is the fact that it did not

survive alone but only in redacted combination with supple

mentary and qualifying material. There is some reason for
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supposing that there was a signs-source,2 and that it repre

sented one authentic early Christian mode of understanding;

but there is incomparably greater reason for acknowledging

that there is a Fourth Gospel, and that it represents an

authentic pattern of early Christian thought, perhaps authen

tic even in its Llconsistencies. At any rate, that is what

we must start with. Whether or not the Fourth Gospel was

deliberately left in the form in which we find it, it was

accepted in that form. We do not know for certain that it

or any of its sources was ever accepted in any other form.

That, therefore, is where one must begin.

2The most important reconstructions of the pre
Johalu1irlc ii8ignseasou.rcer~ are ·t11ose (.if Rudolf Bul~nann. Das
Evangelium des Joh~!mes, (K~K), (Gottingen t 1968) (see also
n.M. Smith, Jr., The Compositio~ ar~_ O:d~r of 1~ Fourth
Gnspel (New Haven, 1965) and Robert Tomson Fortr~, The GOSPGl
of Sr~, (Cambridge, 1970). The former has been found-onry
partially persuasive-- 3ee the sketch of its ~ritical recep
tion in D.t.!. Smith, "The Sources of the Gospel of Johnl A..n
Assessment of the Present State of the Problem" New Testament
S~~ 10 (1963-64), pp. 336-351.-- but the latter-fared 
better in critical reception, despite manJT misgivings about
Fort!la~S extension of this put3.tive document to inclUde the
passion-resu1"rection narrative. For my part, I canl'lot see
that one can seriously qU~Gtion th~ existence of (1.,'1. originally
indep€!Hdent set of signs~mater.ial, though it matters =_i t~·J.e tl.)

my argument whether it was written or oral f ',"'!1e ther it was a
collection of miracle storIes only or a rUdiment~ry GOsp~~,

On the other hand, Bultnann's argument for the exist
ence of a Gnostic Offenbarqn.gsreden source, despite support
from Hans Becker's more widely comparative D ie 'p~de.l1 des
Johannesevan~eli~~s und der Stil der Gnostischen Offenba~

reden, (Gottingen, 195b)-;-ha"snot generally been found persua
sive. The fatal flaws are the absence of extant anteceden1
examples of Gnostic revelation-discourses, and the possibTlity
that these discourses are precisely the original and charac
teristic work of· the evangelist himself. (See D.M. Smith, "The
Sources of the Gospel of Johna An Assessment of the Present
State of the Problem," New Testament Studies, 10 (1963-64).
pp. 336-351).
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One thing that is immediately striking is that the

terms of the Christian Gospel, even of the ultimate Gospel,

seem here to be unlilce the synoptic accounts. If the synoptic

quintessence places Jesus as the eschatological jUdge in a

final cataclysmic scenario, the Fourth Gospel generally ignores

the apocalyptic version of the Kingdom, and is at pains to

insist that Jesus does not jUdge (3117f 8:15, 12:47), that

jUdgment has taken place already (3,18), and that eter-

nal life, rather than succeeding the general resurrection,

has already become available (5124; 11825-26).3 Small wonder

that communities whose sense of the content of Christian

thought were formed on synoptic models entertained suspicions

abOll" the orthodo:i..'Y of the Gospel reputed to be of JOhn. 4

3These assertions cannot stand vlithout Qualification:
in another sense, Jesus does judge (8116: 5130); and there
will be a Last Day and a literal resurrection .. (6~J9, l.W, 44s
cf. 11,24). But even aside from the possibility of arguing
that the more conventional touches of eschatoloe;y are the 'orl\:
of corrective redaction a.'l'ld ali.en to the main thrust of the
Gospel (see especially RUdolf Bul tr.1ann~ Da...§. ~yanGe1ium d~&

Johar',d'18S (Gbttingen l 1968), one may readily see that the escha
tological views of the Synoptists appear in the Fourth Gospel
only in thin. sketchy and much enfeebled forms. Dodd I s r:'1)er3.1
conclu.sicn that the eschatologic8.1 wotifr; of earl~est Ch:cis~

tianity are presented. in the Fourth Gospel as partially lZ.§.8.}.
ized rather than exclusively awaited in a ilistorical futuro.:::
is now apparently received, quite properly, as one of the
permanently established achievements of New Testrunent criti
cal scholarship, even if one may wish to make some radical
readjustments in Dodd's way of formulating this insight (see
especially Ernst Kasemann, The Testament of Jesus, London,
1968). One need not alienate John from I,jark as thoroughly as
Bultmann's conjectures do in order to recognize that they are,
at the very least, estranged.

4See F.-M. Braun, Jean Ie Theologien, vol. 1, (Paris,
1959), pp. 147~149.
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But the issue is not content. Content is a secondarY'

matter, because it is detel~ined by a prior consideration.

The issue is that prior considerationl what is the Fourth

Gospel's sense of the court of appeal by which true content

is to be decided? On that question, and no other, hangs the

essential problem of origir~l theological authenticity, and

the possibility that there may have been a procedural consen-

sus that antedated the emergence within the Christian fold of

trial theologies theoretically sUbject to its test. The ques

tion that must be addressed to the Fourth Gospel is therefore,

What does it have to say about normative Christian understand

ing, especially with respect to the criteria by which it may

be detGrmined?

I turn first to the pattern and theory of revelation- -
contained in the Gospel's account of Jesus' public ministry.

fI

What makes revelation so crucially important is the

The Fourth Gospel

does not bother to ex:plain hOH this precarious state has come

about, but the fact of the matter is that despite the divine

creation of the world (l:J, 10), that sWJe world has somaho~

fallen under an evil domination, be it styled the ruler of

this world (12:31), the father of the devil (or, though less

gramatically, the demonic father, tou patros tou diabolou.

8144), or the less personal agencies of da.rkness (115, 3:19)

or sin (t&n harnartian tou kosmou, 1(29). Whatever the struc

ture of this disadvantaged conditioll, it results in a sharp
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clERvage between the world a..lJ.d God, such that the natural

character of the former is evil. The works of the world are

evil (7:7); men, being of the world (8:23), thus tend to do

evil works (3119), as if following the direction of a diabol-

ical and lying father (81)8, 41, 44). But the world is not

radically evill it was divinely created, and is still capable

of being divinely loved (3:16). Howe,\7er steeped in darkness

and sin and death, the world may yet be saved (3:17, 4:42),

may be given life (6:33, 51), may be rescued from sin (1129),

may be illuminated. (114, 9; )119). Therefore the possib:'.lii;y

exists that men, thougl1 of the da.rkened and death-bcund world,

---
may come into the light (3:31), be rescued from their sins

'8 _<., • ~ •.• (3 I" '"'6! • 'J/L I ..... "'"".., 'Pi" I., l' c. • 0 "\.\ 1(..,.,""1, .. yvC.l-yo.;;;. ...... ..t.. v·\· 'J' The benevolence of

God would have it so: he acts so as to save rathe:r.~ than con-

demn ()116~17) • But condemnation is the au tor;:atic alternative

to salvation (3:36; 5:24, 29; 12;48), and men are not re< ..dily

inclined to recognize and accept the offer of rescue, because

the accustomed darkness of their lives leads them to resist

and hate the light that revo8.1s and j:.d gN, then1 (:3: 19-20) •

The slave of f;:,in hates to hear the truth, when the truth J.}j

that he is a slave of sin (8:34, 40). How then shall he come

to see beyond this d:ceadful judgment to the deeper discovel"'y

that in this same revelation is a truth that has the power to

make him free (8132)? Thus the dilemma of God's benevolence in

confrontation with man's condition, Paul had seen it in God's

dealings with Israel: wanting to give 1 ife, aoo gave his word to

men that their obediencemie;ht secure it- but the weakness of
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men was such that the instrument of life became an instrument

of jUdgment and of death. The Fourth Gospel faces the problem

in its newer form. How shall God reveal in order to save?

How may benighted and perverse men be addressed and engaged so

that salvation may fall within the reach and capacity of their

cooperation?

The key question is posed in 6128: "What shall we do

that we may work the works of God?" For the alternative is

to work the works of the world, which are evil and deadly.

The answer to this question can be given only through the

mediation of the Son. We have r.i.ever heard God's voice nor

seen his form (5,37). No one has seen the Father, except the

one who is with God (6:46). No one has gone up to heaven, ex
cept the one who has come dovm from heaven (3113). 1'hus although
the Jews may profess the father as their God, yet they have not
known him (8 J 511-- 55; 7,28). Neither do the Samaritans know

the object of their worship (4,22). But the Son knows him

(8s55. 7.29). No man has ever seen God-- but the only begotten

has revealed (1: 18), and has revealed what he has seen with the v

Father (8.)8).5

The Son may be the light of the wor·le., and reveal the

unseen and unheard Father, because of his direct knowledge and

5R.E• Bro'"n, Th~ Gospel According ,!;Q. John (The Anchor
Bible), vol. 1, (New York, 1966), p. 271, suggests a polemic
here against the Synagogue (with reference to Moses, Enoch,
Elija.h, etc.?)-- cf. p. 37 and p. 225, re 1.17-18 and 5137..
This is plausible enough; but I should think it equa~ly plaus~
ble that the polemical thrust is directed rather aga~nst more
contemporary visionaries who claimed to have seen God or to
have been taken up into heaven (cf. 2 Cor 1212).
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his total obedience, by which he becomes for the world a

faithful imitation of the Father. He comes into the world

not on his own, but because he is sent by the Father (8,42).

He is here therefore only in t}H~ Father t s name (5 :43), seeking

not his own glory but that of tho Father (7118; 8:50). He

accordingly does nothing of himself (8128), and follows not

his own will but that of the Father (5:30; 6:38). Indeed, he

.£1l!l do nothing of himself, but only what he sees the Father

doing-- foi.." the Father loves the Son and shows him all t:le

things he does, and what the Father does, the Son does like

wise (5:19-20). The true ·nouri~hment of Jesus as the Son is

therefore to do the will and the \'lork of the Father U,~134).

His works are not only the works the Father han given him to

do (5:36) but effectually the works of the Father in the world:
----

therefore the Father vdlIs that the Son be honor.ed as himself

(5~23)e Believing in the Son is equivalent to believing in

the Father, in the most literal ways "he who believes in me

believes not in me but in the one sending me" (12144). This

is so in three ways. In the first place, the Sonfs obedient

en[-tctm::>,;'1-i.; of the will ;=lJ1d the works of the Father makes hi.~l:-----------. -

Father's earthly mode of self-revelation. In the second ~------- - - -

place, the Son has not only been sealed by the Father (6:27)

and thus authorized in his obedient agency to be a visible

manifestation of the Father's will and work, but moreover he

is himself endowed with divine life, "for just as the Father
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has life in himself, so he gave to the Son life to have in

himself" (5:26). The Son is therefore not just a faithful

imitation of the locus of true life and light, but in him is

life and the life is the light of men (1:4). And in the third

place, trle Son is not alone, but the Father who sent him is

with him (8:16, 29): and indeed is in him (10:38), so that in

this sense too it may be said that the Son and the Father are

one (10:30) and that he who has seen the Son has seen the

Father (12:45).

Believing in the Son is believing in the Father-. And

that is what men are ~alled to do. The Son comes to do the

will of the Fatherl but the ~ill of God is precisely that

everyone seeing and believ-ing in the Son ma~r have eternal life

(6,40). The Son manifests the works of God, so that men may

come to work the work of God rather than the works of ~le

world: but the anSVler to the critical question, ttWhat shall we

do that we m y work the works of God?" (6:28), is precisely

L--

"This is the work of God, that you believe in him whom he sent" v
(6l29) • The existf~ntial iSflHe there-fore draws to a sharp and

efficient focus: believe in the Son and have the li1:'o which

God f S love offer's, or dis ... elieve and fall into the automatic

condemnation to destruction (3:16, 18,36).

But what is it to believe in the Son? And how does

such belief come about?

There ar-;:- in the first portions of the Fourth Gospel,6
~ ..

6That is, the portions which, in the present form of
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two levels of belief in Jesus. The first has to do with his

basic authentici"V,i, R.r.d works i tsclf out through the divisions

among the Je\lS about him. SODie thin."\{ him to be a deceiver;

others maintain that he is a good man (7,12). Some suppose

him crazy: others insist that he neither speaks nor acts like

a madman (10,19-21). Some take him to be a sinner; others

say that he mtst be from God (9s2!.j'-34 cf. 9,16). Despite

initial wavering and uncertainty,7 this division tends to

the Go~pe1, deal with Jesus' pUblic ministry. I do not mean
to suggest tha..t these are also necessa.rily e2.r1ier in compo
siti.on. My procedure, as I stated ea.rlier~ is to deal first
with the Fourth Gospel as such; and within it, to begin with
its representation of what was available i.n the pUblic .lin1s
try. Later, I shall also consider the discourses represented
to 'oe mor'e private and privileged and the passion-resurrectic\
narrat:ti.r 8. This gives us one version of the unfold· r.g of eal."·
liest Christian ~nderstanding ~~d the criteria for its norms.. . "" . .. ...... . .. . ~ -
Ano~ncr verSlon may DC ccns~ruc~ca, Wl~n vary~ng aegrcec aT
plausibilityp from a reconstruction of the history of the
Fourth Gaspe. e S o"m development. I vdll c: tte:l.2 to that 1at0r; .
here I will remark only that I think it very probably th8.t the
two lev-els of belief now under discussion correspond to t .. :o
levels of redaction-- i.e., that the beli.ef c;rrrelative with
the signs-source las lat~r jUdged deficient by the redactor
who incorporated that GOUrC8 e under critical jUdgment, into
hif1 1''1-:>re ambitious treat-ment of Jesus' ministry.

7Th8 just evaluation proposed by Nicodemus (7.51)
stands aclequatl;ly for the sort of pro·~·isional agnJsticism that
is appr{ priatc: for a time-~ thou~h in "lew ·)f I icode:m:3 ~ 8.1-·
ready regiE;' c.~:ced secr<3t Delief (3: 2, 7 I 50), it is 1.111.(:e,- t~.,.' n
how far one ill,,:'r legitimately go in comp2.ring hif:J st<Jnd. with
that of Gamaliel in Acts. On the \"1101e, i'e Fourth Go~"pel

presses for decision and seems to disallow much hesitation.
The two tendencies undoubtedly have some correlation with the
difference between the Fourth Gospel's intermittent interest
in reconstructing a plausible version of Jesus' historical min
istry (promoting a more patient attitude toward hesitant belief)
and its more dominant interest in galvanizing a faith-decision
on the part of its later audience (promoting a more urgent view).
The most persuasive and illuminating reconstruction of the
context in which the Fourth Gospel worked out these tendencies
is that of J.L. Martyn, History ap~ Theolo~ in the Fourth
Gospel, (New Ybrk, 1968).
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push to stark alternatives. Those who believe in him-- that

is, in his authenticity-- tend to conclude that he is perhaps

the Christ, or the ex-fJected Prophet (7131, LI-0-4l); those who,

for one reason or another, will not accept this conclusion

are ready to have him arrested (7132, 4-4). The same signs

lead some to believe in him, and some to plot his death (II,

45-53) .

It is preswnably at this level that those believers

arrived who saw and were convinced by the sigr..s Jesus did

durin~ the first Jerusalem Passover visit: "many believed in

his name, beholding the signs which he was doing" (2 ~ 23)" Is

this then identical wi.th that belief ttin the p..ame of the only-

begotten Son" (3s18) from which life and roscue come?

ently not; for despite the similarity of formlla, there is

sometlling significantly incomplete in that first stage of

belief. The incompleteness is hinted, I 'Lhink, by the suc

ceeding tvVQ verses in Chapter 2 t "But Jesus did not entru. t

hims~lf to them, because he knew them all, ar~ because he

had no need of testimony at the hum9n level-- because he knev:

what was in man" (2:2!~=25);8 and it is l:5urely indicat0ct by the

- -~--------------~-----

8This rendition is not necessarily correct. R.E. Brovm,
The Gospel t-ccording to John, vol. 1, p. 126 has "He needed no
one to testify about hUJnan nature" (this similaI"ly Hermann
Strathmanl'!, Das_ :Evangel ium nach Johannes, (Gottingen, 1963);
Alfred VI ikenhauser, DHS §yangeliUln nach Johannes, (Regenshurg,
1961); E.C. Hoskyns~ The Fourth Gos1?el, ed •. F.N. Davc:y, ?nd ~d.,
(London, 19L~8, etc.). The passage ~s puzzl~ng, but I th2n}: ~ t
makes best sense if understood as a comment on the inadequacy
of a belief arising merely at the level of human impression
ability: that is not enough to rely on, and given the instabil
i ty and ficldeness of benighted humanity, as well as its great
capacity for misunderstanding, Jesus knows better than to be
either gratified or satisfied that such a result has come about.
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next passage, at the beginning of Chapter J, in which Nicode

mus' acknowledgement of Jesus' signs and of his authenticity

as a teacher sent from God (JI2) is immediately answered with

an assurance that a rebirth of a sort that Nicodemus does not

even understand is indispensable to entry into the kingdom

(313-12). The Prologue indentifies belief in his name with

just such a begetting from above as Nicodemus lacks (1112-lJ).

Ono must, for a start, believe in Jesus; but there are ways

of believing in him which are not sUfficient.

Perhaps the clearest example of the two-layered char

acter of belief is not that of Nicodemus but that of the man

born blind. After the miracle, he is quite prepared to ac

knowledge that Jesus is a prophet (9:17), and that he obviously

is of God and does his will (9130-33). But when sUbsequently

posed the key question by Jesus himself, "Do you believe in

the Son of Man?,,9 he must answer helplessly "And who is he,

Sir, that I may believe in Him?" (9135-36). Jesus informs

90f "the Son of God." The other reading is more
strongly attested, hut this one is perhaps marc theologically
Characteristic. I agree with E.D. Freed, '''1'he Son of ri:an in
the Fourth Gospel," Journal of Bibll...£J).l Literature, 86 (1967),
pp. li-02-409 that there is no very important functional or theo
logical difference in the Fourth Gospel's uses of Son, Son of
Man, Son of God, but there is a tendency to associate "Son of
Man" with contexts involving the humanity or the exaltation/
glorification of Jesus or involving his role in jUdgment. "Son
of God tl is more common is contexts involving belief. The rea
son for this distinction is doubtless that the Fourth Gospel's
overall synoptic tradition (see R. Schnackenburg, t1Der Mens
chensohn im Johannesevangelium," New Testament Studies, 11
(1964-65), pp. 12)-137) and in antecedent Jewish apocalyptic
traditions (see S.S. Smalley, "The Johannine Son of Man Sayings,t1
New Testament Studies, 15 (1968-69), pp. 278-JOl). Freed blurs
this tendency by reading more implications into the relevant
passages than they really invite.
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himr and the man then announces his belief, and worships. The

moral is clear. He believed in Jesus, but did not yet believe

in the Sons and the difference was important.

The will of God is that everyone who sees the Son and

believes in him may have everlasting life (6140). Seeing,
-th ~ ~ . h 1 i 1 t t d· k . ~ d· . 10eoron, 1S ere sure y equ va en 0 1a r1non, 1scern1ng.

The man born blind has seen Jesus, but had not discerned the

Sonship. That is why Jesus tells him that his presence ~s a

function of jUdgment insofar as men who do not see may see,

and those who see may become blind (9138). The Pharisees who

claim to see but rest with their suspicions that Jesus is a

deceiver and a sinner are thus dOUbly blind (9:40-41). But

even single blindedness disqualifies. Those who saw the mir

acle of the loaves were ready enough to believe that Jesus

was the expected prophet (6114), but their misunderstanding,

however enthusiastically affirmative. requires that Jesus

conceal himself from them (6:15). When they find him again.

and learn that they have more to learn, they grasp the mes

sage enough to move beyo~~ the miraculous sign they have al

ready received and ask Jesus what sign he does that they may

IOcr. the similar use of this verb at 17.24. In
other places-- e.g., 2.23, 4.19, 6.2,-- it does not signify
so deep a perceptionl to that extent, G.L. Phillips, "Faith
and Vision in the Fourth Gospel," in F.L. Cross, (ed.), Studies
in the Fourth Gospel, (London, 1957), pp. 83-96 and E.A. Abbott,
JOhannine Vocabulary, (London, 1905) are right in placing it
Iowan their-graduated scale of Johannine seeing.
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see (idomen, here the mere observation of the sign)ll and

believe himl "what do you work?" (6130).

The shift in language is significant. There is,

admittedly, an unsteadiness of usage in the Fourth Gospel,

enough to suggest that, for instance, the weight of the terms

"believe" and "glory" in the verse concluding the first mir

acle at Cana (2111) is importantly different from the deepest

sense of belie-f, and from the glory which obtained only after

the crucifixion;12 but there are firm tendencies. One of the

tendencies is the distinction between signs and work.

IlG.L. Phillips, "Faith and Vision in the Fourth.
Gospel," following E.A. Abbott, Johannine Vocabulary, claims
that this verb signifies a deeper perception. One may, I think,
argue that what the Jews here may "see", leading to belief, is
exactly the deeper grasp of Jesus that it is the episode's
main business to point to; to that extent, the verb has over
tones of depth. But the dialogue is characteristically ambi
guous. We know that there are ways for them to see and believe
at such a level; but what they are asking is more modestl they
want evidence which they can obser\re, leading to a basic confi
dence in his authenticity. It does not occur to them to mean
by the verb as much as the context reminds us they might mean.

l2The main tendency in the Fourth Gospel's use of
doxa is to reserve the term for the ultimate post-crucifixion
state of Jesus' life-- cf. 7139, 12:16, 13131-)2, 17:5. There
are instances, however, of a lesser manifestation of glory:
2:11 and 11:4. But in the light of the deeper motif of glory,
these lesser instances need be no more misleading than the
difference between the inadequate belief of 2123 and the fuller
belief to which the Gospel constantly invites-- for there too,
it is fairly clear (as I shall argue below) that the deepest
belief, like the deepest glory, is not achieved before the
crucifixion.
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Signs are miracles which can be established by vulgar

proof. taste the liquid drawn from the water-vessels, check

out the hour of healing, get depositions from the parents of

the man reputedly born blind, smell the decomposing corpse of

Lazarus. It is probably no accident that each of these in

stances is confirmed through witnesses who are either ignor

ant of the miracle or motivated to disguise it. the confirm

ing procedure is properly scien~ific. Other people's reports

of such signs may thus be trusted, and it is therefore no

excuse not to have witnessed them oneself (12:17-18). But

of course many did witness them (2111; 2:23; 612; 6.14), and

of these, many followed the clear logic of their implications

no one does such wonders unless God is with him (9.30-33: cf.

3.2, 9.16, 10.21). That brings them to the first level of

belief (2:11, 2.2.3, 3.2, 612, 6114, etc.). There, one may

still be unsure of Jesus' precise status-- a teacher come from

God (3.2), or the Prophet (6114, 9117), or at least greater

than John (10141), or in some ways the equal of the Messiah

(7fJl)-- but at least one may clearly rule out the r~ssibility

that he is !!l3.d (10:21) or sinful (9116, 30-33), unless one

blindly clings to conflicting preconceptions.

There are, admittedly, those who fail to believe

despite having had so many signs done before them (12:37).

Such incredulity warrants the invocation of Isaiah's extreme

explanation, which is prophetic of precisely this incredulity.

he has blinded their eyes and hardened their heart so that
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they may not see and understand and turn and be healed (12140).

But however apt may be the application of this prophecy, there

is an alternative way of accounting for their unbelief which

more plainly discloses their responsibility for their state,

and shows their blindness to be not something imposed but,

literally, a connivance.

The radical disbelief in-- and concomitant opposition

to-- Jesus is rooted in his havi:.lg broken the Sabbath (,5116,

9116) and is exacerbated by his bold claims about his rela

tionship to God (5118, 10133). These are quite simply against

the Law, and those who profess to be disciples of Moses, to

whom God clearly had spoken (9:28-29), must oppose such in

admissible behavior: Jesus is evidently a sinner. Simi.larly,

an appeal to the Law will demonstrate that he cannot be a

prophet (7152) and that he cannot possibly be the Messiah

(7:42). Anyone who takes him seriously is obviously an ac

cursed i~10ramus, with no knowledge of the Law (7149). Anyone

who says that he is the Messiah is contributing to the delin

quency of Israel (7,12), and deserves to be expelled from the

synagogue (9:22. 12:42).

So far, the argument seems sound. Its fatal flaw, as

Nicodemus points out, is that it viol tes ~e Law !tself by

jUdging before all the evidence is in (7151). The opponents,

faced with the virtual paradox of a wonder-working sinner,

sustain their jUdgment of his sinfulness by closing their

eyes to the wonders. But if the Si~1S alone are not perceived
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as persuasive evidence against a conclusion of guilt, then

the Law will provide grounds for counterargument against each

of the main points of objection. The Law requires that the

work of circumcision be.done sometimes on the Sa~bath. so why

_not healing?- (7.22-24). The Law itself calls mere mortals

godsl so why should one with a still better c1aj~ to the

title be forbidden it? (10134-36). And then if the Father

himself works on the Sabbath, what is irregular about the one

who works the Father's works doing so? (5117).13 Being a

disciple of Moses is little help if one exercises only fleshly

jUdgment about w~at Moses has written (8.15). If one sees

only that Israelites are not to be en~iaved and rests content

with obedience at that level, and yet fails to discern the

deeper bondage that breaks the Law (8=)2-36), one has signi

ficantly missed the point; if one perceives only the fleshly

descent from Abr2~ and not the need to imitate Abraham's

receptiveness to the truth (8'39-40), one loses the real serme

of, and the real participation in, Abraham's paternity (8'38,

44). If one is really a disciple of Moses, and really believes

what Moses has -,lfritten, _then _far trom. becoming an opponent o.f

Jesus, one must become his diciple. for Moses wrote of him ro1d

condemns those who do not believe in him (5.45-47). If he
-----------:-----seems outrageous in making himself superior to Moses (6132, 49)-,

l3The wording of this verse does not compel this read
ing, but it is the most likely one in the light of the occa
sional Jewish.advertence to the fact that God does not observe
the Sabbath proscription of work-- see Philo, Legum Allegoria,
I, 7 and Strack-Billerbeck, vol. 2, pp. 461-462.
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to Abraham (8153), and to the prophets (8153), then one should

realize the deeper t~~th that what Moses and Abraham and Isaish

and the other prophets-- indeed, the scriptures in general-

saw and bore witness to was precisely Jesus' glory (1145, 5139,

5146, 8156, 12,41). Whether or not Jesus bears witness to

himself, Scripture and the truth both justify him.14 Those

14Th . . . t .ere 1S some 1nconS1S ency on the quest10n of self-
witness in the Fourth Gospel, but it occasionally invokes the
principle against the SUfficiency of self-witness-- see Straclc
Billerbeck on 8116. Behind this, I would hazard, lies the
early community's struggle to interpret the teaching of Jesus
in the light of both Christian belief and the remembered dis
inclination of Jesus to anticipate the ke~Jgma explicitly-- a
problem faced in other ways by the doctrine of post-passion
glory, the interpretation of parables, etc. 8.17-18 takes care
of the cavil about self-witness by arguing from a Scriptural
text. Given the Gospel's interest in Scriptural confirmation,
it is curious that it provides no counterargument to the claim
that Jesus does not fulfill the required Davidic qualifications
for messianic status, especially when the synoptic tradition
universally attests to a piece of Dominical exegesis that would
readily do the trick (Mt 22:41-46, Mk 12135-37, Lk 20140-47)-
and which not only suits the Fourth Gospel's style of argumen
tation, but is far more congenial to its ideas thffi1 to those
of the Synoptists. The claim occasionally made that a counter
argQment to 7141-42 is L~plicit in the community's knowledge
of Jesus' Daviclic descent- ffi1d Bethlehem birth (e. g., C.K. Barrett,
,:'he Go_snel }\.cc(J~ to St. ~, (London, 1955); M.-J. Lagrange,
E~1P~i1e selon ?aint Jean, (Par1s, 1936); Leon Morris, The
9ospel. :~_cord.in5 to~, (Grand Rapids, 1971), and, al~hough
with considerable misglving, J.N. Sanders and B.A. Mast~n A
'Commental~ Qrr the Gospel ~ccording to John, (Lo~don, 1?68) begs
the question of what the Fourth Gospel's commun1ty bel~eved to
be his place and line of origin, and is probably v~ong. My
best guess, feeble as it is, is that the response which Jesus
might plausibly have given in an earlier form of the text was
edited out of the Fourth Gospel when the David-Bethlehem con
victions gained a sufficient hold in its circles to make offen
sive what I take to be its earlier position, namely, that the
expectation that the true redeemer will be of David and Beth
lehem is a misunderstanding based on a superficial and misguided
reading of Scripture. The argument against Jesus fr?m the prin
ciple of Messianic abiding (12134) is not answered dlrectly, ~ut
may obviously be countered by the Fourth Gospel's representat10n
that he does abide (14,23 etc.).
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who do not grasp this are blind, to signs and the Law alike.

If they compound their fault by arrogantly rejecting attempts

to relieve them of their blindness (as the Pharisees do not

only with Jesus but with the deft and simple argument of the

man born blind, 91)4), then they are self-blinded. And if,

with all this, they nevertheless insist that they see, then

they have taken a self-incriminating responsibility and made

their blindness sinful (9141). There is no excuse for not

being convinced by the signs.

But neither is there excuse for being convinced only

by the signs. Jesus' observation that they do not believe

unless they sec signs and wonders (4148) is clearly an objec

tion, even though he readily accommodates the request of the

royal official that his son be healed. When the Jews ask for

a sign (2118, 61)0), they are not rebuked in the way that such

a request is met in the Synoptic Gospels-- and indeed, signs

are offered in response. But Si@lS take one only part way.

They do not necessarily lead to the discernment of the only

begotten Son, and therefore are not the real stuff of life.

-----To go there, one must see more deeply than the vulgar and

fleshly level-~-t~IOus-.---omrmust~ive not the
~-

signs but the works of Jesus.--

The terminology~s--not so sharply distinguished as to

leave no occasions where ergon seems to mean miracle.15 On

15Bauer's Dictionary makes no such distinction, defin
ing the cited instances of §rgon, along with others, as refer
ring specifical~y to oiracles. Bertram's article on ergon in
TVINT sees more ~n the word than miracle alone, but takes it to
mean miracle at base.
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the basis of the belief stimulated by the signs, one might

plausibly propose to read Jesus' claim in 5.36 and 10.25 as

meaning that his miracles bear witness to him. His announce-

ment that the man's blindness is so that the works of God may

be made manifest in him (9.1-4) seems to refer to the coming

cure. The very shift in terms that occurs in 6'30, '·What sign

do you do, that we may see and believe you? What do you work?"

seems to establish an equivalence between the key terms. But

for all that, I think that~ is a specially reserved term

in the Fourth Gospel, significantly different from~ and

correlative with a deeper understanding of Jesus, and that

those to whom the Fourth Gospel was addressed would have per

ceived this difference without requiring either polemic or

definitional excursus. 16

The apparent slippage of terms in 6.30 is in fact a

literarily deliberate representation of a standard piece of

incomprehension, analogous to Nicodemus' failure to grasp the
J\ /\ • /\meaning of gennethena~ anothen, or the Samaritan woman's

16This is, as I shall illustrate presently, the impli
cation of the Fourth Gospel's management of these motifs in
the present form of the text. I consider this editorially deli
berate. I have no doubt, however, that the elements of this
complex came from different redactional strata. the objection
of 4.45 is not from the same interpretive level as the acqui
escence (cf. Fortr.a, The G2...spe1; of Signs, p. 227. "The ~ew

points at which Jesus goes through the motions of refus~ng to
work a sign (214, 4,48, 7.6-8) are John's additions"-- that is,
not from the postulated "Gospel of Signs" itself). The unre
buked requests for signs may be still another wave. But des
pite their historical diversity, and the theological diversi~J

of their original implications, their relative relationship re
sults in a pattern that serves the later redactor's purposes
with respect to his theology of works.
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literalmindedness about living water, or the Disciples' mis

understanding of Jesus' reference to the sleep of Lazarus.

They ask for an authenticating sign, after the model of Moses'

arrangement of miraculous malLna, and are willing indifferently

to say "do a sign" or "what do you work?" What they do not

understand is how different these two are. He will not do a

signJ and his work has to do p as he has just hinted to them,

not with the literal, if miraculous, food that perishes (as

manna does preeminently), but with the metaphorical food

which the Son gives for everlasting life (6127). He now re

peats the same instruction, this time more overtly 1 the t~le

bread from heaven is himself (6132-35), and the work he works

is being there, speaking the words of spirit and life (6163),

so that those who come to him and believe may neither hunger

nor die (6r35, 49-51, 58). 'Ibis is what the Father wills; there

fore, it is what the Son works (6.)8-40). To hanker after a

VUlgar visible miracle, a mere sign, is to stay within the

boundaries of that which perishes. The truth is deeper and

simpler. Jesus' audience may have been thinking of the ability

to do miraculous signs when they. asked "What shall we do that

we may worle the works of God?" (6.28), perhaps wanting to

learn how to imitate Jesus' feat with the loaves. But-- pro

videntially-- they chose an ambiguous language. The deeper,

simpler, and more essential meaning of the question has to do

not with miracles but with acting--"ut th~- F-ather' s will. The

works of the world are evil and dark, because they do not
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enact God's will. How then to work the true works of God?

Whichever question they had intended, they receive the answer

to the more important one. believe in him whom God has sent

(6129), see the Son and believe in him (6.40). Not sign, but

work-- the work of the Father, the work of the Son, and the

proper work of obedient men. But, however much they may have

been impressea. at the level of signs already, they do not

manage to get past this level to the deeper belief that gives

life (6136, 40-42)-- that is, they do not penetrate to the

true sense of wor~, and perceive that it is not doing the

works of the Law that saves, but performing that act of fait(

that is the ergon alethinon. 17

For it is this idea that the works of the Law are

superseded, I believe, that underlies the Fourth Gospel's

notion of works. It has obvious affinities with PaUline

theology and may owe its origins to Pauline influences. But

be that as it may, it is the principle by which one should

interpret the innuendo in other sayings about works.

On the one hand, there is the matter of the "works

of Abraham" in 8:39-40. This too is a new edition of a famil

iar Pauline idea. Salvation comes to the sons of Abraham, and

the sons of Abraham are identified with those who are not

faithf'u.l to what the Law reveals in Abraham. And what is that?

l7There is substantial coincidence between the divi
sion I am proposing here and that worked out by other means by
Fortna in ~he Qospel 0:[ ~.l the "works" texts cited in this
paragraph, for instance, do not appear in Fortna's reconstructed
signs-source, but only in what he takes to be the later Johan
nine redactional stratum.
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There are two main interpretations. From one point of view,

the main work of Abraham is circumcision, by which men are

made members of the covenant and participants in the Promise.

According to this viev~oint, circumcision is one of the works

of the Law to which one must be unflinchingly faithful. But

Paul's alternative is that Abraham's chief work, which ante-

dated both circumcision and the Law, was faith. Thus faith,

and not the works of the Law, is what saves. The Fourth

Gospel is a branch from the same root. I8 Abraham rejoiced to

to see the day of the Son (8'56), and his works are charac

terized by contrast with those who would kill the one who has

told the truth which he has heard from God (8'39-40). That is,

Abraham as believer is the true model for those who would work

the works of God, those who would do God's will-- in contrast

l8The basic root is likely to be one of pre-Christian
Jewish liberalism rather than of specifically Christian revi
sionism. A contr~versy between a conservative position on the
circumcision of proselytes and a more latitudinarian one is
likely to have focused on an interpretation of Abraham. Piroe
Aboth 3,11, identifying circumcision as the covenant of Abra~

ham our father, represents the conservative polemic; Philo re
ports (and partly repUdiates) the extreme liberal view in De
Migratione Abrahami 92, and also in Quaestiones et Solutiones
in ~enesis 48, "They (Yiz, the liberals he critizesJ say that
the circumcision of the skin is a symbol, as if (to show that)
it is proper to cut off superfluous and excessive desires by
exercising continence and endurance in matters of the Law."
Of course, the controversy over circumcision was not exclusively
a matter for proselytes. as the reports from the Seleucid period
show, circumcision was not universally practiced among the na
tive sons of Abraham. The Maccabean chronicles represent this
as a sheer thoughtless infidelity, but it must certainly have
been accompanied by a theological reinterpretation. Whether
such an interpretation had several generations' continuous
history before Paul or was recreated in his time is doubtDll,
but its arguments are relatively predictable in either case.
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with the works of the Law, which are only speciously linked

with Abraham. You search the scriptures, because you think

to have eternal life in theml but ironically, their true work

is to point to the true source of life, the one who shows him

self above what they seem to enjoin as works. Again, fleshly

jUdgment leads the understanding astray.

On the other hand, it is against the same background

that one should understand the contention about the man healed

on the Sabbath. In the first instance, the Jews are angered

because Jesus has violated the Law, failed to do the works of

the Law. Jesus says I IiI did one work, and you all are amazed"

(7.21). He does not mean that they are favorably impressed,

but that they are surprised, nonplussed, shocked-- the context

makes that clear by going on to argue that if the Sabbath can

be used for circumcision, they should not be angry (thus the

specific value of thaumazete) if it is used to heal (7.22-23).

The concluding admonition to jUdge not according to appearance

but according to righteous jUdgment is basically cognate with

the reminder not to jUdge according to the flesh or the ru1e

book but according to a deeper discernment. Jesus did one

work. What was it? In one sense, it coincides with the sign

he did, the miracle of healing. but it is not identical with

the sign. More exactly, the word sets up a confrontation

between Jesus and an understanding which, although especially

characteristic of the Pharisees (7.45-49, 8113, 9.18, etc.),

is typically attributed by the Fourth Gospel to the Jews in
- -
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general (7.1, 8122, 9.18, etc.). By doing a work on the

Sabbath, he has failed to do the works of the Law. But the

point is exactly in the transfiguration-of the term work, not

only in the punning sense that the work proper to the Sabbath

is non-work, but in the deeper implication that points to

Jesus' non-miraculous revelation of the work of God and the

end of the works of Law as a way to life. his deliberate and

benevolent violation of the Sabbath is his own work. As the

text's earlier discussion of this event also shows, the mir

aculous character of the healing is scarcely in editorial

sight: attention is focussed only on the breach of the Sab

bath, which Jesus accounts for by reminding his opponents

that the Father works on the Sabbath (5:17). That he should

both violate the Sabbath and make himself equal to God only

worsens his standing with the unbelieving Jews, of course,

but the two are inextricably tied together. Jesus works not

the works of the Law but the works of God. He works on the

Sabbath because that is what he has seen his Father do (5,19)'

the work that is not a work of Law is therefore precisely for

that reason a revelation of Jesus' higher order of working.

The verdict is exactly the one invited by the Sabbath-breaker

whom Jesus addresses in the logion inserted by the Codex Beza

after Luke 6.5. ei men oidas ti poiei~, markarios ei. And

he knows, perfectly. His Father works, and he works. And

his Father will show him still greater works, that you may

be amazed (thaumazete, 5.20).
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So, I think, is to be interpreted the cryptic intro

duction to the later Sabbath cure. Is the man blind because

of his own sin or that of his parents? Neither, replies Jesus,

but in order that the works of God may be manifested in him

(912-3). Superficially, this reply appears to refer to the

cure itself. But I think it more plausible that it refers to

the deeper level of God's work that lies beyond the miracu

lous sign, even if connected with ita the freedom from the

Sabbath restriction, and the eventual belief of the man born

blind in the Son of God (9138). That is why the event can

then be summed up in the terms of 9139& "I came into this

world for jUdgment, that the unseeing may see and the seeing

may become blind." The man born blind hctS seen not only in

the vulgar literal sense, but in the more important sense.

Jesus has just told him that he has seen the Son of God, and

the man responds with belief and worship (9&37-38), but those

with literal sight and professed reverence for the Law of

Moses have undergone a fatal closing of the mind's eyes on

the same occasion, and have put themselves under judgment.

The irony is thus double when Jesus asks for which of

his good works which he has shown from the Father do they

wi.sh to stone him, and they reply that it is not for a good

work but for blasphemy, that he makes himself equal to God

(10132-33). What they take to be a Law-breaking bad work is

indeed a good work-- the supreme work of God among men, the

revelation of the Son. His works bear witness to him (5.36),
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more perfectly and thoroughly than his signs can doa the signs

leave confusion about whether he is a prophet, a teacher come

from God, or even more, but when the Jews would resolve their

uncertainity by askir~ him directly if he is the Messiah, he

simply tells them that the works he does in his Father's

name bear witness to him, but they still do not believe (lOa

24-26). If they could only discern the works, they would see.

"If I do not do the works of my Father, do not believe in me;

but if I do, then even if you do not believe in me, believe

in the works, tha.t you may know and understand that the Father

is in me and I in the Father" (10137-38). As Nicodemus in

sists, the final judgment even under the Law comes only after

a man has been heard out and his deeds known (7151). If one

really knows what Jesus does, one may perceive that his works

are the works of God, and bear witness to his having been

sent by God to bring to completion the works God has given

him to complete (4134, 5136). The one who does the truth

comes to the light, that his works may be manifest, that they

are worked in God (3,21). But how can his works be known by

those who shun the light? And thus the very works that are

the work of God, and reveal the truth about Jesus, and make

it possible to see and believe and therefore to live, leave

those whom the darkness has mastered not only unable to

grasp him but ready to brand him a sinner contemptuous of

the works of the Law-- and thus, ironically, of the works

of God.
-

For the Fourth Gospel, Jesus is the Work of
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Contradiction.19

The norm of Christian understanding is, thus far, the

Son, particularly as he is seen through the discernment of

his works as the manifestation and enactment of the will of

the Father-- Christ as the effective expression of the mind

of God. Looking back now to my summary remarks on the sense

of the constitution of Christian thought found in the Synop

tic Gospels, I discover-- with no small measure of surprise-

that most of the claims may be repeated here. "The pattern

of right understanding that is the ultimate wisdom of God for

men may be found in the scriptures, properly read"-- for even

if the Fourth Gospel is not especially preoccupied with this

dimension, it nevertheless makes it clear that the revelation

in Jesus is what Moses and Isaiah are all about, and what

Abraham 'saw, and what was promised in the Law and the Prophets,

and in the Scriptures at large, which bear witness concerning

him (5139). "Or in the pre-crucifixion teachings of Jesus of

19The stratification between the level of signs and
the level of work~ is doubtless partially a function of the
Fourth Gospel's literary history. Fortna remarks concerning
the absence from his reconstructed Signs-Gospel of that pointed
transcendence of the Law that is so important at the level of
works 1 "it is noteworthy that when John wishes, even in his
unhistorical way, to take up the Sabbath question, he cannot
find it in his source but must quite artificially introduce
it at ~oints where the source breaks off" ('rhe' Gospel of Signs,
p. 223,. Similarly, the "Gospel of Signs" as reconstructed by
Fortna shows a "seeming ignorance of the (probably dominical)
polemic against those who seek signs" (p. 227), a polemic
obviously congenial to the works-stratum.
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Nazareth, properly grasped"-- for despite the difficulties

even the disciples had in understanding altogether what he was

talking about, it is clear enough that this was his message

and that only his enemies' dogged incapacity to be detached

from their presuppositions prevented them from getting the

basic point. "Or in a discerning appreciation of the career

of Jesus up through the time of his taking up"-- but in the

Fourth Gospel, one can say as much even setting the temporal

limit at the end of his pUblic teaching, for his works have

just this function. I omit for the moment the remaining func

tion of the Synoptic theory, the post-resurrection teaching,

and find once more that the next description continues to fita

r.and these manifest one and the same Messianic saving plan

and Word of God, to which one may submit in belief and be

saved, or withhold assent and die." Some of the emphases

might be adjusted to characterize the Fourth Gospel more ex

actly,20 but the formula holds.

It is with the concluding part of the summary on the

Synoptists that the coincidence dies away a "all of these are

immediately accessible, or accessible through reliable witness,

to ordip~y human capacities." At this point, that cannot

20E•G., "Messianic" is not so emphatic in the Fourth

Gospel-- though "Word of God" is of course more resonant there
than in the Synoptic accounts-- and submission is not so much

the mode of reception as understanding acceptance. The shift
of emphasis away from the passion and toward the pre-cruci
fixioll comportment of Jesus, especially vis-~-vis the Sabbath,
is itself a noteworthy difference.
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possibly stand as a characterization of the Fourth Gospel's

underlying asswnptions. This much is true up to the level of

signs, perhaps; but that is not sUfficient. When it comes to

the discernment of works, it may be granted that there are

ways of sustaining eligibility that may be said to fall under

ordinary capacities (a willingness to hear reason, an avoid

ance of evil works), but it is by no means clear that what is

in man, with or without the assistance of trustworthy inter

mediaries, is necessarily capable of approximating the neces

sary discernment on its own.

What has the Fourth Gospel to say directly about such

matters? The verdict is not readily encouraging to the ordi

nary capacities of men. It is heavy with the potential arbi

trariness of election. No one comes to the Son unless drawn

by the Father (6'37, 10129). Those who are so given will

hear and follow (10,27), but those who are not given are

simply not his sheep and do not believe (10.26). Those who

are given by the Father, the Son will keep, because such is

the Father's will (6139). But those who are not given-- well,

as John the Baptist attests, it is only from heaven that one

gets a following (3127); and as Jesus himself attests, the

begetting Spirit, like the wind, blows where it will (3.8).

Those who believe in his name are not of the ordinary stuff

of mankind, but are begotten of God (1112-13), begotten from

above by the Spirit who blows where he will (3.8). If one

wishes to construct a desperately arbitrary theology of
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election, the Fourth Gospel will provide texts to support it.

All the same, it would falsify the Gospel's drift to

settle for the complex of texts cited above without qualify

ing them by another compatible (if not obviously congenial)

group that returns the responsibility for non-election to

human capacity. The ultimate locus of salvific decision lies

in the will of God, but that will is not necessarily formed

without reference to human desert or normal human capacity.

This is a subtle but important aspect of the Fourth Gospel's

theology, and its lineaments can be perceived-- can be glL~psed

on a more specific and concrete level in the case of the man

born blindc Is he being punished for his parents' sin, or is

his blindness because of sin foreseen in him by God? The

former proposition could be interpreted in a way not uncon

genial to the Fourth Gospel, as referring to a general condi

tion of human sinfulness by which sUffering might generally

be explained. The latter proposition more readily and obvi

ously corresponds to a theory of justice sustained by the

Fourth Gospel's theology as a whole. But neither proposition

is really applicable to this case, precisely because the

blindness is about to be graciously removed and therefore need

not be accounted for as a punishment but only as a setting

for a dramatic event that is so remarkable and rewarding as

to make the problem of the blind man's previous discomfort

seem trivial. The awkward question of justice is neutralized

accordingly, as one virtually forgets what it had been about.
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The analogue on the larger scale, for which the story

of the man born blind is deliberately modelled, is the problem

of the relative darkness in which men are forced to struggle

until the revelation of the Son. There are two importantly

different varieties of this darkness. The lesser is the dark

ness of simple ignorance. It is possibly not cUlpable, though

that issue (like the question of the blind man's sin) is never

really resolved. It does not have to be resolved. We do not

have to caret because the issue of culpability is made trivial

by the triumph of the light in which the darkness is banished.

Men were left darkling so that God might be glorified in the

Son's disclosure. If such darkness can finally be traced to

God's will, those who are dramatically rescued from it will

rejoice at his wonderful works rather than complain about the

unfairness of the way he set them up. Darkness is not an im

portant theological problem with respect to those who have al

ready escaped it, or are about to do so. And as for the others,

it is notable that the Fourth Gospel does not concern itself

much with those who lived and died before Jesus' ministry, and

it is still more notable that when it adverts to them, as in

the case of Abraham (8:56), it makes them somehow equal par

takers in the same revelation enjoyed by the contempories of

Jesus.

The other darkness is deeper, and it is the darkness

of ignorance as invincibly fortified by the darkness of sin.

In addition to the uninformedness that God offers to remove,
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there is in all mankind a perverse streak that is wantonly

followed by some. Men tend to love the darkness rather than

the light, not because they are sentenced to darkness by a

divine decree or a withholding of revelation, but because

their works are evil despite what God has revealed (3:19),

and they do not want to hear the truth that says so ():20).

They are attuned to the glory of men in preference to the

glory of God (5:44, 12:4). The jUdgment of Jesus is just,

because he seeks after the will of the Father (5:30); the

same right judgment is available to men, and if they really

seek the will of the Father, they will know whether Jesus

expresses the ways of God or some unauthorized quackery of

his own (7:17). Those who are really obedient to God as their

Father, rather than to their o\~ lusts, will love Jesus (8s42);

being of God, they will hear God's words in him (8:47). But

if the love of God is not really in them (5:42), they will

not hold within them the word of God that brings discernment

(5:)8). They become the servants not of God but of sin (8:)4).

confined by their own neglect to the works of this world,

which are evil (7:7). There, they do the works not of their

true Father, but of their father of lies and lusts (8:44).

There is no appeal to the arbitrariness of a divine election:

God has offered to release them from the provisional darkness,

and they have no one but themselves to blame if they love the

darkness more than the light (3:19).

If the Jews of the Fourth Gospel are concerned to
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give proper credit to God (9124), the Gospel itself is even

more concerned to do so. Its theological theory is, like

Paul's, ready to ascribe man's right understanding to the

gracious work of the Father, but not at the expense of human

r~sponsibility, or even human capacit~ as the locus of that

responsibility. Those who believe and find life are the recip

ients of a divine benevolence that goes well beyond what is

in man (2124-25), but it is founded in what lies within human

abilities. Despite all the darkness that surrounds the human

condition, it remains possible to love and pursue the light of

God. It is, in fact, required-- not by an arbitrary divine

decree, but by the nature of reality. It is, quite simply, a

matter of life and death. Those who stifle their natural in

clinations to life and truth and light, in order to remain

comfortably self-deceived about the dark falsehood they are

acting out, must die. That is the way that they have chosen.

Those who respond otherwise will see the light and accept it,

will know the truth and be freed, will have life more abundant

ly. All are called. They choose themselves. That is why

Jesus does not have to judge. Belief in the Son lies, if not

within, at least accessible to what may be called the natural

capacities of man. The Fourth Gospel is insistent that these

"natural capacities" are so only graciously, on permanent loan

from the Father wherever they are not squandered, but it in

sists also on the fact of human squandering as against divine

withholding. It does not represent that the possibility of
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loving light and truth is simply a function of arbitrary

election. 21

Thus there is, up to this point in the Fourth Gospel,

a strong measure of coincidence between its theory of thought

law and that of the Synoptic tradition. There are other

points which must be deferred, since neither the post-ascen

sion witnesses has yet come to issue. But it remains to

attend to another critical matter. The coincidence of the

Synoptic constitutional principles is in the mind of Christ,

as expressive of the mind and will of God. In a sense, that

formula too may be applied to the Fourth Gospel, but there

appears to be a significant difference. The term "mind" is,

as it applies to the Synoptists, fairly unequivocall it sug

gests a more or less broad content of understanding reflected

in pronouncements ranging from the Sermon on the Mount to the

apocalyptic predictions of Jesus. Thus far, "mind" appears,

if applied to the Fourth Gospel, to be without evident content I

2lAdmittedly, it comes close enough to allow the con
trary argument to be plausibly made. I suppose that the evan
gelist never completely decided between his hope for an ignor
ant world (and his concomitant exhortations to the invited) and
his indignation at the unredeemable enemies of the light (and
his concomitant denunciations of those who have not seen). Both
motifs are present. Interpreters accordingly may choose-- or,
if they are more circumspect, waver. The irresolution about
this matter in the Fourth Gospel is affected by its incorpora
tion of "primitive" sources, but is more ultimately attribu
table to the failure of its major redactor to take adequate
theological responsibility for the darkness he sketches. I do
not suppose t~is to be due to an imperfect assimilation of
Gnostic sources, but merely a carelessness analogous to, and
quite possibly related to, PaUl's failure to work through the
theological implications of his negative evaluation of ~.
What I present as the main stand of the Fourth Gospel is not
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either metaphorical or opaquely hidden in the mystery of the

Son. The Gospel seems to be efficiently reduced tOI believe

that Jesus is the Son of God (viz., that he is in effect the

presence of the Father) and you are saved. Is it, as it may

appear, a question of a single law of thought, the identity

of Jesus with the Son?

That is surely the main norm, just as the gracious

power of the Father is the main consideration in explaining

how some men come to accept it. But as in that case, there is

more to be said.

There is more to be said because, in the first place,

there was more that Jesus said. Even if Nicodemus did not

discern everything about him all at once, he perceived him as

a teacher come from God (312)-- and the teaching that inspired

this observation was evidently, from Nicodemus' confession,

not confined to Jesus' proclamation of his identity as the

Son. It seems rather to have been a disclosure of the Father,

of the kind that may lead a Pharisee to discern an authentic

interpreter of the Word, or an gm ha-~ to recognize an au

thentic prophet who may announce in a less derivative way that

"This is the Word of the Lord." He speaks the words of God

(3:34), as rabbis and prophets·may be said to do. His teach

ing is the teaching of the Father (7116), because he teaches

as the Father has taught him (8:28). Thus the proper response

its only stand, but it is the most theologically adequate of
its attempts to confront the problem-- and therefore, I take
it to be its most advanced and determinative view.
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for one who hears his word is to believe in the one who sent

him (5,24). Such an act of faith, as in the case of rabbis

and prophets, entails a coordinate act of faith in the bearer

of the word himself, but only as a consequence of appropriat

ing the word as truly the Lord's. The basic level of unbelief

is therefore not disbelief in Jesus, but disbelief in his word,

in the word of the Father that is spoken through him. The

same resistant epithumia which impeded the effectiveness of

other men sent from God, and was accordingly denounced by them,

is at work in the resistance to Jesus. Men do not hear his

word because their deformed dispositions resist the truth.

They do no~ he~r the word of the Father, because they are not

faithful to him, not genuinely people of the Father (8.4)-47).

In one sense, the rale of Jesus is accordingly transparent.

Because he speaks as the Father has directed him to speak, the

Word he transmits is itself an agent of jUdgment, just as the

Word delivered through Moses stands in jUdgment over those

who do not keep it. Jesus himself does not have to jUdge

(12,47-5°).

The bearer of the Word, however, is not merely an un

conscious medium of communication. He says what was given to

him to say, but also what was given to him to understand. The

jUdgment implicit in the Word he bears is thus echoed in his

uwn jUdgment. The Law accuses; but Moses also accuses (5.45).

The Word from the Father jUdges; but Jesus also judges, and

his jUdgment is just, precisely because it confor~obediently
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to the will of the Father (51)0). He not only transmits

the Father's teaching and the Father's will, he recapitulates

them in himself. He says not merely what he has been told,

but what he has seen ()1)2, 8.)8), and what he knows ().ll).

And he has many things to say and to jUdge (8.26).

Many things 1 not only the central message concerning

the identity of himself with the Son and therefore with the

Father, but other teachings and jUdgments that apparently are

to define normative understanding in ways that supplement the

more rarified mystical intuition of his Sonship. The Samari

t~l woman expects that when the Messiah comes, he will tell

us "all things" (4.25). Jesus' acknowledgment that he him

self is the one appears to ratify her supposition, further

reinforced when he not only tells her "all things which I

have done" (4,29, )9), but spends two days with her townsmen

giving to them what they find to be a belief-inspiring logos

(4.40-42). We may note Jesus' analogy between the writings

of MOses and his own words (5.47)' it is important to realize

not only that he is the Son, but that he has the words of

eternal life (6168). If his sayings occasion belief in him

(4142, 7140, 8,)0), they also occasion belief in themselves

(5147), and they sometimes occasion disbelief in themselves

(6.60) which results in unbelief in him (6.61-66). Believe

him, believe his words. If his word has no place in you, you

are alien (8,47). True conformity to the revealed norm of

understanding is not confined to an indescribable intuition
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of the Son, but involves keeping his word (8:51).

2)8

To those

who believe in him, he tells what there is further to dOl

"If you remain in my word, then you are truly my disciples"

(8:)1). It is his words that are spirit and life (616))J

it is in abiding in his word that the true disciple will come

to know the truth and be made free (81)1-)2).

The shifting of tenses in the last-mentioned passage

signals a matter of profound importance in the Fourth Gospel's

sense of, and need for, a constitutional basis of understand-

ing that goes even beyond what the disciples had seen and

heard in his public ministry. It also stands as a warning

against making too much of Jesus' diverse pre-crucifixion

teachings. Jesus does not say that they know the truth, but

that they are going to know it~ not that they are free, but

that they shall be freed. Despite the apparent implication

of the Fourth Gospel's representation of the pUblic teaching

of Jesus, his words and works had not yet revealed all the

truth. Despite the various breakthroughs of insight and

understanding, and the attendant confessions of Jesus' Son

ship, he can say that these are not yet the realizations

that he has come to bring aboutl "When you lift up the Son

of Man, then you shall know that i am the one, and I do

nothing from myself, but just as the Father taught me, so I

say these things" (8:28). In the meantime, you must, like

true disciples, abide in my word (81)1)-- such of it as you

already have-- and wait for the liberating truth that is to
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come (8'32).

But how much of his word did they already have? The

Fourth Gospel is frustratingly evasive on this point. It

respectfully alludes to various teachings of Jesus, and sug

gests that they were important for the proper governance of

pious understanding, but it does not reconstruct them for

us. Jesus is characterized as the Teacher of Israel, and

spends two days teaching the Samaritans, but we are not told

much about what he taught. The Evangelist does not seem to

think that our right understanding requires a detailed look

into that phase of revelation. Why? The most likely answer,

I should think, lies in a balance of three factors. The

first is that all other doctrine pales into relative insig

nificance next to the all-important issue of realizing who

Jesus is. The second is that all other doctrine was likely

to have been inadequately, even misleadingly, understood

until the season of illumination that was yet to come. The

third is that the illumination is probably supposed to have

held other teaching implicitly within itself, making it un

necessary to detail the lessons.

The level of Signs is not repudiated by the Fourth

Gospel, but it is put firmly in its place. It is a useful

stepping-stone on the way to that leap of faith which alone

brings full understanding. But the stepping-stone becomes a

stumbling-block when one fails to accept the invitation to

that leap. The attitude of the Fourth Gospel appears to be
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they may have been at the time, probably constituted a tem

porary form of understanding somewhere near the level of

Signs, and need not only to be adhered to faithfully until

the fuller illumination but also to be transfor~ed by that

illumination and surrendered in their now obsolete senses.

Everything in the Fourth Gospel suggests that the pre-cruci

fixion works and teachings of Jesus were important, but also

that they were bound to be misunderstood. From his double

perspective, the Evangelist hints consistently that the words

of Jesus, like his works, must be kno\~ and kept-- but cannot

be fUlly known or kept until that post-crucifixion time in

which their intelligibility will first completely emerge.

His works have been impressive, indeed somewhat

shocking; but the Father is going to show him still greater

works than these, that you may be amazed still more (5:20).

After telling Nicodemus of a begetting from above, and of the

sight of the Kingdom of Heaven, Jesus can still say to his

puzzlement 1 "If I told you earthly things and you do not

believe, how will you believe if I should tell you the things

of heaven?1I (3112). Nathaniel sees that Jesus is the S011 of

God and the King of Israel, but a still greater vision lies

ahead of him (1149-51).- The disbelievers do not understand

at all what Jesus says (8143-47)~ and those who are still

open enough to wonder who he is (and to be ready to believe)
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do not understand that he is telling them about the Father

(8:25-27); but even those of most advanced belief and under

standing remain partially unable to grasp his meaning (1016;

cf. 11111-13, 23-24). If in individual instances this opacity

can be corrected by plainer explications (101 7ff., 11.14,

25ff.), there remains a way in which Jesus does not entrust

himself and his secrets even to believers (2124-25). In fact,

he cannot. The greater works by which this can happen are not

yet done. Those who believe will see his glory (11140), and

in a limited sense, they have already done so (2.11); but

there is a deeper sense still hidden in the uncompleted. He

is not yet fully glorified (7139). Only when they lift up

the Son of Man will they really know (8128). Only when they

behold his glory, the glory as of his Father's only-begotten,

will they grasp the fulness of truth in him and be made com

pletely free (1114, 8.32). By the end of Chapter 12, his

disciples have been offered, and have begun to participate

in, the mind of Christ: but a fuller participation, and the

first arrival at a completely adequate understanding, still

lies aheadl these things his disciples did not understand

about him at first, but when Jesus was glorified, then they

remembered that these things were written about him and they

did these things to him (12.16). We must therefore move

further into the Gospel if we are to discover how it is that

they came to know, and how other men shall know, the truth

that makes men free.
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If we move to the end of the Gospel, and treat what

transpires through the narratives of the passion and resur

rection, we may expect to see, in one sense, the point of

greatest enlightenment among the disciples, and with it,

theoretically, the most developed grasp of the constituting

factors by which Christian understanding is to be governed.

But that expectation must be qualified, and in two ways.

In the first place, the narrative does not ex.tend all

the way to the point of the greatest promised illumination,

even if it may be expected to leave the disciples in better

condition than at any moment in the previous span of history.

The earlier portion of the Gospel conn~cts the peak moment

with the glorification of Jesus and the giving of the Holy

Spirit: but the Gospel itself, like the Gospel of Luke, does

not carry us as far in its narrative as to that point of

promise. In the representation of the Disciples, therefore,

we should not necessarily expect a great advance in under

standing over the earlier breakthroughs, and we should cer

tainly not expect an illustration of the deepest and most

perfect Christian knowledge.

But the second qualification is less obvious and more

curious. Various levels of realization emerge in the first

twelve chapters. They are somewhat inconsistently attributed.

To be sure, the Jews and their Pharisaic leaders remain, for

the most part, steadily convinced that Jesus is a sinner; and

large numbers of the people take him to be some sort of
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authorized agent of God but remain confused and uncertain

about just who he is; and disciples believe that he is the

Messiah and the Son of God, whatever the exact weight of

those terms may be; and there are glimmers here and there of

some believers' approximation to the understanding of the

deeper senses of Jesus' Sonship, his essential identity with

-'ehe Father. But personages within this drama seem to stray

back and forth across the boundaries of these strata of

understanding. Unbelievers come to believe, become disciples,

and sUbsequently lapse. and even after Simon Peter has made

for the Twelve what appears to be the ultimate confession of

Jesus' Messiahship and Sonship, Jesus remarks that his ab

sence from Lazarus at the time of his death was to their

advantage, "that you may believe," whereupon Thomas rallies

his colleagues in a clear state of non-comprehension (11115

16). The reader who sees what Jesus says of himself and what

he does to illustrate and demonstrate his claims may readily

presume that the disciples' confessions of faith are recog

nitions of and assents to just what he himself has perceived.

But if he looks more closely, he will see that even in the

first twelve chapters, the Fourth Gospel teases us with shifts

in awareness. To some extent, these shifts are the legacy of

a redactional process that incorporates signs-level sources

into a grander scheme that relativizes what they undoubtedly

meant to be ultimate. But I do not think that the main re

sults are due to mere editorial clumsiness. The later redac

tion clearly means to exploit the unconscious inadequacy of
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its sources' understanding, attributing both its achievements

and its limitations to the pre-crucifixion world, thus repre

senting a pre-Spirit phase in which it was possible for even

the most enlightened disciples to have much of the right

language but miss its fullest legitimate meaning.

The reader who has not perceived this in the first

twelve chapters will not be prepared for the comportment of

the disciples in the passion-resurrection narrative-- for

here it becomes on the whole quite clear that their assent

must have been on a much lower level than Jesus' revelation,

and that the picture of the disciple who now hears his words

but will know only in the future what they really mean (and

indeed, does not yet quite grasp that he is speaking of the

Father) is, in the course of the story of passion ill1d resur

recti~n, much more characteristic of the state of passion and

resurrection, much more characteristic of the state of the

most advanced disciples than one might have guessed from the

outspokenness of Jesus' earler teaching.

I refer to Peter's misunderstanding in the garden, and

his subsequent confusion and cowardice; to his and the Beloved

Disciple's ignorance of the place of the resurrection in the

scheme of things, and their failure to believe until they

enter the empty tomb; to the astonishing spectacle of Mary,

after all she has been through, turning from an empty grave

in mere distress, and then rising from an interview with

angels to inquire of the gardener about the transportation
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of the body. These are not evidences of having known what

one said in confessing that Jesus was the Son of God.

The last few chapters only intensify the general

problem of understanding implicit in the first twelve. That

problem may justly be summed up by applying not only to the

disbelievers but, in another sense, even to the disciples

the familiar formula, seeing, they did not see; hearing, they

did not understand. The truth is revealed in the Scriptures-

but the closest disciples, confronted with the empty tomb,

still did not understand the Scripture (20'9). It is revealed

in the teachings of JesUs-- but the disciples do not understand

his metaphors (4'32-33, 11.12) any better than the Samaritan

woman does (4115), and will not understand them fully until

after the resurrection (2,19-22). It is not by any means

clear that his explications are grasped more satisfactorily

than the parables they mean to decode, and the general indi

cations-- especially the sequence of misunderstandings in

Chapter 6-- seem to be that they are not. The truth is re

vealed in Jesus' career,.especially in his works-- but ~he

disciples did not understand these thin~s about him at first,
Jesus was glorified, then they remembered that these things
were written about him, and that they did these things to him"
(12,16). They recognize that he has the words of eternal

iife (6168), but they do not yet know what those words mean.

It is as if the unbeliever hears only thunder while the

believer hears the voice of an angel, yet must wait until

later to realize what it was the angel said. In the meantime,
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one must remain in Jesus' word (8:31), waiting to understand

it fully; and one must follow him (12126), without yet under

standing where he is leading one. Even after the resurrection,

all is not immediately clear. Even the meaning of a post

resurrection saying may be sUbject to disputed interpretation

(21122-23).

Indeed, at times even the perspective of the narrator's

voice seems scarcely better off. Jesus' conduct in his first

appearance to the disciples after the resurrection is obvi

ously designed to prove the material identity of his body

with that of the crucified Jesus they had known-- thus also

the terms of Thomas' skepticism, and of Jesus' sUbsequent

proof to him. The dizciples rejoice to see him, but the

weight of the scene does not establish a larger realization

than that the man whom they had thought to be the Messiah is

alive again, despite his crucifixionl indeed, bears still

the wounds that did not definitively triumph over him. Theo

logy can find grounds for arguing that the promised glorifi

cation of Jesus is written there in his hands and side, but

sober criticism cannot readily accept that the expectation

generated by earlier references to glorification and the

gift of the Spirit is adequately fulfilled in his showing

his wounds and breathing upon them. The words to Mary about

his ascension are cognate with the more ambitious dimensions

of the earlier themes, but it and they sort awkwardly with

the scene that follows. And if Thomas' confession likewise
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seems to break beyond the palpable evidence to an insight

reminiscent of the highest claims of earlier chapters,it is

belied and betrayed by the vocabulary of the narrator's

summing-up immediately afterward. he speaks only at the

level of signs, where it is possible to say "Messiah" and

"Son of God" and "life in his name," but not to mean by

these terms more than Luke's Peter means in the third chapter

of Acts. Even a Gospel narrator may show himself in his

account of the resurrection not yet to have accepted Jesus'

invitation to a deeper understanding. In its last chapters

the Fourth Gospel seems to betray unconsciously a need for

that revealing Spirit it has promised will come. It is possi

ble to propose that the final redaction is deeply artful,

and ingeniously leaves the. narrative voice in a partly be

nighted pre-Spirit condition, with the confidence that the

reader will recognize that the narrator does not have the

authority to define the level of understanding but surrenders

it to the Spirit and its recipients. That is an attractive

hypothesis, but the overall management of the text does not

suggest to me that such a procedure is really at work. The

inconsistency is striking, and I cannot see a plausible re

solution that would render it genuinely coherent. I think

it much more likely that the redaction is simply incomplete.

The editor has not got around to taking a signs-level source

into the higher realization.

However one is to attribute them, there emerge in
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the Fourth Gospel clear indications of two quite different

levels of understandingl a basic stratum, in which Jesus may

be recognized as the divinely-ordained and wonder-working

Messiah, albeit paradoxically (though also, it turns out,

providentially) an obediently sUffering Messiah; and another

stratum, arrived at only through a quantum exaltation of

understanding, where the usefulness of the term Messiah

drops away,22 and only terms more immediately expressive of

his intimate relatedness to the Father will do. The overall

thrust of the Fourth Gospel suggests that while the first

level is true, the fullness of truth that makes us free comes

only at the second level, which entered the world historically

only (except in the person of Jesus) in unstable glimpses

until after Jesus was taken up.

Before attempting to come to terms with the implica

tions of all this for the Fourth Gospel's disclosure of the

means by which the truth is released and validated, it

remains to consider the problematic chapters which I have

22The lack of association between this level of
discourse and the title Christos is striking. The excep
tional instances, 1117 and 17:39 are perhaps no more than
a reflex employment of what had become even by Paul's time
almost a formal surname for Jesus. At any rate, the term
as a title or office is associated in the Fourth Gospel with
the level of signsl the deeper truth of the level of works
transcends the normal implications of Messianism, and the
title tends to be conspicuously absent. I suspect that this
has something to do with the polemical insistence upon it in
I John. There is further supporting reflection to be found
inM. De Jonge, f1Jewish Expectations about the 'Messiah'
According to the Fourth Gospel," New Testament Studies 19
(1972-73), pp. 246-270.
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advisedly skipped over until now. I say advisedly for two

reasons. The first I have already mentioned: it is useful

to consider the more public teachings and deeds of Jesus

separately from the private discourses of Chapters 13-17,

so that a clearer picture can emerge of what the Gospel

represents to be the open revelation, as distinct from that

which was delivered to more esoteric circles. And one of

the striking results that emerge -- especially striking in

comparison with the Synoptic treatment-- is that there is

remarkably little difference between the position of the

disciples and that of the others. The Twelve are singled

out only at 6:67-71, and the disciples in general are rarely

given privileged audience (and even when they are, they are

not given very significant teaching): they hear what is

addressed to the Jews or to The People, and if they do not

respond with the hostility that Jesus' remarks sometimes

inspire in those larger aUdiences, it is not because they

have been specially briefed. The representation in the first

twelve chapters justifies Jesus' later claim that "I have

spoken openly to the world: I always taught in a synagogue

and in the Temple, where all the Jews assemble, and I said

nothing in secret" (18:20). At least it seems that he said

nothing in secret that he did not also say more publicly-

unless, perhaps the content of Chapters 13-17 is a signifi

cant advance on the already remarkable disclosures of 1-12.

Perhaps: because one must hold reservations about
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the original placement of the main body of material in Chap

ters 13-17, and that is my second reason for treating them

separately. There is some reason to suppose that their

original native habitat was precisely at the most advanced

point of understanding, just before the return of Jesus to

the Father. 23 If it was once so, that would account in part

for the evident disparity in the disciples' understanding,

between this section and the final chapters of the present

text; not only insofar as these chapters would then have

been seen as the most advanced stage of a cumulative under

standing, but also insofar as their placement as an ample

and climactic conclusion would have made it less necessary

for the redactor to rework further his inherited and only

23w.J . p . Boyd, "The Ascension according to st. John,"
Theology, 70, (May 1967), pp. 207-211 argues in detail for the
post-resurrection character of 17, and asserts that 1411-29,
15, and 16.1-16 also belonged originally to a post-resurrection
instruction. Ttat seems to me a more satisfactory way of
understandil1g some particular elements in the text (e.g., the
final Vlords of l6s4, the use of the perfect tense in 16,33)
and to give a striking veri similitude to the whole, which
reads (to my mind, at any rate) rather better thus than at
present, both in what it says and in what it omits. It would
also better account for the uncharacteristically private na
ture of the teaching, and in part, for the disappointing char
acter of what now remains in the Gospel's representation of
Jesus' post-resurrection communications. I have other argu
ments, but you caru10t bear them now; I shall point only tc the
unCharacteristic limpness of Brown's apologia for this rever
sal of the Gospel's tendency to give explanatory discourses
only after the events they bear on. tiThe reason for the change
in pattern is easy to seel ••• it would be anticlimactic to
place so long a discourse after the resurrection. Moreover,
in the psychology guiding the evangelist's presentation, since
the disciples would be affected by Jesus' passion and death,
they had to be prepared for this by Jesus' explanation and
consolation" (vol. 2, p. 581). The psychologic~l argume!,1~ is
circular (this is not Jesus' procedure for ea:ll~r st~rt~lng
and shocking events) and Brown's s~nse of antlcl~max ~s not
mine, nor, I think, that of Johannlne theology.
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paritally transformed passion-resurrection source material.

(Some further transformation would of course eventually have

been in order-- the defectiveness of the narrative would have

needed attending to, even if Peter and Mary might have been

left unchanged-- but the problem would not have seemed as

starkly odd and redactionally urgent as it now does.) But

that is not, however, the way in which the Gospel comes to

us. No matter how special or privileged the disclosures of

these chapters may be, they are given as the substance of

discourses at the Last Supper, and it is within that frame

that they must first be dealt with.

The state of the disciples' understanding is, to be

sure, not free from its earlier limitations. Peter sees

only the surface of Jesus' action in the feet-washing, and is

told "What I am doing, you do not yet know; but you will know

after these things" (1)&7). No one is sUfficiently privy to

the hidden workings to interpret rightly Jesus' remark to

'Judas (1)&27-29). Like the larger group of hearers earlier

(7&))-)6), Peter does not know what Jesus means by saying

that they cannot come where he is going (1)&))-)6)& and even

when told that they do know where he is going, and know even

the way, Thomas assures Jesus that he does not know (14&7-8).

Neither do they grasp what Jesus means in saying "a little

while" (16&16-18). And even when, momentarily beyond their

earlier difficulties with metaphors and parables, the dis

ciples assert that Jesus now speaks plainly and without
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indirection, their confession of belief is not significantly

beyond that of the Samaritan woman, Jesus knows all things

and has come forth from God (16,29-30).24 Jesus underscores

the relative inadequacy of this state of belief by assuring

them that they will shortly scatter and desert him (16,31-32).

The overall assessment of their understanding is signaled

by Jesus' disappointed remark to Philip on the occasion of

his request to see the Father, "I have been with you for so

long and you have not known me?" (14,9).

If they had knovm him, they would have known the

Father (14,7). But evidently, they did not. Jesus therefore

repeats the teaching of earlier episodas, and the Last Supper

discourses recapitulate virtually the whole pattern of teach

ing contained in the first twelve chapters. The world has

not known the Father (17,25), and has been under the domina

tion of an evil ruler (16,11). Those who remain immersed in

the world hate the truth and its bearers (15,18-20), because

they do not know the Father (15,21). The world loves only

24Brown insists that the shift of preposition between
28 (ek) and 30 (apo) is not significant. Perhaps, .l)ut he is
more clearly right in asserting that "they are accl;.pting what
Jesus said of himself to the extent that they can l-.\derstand
it" (vol. 2, p. 276). That, however, is a limited extent. -.
Their confession of belief that he comes a~ theou does not
mean all that Jesus means, and I do not see grounds for in
sisting that the change of words is meaningless. It is at
the very least a curious coincidence that while Jesus uses
ek theou or ek patros to describe himself elsewhere in the
Fourth Gospe~ he never says apo theou or apo patros, although
that formula is used for the obviously less profound confes
sion of Nicodemus (3,2). Perhaps more than coincidence?
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what is like it (15119). But there is a chance of rescue.

The Son has known the Father (17.25) and the Father has given

him everything (1313, 16115, 1717) and sent him into the world

(17118), where the Son, obedient to the Father's commands (14.

31. 15:10), declares his name (17126), speaks his words (14.

24), works his works (14110), and brings the presence of the

indwelling Father (14.10-11, 17121). No one has a chance to

believe and accept (17121), but may fail to rise above its per

versity, and thus reject the words, the works, the Son, the

Father (15122-24). The latter response brings sin (15122, 161

9) and self-condemnation. The former leads to eternal life (171

3). In one sense, those who come to believe do so only because

the Father has given them (1712, 6, 9) or because the Son has

chosen them (and not they him, 15116). But another sense, the

initiative and responsibility are theirs once the Son has

appeared in the wor1dl the Father loves the disciples because

they have loved and believed in Jesus (16:27).

To know the Son is to know the Father (1417), and eter

nal life is to know the Father and Jesus whom he sent (1713).

At one level, the pre-crucifixion disciples have accomplished

this, but at a deeper level, they have not. Therefore, the ful

fillment of their understanding, and the life that corresponds

to it, lie in the future 1 "you shall live, in that day you will

know that I am in 1he Fatter and Y01 in me and I in you" (14119-20).

It is important that this fulfilling manent oome, since

they are being sent to bear witne$ (15127) , to bem- ftuit that Will rema..m

(15116), to go into the oorld, sanctified in iIuth, to lringabout the

beliefofothtn3 tlm::ughtheir word (17117-20). 'Ih~are being sent just
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as Jesus himself is to be received (13120), so that all may be

one-- the Father and Son in the believers as in each other (171

21). But before the sending-forth is fully effectual, they are

to be sanctified in truth; and coordinate with their bearing of

witness is the witness-bearing of the Spirit of Truth. It is by

sending_of the Spirit that their understanding.will finally be

exalted and stabilized enough to arrive for the first time at

the state that is to be normative for Christians.

For unlike the Synoptics,25 the Fourth Gospel points

beyond its own narrative boundaries for the achievement of

genuinely Christian understanding even for the closest di~ci-

pIes. It does not, and apparently cannot, happen before Jesus

goes. The Spirit is the factor that accounts for the transi

tion between their present unperfected state and the anti-

cipated future when they will be sanctified, glorified, and

brought into all truth. This cannot take place until Jesus

goes, for otherwise the Comforter cannot cornel he is to

be sent by Jesus (1617). But the coordination between

the work of Jesus and that of the Paraclete runs far deeper

than the fact that Jesus sends him to fulfill predictions.

25Luke points to the coming gift of the Spirit, even
tUally to be reported in Acts; but he gives not indication
that there will be any advance on the disclosures already made.
It is with pow4r rather than understanding that they are to be
invested (Lk 2 149). The initial verses of Acts come closer
to the Johannine schema by showing the deficiency of the dis
ciples' understanding (Acts 116), but this motif is very sub
dued even there. The increment of understanding later in Acts
does not point emphatically to earlier misunderstandings, but
to unanticipatnble increments in those portions of revelation
that only complement (and do not cha."lge) the achieved under
standing of the essential Gospel.
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in the proper constituting of Christian understanding, is

essentially identical with Jesus.

The main theological pattern in Chapters 14-17 re

asserts the centrality of Jesus. Jesus is the Way, the

Truth, and the Life (14.6). one must remain in him. He is

the true vine (1511f.). one must remain in him. Then one

may come to the Father, one may bear fruitr but without him,

one can do nothing (14.6, 15.5). Those who love him will

keep his word (14.23), will keep his commandments (15.14).

Those who do not love him will not keep his words (lL~123-24).

Jesus has loved them, just as the Fa'cher has loved him (15.

9). If they keep his commandments, just as Jesus has kept

the Father's, they shall remain in his love, just as Jesus

remains in the Father's (15.9-10). The special commandment

is that they love one another just as Jesus has loved them

(13134, 15,12). Those who do love him, and keep his com

mandments, will be loved by him and by the Father; and he

and the Father will come and remain with them (14,23) and

Jesus will manifest himself to them (14.21). He goes, but

he will return to them (14128), he will come and receive

them unto himself (14,)). He will not leave them orphans.

He will come to them, and they will live, and then they will

know that he is in the Father and they in him and he in

them (14.18-20). Then he will tell them plainly concern-

ing the Father (16.25) and their joy will be full (16.22-24)--
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and they will see his glory (17124).

This pattern unfolds without reference to the Holy

Spirit. The Gospel's alternative way of formulating it, with

reference to the Holy Spirit, is essentially a theological

doublet. In this pattern, what the world does not know or

see or receive is not the Father or the Son, but the Spirit

of Truth, which the disciples know because it remains with

them and shall be in them (14,17). This same Spirit of Truth

is a Comforter and/or Advocate26 whom the Father will give

them at Jesus' request, to be with them forever (14,16).

Because they keep Jesus' commandments, he will arrange all

this. Does this mean that they will then have the Spirit of

Truth instead of Jesus? At first it appears to be SOl the

Father will give them "another" parakleton. But over the

next few verses, it seems less clearl I will come to you, the

world sees me no more, but you see me, because I live and you

shall live (14118-19).

The unclarity and inconsistency leave the problem

irresolvable. But from a theological perspective, there is

scarcely any problem at all. For functionally, the office of

26R•E. Brown, "The Paraclete in the Fourth Gospel,"
New Testament Studies, 13 (1966-67), pp. 113-132 emphasizes
the polysemous character of the untranslatable parakletos.
G. Johnston, The Spirit-Paraclete in th~ Go~pel of John,
(Cambridge, 1970) likewise recognizes the variety of senses,
but hazards the translation "representative." A deft choice,
but not rich enough. To the already current catalogue of over
tones, Harald Riesenfeld has proposed another, pointi~g out
the uses of parakelein in the LXX Wisdom literature, ln I. de
la Potterie, IL'Esprit Saint dans l'Evangile de Jean," New
Testament Studies s 18 (1971-72), pp. 448-451. For my own sug
gestTons, see infra, footnote 27.
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the Spirit is essentially identical to that of Jesus, and a

perfection of his work. He is, in effect, "another Jesus,"

and it matters little whether or not that means precisely the

same Jesus in another mode of presence. The Spirit is to

guide the disciples into all truth, by speaking not of himself

but what he hears (16:14-15), and will thus testify of Jesus

and glorify him (15:26, 16:14). The Spirit will teach them

all things, and will remind them of the things Jesus has said

to them (14126)-- and this time, they will understand, and

will see his glory as of the only-begotten of the Father, full

of grace and truth. The Spirit fulfills the self-revelation

of the Father through Jesus. He is essentially the res lution

to the problem of Jesus' self-effacement, inconsistently

thematized in the Fourth Gospel, in which Jesus reveals the

Father but is reluctant to testify to his own glory and media

tory importance. The Spirit in fact fulfills all that Jesus

reveals, for he will teach all things (14:26), inclUding the

things to come (16:13). He even extends Jesus' revelations

since what they cannot yet bear in Jesus' pre-crucifixion dis

closures will be supplied later through the Spirit (16:12-13).

The identity between Jesus and the Spirit may be per

ceived even more clearly within the Fourth Gospel's theology

of the Word. Jesus, in his works and in his words, has re

vealed himself and has revealed his Father through himself.
As the revelation of the Father, he is the Truth and the Word

of God. Those who know this truth will be freed, those who

understand this Word will have eternal life. But thrOUghout

his earthly career p Jesus did not succeed in being known
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fully or in having his words completely understood. As far

as men were concerned, his words were not yet spirit and

lifer for although they may have been so in themselves, they

could not release that spirit and life to men until they

were more completely appropriated. His disciples could only

keep Jesus' words without having fully grasped them, and

wait for the time in which the light would fully dawn. In

that interim, are they aware of the incompleteness of their

understanding? Probably not. At least they are not aware

of the degree of incompleteness, since Jesus' meaning could

seem to resolve itself at a level far more modest than the

amazing truth that they had not dreamed. But when, in the

course of the faithful keeping of his words, they really

come to understand, then at last they will see him, will see

his glory as the only-begotten of the Father-- and that is

where the Spirit becomes a reality in their lives. And what

is spirit? It is that which gives life. When Jesus' words

finally achieve their goal of communicating life, they have

begun to act as spirit. only then, in the fullest sense, are

his words spirit and life. That which gives eternal life is

the eternal Spirit. When the remembrance of Jesus, the Word

sent from God, is transformed into full understanding, the

faithful disciples receive the Spirit sent from God; when

the remembrance of his words is similarly transformed, the

disciples receive the Spirit sent from Jesus; and this trans

formation may as aptly be described as the returning to them
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of Jesus in full life, to abide with them and in them.

Faithful memory, transformed by insight, becomes liv-

ing and life-giving presence. At that locus, the theological

strands of the Fourth Gospel converge. From there, they may

be developed in a variety of more mythic modes of expression-

and so the Fourth Gospel develops the themes of the 8endi~~

of the Spirit, the return of Jesus, the teaching and the abid

ing and the Life to come. In one sense, the Spirit of Truth

may continue to dwell with the disciples after Jesus departs

from them, even though it is not yet able to execute its 1ife

giving office, and is therefore not yet (as Spirit) in them

(14.17). In another sense, the word remains, but because it

is not yet vivifying the Spirit is not yet there, and so must

be sent later, and may be said to be sent either by Jesus (161

7) or by the Father at his request (14.16). And yet in another

sense, it is Jesus himself who becomes manifest again within

them, (14.21) returns in life to them aftermving left them (14.28).

In one sense, they will then be taught or shovrn or told more
completely (14126, 16114, 25); in another sense, they will

simply remember well, and will finally know and see what they

have already imperfectly knovrn and seen (1417-9, 17). In

one sense, the JesUs whose reassurance and advocacy established

the righteousness of his own scandalous vlorks during his earthly

ministry, and accomingJy established 1:he righteousness of 1:heir imi

tation of such v,urks, is different from the :tresen:~e ani knowledge by

which they will know comfort and justification later; in another

sense, however, that later parakletos is the same presence

and knowledge as before, only more deeply and ultimately

experienced. The Underlying theory reaffirms the

27 I suggest that the sense of parak1etos in the
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identity between the pre-crucifixion and post-resurrection

teaching of Jesus.

That same locus of convergence is also the Fourth

Gospel's own solution to the potential problem of its own

redactional history. Whatever the theological differences of

the different sources it has absorbed or of the different

strata of its interpretations of them, it does not admit, or

evidence, a sUbstantive discontinuity. The amibitions of the

isolable signs-source appear to have been relatively modest,

by comparison with those of the full Gospell to bring us, at

the level of signs and through the logic that obtains at that

level, to the confident conclusion that Jesus was the Christ r

the Son of God, so that we may have in his name the life that

is thus made available to us (201)1). Whether or not the

basic source behind the passion-resurrection narrative was

originally part of the signs-source, it too does not seem to

go much beyond that level of understanding. But why should

one suppose that this level of understanding is necessarily

final? The gospel traditions in general make it clear that

the disciples did not, in the course of Jesus' pre-crucifixion

usage of the ffiQbiguity-cherishing Fourth Gospel, might best be
understood in this way. The Advocate is, forensically, the
one who attempts to vindicate one's righteousness under pres
sure of opposition-- the liberties of Jesus with the Law are
obviously taken by the Fourth Gospel, as a paradigmatic justi
fication of liberties taken by the Gospel's community, and he
is in that sense their advocate. As the assurance of their
righteousness, and as the abiding presence of their Way and
Truth and Life, he is also their Comforter. But when their
assurance is firmly internalized, it may be ambiguously ex
perienced either as a more perfect mode of appropriating Jesus
or as another, more intimately internal, source of divine jus
tification and comfort.
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ministry, understand fully what he was doing and saying, and

that they were sometimes quite unaware that they had misunder

stood. The constitutional theory implicit in the Synoptic

tradition not only allows for but requires growth in the under

standing of the Scriptures, of the career of Jesus, and of

his pre-crucifixion teaching, at least to bring understanding

to the level achieved in the light of the post-resurrection

teaching. But nothing requires that significant growth must

stop there, even if it is unanticipated. The Synoptic Gospels,

like the variously reconstructed signs-source, obviously sup

pose that their authors have arrived finally at complete

Christian understanding; but nothing internal to them guaran

tees the adequacy of that supposition. The recognition that

a miracle is intended to be a sign entails the possibility

that its signification may be incompletely understood just as

the notion of parable entails the possibility that a plausible

interpretation may nevertheless be significantly deficient (a

principle implicitly recognized in the Synoptic tradition's

treatment of the parabolic saying about the Sign of Jonah).

Why not then a significant incompleteness also in the disci

ples'understanding of "Son of God," or "life in his name"?

Nothing requires that the understanding even at the moment

of the ascension be definitive. The continuation of divine

guidance makes it unnecessary that it be so. That is why it

is theologically more important to discern the court of appeal

than the specific content.
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The Fourth Gospel does not admit or evidence a dis

continuity. It does not repudiate its signs-source. on the

contrary, it is of the greatest significance that it conserves

it. 28 It merely insists that the understanding at that level,

and at the level of the passion-resurrection source, is im-

portantly incomplete and needs to be supplemented by a higher

discernment. Even if the last-supper discourses originally

stood as a post-resurrection instruction of a higher order

than that reported in the Synoptic accounts, they nevertheless
point beyond themselves to a later time in which not only the
earlier careerand teachings of ~esus but even their own imper
fectly grasped disclosures will be better remembered and better

28For surely there was no more need to retain miracle
stories than to report exorcisms, or to record Jesus' baptism
by John, or to treat the institution of the Eucharist. The
contemporary reaction represented by, e. g., J. Becker, (f'Wunder
und Christologie,tI New Testament Studies, 16(1969-70), pp. 1)0
148), seems to forget that the putative tlGospel of Signs" is
not, as it has come to us, a document which is rejected by the
Fourth Gospel but preeminently one which is accepted by it--
not uncritically, and not without qualifications, but never
theless accepted. J. Becker, "Wunder und Christologie,tI cor
rectly emphasizes the Fourth Gospel's disclosure of the inade
quacy of signs-level understanding. But he misses the contin
uum in over-emphasizing this aspect. "Der Evangelist polemisiert
durchweg gegen die Christologie (und damit verbundun. gegen den
Offenbargunsbegriff) der Semeiaquelle. Diese Polemik geht so
weit, da der Evangelist in Joh, XI den Sinn des Wunders theo
logisch in Frage stellt" (147). The poleimic is muted. it
argues that this level is inadequate, but allows that it is not
seriously misleading, does bring disciples to the first plateau
of recognition, and cannot yet be fUlly supplanted until the
Spirit is received. More editing would be required before the
Gospel would take as firm a stand as Becker would have it; and
the raising of Lazarus can hardly be said to be "fur den
Glaubenden auch siru1leer" (146), but merely relatively trivial.
J.L. Martyn, History and Theology in the Fourth Gospel strikes
a happier balance between the evangelist·s thematic employment
of signs and his acceptcmce of their implications precise~y.as
miracles, but seems to me to exaggerate the Gospel's SUsplclons
of miracles nevertheless.
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understood. Even when read as post-resurrection utterances,

these discourses only give in explicit though ungrasped form

the true content of the disclosures that all the gospels

suggest were given by Jesus to his followers on that occasion.

but they do not claim that these communications were accur-
I

ately understood, any more than the Synoptists claim that the

equally plain predictions of the passion and resurrection were

properly grasped. Quite the contrary-- only in the future will

they be remembered and fathomed. In a post-resurrection

setting, these discourses claim that the disciples only thought

they understood at the time of Jesus' departure, and thus

account for the Synoptic tradition without rejecting anything

but its ultimacy. In their present setting, they point equally

to the unfinished character of initial post-ascension under

standing, and promise that Christians are eventually to go well

beyond what the disciples thought they knew at that point.

But even that "well beyond" is firmly conservative. It keeps

and is faithful to what had already been learned. It learns

it more deeply and completely, even as it extends and amplifies.

The Fourth Gospel resolves the potential problem of its own

redactional history by honoring and accounting for the sources

it absorbs, while explaining why it is necessary to go beyond

them, and how it is possible.

That this is the case is further reason why the law

of Christian thought cannot necessarily be limited to the

basic grasp of Jesus as the Son. The Fourth Gospel is care

less of detailing the jUdgments and teachings of Jesus which
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it indicates were variously given, but its assurance that

they will be reexpressed and augmented through the Spirit

constitutes its warrant for this carelessness. The Gospel

does not undertake to circumscribe or delimit the content of

normative understanding. It means to establish the conditions

of its achievement, while pointing beyond itself to the later

season when these conditions will be realized.

The Fourth Gospel is itself written from the perspec

tive of that later time. It represents the confusions and

misapprehensions endemic to the period of incomplete realiza

tion in which it is set but, like the Synoptics, seasons them

with glimpses of that more complete understanding which its

more privileged audience would be sure to recognize. It is

clear that the distance between the two species of realiza

tion is here much greater than in the Synoptic Gospels, re

quiring a more radical reinterpretation of what had been under

stood before. There is some, although not complete, warrant

for Bultmann's conclusion that in the final analysis, the

Fourth Gospel represents that "Jesus as the Revealer of God

reveals nothing but that he is the Revealer.,,29 But, once

again, the key issue is not the content of revelation but the

means of arriving at it; and the Fourth Gospel does not reject

29Theology of the New Test~ent, vol. 2, p. 6?
Bultmann's neat formula needs some lmportant elaborat10n. One
cannot derive from it other points of revelation urged by Jesus
in the Fourth Gospel, such as Jesus' unity with the Father, the
Scriptures' revelation of himself, the coming of the Paraclete,
the requirements for belonging to him, etc.
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the Synoptic theory of the constituting conditions of Chris

tian understanding. It applies them more daringly, and from

a different perspective. But it does not much limit or pre

ordain what they may yet disclose or what their application

may render obsole'te. Instead, it pointedly refuses to limit

their legitimate reconsideration to the period immediately

succeeding the triumph of Jesus over death.

The perfected norm of Christian understanding for the

Fourth Gospel is therefore the state of understanding that

will obtain once the Word has come to full life, once the

Spirit has been received. This may be said to be a participa

tion in the mind of Christ not only insofar as it is especially

a recollection ro1d deep comprehension of the teaching and works

of Jesus, but because he himself, the Word, will dwell within

and give life as well as truth. But how can one pursue such a

deep participation in the mind of Christ?

The transfiguration of mind effected by this indwelling

is obviously beyond unaided human powers. Still, the condition

of understanding which it encompasses is persistently alleged

by the Fourth Gospel to be fully coordinated with ordinary

ways of knowledge. It is the resolving place of convergence

for the proper human understanding of the various pUblic evi

dences. the scriptures, the public teaching of Jesus, the career

of works through which he showed himself. And although the

Fourth Gospel attributes its achievement to the gracious and

miraculous intenrention of the Spirit, it represents that
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intervention as essentially a more perfect mode of appropriat

ing what was already within human understanding. Moreover,

it has another way of looking at it from a less inspired level

that makes it coordinate with a human initiative. For how

shall we understand the enigmatic statement that "when you

come to exalt (hotan hupsosete) the Son of Man, then you will

know that I am the One, and I do nothing from myself but as

the Father taught me, I speak these things" (8.28)? With his

fondness for polysemous pronouncements, the evangelist may

well have the crucifixion in mind-- but not primarily. It

is not those who crucify Jesus who come to such full under

standing. The glorification of Jesus may also be in view-

but not primarily. It is not his addressees who raise him

back into the glory he had from the beginning, but the Father.

The central sense, and the one that makes possible the over

tones of the others, seems to me to bel when you arrive at a

much more elevated notion of the Son of Man, then you will

understand. 29A That is, his disciples must make an act of

29AThe verb here is the same as that used in the Syn
optic logion about those who exalt themselves (Mt 2).12, Lk 14.
11, 18.14). The Fourth Gospel otherwise uses it mainly in the
literal spacial sense, but since the glory implicit in Jesus'
exaltation to heaven is apprehended by a correlative non-spacial
exaltation of him by our understanding and our reverence, it
seems to me plausible that the evangelist who is so devoted to
double-senses would readily take advantage of a theologically
convenient ambiguity. Such an exaltation is, after all, what
the Fourth Gospel enjoins throughout as its main preoccupation,
even if not otherwise unambiguously employing that verb. I
see no other way of accounting adequately for the wording of
this text, and this way seems to me throughly characteristic
of the Gospel theologically.
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mind that raises their conception of Jesus to the proper

heavenly level-- then, and only then, will they recoginze

who he really is and what he has really been doing. This is

not an understanding that is simply given them from without.

They must do it themselves. By exalting him, they will see

his glory, and will share in it, because they will then be

where he is and participate in the eternal life that is there

(17124), the true servant will follow him, and the consequence

is not just that he will be where the servant is, but that

where he is the servant will be too (12126). That is, the

true servant will follow him to heavenly glory, and partici

pate in heaven. It is the work of heaven, but its vehicle is

the work of human understanding, within the reach of our

capacities, if only we will lift up our minds enough to exalt

him as his resumed glory deserves.

The subsequent mission guarantees the Gospel's acknowl

edgment of adequacy of human capacity. Those who perceived

his authenticity should be ready to recognize its deepest

meaning once their understandings have learned to look that

far. After all, the word of the human witness is sUbsequently

expected to bo enough to lead others into belief (17120). The

words of Jesus are spirit and life. That is not true of all

words. But if the spiritual and life-giving quality of the

words is a supernatural grace, their capacity to give under

standing and disclose the truth that releases spirit and life

lies within the reach of the human mind, however clumsy or
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impeded may be most men's grasp of them. Seek first the true

understanding, and the rest will be added unto you.

Clumsiness and impediments, however, are as much a

part of the human scene as the communication of truth. The

real meauing of Jesus and of his teachings, of his works and

of the scriptures that point to them, is not obvious. Con

fusions and uncertainties have abounded. Even his last remark

about the beloved disciple was sUbject to misinterpretation.

Moreover, there are new disclosures yet to be made. How, in

the face of the many possible ways of understanding the elusive

revelations that have been given and shall be given, can one

discern the true from the false? What prevents the followers

of Jesus from inadvertently scattering, each to his own, leav

ing the true Jesus alone?

What prevents this is a protection given by the pro

vidence of the Creator and his creating Word. The constitu

tion of Christian understanding depends upon unity, but a

tendency toward unity is given with the truth itself. The

condition of adequate understanding is that the disciples

remain in Jesus, keep his words, keep his commandments. And

of these, the most emphatically urged is that they love one

another, as he has loved them. Their unity in love will be a

unity in Jesus, the Way, the Truth, and the Life. What belongs

to that unity belongs to the truth; what separates itself from

it does not.

This is not a matter of arbitrary command. It is a

consequence of the nature of the Truth, and of its rootedness
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in God. The Father's love for the Son has a counterpart in

his love for those who love the Son (16:27). As the Father

loves the Son, so the Son loves those whom the Father has

given him (15:9); and as the Son loves the Father and abides

in his life-giving commandments and love, so the followers of

the Son keep his commandments-- of which the cnief is that

they love one another-- and remain in his love (15110). It

is of the nature of Truth to love the Truth and all that is

of the Truth; only the world and darkness tend to scatter and

fragment. All who are of the Truth move toward the union of

love as well as understanding, not simply because it is com

manded but because that is what the Truth is like. 30 The com

mand is from before the foundation of the world. Therefore

those who come to grasp the truth tend to become one just as,

30 "If they kept my word, they will keep yours too" (151
20). Raymond Brown, The Gospel According to John, vol. 2,
p. 687, properly resists a common tendency to read this nega
tively (if they have not kept my word, they will not keep
yours), but introduces his own version of a negative frame
"they will keep your word to the extent that they have kept
mine (and they have not kept mine)." But I see no compelling
grounds for avoiding the e:x~licit positive statement: "be
assured that those who are really faithful will recognize the
authority of that which is spoken in my name because they abide
in me and I in them." The unity of the community's understand
ing is due to the abiding presence of Jesus-Spirit-Paraclete,
but manifests itself· through the recognition of truth. It is
notable that the Disciples are here not constituted author
itative leaders ex officio or ex ordinatione, for the Gospel
insists that theY-are to be servants of one another. Rather
they are assured that they will be successfull in attracting
and keeping those who respond to Jesus believingly because
they will be perceived to be, as the collective foliage of
the true vine, the locus of the words of eternal life.
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and for the same reason as, Father and Son are one; and those

who remain one in what they have of the truth tend to grasp

it more perfectly. Unified in love, they share in one another,

abide in one another, and know together the truth that makes

us free. Together, or not at all. Unity becomes a criterion

of true understanding, because it is of the nature of the

Truth-- especially of the life-giving Truth that expresses it

self not only in the economy of understanding but in the

economy of love. The form of unity that guarantees the acces

sibility of true understanding is not that of organizational

order nor that of identity of belief but that which transcends

and resolves both. the unity of love. Love is, in the Fourth

Gospel, not only the obedient and faithful witness to the

presence of the Truth, but the supreme mode of its appropria

tion.

When questions arise, as they must, concerning the

right intel~retation of Jesus, and of the revelation he

brought, and of the Christian Way, and of his signs and his

parables and his works and of the adequacy or authenticity of

insights old and new, by what canon shall the normative under

standing be discerned from its specious competitors? The

theory of the Christian constitution implicit in the Fourth

Gospel is not by any means the Gospel's main preoccupation,

but it is there and is quite clear on this point. Normative

understanding is to be discerned through the loving Christian

community, which knows and experiences the Truth through its

unity in love.
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It is, moreover, to be discerned through the self

consciousness of the community, because it harbors the abid

ing Truth within itself, and is itself within the Truth.

The indwelling of Jesus-- the new state of completion to

which the Gospel points sometimes as the sending of the

Spirit, sometimes as the return of the Son-- makes communal

self-knowledge a mode of the Lord's most intimate manifesta

tion of himself, and even of his presence. It is, finally,

to be discerned through the fidelity of the Christian com

munity, which remains in Jesus, remembers what he has said

and done, continues to pursue his way and keep his words and

follow his commandments. In short, the constitutional theory

of the Fourth Gospel, as it looks to the future that stretches

beyond the resurrection, appears to envision as the under

standing's ultimate court of appeal essentially what Paul

had seen. Its theological value is as the mind of Christ,

communicating the intention of God through vivifying Spirit.

But its SUblunary face is the cumulative and faithfully

remembering self-consciousness of the obedient and loving

Christian community.



THE PAULINE SCHOOL

I: Ephesians and Colossians

Whatever their actual connection with the apostle

Paul, the epistles to the Ephesians and Colossiansl manifest

a general situation that Paul might well have found a plea

sant relief from his struggles with the Galatians and Corin

thians, and even his circumspect diplomacy with the Romans.

Here there is little anxiety about competition from JUdaiz

ing falsifications, and no apprehensiveness about the

solidity of his own authority in the minds of his addressees.

The audience is implicitly made up of Gentile Christians,

firmly grateful to the Gospel that has rescued them and to

the apostle who has authoritatively established it as their

connection with Paul himself, these epistles are clearly

lIn grouping these two epistles together as a coher
ent manifestation of one phase of the post-Pauline develop
ment, I am not presuming common authorship, but simply acknowl
edging that the relationship between them "is doubtless con
siderably greater than the relationship of any other Pauline
epistle to the remainder of the Pauline epistles" (Kummel,
Werner Georg, ed., Introduction to the New Testament, founded
by Paul Feine and Johannes Behm, 14th edition, trans. A.J.
Mattill, Jr., New York, 1966, p. 253, which work may also be
profitably consulted on the other questions of authorship).
Not all the points I shall make can be equally well documented
from both epistles, but in my jUdgment they can be argued from
the evidence of either one soundly enough that one may justly
treat them together. The implicit harmonizing inevitably en
tails a degree of distortion, but it is not, in this case, a
significant degree.

272
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founded in an authentically Pauline understanding of that

rescue and that Way.

Before the Gospel, the Gentiles were at the mercy of

their own guilty waywardness. In the last analysis of justice,

it may be said that it is their wicked works that have alien-

·ated them from God and made them his enemies (Col 1:21, 3:5-6;

Eph 4:19). But in a still deeper theological analysis, that

alienation lies at the root of their minds, which have mis

guided them into the works by which they are justly condemned

(Col 1:21). The natural condition of the Gentiles is wicked

because they have been too insensitive to obey the light, how

ever faint, that has been given them: it is that insensitivity

that plunges them into the works of uncleanness and greed

(Eph 4:19) and permits their epithumia to corrupt them (Eph 4:

22), because their dullness of heart darkens their minds (Eph

4:18) and leaves them to walk by the guidance of minds that

are vain (EDh 4:17), according to this world and the under

standing that is formed only in its image (Eph 2:2-3). Having

surrendered insensitively to the guidance of this adokimo~~

and of the dark power with which it is cognate (Eph 2:2),

they became dead, the children of wrath (Eph 2:), 5).

Their guilty waywardness of mind is one side of their

movement to doom, the one that falls under their responsibil

ity and makes their condemnation just. The other and correla

tive side-- the one that falls under GOd's mercy and makes

their rescue possible-- is their ignorance (Eph 4:18). If
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they really knew what God has planned for them, if they

really knew his will as he has revealed it most fully, they

might effectively counteract the dullness of their hearts and

the lustfulness of their vain worldly minds. The rescuing

solution for them is that they learn Christ (Eph 4120). The

truth is in Jesus (Eph 4121). If they hear him and are

taught by him, they will be made new in the spirit of their

mind (Eph 4121, 23).

There is, in these epistles, not much more than a

hint of the Pauline insistence upon the need to submit to

the truth, to appropriate by obedience what is not readily

congenial or even intelligible to minds infected with flesh

liness. We hear that the Gospel is God's mystery, hidden

from before the ages and only now revealed to men (Eph 313-5,

Col 1125-27), and that its inheritance comes only by election

and grace (Eph 114-5, 11; 218; Col 116), but there is little

suggestion that it must wrestle with the minds of men before

conferring its blessing upon them. The truth seems more

humane than in the major Pauline epistles. The accent there

fore falls on knowledge rather than obedience, and the meta

phor of faithful marriage lies more ready to hand than that

of faithful servitude.

We are exhorted to put off the old man of corruption

and put on the new man formed by God in righteousness and

holiness of truth (Eph 4122, 24). But specifically, the new

man which we put on is one made new in knowledge (Col 3110).
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We are saved graciously, but redemptive grace abounds par

ticularly in the pathways of our thought, ~ pas~ sophia kai

phron~sei, "making known to us the mystery of his will (Eph

1: 8-9) .

The fundamental "word of tr-uth" that is "the Gospel

of your salvation" (Eph 1.13), the foundation of Christian

understanding, is still apparently the kerygma of the redemp

tive cross and life-giving resurrection, for although not

emphasized as firmly as in the major Pauline epistles, the

elements of that kerygma lie embedded in the thought-struc

tures of these two epistles. the redeeming blood of the cross

(Col 1.14, 20; Eph 1:7, 2.13, 16), the reconciling sacrifice

(Col 1.20, Eph 5.2), the dying and rising with Christ (Col 2.

11-15; 3'1-4; Eph 2'5-6). This kerygma is the true foundation

laid down by the apostles and prophets with Christ as the

cornerstone (Eph 2:20). It is the Gospel that was preached

in all creation (Col 1123), and defines the faith in which

the Christian must continue.

How can we determine the exact normative content of

this faith? Implicitly, one reliable means would be collat

ing its universal and pUblic manifestations. The assumed

consistent pUblicity defines a potential court of appeal, and

one common to Paul and the Synoptists. But a correlative

court known to them is missing here. there is no hint of the

possibility of discerning the true law of understanding in

the fabric of antecedent history or literature. These
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epistles have virtually nothing to say about Scriptural

foundations or correspondances, beyond a vague reference to

the investment of the promise in Israel (Eph 2.12). They also

say nothing about the apostolic eyewitnesses. The apostolic

authority, yes-- but as derived neither from observation nor

from pre-crucifixion ministry, but from election and revela

tion. That is, here they side with Paul's conviction and

against Luke's tendency. The Pauline disinclination to accord

a significant advantage to the understandings of those who

had known Jesus in the flesh is here decisively repeated. the

mystery concealed from men in earlier ages is now revealed to

the apostles and prophets ~ the Spirit (Eph 3.5). Not the

apostles only, but the apostles and prophets I and Paul's own

reception of revelation by which the mystery was made known

to him (Eph 3'3-4) establishes him as a fully authoritative

knower and teacher of the Gospel, with no theoretical foot

hold allowed for any invidious comparison with those who had

been apostles before him, since they must have become such

through equivalent revelations of their own, not by privileged

observational access. He has, he says, written a brief

account of the revelation made to him, the reading of which

will allow us "to understand my insight in the mystery of

Christ" (Eph 3i4). Thus the universal published Gospel regis

ters the basic normative understanding, but the mind of the

apostle or prophet visited by the revealing Spirit is the

deeper and more immediate reflection of the mind and mystery
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of Christ from which that Gospel derives.

This does not, however, establish the apostle as a

definitive locus of understanding, as against those who have

received the Gospel from him. The apostle is conscious of

the gracious privilege of understanding which he enjoys; but

he is also conscious of the degree to which his addressees

also, though neither apostles nor prophets, participate in

the same illumination. If they knew the mystery of God's

will initially only through apostolic intervention, they

now have received the Spirit as a result of their faith (Eph

ls13), and by the Spirit they have direct access to the

Father (Eph 2sl8). In him "are hidden all the treasures of

wisdom and knowledge" (Col 2s2-3), and those who are joined

to Christ may receive a growing participation in these trea

sures. Hence the apostle reminds them of what they know,

and rather than giving them much further instruction, he

prays that the Colossians be filled with the knowledge of

God's will in all wisdom and spiritual understanding (CoIls

9), and prays that God give the Ephesians "a spirit of wis

dom and of revelation in knowledge of him" (Eph ls17). They

are not dependent upon Paul for such understanding. To those

who have, more ls given. One of the fruits of this fuller

illumination, which leads to walking in a manner worthy of

and pleasing to God, is further "growing in the knowledge of

God" (Col lslO). They are no longer dependent upon any

apostle. The growth of God flows directly to the body from
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Christ the Head (Col 2.19). The economy of understanding

belongs to them now, or at any rate is firmly invested in

them.

How does it work? In these epistles, even more

clearly than in Paul's major epistles, the basic model of

Christian understanding is essentially communal, at least

in its perfected state. The apostles and prophets are the

recipients of a particular grace, a special gift needed for

the fOUnding of the holy edifice-- but it is all the members

together who grow into a temple for the indwelling of God in

the Spirit (Eph 2.21-22). It is not by the apostles but by

the church that the mystery is to be made knovm to the

heavenly rulers and powers (Eph 3.10). Because they are

called into one body under the headship of Christ, and be

cause the word of Christ or the Spirit, (Eph 5.18) dwells

within them, they can teach themselves (Col 3.16), for the

gifts that are given for the building up and perfecting of

the Church include the gifts that make teachers as well as

those that produce apostles and prophets (Eph 4.11-12). In

this providential economy, in Christ, realized thrOUgh the

unity of the Spirit (Eph 4.3), is the ultimate canon. One

body, one Spirit, one Lord, one faith. and when this unity

is realized fully, and the body is grown into a perfect man,

there will be achieved a unity of the faith and of the

knowledge of the Son of God (Eph 4.13).

The desirability of approximating to this perfect
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communal understanding is made the keener by the hint of

present instability in doctrine. In that day, we shall no

longer be "infants, blown and carried around by every wind

of teaching in the sight of men, in cleverness to the

craftiness of deception" (Eph 4114). Evidently their escape

from the basic vanity of mind to which the Gentiles are prey

(Eph 4,17) has not been so complete as to make them immune

to the deceit of vain words (Eph 5.6) or beguiling persua

sions (Col 2.4) built on "philosophy and empty deceit, accord

ing to the elements of the world" rather than according to

Christ (Col 2.8). The mind of the flesh, formed in the

image of this world, can still endure and be self~deceived

(Col 2.1). Deceiving others by their weakness and incomplet

ness, it makes them prey to the world again, takes them from

Christ (Col 218). If deceit and misleading teachings abound,

and the time of full knowledge has not yet come, by what

means shall we be protected from the weaknesses of our in

fantile understanding, and from being deceived into fellow

ship with the children of wrath (Eph 5,6-7)7

First, we must remain faithful to the Gospel which

we heard-- that universal Gospel by which the mystery of

God's will is disclosed-- and remain firmly joined to Christ

as our head, confirmed in the faith as we were taught (Col 2.

7). That which does not build on Christ, but turns rather

to worldly elements of human philosophy, is at best vain and

at worst fatally pernicious. Christ, as preached universally
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by apostles, and then experienced in the Body, is the basic

canon of discernment. Any understanding that is not con

sonant with Christ is clearly false. In fact, it is far

more necessarily false than is the case even in Paul's major

epistles, for the cosmicized Christ of creation and pleroma

is by definition the norm and measure of all truth and

reality. No authentic understanding could possibly be dis

sonant with Christ.

Initial apostolic teaching has laid dOVin some further

specific guidelines. We know, for instance, that the works

of darkness bring jUdgment upon the children of wrath, and

that one who participates in them cannot have a share in the
,

kingdom of Christ (Eph 51)-111 cf. Col )'5-6). We know this

because we were taught it along with the Gospel (Col 2.7).

But we also have insight into this truth independently,

through our renewed and edified minds. Having once lived in

the world-oriented vain manner of the works of darkness and

o'f darkened mind, we see how differently the Spirit now sum

mons us to the thip~s above and to the goodness, righteous

ness, and truth that are its fruit (Eph 519, etc.). Though

our minds were once darkened, we now understand what it is

to be, and to live as, one whose truth is according to the

image of God (Col )110). We are now to be followers of God

and of Christ (Eph 5.1-2). That means that we must do God's

will, and walk as Christ walked. This is apparently not an

obscure command. Risen from the death of our sins, we are
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illuminated by Christ (Eph 5114), sUfficiently to make our

practical choice one between what we see as wisdom and what

we see as folly. Walk carefully, not as unwise but as wise,

be not foolish, but understand what the will of God is (Eph

5115, 17). It is apparently within our power to determine

what is acceptable to the Lord (5110), simply be applying

our reformed sense of appropriateness to see what is fitting

to saints (Eph 51). Here too, what began as apostolic in

junction is now internalized, and may be discerned by intro

spective jUdgment as well as recollection.

Fidelity to the original Gospel, and walking in the

good fruits to which both the apostolic teaching and the

Spirit clearly point, give us a steadying basic orientation

that will help to keep us from being blown away from Christ

or into immoral teachings. If we clearly realize what we

know about the transformation of our life and its relocation

in Christ and with God, triumphant over the world, we will

know what belongs to Christ and what to the world, and should

be able to see through the flaws and vanities of seductive

heterodoxy (Eph 4s17ff., Col 2.6-)1). But the capstone of

the building-up of our understanding, explicitly contrasted

with the instability of the n~pioi amid the winds of doctrine,

is the simple formula. "speaking the truth in love, we grow

in all things into him who is the head, Christ" (Eph 4.15).

The unity of the Spirit which leads us into truth and under

standing is most perfectly expressed in love, the spiritual
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quality that is above all others and that is the "bond of

perfection" (Col )114). The unity of that love that excels

knowledge (Eph ).19) is the ground on which fuller knowledge

grows (Col 212-). True understanding, forever in competi

tion with vain philosophy, is discerned through the self

awareness of those who join themselves in mutual love to

the gospelled Christ who is their head and their mind.

Whatever their connection with Paul himself, these

two epistles develop along Pauline lines. Emphatic about the

unparalleled importance of the basic Gospel, they neverthe

less value the greater knowledge that comes with more perfect

realization of the Christian way. Confident of the strength

of the understanding given in the Gospel, they are neverthe

less alert to the potential danger of competing doctrines

that can be destructive of life in Christ's salvation.

Forthright about the advanced understanding in the possession

of the apostle, they nevertheless recognize that God's way

of giving the truth is such that its final discernment lies

with the cumulative self-understanding of the loving Christian

community. As with Paul's major epistles, these two manifest

a sense of the constitution that govern Christian understand

ing, and offer a way of discernment within it. Remember the

Gospel you received. walk worthily of it. and remain in the

mutuality and unity of love. The mind of the community thus

perfected recapitulates the mind of Christ.

Here, however, there is one more note of difference
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between these epistles and their Pauline ancestors. Paul

had not quite explicitly faced the question of how far the

boundaries of his notion of the Christian community might

operatively extend. For the most part, he remained in the

confidence that the organizing power of the Spirit of Christ

could do within the individual church whatever work needed

to be done in the formation or understanding, and that it

would lead to no real contradictions between the minds of

individual churches, since each would embody expressions of

the mind of the one Christ. Implicitly, his view was more

directly universalist. the same Gospel is preached every

where by all apostles, and it is upon this one foundation

that the one Spirit builds toward more perfected understand

ing. Ephesians and Colossians bring this implication into

more overt realization. The Church is one. It does not

matter that the Colossians are not Paul's apostolic chil

dren-- he is with them in spirit nevertheless, because the

constitutional truth of the one Body dominates over the organ

izational truth of its discrete communal manifestations.

Does the companion epistle address the Ephesians, or the

Laodiceans, or the Colossians, or none of these in particular?

The uncertainty of scholarly reconstruction is ironically

appropriate. Within the theory which it manifests, it does

not matter. There is finally one body, as there is one Lord

and one Spirit, and one faith. It is in the shared Gospel

that true understanding is founded, and it is in the self-
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edifying mutuality of love in the whole Church, speaking the

truth in love, that true understanding is perfected up to

the very fUllness of Christ, the norm of all wise knowing

(Eph 4,1)-16).

II. The Pastorals

Whatever the connection of the Pastoral Epistles

with Paul,2 it is not the same as that of Ephesians and

Colossians. The latter's easy confidence about the devel

opment of true knowledge and ready optimism about the coher

ence of growing Christian understanding are authentic devel

opments of one side of Paults theology. the process of Chris

tian perfection under the benevolent and illuminating guidance
I" •of the Spirit brings just riches as the gnOS~S celebrated in

these epistles. But Paul balanced this with a sober caution

about the potential dangers of becoming too ambitious of

2The authorship of the Pastoral epistles is still
a much-unsettled question. For the purposes of this study,
it is not of great consequence, since the Pastoral epistles
in any event bear witness to at least someonets understand
ing of early Christianity. My own opinion is that if they
are by Paul, it is a significantly changed Paul (although I
find 2 Timothy in closer consonance with the thought of the
major Pauline epistles than the other two Pastorals); and
if they are not by Paul, they are clearly in the Pauline
tradition. The basic terms of the authorship debate are
adequately represented in Werner George Kiimmel, ed., Intro
ducti.Q.!! to the rew Testament, 14th edition, trans. A.J.
Mattill, Jr., New York, 1966, pp. 259-272; the more recent
discussions do not seem to me to have added significantly to
what had already been said on the question.
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mind, straying too far from the stabilizing humble obedience

to the saving gospel into a speculation whose value was

rather indifferent by comparison with the Gospel itself and

which can turn one's head disadvantageously. If Ephesians

and Colossians do not join Paul in his concern, the Pastorale

compensate by worrying firmly.

The specific occasion of worry is the existence of

competitive teachings, teachings that deviate from sound

didaskalia, which are capable of shipwrecking the faith (1

Tim 1119) or overthrowing it (2 Tim 2118; Ts 1111). We are

not given many particulars about the nature of this hetero

doxy, but it appears that it comes in several varieties. One

is a JUdaizing doctrine, having to do with commandments that

pervert the truth about what is clean and unclean (Ts 1114

15). Another is the promotion of a more metaphysical false

dogma, such as Hymenaeus' and Philetus' claim that the resur

rection has already taken place (2 Tim 413-4). Another appears

to be a pandering to Undisciplined epithumia (2 Tim 413-4).

Another forbids even marriage (1 Tim 413). All are at best

vain, foolish, babbling; at worst, pernicious.

God wants all men to be saved and to come to a knowl

edge of the truth (1 Tim 214). But there is a falsely-

named "knowledge" that opposes itself to the truth, a false

knowledge whose sponsors are missing the faith (1 Tim 6120

21), and which may be claimed to be a fUnction of spirits of

error and teachings of demons (1 Tim 411). The problem of
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discernment is acute. If Timothy can be assured that "the

Lord will give you understanding in all things" (2 Tim 2.7),

how shall we know the Timothy from the HYmenaeuses who false

ly claim such advanced understanding? For demonic though the

false teachi~g may be in effect, it apparently does not al

ways smell overtly of brimstone. Some of the corrupt-minded

teachers, reprcbate with respect to the faith, have "a form

of pietyu and evidently seem quite respectable to pupils who

follow them, despite the name-calling which may be indulged

in by those who disapprove of their doings (2 Tim ).1-8).

It i.s all very well to say that their folly will eventually

be exposed (2 Tim ):9)1 but what about right now, when an

accurate assessment of them may possibly be a matter of

spiritual life and death?

The first canon of discernment is the saving and

gracious purpose of God, manifested in Jesus Christ and

brought to light in the Gospel (2 Tim 1.8-10), the word of

God that leads to the eternal life promised by God before

time, which Paul preaches and teaches among the Gentiles by

God's command (Ts 112-). Fidelity to the Gospel is the

first principle of stability. Hence Paul tells Timothy that

he should '·remember Jesus Christ raised from the dead, of

the seed of David, according to my Gospel" (2 Tim 218)-- and

it is in this context that he can give the assurance that

Timothy's understanding will be well-formed, for he does so

not unqualifiedly, but thus. "Consider what I say, and
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consider what I have said, as commissioned teacher of the

Gentiles," because this teaching is "a pattern of sound words

which you have heard from me in faith and love in Christ

Jesus" (2 Tim 2113). Timothy must therefore "remain in the

things you learned and were assured of, knowing from whom you

learned" (2 Tim 3114)J and if he abides in these things, mind

ing himself and the teaching, he will save both himself and

those who hear him (1 Tim 4116). This sound didaskalia is

not that which the Holy Spirit gives through power from the

mind of Christ, but is as homely and ordinary in its pUblic

objectivity as one could askl it is a deposit given in a form

of sound words, and although it is gunrded by the indwelling

Holy Spirit it is given by perfectly ordinary means (2 Tim

1.13-14). Once Timothy has received it, he can entrust it in

turn to other faithful men, who will then be competent to

teach still others in their turn (2 Tim 2.2). There is little

problem of development. To the extent that the word has al

ready been pUblished, Paul can mainly content himself with

saying "remember", to the extent that there are new lives to

be won, he need say only "teach what you were taught." The

process of disseminating and consolidating Christian under

standing is, within this scheme, extremely simple and ordi

nary. So far, there is little theoretical difficulty in

establishing what belongs to basic Christian thought. it is

whatever was in the word that was manifested in a kerygma

taught to the Gentiles by Paul.
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From the major Pauline epistles, one might suppose

that this kerygma is the salvific death and resurrection of

Jesus and the possibility of gracious participation in it

through faith. But even setting aside the inadequacy of

such a restrictive formulation of the kerygma for the major

Pauline epistles, it will not fit at all in the Pastorals.

Titus is typical in its manner of introducing a reference

to the redemptive and purifYing self-giving of Jesus Christ

and the hope of the glorious parousia. "For the saving

grace of God appeared to all men, instructing us that, deny

ing' impiety and worldly lusts, we might live soberly and

righteously and piously in the present age, waiting for the

blessed hope etc." (Ts 2.11-1.3). Good behaviour is effectu

ally part of the kerygma itself, not a secondary consequence

of it. Even the death of Jesus is said to be that he Umight

cleanse for himself a particular people, zealous of good

works" (Ts 2.14). Paul's apostleship in Jesus Christ is

specifically "according to knowledge of truth that is accord

ing to piety" (Ts 1.1). To behave impiously, even in so

apparently inessential matter as failing to take care of

the welfare of one's own people, is to deny the faith (1

Tim 5.8)-- not simply to disgrace it, but to deny it. The

Christian is to walk in a piety that can be recognized and

approved even by outsiders, not only to prevent blasphemous

criticism of the teaching (1 Tim 6.1) that is the word of

God (Ts 215, 8), but because what is commonly recognized as
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sound, decent, pious behaviour is automatically and neces

sarily part of the essential teaching. This is the way to

life through good works, the sound words of our Lord Jesus

Christ and the teaching according to piety, to differ from

which is to be shown up as understanding nothing, corrupt

of mind, deprived of the truth (1 Tim 6.)-5). Those who

have abandoned iniquity and lust and worldly desires in

order to accept the truth that is according to piety should

know "the things appropriate to the sound doctrine" (Ts 2.1),

and should be reproved and be exhorted if they slip along

the way. Any teaching that runs otherwise is self-condemned.

Normative Christian understanding is therefore mapped

basically by the convergence of the fundamental apostolic

kerygma with the communi~J's own independently received

sense of decorous, pious, sober comportment. Any teaching

leading to the violation of either of these is ipso facto

disqualified. So closely linked are these two, in fact, that

the Pastorals are clearly suspicious of any teaching that

does not immediately promote decorous behaviour. It is not

SUfficiently creditable for teaching to be merely consonant

with piety.

One may readily imagine that those who were espe

cially impressed with the more perfected knowledge alluded

to by Paul and celebrated in Ephesians and Colossians might

be impatient with the Pastorals' anti-speculative suspicions

and respectable communal morality. But there is more to the
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Pastorals' stand than dull conservatism. The moral standards

may seem surprisingly indistinguishable from what one might

expect from a nice civilized Gentile community anywhere, but

they are rooted in-- or at least consciously correlated with-

a specifically Christian renovation of understanding. "The

aim of the preaching is love from a clean heart and a good

conscience and unfeigned faith" (1 Tim le5). That, if the

words are given weight, is not unworthy of Paul himself. The

gentle and modest moral style that is derived from it by the

Pastorals may seem less vigorous and courageous than Paul's,

but this is due in part to the quieter tone of the Pastorals-

consider, for instance, how quietly Paul is here brought to

speak of the persecutions he endured and of the fact that all

who live piously in Jesus Christ will be persecuted (2 Tim 3.

11-12). Under the modest manner, the Pastorals present the

love of God as a demanding disciple.

The Pauline doctrine of love could not, however, be

induced from the Pastoral epistles. It is notably absent

from the catalogues of characte~istics by which a man may be

jUdged fit for positions of church leadership, and has little

emphasis in the general descriptions of proper Christian com

portment. It is not the binding spirit that holds the Church

in unity. The Spirit as such, in fact, has retreated to the

margins in the Pastorals' sense of the way the Christian

politeia now works, and the shift shows consequences in these

epistles' notions of the constituting of Christian life as
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well as Christian understanding. But there remains a basic

conviction about the importance of Christian unity, and al

though its rationale is more slack and its presence more pale

than in the uncontested works of Paul, it is the way in which

the Pastorals make their final case against heterodoxy.

A teaching that induces what is incompatible with a

good conscience is self-disqualified. So is the denial of

the salvation effected through Christ. But what of the

teachings that are merely vain and speculative, leading to

no evident contradictions, and to neither virtue nor vice?

The self-incriminating problem with them is that they lead

to contention, disunity, division (1 Tim 614, 2 Tim 2114,

Ts 318-9). "Pursue righteousness, faith, love, peace with

those who call upon the Lord from a clean heart. But refUse

foolish and instructed investigations, knowing that they

beget fights-- and a servant of the Lord ought not to fight

but to be gentle toward all, ready to teach, forbearing, in

meekness instructing the opposers" (2 Tim 2122-25). Facti

tiousness is intolerable, and inconsistent with the charac

ter of the Church as the pillar and ground of truth (1 Tim

3115), the factious man is evidently perverted and if he

cannot be recalled to his senses and to the way of love and

peace by two meek reminders, he should be avoided as a man

dangerous ~nd self-condemned (Ts 319-11).

If not exactly the way of Paul r this prudent proce

dure is nevertheless at least reminiscent of the way of
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of Aquila and Priscilla. That much compromise is under

standable if, as the Pastorals allege, their author has

seen too many instances of claimed knowledge that lead to

no respectable end, too many teachers who promote idle and

unfounded speCUlations out of scriptures that were meant to

edify and discipline pious lives (1 Tim 1.4, 7-8; 2 Tim 3t15

17. Ts 3.9), too many eager learners who became victims of

their own flightly instablilty (2 Tim 3.6, 4'3-4). If the

Promethean fire from heaven which Christ had brought to the;

Gentiles had flourished, in the view of the Colossians and

Ephesians, to a knowledge worthy of a Daedalus, the Pastorals

form their basic sense of propriety from gazing on the v~eck

age of Icarus. That kind of ambition is too unnecessary, and

too risky. It destroys unstable persons and gullible communi

ties. That kind of thought is too far removed from the sound,

healthy, fruit-bearing didaskalia that is the normative back

bone of Christiantiy for it to be definitively discerned as

part of the truth or appropriately accepted as normative.

And so the Pastorals try even more assidUOUSly to remember

where they came from. Paul, a worthy pattern of Christian

doctrine, conduct, purpose, faith, longsuffering, love,

endurance (2 Tim 3.10), admonishes Timothy to be a pattern

for believers in speech, behaviour, love, faith, purity (1

Tim 4.12). What men like these did and enjoined and taught

must define the Christian norm. Fidelity to the Way and the

teaching they pursued is at the very least a safer course to

steer by than the novelties of those who claim new knowledge
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that cannot readily be reconciled to the foundation they

gave. Hence the cautious criteria for those who will hold

positions of leadership as teachers and governors of the

churchs they must be tested, lovers of the good, holding

firmly to the faithfUl word according to the teaching, able

to sustain order among sometimes unruly believers.

The Pastorals are keenly conscious of the potential

virtues of conservative and firm leadership. Paul to Timo

thy-- not Paul to the Cretans or to the Ephesians. Paul

appointing Titus to appoint elders in every city. Paul him

self commissioned to take the word to the Gentiles. The

sense of the communal Church is there, but it is consistent

ly disciplined by the sense of its need for guidance, by an

awareness of a necessary moderating control that runs along

a chain of authority from Paul to the elders and deacons of

the Churches to which he is distantly related. Part of the

major business of this chain of authority is to safeguard

the norms of Christian understanding.. These are to be

found in Paul himself, known and taught and lived outr but

they are also to be found in Timothy and Titus, and in those

whom they have successfUlly taught. The norm is the deposit,

the didaskalia, that kerygma that tells of our redemption

and invitation to life, and of the righteousness that is the

COndition of our accepting that invitation. We must look

not to its enlargement but to its behavioural concretization,

Its primary locus is therefore the Christian memory-- the
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memory of the Gospel as we first heard it, unadulterated

with a~r later adjustments or compromises, and the memory

of those whose lives showed what their teaching told. Those

who can be trusted as authentic vehicles of this memory are

those whose own lives witness to the sort of pious sobriety

and constancy that is worthy of the Gospel, those who by

their fruits have shown themselves to be capable of under

standing it. It is in their recollective self-understanding

seen in clear conscience that the law of Christian thought

will become most plainly manifest. The community as such

does not have the integrity and cohesiveness to embody the

consciousness that must accordingly be found more reliably

localized in its most respectable members. The pattern of

human authority must make up in its own body, and after its

customary manners, what human frailty leaves lacking in the

power of the Word and the Spirit.



THE JOHANNINE SCHOOL

"And we know that the Son of God is come," says what

is now the peroration of 1 John, "and has given us understand

ing (dianoian)" (5120). The body of the epistle appears to

be a series of instructions, to enhance the received under

standing of the addressees; but the instruction comes mainly

by way of reminder, not of news. "I write to you not a new

commandment, but an old commandment which you had from the

beginning-- the old commandment is the word which you heard"

(217); "I wrote to you not because you do not know the truth,

but because you know it" (2121). The basic stance of the

authorl is that a sUfficiency of Understanding has already

been given to them, and that "you have no need that any man

teach you" (2127). What he presents in the epistle is offered

under such rubrics, and is essentially a mode of self-reflec

tion for the Christian body he addresses.

II have nothing to add to the ongoing discussion con
cerning the relationship between 1 John and the Fourth Gospel.
The important differences between them seem to me aptly sum
marized in Werner George KUmmel, ed., Introduction to the New
Testament, 14 th edition, trans. A.J. Mattill, Jr., New York,
1966, pp. 310-312. I think 1 John and 2 John closely linked
in tradition, and possibly even identical in authorship. My
views on the authorship of 3 John will be presented within.

295
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He writes to celebrate and reaffirm what they know

together, but he also writes to explore their way of under

standing, in order to secure it-- and them-- against a pre

sent danger. They have heard that antichrist is corning

(2118, 413), and this expectation is now realized in the form

of false prophets (411, cf. 2,18) who will attempt to lead

them astray (2,26)-- and the author wishes that no one lead

them astray (317). And that is, in a way, precisely what has

happened to the false prophets themselves, for they have

arisen from Christian circles, even if their present apostasy

shows that they did not really belong to them (2119). They

will lead astray if possible, even the elect. Hovering on

the uncertain edge between the theoretical guaranteed stabil

ity of those who are authentically "of us" and the practical

possibility of deviance, the author remembers with his aUdi

ence the truths that disclose the grounds for his confidence

and the grounds for his concern.

The underlying theological theory is that despite the

darkness and lust and untruth and unrighteousness and sin of

the dying world and of the devil who dominates the world, God-

who is free of all the negative features that characterize

the world-- has loved us (4119) and shown his love by sending

his Son into the world so that we might live through him (41

9). The Son came to undo the works of the devil (318) and to

take away our sins (315), to be the savior of the world (4114).

He laid down his life for us (3116) and became propitiation
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for our sins and for the whole world (212). His blood

cleanses us from sin (1:7) and permits us to overcome the

world (514) and to have eternal life (2125) as Sons of God

()Il) if we obey God's commandment to believe in the name

of his Son Jesus Christ and love one another ()a2).

It is nowhere clearly stated how this commandment be

came manifest. Here and there are hints that it was also the

commandment of Jesus (2a), heard by those who saw him and

passed on to others by their witness (lal-), as part of an

understanding given by the Son (5a20) and that is perceivable

through a right interpretation of the death of Jesus ()116,

Sa8, la7). But the author is not much interested in the

practical aetiology of that understandinga he knows that he

has it, and that his addressees have entered into it, and

is for the most part content to proclaim as definitive truth

that which he has-- somehow-- seen.

His own witness is important (lal-). But once his

readers have believed and entered into the way of light, his

witness is no longer a primary constituting factor in their

understanding. "If we receive the witness of men, the wit

ness of God is greater" (Sa9), and they have received God's

Spirit (4.1), who is truth and who bears witness (Sa6, 8).

The believer now has the witness in himself (SalO). This

is the anointing received from God which abides in them and

teaches them about all things, so that they have no need of

any man's witness or any man's teaching (2a27).
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They know the truth (2121). they know all things (21

20). They themselves are now the earthly locus of normative

Christian understanding, because they have the true anoint

ing of the Spirit. They have overcome the world, but the

world remains, at least for a time, and is in the evil one

(5.19). The deceiving false spirits of the world continue

to threaten them (411-5), and their condition is not invul

nerably secure. They have been cleansed from sin, but may

still fall into sin (211, 5116). One whose love is not yet

perfect may still be timorous (4118) and insecure in heart

()120). Therefore the epistle undertakes to remind them of

the condition3 of their continuing to remain norms of under

standing-- and these conditions may be taken as the criteria

by which the adequacy of their understanding may sUbsequently

be assessed.

The first condition is that they believe in the Son.

The most elementary level of this admonition is the confes

sion of Jesus; and although there is much more to be said,

this alone is an important instrument of discernment. They

must not believe every spirit, but must test whether they

are from God. The test is surprisingly simple. Every spirit

which acknowledges Jesus Christ is of God, every spirit not

acknowledging Jesus is not of God but of the antichrist

(412-3).2 Here at least is an absolute norm for authentic

21 omit the qualifying phrase ~ sarke eleluthota,
partly because I suspect it to be an editorial edition but
mainly because it is something of a red herring. The place
of the Incarnation in traditional Christian theology tends
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understanding, and one whioh reverberates throughout the

epistles, whoever denies that Jesus is the Christ is a liar

and antichrist, denying both Father and Son (2.22), he who

acknowledges the Son has the Father also (2.23), whoever

confesses that Jesus is the Son of God dwells in God and

God in him (4.15), whoever believes that Jesus is the Christ

is born of God (5.1) and he who believes that Jesus is the

Son of God overcomes the world (5.5).

They must "have" the Son. "He who has the Son has

life, he who does not have the Son of God does not have

life" (5.12), for the eternal life that God has given us is

in his Son (5.11). "Having the Son" is a function of

believing that Jesus is he. He who so believes may also be

said to be in the Son (5.50) and whoever is in the Son is

also in the Father (5.20), abiding in God and God in him

(4.15), begotten by God (5.1) and therefore being himself

a son of God (3.1). To believe in the Son is thus to "have"

the Son, and it is also to have the Father (2.23). But it

is not simply a matter of belief. The life that is given

to keep commentators from seeing how unoharaoteristic of
1 John this emphatic phrase is. P.S. Minear, "The Idea of
Incarnation in First John," Interpretatlon, 24 (1970), pp.
291-302 rightly perceives its contextual oddity, and attempts
ingeniously to resolve the problem by reading the phrase as a
referenoe to the flesh of the believers, that would restore
it to thematic consistency, but does not resolve the unchar
acteristic (and with respeot to that meaning, improbable)
turn of phrase. I think it more economical to appeal to edi
torial interference (see J.C. Meagher, "John 114 and the New
Temple," Journal of Biblical Literature, 88 (1969), pp. 66
67). At any rate, the flesh of Jesus is not the locus of
I John's overall dogmatic emphasis, and it is to that charac
teristic emphasis that my discussion here appeals.
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in the Son must be manifested and sustained by walking in

the light (117), keeping the co~~armments (21) and the

word (215) of the Lord-- walking as he walked (116). This

is how we can know that we are in him (2:5). Indeed, it

is by this criterion that we~~ we know himl (21).

The commandments and the word that are to be kept,

and the example that is to be followed, are not spelled

out entirely. But we know that they exclude the love of

the world, the epithumia and vainglory of life that charac

terize the dominion of darkness (2115-16), they exclude sin

()16, 8) and the denial of our sinfulness (la8, 10), they

exclude lawl~ssness ()14) and the doing of unrighteousness

()IIO). But above all, they exclude the failure to love

().10, 14-15, 17, 418). They include doing righteousness

(2129), doing truth ()119), avoiding sin )a9). But above

all, they include lovinga for love is of God (4a7), because

God is love (4.8), and therefore genuine knowledge of God

reveals the necessity of love (4a7). The message from the

beginning is that we should love one another ()all). This

is his commandment ()12), 4a21). But it is also the

nature of things. Not to love God, who is love, is perverse.

To love God also entails love of those whom he has begotten

(511). Abiding in love is the way to abide in God, and

have God abide in oneself (4116). It is therefore this

love that proves that we have passed from death to life

()a14), it is by loving not in word or tongue but ill work
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and truth-- a summons to practical generosity and, if need

be, even to death (3116-17)-- that we know that we are of

the truth and make our hearts confident (3120). Startling

as it may be, this remark presents the epistle's ultimate

criterion for the discernment of Christian truthl it is by

love that we were rescued by him who is love and truth, and

accordingly it is by love that we remain in the understand

ing that has been given to us, and by the work and truth of

our manifest love that we know that we know. By this one

fruit, you shall know them-- and know the truth, and know

that you abide securely in it. It is by belief that one

grasps the truth, but it is only by love that one confident

ly discerns it.

Directly from this follows a principle of community

that further conditions the meaning of the canon of love.

The community that believers have with the Father and the

Son entails their love for one another, and hence their

community with one another (113). The love that binds them

brings them to abide with one another, as they abide in God

and the Son. Their sharing in the truth can be grounded

only in the mutuality of lovel without this grounding, a

claim to know God is decisively discredited (3110, 4120).

Hence the argument used by the author against those who,

having "gone out from us" (2110), might falsely seem to be

bearers of the truth. If they had been £! us, they would

have remained with us (2119). The complement of this
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argument is the one urged in 4,5-6, they, cut from the

community of divinely conditioned love, are of the world-

but if we are, as members of that community, of God, then

our truth may be communally discerned 1 everyone who is of

God will hear us. The economy of internal self-edification

and self-instruction in the loving community is total.

Outside, all may be dismissed as the world, inside, who

ever is of God will be heard.

It is in this spirit that the author writes. With

a personal conviction of his Christian authenticity, he

can intone solemnly some of the great truths which he

shares with his addressees, apparently unshakeably confi

dent-- and presuming their confidence as well-- that these

laws of thought cannot be seriously questioned. Thus he

never bothers to offer a rationale for the virtually

axiomatic dogma concerning the place of Jesus the Son of

God in the providential scheme of things, despite the fact

that this very truth has come under serious question in

some circles. They have believed, they have known, they

have seen. There is no backtracking. To deny what they

have known, what they have experienced as confirmed in them

by the Spirit, is to lie and to deny themselves. Their

shared self-understanding is flatly incompatible with apos

tasy from Jesus. The author does not stop at the affirmation

of axioms, however. He reflects with his addressees upon

the structure that is founded in them, exploring the logic
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the implications, the means of assaying both it and one's

participation in it. He anatomizes the constitution of

Christian understanding not exactly as a systematic theo

logian nor as a confessor (though there are hints of both),

but more precisely as an experienced voice articulating for

the community a self-scrutinizing examination of conscious

ness in the light of a truth that is within the reach of

their transformed humanity and puts it under jUdgment.

1 John sketches the constitution of Christian

thought in surprising detachment from the criteria dominant

in the Gospels. We hear virtually nothing of Scripture,

except for a glancing reference to CainJ we are given only

the flimsiest references to either the career or the teach~

ing ministry of Jesus, we have no identifiable allusion to

his post-resurrection teaching, or indeed to the resurrec

tion itself. It is clear that the epistle appeals to Jesus'

life and death as foundational for Christian understanding,

but it is not as clear in what way this is true, or accord

ing to what interpretive criteria. 'One passage opens the

possibility that the fundamental interpretive canon is that

of the primitive kerygma. "What you heard from the begin

ning, let it remain in you. If what you heard from the

beginning remains in you, you will remain in both the Son

and the Father" (2.24). If this is like the Lucan ID2.'

arches, it signals the apostolic testimony-- that which
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was delivered by those appointed ones who had been with

Jesus from the baptism of John to the ascension (Acts 1.

21-22) and were therefore, ~' arches, eyewitnesses and

ministers of the Word (Lk 1.2).3 That is one way of inter

preting 1 John, which may accordingly be read as rather

nostalgic in its back-glances to the apostolic testimony.

Or it could signify that which they have heard from their

Christian beginning, viz, the Gospel originally preached

to them. 4

But there is another way of reading this elusive

verse that seems to me more consonant with the overall

theological dynamics of the epistl&. Consider the way the

phrase is used elsewhere within. the devil is a sinner ~.

arches (3.8), you, fathers, have known ton ~' arches (2.

13-14). Here, the phrase clearly means the ultimate be

ginning. What is the real beginning of the Christian Word?

The tendency of the Synoptic tradition is to suggest the

baptism of John, or perhaps in another sense the ministry

of Jesus, or in yet another and more striking manner, his

3H• Conzelmann, t. 'Was von Anfang war, • It in W.
Eltester, ed.~ Neutestamentliche Studien fUr Rudolf Bultmann,
(Berlin, 1957), pp. 194-201 understands it basically thus,
deriving the phrase from John 6.64, 15.27, and 16.4. In this
view, 1 John may be characterized as a ttjohanneischer
Pastoralbrief lt (p. 201).

4Thus the usual view of commentaries. e.g., R. Bult
mann, Die Drei Johannesbriefe, (KEK), (Gottingen, 1967), J.
Schneider, Die Brlefe des Jakobus, Petrus, Judas und Johannes
(NTD), (Gottingen,-r96?T; C.H. Dodd, The JOhannIne Epistles,
(London, 1946), A.E. Brooke, A Critica~ and Exegetical Com
mentary.Q.!! th~ Johannine Epistles (ICC), (Edinburg, 1964r:-The
latter also allows the possibility of a reference to the Scrip
tures, appealing to the addressees'~re-Christi~~experience in
the Synagogue, but nothing in the pistle supports this.
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passion and resurrection. The Fourth Gospel, unlike the

Second, begins Qn arche en ho logos. the ultimate beginning,

the divinely planned mystery from eternity which even the

Synoptists would acknowledge was in another sense the true

point of origin for the Christian truth. There is no in

stance of the phrase in 1 John that cannot plausibly be read

as meaning "from the ages," from the ultimate beginning. The

~' arch~s with which it begins is, at least in the light of

the Fourth Gospel ( and, I believe, even without it as well),

clearly suggestive of the eternal Word, and the message ~'

arches of 3111, commanding love, is identical with the com

mandment which is not really new but "old," ~' arches (217).

That which was in the begil1ning is now revealed, for he who

is from the beginning has revealed himself. I opine, there

fore, that the epistle consistently intends the phrase in

just that way, and that one should interpret 2.24 accordingly.

that which you heard that came from the ultimate origin, that

commandment of love that expresses the nature and will of the

Father, must remain in you, and if it does, you shall remain

in the Son and the Father. Not apostolic kerygma, but some

thing that far transcends it.

When we put together the epistle's general neglect

of the resurrection and of Scripture, which are elsewhere in

early Christian testimony among the most unquestionably vital

moments of the kerygma, and the epistle's relative lack of

interest in the phenomenon of apostolic testimony (for it is
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by no means clear that the author presents himself as an

apostle, and he decidedly argues that his readers are now

independent of ~;uch witness), the most likely explanation for

this curious use of ~t arches is, I believe, that it is a

counterpoise to a usage like Luke's. The same root~ but

different branches. Luke's tendency to locate the arch~ in

the period of Jesus' ministry, passion, and resurrection

logically implies the Third Gospel, with its ample account

of "all that Jesus began to do and teach." The First

Epistle of John represents another tendency, in which the

archg is the rarified ultimate, and the witness to its earthly

revealer is refined almost to the bare bones of his having

come, given the eternal commandment, and laid do\~ his life

for our salvation. The accumulated traditions of Jesus' life

and teaching are abstracted from much as Paul ordinarily ab

stracted from the fleshly Jesus, while an essential message

is isolated in all its simple purity from what he did and

said, and offered abroad with the approval of the truth-divin

ing Spriit.

Beyond the essential message, Christianity teaches

other things-- about the parousia ()12), about life ()114),

about sin and sinlessness (5118). 1 John implies throughout

that there are many points of understanding shared between

author and readers. But he does not derive them from the

sayings of Jesus or from the witness of the Twleve. That

sort of criterion has little or nothing to do with his sense
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of how we know. His claim is rather that the truth of these

things is guaranteed by the witness of the Spirit held in

love. So decisive and self-sufficient is this economy that

participation in this loving mutuality of understanding is

itself a telling test of truth and falsity. "By this we

know" (~ touto ginoskornen) runs like a refrain throughout

the epistle (2.3, 2.5, 3119, 3.24, 4.2, 4.6, 4.13, 5.2). It

points to the central criterion by which the authenticity of

Christian understanding is validated. That criterion is

essentially their loving mutuality, as understood in a com

plex of relations. God is love, God has commanded love; God

has revealed love and the commandment of love in Jesus, God

has given the Spirit of love and of understanding of himself;

God has allowed those who have responded to abide in him.

All these considerations converge in the community's life of

illuminated love, which is at once the conformity to God's

revealed will, the recognition and imitation of Christ, the

living-out of the indwelling Spirit, and life in God. This

life can be explicated with reference to the st~ldard early

Christian criteria-- revelation from the beginning, the career

of Jesus, the communications of Jesus, the Christian word, the

illuminations of the Spirit-- but it is experienced as self

validating beyond these canons of evaluation, bringing such

a sureness of exalted truth that the author can summarily use

the community itself as the touchstone of true understanding

in others. "He who knows God hears us; he who is not of God
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hears us not. From this we know the spirit of truth and the

spirit of error" (4.6). Whatever belongs properly to the

understanding of the true Way, the discernment of both what

is irrlispensable and what is additionally true, comes through

what the loving Christian community, faithfully in Jesus the

Son and doing what is pleasing in the sight of God, will hear

and recognize as truth. History as such has made itself theo

logically obsolete, and kerygmatically almost without signifi

cance, except as the arena in which the world made room for

its own defeat. Thought has no appeal beyond the self-under

standing of the loving community in Christ the Son of God.

2 John confronts even more urgently than I John the

problem of deceivers who are, in some way. false to the teach

ing of Christ, didache ~ Christou (9). This phrase is

probably to be interpreted as teaching about rather than ~

Christ5 (though the two do not necessarily exclude one another)

and the Presbyter insists that it is indispensable to religious

5Thus also R. Bultmann, Die drei Joharu1esbriefe and
C.H. Dodd, The Johannine Epistles:against J. Schneider, Die
Briefe des Jakobus, Petrus, Judas und Johannes and A.E. Brooke,
A Critical and Exegetical Commentary-on the Johannine Epistles.
If the latter are right, it would possibly indicate a greater
appreciation of the historical Jesus as a factor constitutive
of Christiro1 understarilling than I find otherwise in the Johan
nine epistles, just as the usual interpretation of ~' arches
in1John 2.24 argues for a greater appreciation of the apostolic
kerygma. But neither would be decisive. the teaching of Christ
might still be conceived to be essentially the commandment of
love and belief in himself as the Son, and the kerygma origin
ally preached to these Christians may have been this alone. If
more, it would draw the theological ambience of 1-2 John closer
to the more usual early Christian pattern than I have supposed
it to be.
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authenticity. One who abides in this teaching has both

Father and Son, one who goes beyond it and does not abide

in it does not have God (9) and is so pernicious-- and so

dangerous even to the faithful (8)-- that he should not be

received or greeted. These stern measures are urged upon a

community in which abides the truth (the virtual equivalent

of the Spirit) and which walks in the truth and in love,

according to the commandment. Apparently, the elect I,ady

and her children have only to'remember and be faithful to

the truth in which they presently walk in order to resist

the temptations of those deceivers who do not acknowledge an

important part of the truth. "Many deceivers went forth into

the world, the ones not acknowledging Jesus Christ coming in

the flesh" (7).6 Just what do these deceivers deny? The

flesh of Jesus (i.e., a Docetic position), or the literal

coming (i.e., an anti-eschatological position), or the place

altogether of Jesus in the scheme of things (i.e., the un

Christian position most consistently glanced at in 1 John)?

It is impossible to be sure, but on balance, I think the

latter most likely. 2 John, that is, faces the ultimate test

of the canon of spiritual discernment. Some claim to have

bypassed Jesus, going beyond (proagon) the didache tou

Christou, to be in direot contact with God.

61 suspect the conclUding phrase to be in this case
too an editorial addition with anti-Docetic motives. My sub
sequent interpretive suggestions therefore entertain meanings
that would be possible in the hypothesized ur-text, though
less likely (if not altogether excluded) if we retain the
received reading.
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This is a view known indirectly from the persistent

polemical thrusts of the Fourth Gospel and of 1 John. It is

a view evidently developed within the Christian body, and

probably the stiffest test given to early Christian thought.

The "deceivers" cited in 2 John may of course have been mere

charlatans, but it is likely enough that they too supposed

themselves to be authentic teachers, despite the differences

between their didache and that cherished by the presbyter and

his Lady. If so, the confident conservatism of 2 John suggests

that they must have claimed either further revelation or more

developed understanding rather than being able to support

their stance on the basis of an appeal to the original gospel

as it was originally understood. 1 John suggests a nuanced

version of such a claim, by showing how the gospel as a mes~

sage SQ' arches might be taken as a revelation from God capa

ble of rendering the historical revealer superfluous, as

obsolete as his historical biography.

Is the Diotrephes mentioned in 3 John one of the

agents of this competing didachg? Possibly, but the only

indication in favor of such a conclusion is the very weak

one that he is regarded as an opponent of some sort by one

who is ostensibly the author of 2 John. But there is in 2

John no indication that the "deceivers" are in command of

churches, and there is in 3 John no indication that Diotrephes

is teaching unsound doctrine-- only that he is ambitious,

arrogant, inhospitable, and has spoken ill of the presbyter
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and his brethern. It is unlikely that he represents the

planoi of 2 John.

It is striking, however, that 3 John reads plausibly

as a letter not about but rather ~ one of the opponents of

2 John. Suppose that in response to difficulties caused by

the instructions of 2 John, the teachers repudiated there

provided themselves with similar credentials in the form of a

pseudepigraphical letter of credit-- possibly in the knowledge

that 2 John itself was only a work of pious (if, from their

viewpoint, misguided) pseudepigraphy? It is notable that

despite 2 John's concern about those who do not acknowledge

Jesus Christ, :5 John never mentions him and that 3 John des

cribes on the part of Diotrephes precisely that kind of treat

ment which 2 John has prescribed to his addressees to use

against the enemy. Moreover, the commended Demetrios of 3

John is not cited for his fidelity to the received doctrine

of Christ, but only according to the more elusive criterion

of the truth's own witness, coupled with general approbation

and the endorsement of the presbyter himself. Furthermore,

there is an interesting coincidence between 3 John's positive

picture of travelling missionaries going out "from us" and

1 John's repudiation of false teachers whose going out "from

us" is interpreted to their discredit. And finally, it may

be noted that 3 John was accepted by the Church much later

than, and more reluctantly than, 2 John. 7

73 John met resistance into the third century, see
T.W. Manson, note to "Entry into Membership of the Early Church,"
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Whether or not 3 John really derives from 2 John's

"deceivers," it is a forceful reminder of the difficulties

caused by the desperate tactics recommended in 2 John.

Diotrephes denies a hearing. The matter is being settled

peremptorily, not by appeal to tradition or consensus or

discernment of spirits or the fruits by which we are to know

them, but by exercise of personal authority, and in a rather

uningratiating manner. Within the confines of 3 John, it

seems clear that Gaius will do well, and worthily of God, if

he behaves hospitably toward brethren and strangers, and it

seems equally clear that Diotrephes will have to answer to the

Lord for his churlish behaviour. Those who do ill have not

seen God, those who do good are from God. This is not speci

fically Christian doctrine, admittedly, but surely consonant

with the didacne tou Christou, and traditionally one of its

coordinates presupposed both in the general Christian princi

ple of knowing them by their fruits and in the peculiarly

Johannine obsession with loving unity. It is indeed possible

that Diotrephes knew what he was doing, that he remembered

who he was and what he had been from the start, and even that

Journal of Theological StUdies, 48 (1947), pp. 32-33. This
division of historical fate is, I think, suggestive. Among
other things it lends weight to the hypothesis that 3 John is
an imitation of 2 John rather than an authentic product by the
same hand. (Their similarities scarcely leave room for a
third alternative.) A hypothesis arguing that the author of :3
John was a Johannine presbyter excommunicated by a conservative
orthodox Diotrephes was proposed by E. Kasemann, "Katzer und
Zeuge,"Zeits::::hrift fUr katholiche Theologie, 48 (1951), pp.
292-311, but generally rejected (as "phantastisch" by Bu1tmann~
Die drai Joham)esbriefe, pp. 95, 100). J. Edgar Bruns has
pointed out to me that the characterization of the churches of
~phesus and Sardis in Rev 2.2-6 and 3.1-5 correspond interest
~ng1y to what I suggest concerning 2 John and 3 John respectively.
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he had good reason to take it upon himself to settle the

matter without leaving it to more harmonious and less abrupt

techniques. But his comportment does not commend itself to

what are otherwise attested as Christian principles for the

discernment of truth. One sympathizes with the presbyter of

3 Johnl taking such shortcuts raises serious problems. One

looks baok to the presbyter of 2 John with some misgiving.

Would it not have been better, and more consistent, if he

had been inclined to let the Lady's children perceive for

themselves the falsity of this new teaching? The theories

prevailing in Johannine literature suggest that this is the

case. Those who remain in the truth, united in love, have

overcome the world and the evil spirit who dominates it. If

their love is adequate, they have nothing to fear. He who

abides in them is greater than the spirits of falsehood, and

will triumph over them in any encounter. 2 John is faithful

to the general Johannine awareness of the stark difference

between world and God, and the enmity between darkness and

light, but its abrupt and strongarm tactics are unfaithful

to the Johannine confidence in the power of the truth itself,

known with a confidence that transcends even the human heart,

to make itself normatively understood within the discerning

self-awareness of the loving Christian community. Its excuse

for taking this anxious short-cut is that it faced the most

massive and ultimate heresy of the early Christian movement-

the denial of Jesus Christ. The shared criterion of the
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Spirit's disclosures through communal understanding stabi

lized by righteousness and love, that very principle that

permitted the development and refinement of Johannine under

standing in the first place, has been turned even against

what had been axiomatic. Johannine theology in general

invites the courage to face even such an ultimate test. 2

John is not up to it. Rather than taking the more patient

and trusting-- and Johannine-- tack, it appeals flatly to a

more instantaneous criterion that is compatible with the

communal one, and derived from the same constituting forces,

but modally different. Though without the deftly argued

Pauline base, 2 John comes down on the axiomatic principle

that Christ is indispensable. The chances are that if it had

been able to follow thrOUgh with Joh~U1ine principles, and

examine deeply the communal experience in the Spirit and

truth, the theoretically threatened church would have come

to the same conclusions as the Presbyter. for the meaning of

the Christian experience had everyvlhere been conditioned by

the knowledge-- and experience-- of Christ, however variously

interpreted, and the denial of Christ is too sharp a discon

tinuity with experienced meaning to be readily tolerable

within a religious movement that had always been concerned

about coherence and respectful of the ordinary powers of

human understanding. That the false prophets of 2 John diu

not sweep the Christian world is concis~ent with the way t: ~t

world understood the character of its own ways of knowing
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But that is hypothetical history. The fact that they were

opposed in such a peremptory manner, despite the basic

Johannine theory of the constitution of Christian thought,

suggests a darker and sadder conclusion for the real history.

one had lost confidence in the practicality of what had been

supposed to be the true way to discern the true norms of

thought.



OTHER NEW TESTAblliNT EVIDENCES

Of the remaining books of the New Testament, all but

two are relatively short. The longest of them, dedicated to

the apocalyptic vision of John, is too unschematic in its

thought-structure to disclose much about its author's habi

tual conception of the constitution governing Christian under

standing. The epistles of James, Peter, and Jude are too

brief to yield the sort of overall reconstruction that can be

induced from the ample materials of Paul's work or LUke's or

of the Johannine writings. The Epistle to the Hebrews is the

only one that comes close to offering a full point of compar

ison. Even when these books offer only hints, however, their

hints are valuable, and must be tested against the indications

arising from the investigation of those more adequate bodies

of evidence, even if the results are not as clear and do not

provide quite as firm an insight into the relevant habits of

mind.

Hebrews

The opening verses of the Epistle to the Hebrews

strikingly capsulize some of the Epistle's most important

views on the foundations of right understanding. They acknowl

edge the revelations of God through the prophets, and thus

the authority of Scripture, but insist that the revelation

316
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that forms the basis of Christian understanding has the

evidently greater authority of being given through God's

Son (1.1-2). Just how much greater this authority is appears

through the characterization of the Son's vantage point,

which clearly makes him, on several counts, the perfect spokes

man. The Son is the ideal manifestation of God, being the

radiance of his glory and the true representation of hi.s real

being (II;). But he is also the one who best cornm~wG the

character of reality, being both the agent of its creation

and its ultimate heir (1.2)-- and between these alpha and

omega points of the cosmos, the Son is also the one whose

word of power sustains it (II;). It may be the Father who

speaks through the Son, as through the prophets, but the Son

is in essentially as good a position as the Father himself to

reveal the truth about the world.

It is not with this world, however, that his most

important revelations have been concerned. It is with an

other world to come. The distinction is crucial to the

theology of this epistle, and is variously developed through

out its text.

This world is the benevolent creation of God tr~ough

his Son (1.2, 1.10) and had been in various ways the object

of divine concern. But it is radically flawed. It is made

of stuff that can be shaken (12127), and will change (1.12).

it will grow old (1.11-12). Unlike the stable and permanent

heavenly order to which the Son properly belongs, this world
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is the place of mere flesh and blood (2114), a place of

infirmity, weakness, ignorance, straying (4115, 512). It is,

a place of temptation (2118) and, given weakness, of sin (121

1). It is, for all these reasons, a place of bondage to

death and to the devil who holds death's power (2114-15).

God has cared for the world. He has spoken at vari

ous times and places through prophets, offered promise and

covenant, instituted religious service, established a prlest

hood to reconcile sinful men to himself. But all these

attempts, because they worked through the stuff of an intrin

sically feeble and flawed world, have been inadequate. The

world, not worthy of the prophets, persecuted and destroyed

them (11136-38). Yet it is not in the infidelity and perver

sity of the world that the failure has lain, but in a sheer

insufficiency that not even radical repentance can cure.

The Law was given by governing angels, to restrain perversity

and bring a way of forgiveness (212, 511, 9.7, etc.). It

could not, however, transcend the limitations of the world

for which it was designed. Its priests, trying to mediate

between God and men, were themselves weak, sinful, under

death (5:2-3, 7.23, 27-28). Their liturgy consisted of

fleshly ordinances (9110) carried out in a worldly place

fashioned by mere human hands (812, 9.1, 9.24). What could

be expected of such an arrangement? Little. Despite its

intent, the religious service could not perfect the parti

cipants' consciences (9.9), could not, despite endless
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repetition, remove the conviction of sin (10.1-L~). The sacri

fices, which can never take away sins (10.11), were really

valueless in the long run-- and could not please God (10.

5-6, 8). The whole law, in fact, was caught in the same

limitation. It was not merely unsuccessful in restraining

the disobedience of men. it was itself a law of fleshly com

mandments (7.16), weak and unprofitable like the flesh itself

(7118), and was able to make nothing perfect (7819). The

whole convenant between God and men was faulty and feeble,

like the world it tried to rescue (8.7), and was bound to be

annulled (7118, cf. 10.9) or to grow old and disappear (8.13).

This world is simply not sound enough. Salvation,

reconciliation, true rest cannot be achieved within the terms

it offers. Those are things that belong to a higher order-

a heavenly order where permanence, perfection, and the authen

tically real are to be found. That is the character of the

world to come. This world, limping with impotent f1esh1iness,

is only a shadow by comparison.

It is a fairly literal shadow, in fact. It is by

means of that conceptual strategy that the Epistle to the

Hebrews manages to underline the dramatically new and super

ior character of the Christian dispensation without repudiat

ing altogether that older covenant which it perfects. The

Israelite liturgy, for instance, was ineffectual, but that is

llot because it was wrong, but because it was put together out

of inferior materials. The true tabernacle, the true
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instruments, the true actions are the ones in the heavenly

order. Moses was shown these, and the revelation was true.

But he did not have access to them. He could only copy them

according to the materials of this world, and that fleshly

and hand-made imitation was simply not good enough to work.

The Law points to the truth-- but it is the truth to come,

the truth of the heavenly order. It is useless and mislead

ing to apply the Law to the present fleshly level of things,

as if that were its true reference.

There are two conflicting tendencies in Hebrews'

treatment of pre-Christian developments, however. One uses

them as significant shadows, with the participants either

(like Abraham) aware of the shadowy character of the literal

level and the transcendental character of the real referent,

or (like the priests of Levi) pitifully mistaking shadow for

substance. The other is a more short-circuited and discon

tinuous way of preferring the new ordera the old one failed,

became obsolete, and was written off by God as he instituted

a new covenant that at last was adequate to heaven's true

possibilities (7119-22, 816, 10a16).

The religion of Israel was thus either an allegory

or a parody. In either case, it was thoroughly defunct with

the arrival of the Christian dispensation, and in either case

it had no chance of succeeding on its own terms. The new

covenant, which has to do with the reliable heavenly world

to come, is the only real form of religious security.
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The author of Hebrews is not entirely insensitive,

however, to the theological implications of leaving Israel's

religious life nothing but a gross misapprehension of the

truth. Even when he is inclined to treat it as pitiful par

ody, he makes room for more heartening meeting-points between

God and Israel, and allows the possibility of salvation. The

prophets were not deceived, Abraham knew in what direction

the Promise points, Enoch and Noah and Moses and all the

faithful ones of Israel earned a reward.

They earned a reward, but they did not receive it.

Abraham took on the promises (11.17), but he did not receive

them. All the holy ones of Israel died without having

received (11.13, 39). The old order was ineffectual in

cleansing sin, in perfecting the faithful, and in fulfilling

the greatest promises. It was capable of offering promises

and allowing steadfas t trust to become eligible for eventual

fulfillment, but such fulfillment must transcend the limita

tions of this shabbier world. Accordingly, it had to wait

until the time when the Son took on the flesh of SUffering

and weakness and death in order to triumph over it on our

behalf and make us participants in the heavenly order that

will be fully realized i.n the world to come. That is where

perfection is to be fOUnd, for the ancients as well as the

moderns, and entry into it is only through faith and the

work of Christ (11.40).

In one sense, therefore, God's saving plan had been
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there from the beginning and was disclosed in a shadowed

allegorical way through the prophets and the mediating angels.

In another sense, God has in effect changed his mind and his

offering, having first given a dispensation tailored to the

limitations of this world and now offering another dispensa

tion that transcends it. Hebrews shifts between these two

ways of formulating the relationship between the old order

and the new, the one way placing them in t~o levels of reality,

the other in two periods of history. In neither case is the

old order sUfficient, but in neither case is it a trap from

which men c~~ot escape. God spoke to men, even in the old

order. If they believed in him and trusted what he said,

within the restricted scope of his old-order communications,

they became eligible to participate in the eoming rescue from

this world into the world to come.

God's various communications to the ancients were

sometimes direct, as in his warning to Noah (11.7), and some

times in ·the oblique shadowed way by which the Law and the

Prophets prefigured the heavenly order that is to be consti

tutive of the world to come. Some communications had to do

with the regulation of present behavior (2.2), but their

more typical character was that of promise. the revelation

of the future. Luke's sense of "gospel," the disclosure of

good things that have not yet appeared, is shared by the

author of Hebrews; and so is his sense of the right response-

an assured understanding that these things are so and shall
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be so. To arrive at this response, one must first believe

that God is, and that he rewards those who seek him (1116).

Without this, it is impossible to please him (1116)-- not,

I think, because it is insUlting not to trust him, but be

cause without this it is impossible to attune one's life

to his plans and thus to draw nearer by cooperating with him

(11,6). Without Noah's cooperative belief, there would have

been no salvation from the flood, without Sarah's,Isaac could

not have been conceived. God's work sometimes depends upon

our cooperative acceptance of his news about what is to be,

and he rewards those who respond properly.

Not all God's appeals to faith have to do with his

~~ture projects. In some cases, he would have us know the

truth concerning his past works, and to know it with a con

fidence not otherwise accessible. Hebrews glances at errone

ous ideas about creation and points out not merely that we

should believe otherwise, but that "by faith we understand"

(pistei nooumen, 1113) how it really came about. The most

important realities are those of the invisible order of

heaven, in both its past and its future works. When we are

called upon to grasp and accept these, it is the office of

faith to consolidate our understanding with assurance, des

pite the fact that its object remains unseen (1111).

The most urgent and perfect of God's revelations is

simultaneously information about the heavenly order and a

proffered promise-- the good news of the world to come and
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of our invitation to it. The more shadov~ understanding

offered through earlier revelation, never completely given

nor completely understood, has now been replaced by the more

direct communication through the most perfect revealer, the

Son (1.1-2), who reveals in fUll what had been sho\vn only

glancingly before. Despite the author's fondness for spir

itual and allegorical modes of expression, he is evidently

persuaded that the revelation that founds the new Promise,

the new hope, the new covenant, was directly given by the

Son. Its foundation, its arche, lay in what was spoken by

the Lord (2.) Hebrews is not concerned to explain how that

speaking was recognizable as authoritative, any more than it

deals with how the prophets were kno\vn to be speaking the

truth. But the epistle does not neglect to deal with how

that revelation made itself felt in the subsequent stages of

its transmission. What the Lord spoke was heard by others,

and they have confirmed it to us (2.).

We receive this word of revelation by responding with

faith (4.2). What we then have is characterized by Hebrews

not simply as proper trust but as right understanding, the

knowledge of truth (t~n epign~sin tes al~theias, (10.26).

The foundation (arch~) of this knowledge, delivered by the

Lord and faithfUlly passed on by witnesses, is also the

foundation (arch~) of our assurance, and if we hold firm to

it, we become sharers of Christ ().14). We must therefore

attend assiduously to the things we have heard (2.1). to
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keep them is salvation, and to drift away from them is

perilous.

Hebrews spends considerable space elaborating on the

ways in which the career of Jesus fulfilled what the scrip

tures shadowed, and made it possible for us to break beyond

the bounds of this limited world into a sharing in the world

to come. But although it thus witnesses once more to the

standard conviction that one important source of assured

right understanding comes from the coincidence between

scriptural revelation and the work of Jesus, it is interest

ingly emphatic about locating the center of our confidence in

the teaching of Jesus as reliably co~municated by those who

followed and heard him. This is, of course, consistent with

Hebrews' inclination to emphasize the difference between the

testaments I if the new dispensation is much better and quite

other than the old, as if God had changed his mind, the teach

ing of its initiator provides the truest foundation.

The teaching of Jesus provides the truest fOUndation,

but it does not exhaust the matters that we are called to

know. We may not stray from the arch@ given in that teaching,

but neither are we to be confined to it. We are called in

fact to leave the word of the foundation of Christ (ton tes

arch~s tou Christou logon, 6,1) and move on to maturity. How

ever indispensable and irreformable may be these foundational

disclosures-- repentance, faith in God, teaching of baptisms

and of laying on of hands, and of resurrection of the dead
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and eternal jUdgment (611-2)-- the rudiments of arch~ of

God's oracles are only a milk diet, suitable only for those

who are inexperienced in the word of righteousness (5112-13).

We are called to maturity and to solid food (5114).

Whence comes a true maturity of understanding? One

initial source is an imitation of the faith of one's Chris

tian leaders, who have spoken the word of God and shown its

good friuts in their comportment (1317). The author of

Hebrews implicitly takes on this role himself. He acknowl

edges his clear conscience and readiness to behave well (131

18); and he instructs his addressees in finer points of

understanding and complains that they are not yet ready to

receive the many more difficult interpretations he is pre

pared to transmit (5111). But his impatient disappointment

in their immaturity derives in part from his conviction that

they should not be dependent on such teaching. The time has

come when a less artificial achievement of knowledge is possi

ble, when the laws of the Lord are \vritten in the minds and

hearts of the faithful, and they do not need to teach each

other to know the Lord (8110-11). They have been enlightened;

they have received a share of holy spirit, and have tasted

the heavenly gift and the good word of God and the powers of

the age to come (614-5). By now, they should themselves be

teachers rather than needing to be taught (5112). Maturity,

with God's gracious permission, is something they are already

equipped to achievel they can be borne on to it (611) simply
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by doing faithfully what they are called to do (613). All

they need beyond what they already have is further exercise

in the discernment of good and evil, and they will be ready

for solid food (5114). If they live obedient to the leaders

responsible for them (13117), contented (1315) and in brother

ly love (1311), sharing, assembling together, and fostering

mutual love and good works (10124-5. 13116), in the way of

peace and holiness (12a14), holding fast to the profession

of faith (10,23) and looking steadfastly to the one who

speaks from heaven (12125) as to the founder and completer

of faith (12.2), they will grow towards maturity, and God

will work in them that which is pleasing to him (13120-21).

The essential norm of Christian understanding is to

be found in what they heard with faith as they first entered

into Christian life and Christian illuminative knowledge.

The truth and importance of this understanding is guaranteed

by its having been spoken by Christ, who is the founder and

leader of salvation and the ruler over the world to come,

and further guaranteed by its having been faithfully tr~1S

mitted, with heaven's endorsement given by visible signs.

Its truth has made itself felt by the reception of gifts,

and continues to show itself in the good fruits produced by

those who live in faithful conformity with it. Anyone who

wishes to discover the truth in which salvation is given

should find, in all this, grounds of certitude capable of

resolving the most skeptical hesitation.
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The development of perfection beyond this founda

tional stage consists primarily in living it well, and it

is not clear that any further understanding is indispensable.

It is, however, desirable. As one grows in maturity, how

does one discern the difference between legitimate enlarge

ments of one's enlightenment and the competing strange

doctrines that lead one astray (13&9)? Hebrews is not especi

ally concerned about this level of development, and its hints

are not entirely sure. It is obvious that we must not com

promise that foundational hearing that derives from the Lord

himself& that is one sure touchstone. We may search the

scriptures with a spiritual eye, and find richer ways of

understanding Christian truth. The author's example leads

the way in this& know Scripture as an allegory of the truth

of the higher order, and you will find both confirmation of

the basic truths and new disclosures that augment them.

The method of further discovery is only obliquely

implied. But as he celebrates the kenosis of salvation, the

author of the epistle shows his habit of mind in a word that

seems to be representative of his method. eprepen nIt was be

eorning" (2&10). Throughout the epistle, his style of argu

ment and presentation is tuned to this key. Whatever seems

to build appropriately on the true foundation has at least

a claim to attention and probably a claim to truth. Only

the perfect can discern for sure, but after all, what seems

appropriate to a mind well founded in the Christian beginning
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and faithfully developed through Christian life is likely

to turn out to be consonant with the ways in which God has

designed his mystery of salvation. To live well and faith

fUlly is to enhance one's discernment of good and evil. To

listen well to the voice that came from heaven, and to con

form mind and heart and life to its bidding, is to be ready

to discern the knowledge of God's ways.

Christi~l scholars of the West have been inclined in

the last few centuries, as in the first few centuries, to

deny connections between the Epistle to the Hebrews and the

Apostle Paul. Certainly, many stark differences exist

between Paul's acknowledged epistles and this onel we need

only consider the place of the teachings of Jesus in the

scheme of things, or the quite un-Pauline catalogue of

essential Christian truths in 611-2, where the cross is not

so much as glanced at. Granted that the author of Hebrews

may have been willing to add the cross if questioned about

whether his list was really quite complete, and that Paul,

under pressure, might have granted (however grudgingly) that

the more perfect revelation granted to him had been amply

foreshadowed in Jesus' teachings to his earthly followers.

Maybe. But it is difficult to imagine Paul carelessly omit

ting the cross, or putting such a premium on what Jesus said.

Given such differences, it is remarkable that there

is so much coincidence between Hebrews' and Paul's sense of

how Christian thought is constituted. The foundational



Gospel (whatever the boundaries of its particular content)

as it is faithfully preached everywhere coincides with Scrip

ture and with what is revealed through Jesus' career. The

evidences by which its truth may be known include faithful

witness, heavenly confirmation by signs and wonders, and the

believers' experience of the Spirit. The necessity of under

standing the basic Christian Gospel in the way that it is

here understood can be demonstrated by evidence available

to all Christians, and to most reasonable outsiders. It

is indispensable to accept and keep faithfully the terms of

this foundation. It is desirable to move beyond them to a

greater perfection of understanding. And the means of dis

cerning the further reaches of understanding? For Hebrews

as for Paul, it appears to be the sense of appropriateness

generated in the cumulative self-consciousness of the com

munity living out in loving mutuality its life in Christ.

The community of the Epistle to the Hebrews may be less

charismatically vivacious than Paul expected a Christian

community to be, with a less vivid awareness of the presence

of the Holy Spirit and of the risen Christ-- but the sense

it shares with its correspondent concerning the ways in

which its understanding has been constituted and offered

growth is strikingly like what Paul expected to find, and

encouraged, in the minds of his churches.
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James

The thought-structure underlying the Epistle of James

is firmly rooted in non-metaphysical traditions, at some dis

tance from the Epistle to the Hebrews. Its author is an

intellectual kinsman of Jesus ben Sira, and eludes as if by

preestablished design any attempt to derive a systematic

theology from his writing. His focus falls not on thought

but on COl~uCt. Even his most metaphysical streams of re

flection turn aside at last to nourish our practical under

standing of the Way rather than our speculative grasp of the

Ultimate. Thus his early emphasis on wisdom (1-5) is left

mysteriously incomplete at first-- God will supply it direct

ly to those who ask: is this gnostic illuminism?I-- only to

become eventually another way of appealing not to conscious

ness but to conscience: the wisdom that comes from above is

pure, meek, peaceable, gentle, etc., scarcely distinguish

able from Pauline charity. Its distance from the wisdom of

insight into reality may be gauged roughly by another item

in the catalogue of its qualities_ it is easily persuaded,

eupeith~s (3_17). There can be little surprise when the

following verse moves from fruits of wisdom to fruits of

righteousness, as if there has been no important shift in

the key term, or when the definitive counterindications of

wisdom are identified not as error or doubt or ignorance but

as rivalry and strife ():14-16)-- which in turn are condemned

for producing not darkness and confusion, but instability and
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wicked deeds. This is a firm advocate of orthopraxis, but

orthodoxy is not his preoccupation. To some extent, it may

be argued that James embodies a degree of polemic against

taking the notion of orthodoxy very seriously. The opposi

tion set up here between faith and works may be primarily

concerned with faith as trust or personal confidence, but

its one illustration nevertheless pushes in the other direc

tion, towards characterizing faith as belief. 2.9 sets up the

exemplar of faith not by".§.!! pisteueis !ill the~" but by".§.!!

pisteueis hoti ho theos heis esti, representing faith as a

sort of understanding of reality which may be quite similar

in men and devils and is therefore insufficient. The differ

ence comes in whether one acts in the light of this under

standing. To behave according to earthly lov~indedness and

lust and demonic temptation is perverse. Such a one, if he

really has right understanding, will tremble with the demons,

or will reform in accordance with the wisdom that comes from

above, in patient obedience, according to the light of the

indwelling spirit.

Likewise, the distinction between hearers and doers.

The former category undoubtedly appeals to those who regard-

ed the law as possessing he morphosis tes gnoseos kai

aletheias (Rom. 2.20), through which they may know the

divine will and discern matters discriminatingly (Rom. 2.18).

But as in Paul's own criticism of the Jew who draws a false

conclusion from this privilege, so in James's the "enlightened"

student of the word is warned that he is self deceived if
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his knowledge does not bear fruit in living out the impli

cations of what he has learned. The truth is to be remem

bered in action, not merely in mind.

Despite his disinclination to wor~y about the refine

ment of doctrine-- indeed, because he is suspicious of over

emphasis on such matters-- James bears witness to the impor

tance of right thinking in early Christian values. On the

one hand, he testifies to the existence of believers who

locate their salvation especially, and perhaps exclusively,

in their right belief, the way of the Christian philosphos

whose wisdom consists simply in what his understap~ing has

gleaned from the revealing word. James criticizes this

position not as wrong but as incomplete. one does well to

believe trUly (2.19), and one evidently does foolishly to

suppose that the word can be taken lightly (1:21) or that

scripture speaks falsely (4:5). That these are not self

sufficient does not make them dispensable, it is only their

distorted exaggeration that needs objection. Knowing the

right way is useless if, but only if, it is not accompanied

by doing (4.17). On the other hand, the structure of James's

own thought gives clear indications of an inclination to put

a premium on right understanding. God is introduced as the

Father of lights, and the operation of his plan of salvation

is described in terms that ground it in obedient understand

ing. He willed to make us a kind of firstfruit of his very

own creatures, and to effect that adoption, he begot us ~
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~ ~ of t~lth (1,18). From this, James concludes that we

should be quick to hear (1,19), and that we should receive

in meekness that implanted word which can save our lives

(1,21) •

This i.mplanted word is a source of revelation,

apparently identical with the law of freedom with which it

is aligned in the course of the simile of the mirror-gazer

(1,23-25). One may reasonably suppose it to be also identi

cal with the Gospel, the proclamation of that "faith of our

Lord Jesus Christ of glory" which we are sUbsequently admon

ished to hold pure from respect of persons (2,1). But there

is evidently more to it than this, since the perfect law of

freedom includes the commandments against murder and adultery,

and perhaps all law that is according to scripture (2,8-12).

Thus we are returned, as always in this epistle, to the

regulation of the Way. Still, although the begetting word

of truth undOUbtedly has strong affinities with the ten

commandments (just as the sense of "truth" in the last two

verses of the epistle seems much more strongly bent toward

conduct than understanding), it most likely has even stronger

affinities with the basic kerygmatic invitation. The faith

of our Lord Jesus Christ of glory, in the thinking of James,

leads us properly and firmly into a fidelity to a perfect

law of freedom, the implanted and begetting word is fulfilled

in living according to the commandments of scripture. But

they are not identical. The Gospel completes and establishes
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the true understanding of the Law.

Where is such true understanding to be found? The

most important hint is that which falls upon us abruptly at

the beginning of Chapter 3. "Do not many of you become

teachers, brethren" quoth the preacher. Thus far, one might

expect that the reason is likely to be that not many teachers

are needed; that this enterprise is relatively unnecessary,

if not downright misleading; that it might distract from the

real business of religious living. Instead, we are promptly

told that "we shall receive a more severe jUdgment." The ~

is not surprising, since it has been clear from the beginning

that the author has been teaching, and teaching according to

a well-worn scriptural manner. What is slightly surprising

is that he characterizes himself in this way-- not merely as

a fellow Christian reminding us of what we are expected to

know already anyway, but as a teacher who is therefore im

portantly on the spot. His little excursus on the human

tongue which immediately follows winds up characteristically

in an invective against the evils of the unrestrained mouth,

and characteristically settles on cursing rather than lying

(or false teaching) as the example of the perverse misuse of

speech. But in the meantime, it has touched on some other

illustrative comparisons which are probably meant to rein

force his remark about the responsibilities of teaching.

"We all trip over many things; if any one does not stumble

in word, this is a perfect man, able to bridle even the
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whole body" (3.2). Eventually, the loose chain of thought

that follows gets around to remarking that the tongue of man

simply cannot be controlled; but such cynicism is not in

play at the opening of this little discourse. The force of

the first two similes, that of the bit in the horse's mouth

and the rudder of the ship, are of an opposite bent, stres

sing not the wildness of the to~~e but its capacity, if

properly controlled, to tame, order, regulate. It may be

that, in the general looseness of construction that p vails

in the whole passage, the connection with the original sub

ject of teachers has already disappeared. But it seems at

least equally probable that these two analogies are reflec

tions of a commonplace but significant complex of ideas in

the mind of the author I the tongue, as the agent of man's

reason, stands in a powerful position; as the mind of a man

directs and restrains him, so the tongue of the teacher

directs and restrains others. For good or ill, the influence

of the tongue of an ecclesiastical teacher is great, and

warrants a more severe jUdgment.

Whether these teaChers occupy a formal office or

are merely those who offer instructional advice spontaneous

ly, we cannot tell. but we know that James numbers himself

among them, and we see him at work. He admonishes, warns,

encourages; he draws lessons from scripture, interprets the

law, tells us what will and what will not do; he instructs

us in matters of worship, healing, and forgiveness of sins.
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In shortr James the Christian teacher, if his example may

be taken as typifying the comportment of those whose jUdgment

will be more severe, indicates that the Christian teacher was

one who took it upon himself to give instruction in every

aspect of Christian life and thought-- one who interpreted

the meaning of the way, the truth, and the life. Especially

the way and the life, but as founded on, and stabilized by,

the truth.

And what are the credentials of the Christian teacher,

if it should come to question? Since it does not come ex

plicitly to question, we can only surmise from the general

content of James's doctrine. He who st~ll participates in

rivalry and strife will speak against the law-- viz., the

perfect law of freedom, by which we are perfected (4,ll)r

those who murmur. against one another will be jUdged (519),

and no one may jUdge another except God (4,12). Evidently,

the teacher must propose himself as a totally devoted ser

vant of Christ (Ill), whose harmonious relations with his

brethren guarantee his participation in that wisdom that

comes from above, the only wisdom fit for teaching. The

community, if it bears the marks of holy life, can be self

regulatingr the elders of the community healr the members of

the community confess to one another and pray for one another,

and are restoredr the brethren are admonished to turn back

the one who wanders from the true way. The standard of

normative Christianity is tested out in the quality of life
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as lived within the Christian community. If we are not to

go astray, we must remember that every good gift is from

above (1117), and will show itself in the fruits of right

eousness within the brotherhood. One must be slow to speak

(1119), but when the time comes, the necessary wisdom will

be given from above (115). The test of that which is

spoken is evidently its consonance with the saving word which

has come to life within the Christian community, and the

consonance of the speaker as well.

James, like the Pastorals, discourages the pursuit

of bolder speculations. We are therefore not told how to

verify them. The essentials of true understanding, on the

other hand. seem to lie ready to hand in the Law, the

remembered Gospel, and the Christian life. James seems to

expect no disagreement on this, nor any difficulty of access

to it. Right understanding rests in the conscience and the

consciousness of the enspirited body as it sees itself in

the perfect mirror and remembers clearly by enacting its

true face. It should not be ambitious after curious specu

lations, but satisfied with the knowledge that gives life.

And that can be discerned through its self-understanding, if

it has been faithfully obedient-- as in a glass, brightly.

1 Peter

We are begotten again to a living hope through the

resurrection of Jesus Christ, this epistle tells us at the

outset (II). But before the first chapter is over, the
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author specifies the way in which the resurrection touches

us. Returning to the same verb, (anagennad) he says that

we have been begotten again through the living and abiding

word of God (1123), and that this is the word that has been

proclaimed to us (1,25). At the root of Christian life lies

not Christ himself, but the doctrine of Christ through which

it is made possible for us to believe in him whom do not yet

see (118) and to hope in the glory which is yet to be re

vealed (4113-14).

One does not sense in 1 Peter any concern about

divisions within the Christian body. The sense of their

inappropriateness is strong enough, but not the sense of

their likelihood. Instead, the epistle considers repeatedly

one fundamental divisionl that between Christians and non-

Christians.

One of the ways in which this division is conceived

is in terms of knowledge and ignorance. Those who criticize

the Christian way and speak in its disfavor are ignorant and

thoughtless (2115); and the addressees are exhorted not to

conform themselves to the desires which they formerly had in

the days of their ignorance (1114) having been called out of

darkness into light (219). But even more characteristic of

the thought of 1 Peter is a conception of the same division

from a more engaged point of view, emphasizing not merely

the differentiating knowledge but the proper response to it.
A ~Not possession of truth but obedience to it-- hupakoe tes
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aletheias (1.22), Christians are children of obedience (1.14).

Accordingly, the usual way of describing the condition of the

unconverted is in terms of their non-obedience. They are

unobedient to the word, and thus stumble (2.8. cf. ).1). they

are unobedient to the gospel of God (4.17), and will thus

perish. The begetting word has the force of law, and all the

sanctions thereof.

The two ways are presented as two traditions. On

the one hand, the former unbelievers are reminded that they

have been redeemed from foolish conduct that was a tradition

from their fathers (patroparadotou). But on the other hand

stands a tradition far more ancient, beginning with the

election of God from before times and codified through the

inspiration of the prophets, who not only foretold the grace

which the addressees enjoy but even carefully investigated

the nature and appointed time of the sUfferings and glories

of Christ, and thus became aware that they were proleptic

ministers of that gospel which has now been preached through

the holy spirit (1.10-12). As the elect for whom those

saving events, and that begetting report about them, were

destined, we are admonished to gird up the loins of our

minds (Ill) and to conform ourselves in obedience to the

gospel word.

Despite the modest meekness with which we are to

follow Christian conduct, refraining from reviling those who

revile us (3.9), hoping to win others by wordless example
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(3.1), the author does not advise us to be entirely silent

about the word of truth. For anyone who asks an account of

our hope, we are to have an apologia ready (3.15). Every

Christian an apologistl If we could recover the content of

such an apology, we would probably recover with it the line

aments of an early normative pattern of understanding.

The general content is indicated throughout the

epistle. God's plan of redemption for the elect, though

hidden in his own will from earliest times, was disclosed

in the prophets. There, we may find foretold the SUfferings

of Jesus Christ and his SUbsequent glorification, and the

salvation thus made available to men. This, having now

emerged in history, has become the gospel word by which

salvation is offered and received, as the gospel is preached

through the holy spirit and received in obedience. Obedience

entails the abandonment of the ways of desire in which the

ignorant gentiles live, unaware of the truth of God and of

his will, and entry into a purified and regenerate new life,

sanctified in spirit, which waits in confident patience for

its future glorious fulfillment. Another sort of apologia

of example is also enjoined upon Christians (e.g., 2.12, 3.1,

3.16, 4.4), but it is to be backed up by a more explicit one

which would point to the outlines of the gospel and the

grounds of its credibility in Scripture, history, and the

begetting effect of the word preached through the Spirit to

obedient ears.
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Even if every Christian is to be an apologist, there

is likely to be a considerable degree of uniformity in their

apologies, not only on the grounds that individuals could

not be expected to concoct one on their own without reference

to a common base, but also on the more explicit evidence of

the mutuality of the Christian body. We are to be of one

mind (3.8). As the diakonia of the prophets was freely given

to us who come long after, so we are to minister God's gifts

among ourselves like good stewards, speaking as oracles of

God (4.10-11). Submission to one another is enjoined by the

will of God, and especially submission of the younger to the

elders (5.5). Indeed, the elders hold a paid office, and

are charged to take it with the utmost seriousness, offering

their example as patterns to the flock who follow them, just

as Christ himself is the great shepherd under whose directive

care we are saved (5.2-4, cf. 2.25).

There is one further clue to the foundations of har

monious orthodoxy. Peter identifies himself as a fellow elder.

The general pattern of humble submissiveness and charitable

attentiveness which he enjoins upon the flock in general in

their responses to their elders is very clearly the stance

which his letter invites from its addressees. Offering him

self as a pattern of patient endurance and hardy faith,

freely offering the encouragement of his insight and the

wisdom of his direction, he exhorts and testifies as an elder

should. He feeds these distant co-elect flocks like a good
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admonishes his addressees to be like-minded with Christ

(4.1), so he himself attempts to manifest the common under

standing of the girded-up mind, with that apologetical

alertness to the word of truth and consciousness of faithful

obedience to it that characterize the participated mind of

Christ.

Jude

The Christian faith is in some danger, the author of

Jude warns his addressees. In fact, the ostensible reason

for his letter is precisely to exhort them to meet this

danger-- and not merely by standing firm and faithful, but

by contending actively (epag~nizesthai,3).

These are formulations which might well be used to

encourage constancy itself, especially in time of persecution.

But JUde's conception of faith is not Paul's. The faith he

advocates is one- which was delivered to the saints, and

delivered once for all (hapax ~aradotheis~,3). It is a stable

foundation on which true Christians may build themselves up

(20), while those who do not have it may be likened to

various unsettled and unstable things. wandering stars (13),

wild waves (13), dry clouds swept along by the wind (12).

These latter, however, are not outsiders. They are false

insiders-- pseudo-Christians, who have crept in secretly
4(pareisedusen ) and attempt to pervert the true faith from

within the fold.
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As Jude attends to the tension between the true and

the false brethren, we can glimpse his notions concerning

the normative in Christian belief. To begin with, it is

clear that true faith is original, not something developed.

It was given once for all (3), and its false forms are

associated with changes and denials of what was original (4),

rather than with unreconstructed backwardness. It is rooted

in a confident assent to the teachings of the apostles (17

18), and in a knowing assent to the lessons of scripture

(5ff.), both of which are understood to be a sUfficiently

integral part of formed Christian understanding that JUde

needs not to inform his audience but only to remind them of

what they have known (5, 17). Deviation from this sturdy

foundation can be explained only by lapsesl as some of the

angels unaccountably deviated from their proper fixed places,

as Sodom and Gomorrah went bad, so these false brethren have

fallen away, become corrupted, are lost.

The specific charges against them are not entirely

clear, being wrapped in metaphor and generalized scriptural

allusion. They pollute the flesh (8, 18, 23), which is a

source of considerable indignation for the authorJ but it

is not so much their sinfulness as their threat to the faith

that concerns him. They not only engage in what appear to

him to be inauthentic and unsavory practices, but evidently

encourage and teach others to do the same, both by their

dangerous example (which is presumable what is meant if
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by their blasphemous teaching (4, 10-11, 18), which condemns

and mocks and dismisses the truth. The meaning of verse 16

is difficult to fix, but I believe that its most compelling

sense points to a change that these internal enemies are

being paid to teach their corrupted views-- or, to put it

more precisely from the point of view of the author, are

being rewarded for gainsaying the true doctrine (which is

undoubtedly the sense of verse II's reference to their rush

ing into Balaam's error for a reward). Some of the people

thus affected can still be saved, snatched out of the fire

(23), but evidently the main body of the internal opposition

is lost forever.

Indeed, JUde's ~leological view of these false Chris

tians is consistent enough to keep him from acknowledging

that they are really Christians at all. The Christians are

the saints (3) who keep the faith, these are only "some men

who have sneaked in" (4). Far from being evidence of a

shakiness within the faith, their very comportment becomes a

further evidence of the truth of the received understanding,

for these false Christians are anticipated in scripture (5ff.,

14-15), were specifically predicted by the apostles (17-18),

and are part of the plan of God, having been earmarked from

of old to incur jUdgment in this way (4). Accordingly, they

are what they are not merely because they have forgotten

what the others remember, or because they have failed to
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keep what the others keep, or because they have been cor

rupted by their uncontrolled desires. These senses are

present in JUde's accusations, but the more fundamental

theological jUdgment lies deeper, these poor doomed infidels

simply do not know any better. They are merely psuchikoi,

and do not have the spirit (19); they are therefore confined

to that which they know naturally, as if they were irrational

animals (10), and accordingly follow their natural desires

(16, 18) and are thus corrupt (10). They are characterized

as impious (4, 15) and are apparently insubordinate (8, 12),

and are clearly considered blameworthy (though there are

those who are merely to be pitied, according to 22). But

they are above all deficient. They do not understand the

higher things, and that is why they blaspheme against them

(10). The God who is able to keep Christians from stumbling

(24) has apparently not seen fit to establish these reprobate

oases in the enlightened security of spiritual understanding,

and has let them slip back into the limits of the merely

fleshly mind.

Jude clearly assumes that his addressees share all

his convictions about the true basis of the Christian faith.

This assumption may be nothing more than a rhetorical strategyr

although the enemy is obviously still mixed within the group,

it is spoken of in third person only, while the direct address

is to the true faithful. Those who have ears to hear will

apparently hear, and will know themselves to be among the
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know themselves to be in the company of others who share in

their exodus but share defectively and falsely, and who will

not survive. That, of course, is essentially what this epis

tle sets out to teach. If the truly saved were as clear

about their difference from their reprobate fellow-travelers

as Jude supposes them to be, there would be little point in

writing. The problem is precisely that they are not. Jude

writes not only as exhorter but as doctrinal umpire, to gal

vanize congregations to take a stand against those heterodox

deviants of whom they are still too tolerent, and under whose

influence they are apparently in some danger of falling. The

nature of the appeal is such as to suggest that the author

could afford to suppose that his addressees would recognize

the rightness of his theology-- that they would accept the

normative principles of original teaching, apostolic author

ity, scriptural witness, respect for the tradition. He could

afford to suppose agreement about norms, what he could not

afford to suppose is that his addressees would spontaneously

apply these norms with the urgency and rigor which he thought

in order.

It would be useful to know what doctrinal positions

were being promoted by these enemies within. Alas, most of

what they were is buried in hazy polemic. We can be sure of

their relatively libertine views, and of their willingness to

live in cooperation with their desires, but it would be far

more helpful to discover what the author means by denying
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Christ, setting aside lordship, blaspheming glories. Some

commentators have argued that this is only more of the same-

that the point of controversy is really only behavioral, and

that it is their sinfulness that denies Christ. That this is

part of the charge is evidentJ but it is not the whole of it.

I think that the epistle makes far more sense if it is taken

quite straighforwardlya there are evidently some among the

flock who not only scoff at the moral conservatism of the

official leadership and deny the authority of others to

establish behavioral restrictions, but who deny that Jesus

is Christ the Lord, or at least shrug off this tenet of faith

as doubtful or insignificant.

It is commonplace to suppose that the term doxai in

Jude 8 (as also in Peter 2110) refers to angels-- thus, for

instance, Kittel as well as standard commentaries. The fact

that the following verse in each instance turns explicitly

to the sUbject of angels seems to lend support to this read

ing. But there is in fact no plausible ground for this.

Jude's subsequent reference is in fact not to angels but to

the Michael of (presumably) the Assumption of Moses, and the

purpose of the reference is to illustrate restraint on the

part of one who might well take it upon himself to curses

the illustration has only marginally to do with what has just

been said, linking itself in no evident way to doxas in verse

8. The parallel instance in 2 Peter is derivative from Jude,

and seems in part to be a misconstruing of Jude's sense. At
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of the following verse in either instanceJ and if a reading

contextually more plausible than "angels" can be found, it

would have a better claim.

Such a reading is suggested by the juxtaposition with

kuriot@s as another of the things reviled by the criticized

brethren. This too has been arbitrarily associated with

angels, but its singularity weighs strongly against the proba

bility of such a reading. The key to the meaning of the

verse rather lies in Jude 4 and 2 Peter 211-- the heretics

in question deny the Lord Jesus Christ. Thus it is his

kuriote~ that is denied. The most plausible reading would

suggest that 9Qxai is also a reference to the dignity of the

reigning Lord. That the word was sometimes used in precisely

that sense is clearly attested by 1 Peter 1111, where the

sUfferings of Christ are paralleled with the sUbsequent cul

mination of his career and of the prophecies that foretold

itl and that CUlmination is characterized precisely as tas

doxas. The word has nothing to do with angels here. The

opponents, in Jude and 2 Peter, scoff at the Lordship of

Christ and those hidden glories in which, the faith of the

true believer claims, the once humiliated Jesus now parti

cipate.

There is no need to suppose that the scoffers are

either visionaries or gnostics. There is no suggestion that

claim a higher understanding of the true Christians. Nor is
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there any hint that they consider themselves to be especially

endowed with the spirit, for in that case we could surely

expect a strategy totally different from verse 19's simple

categorizations of them as psychic and non-spiritual. It is

more likely that they questioned the existence of the spirit

than that they claimed it preeminently. They are "dreamers"

presumably because they are out of touch with the higher

spiritual reality, spiritually asleep. What we can fairly

infer about them is, I believe, totally consistent with a

picture of a sUbgroup within the Christian body who are con

fidently responsive to the notion of behavioral emancipation

in the Christian faith, but carry it rather further than con

servative tradition would have it; and who are presumably

satisfactorily theistic, but who have grown vocally impatient

with other doctrinal ideas concerning higher powers, probably

including the present lordship and glory of Jesus.

If this reconstruction is accurate, it suggests that

the Christians to whom Jude is addressed related to the notion

of normative understanding in a slightly more complex way

than the author himself would prefer. They apparently were

able to recognize that there was such a thing as the true

faith, with identifiable content, taught in the churches

from the beginning. They could be appealed to according to

such categories of discernment without much in the way of

supporting or elaborating argument. Yet this faith has

apparently not made all the difference to them. They accept
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among them others who do not entirely affirm it-- who even

deny aspects of it. For the author of Jude, such men are

discredited and sealed for doom ipso facto. For his addres

sees, they apparently remain at least accepted fellow-travel

lers, somewhere in the spectrum running from imperfectly

enlightened brethren to the Liberal Progressive Party on

campaign. Where they are to be distributed on that spectrum,

we cannot know. But the most significant conclusion that

can be dravrn for our present purposes is that Jude seems to

be confident that he can afford to dismiss and condemn them

on the grounds of their non-conformity of understanding, and

that he clearly believes that when the chips are down, his

addressees must insist on the importance of the enlightened

knowledge of their own exalted conservatism, and place com

munal purity above tolerant hospitality. Whether too unre

constructed or too carelessly progressive the non-traditional

are not really authentic members of the group with whom they

might minglel they are marked, by flaws in comportment and

flaws in understanding, for doom.

2 Peter

There is no book of the New Testament quite so clear

about the existence and the evils of heterdoxy as this epis

tle. The danger is internal, and is urgent 1 "there will be

false teachers among you who will introduce on the sly here

sies of destruction." (211). The future tense here is, of

course, retrojectivea apostolic Peter is made to testify in
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advance concerning the sUb-apostolic reality, in which "many"

follow the lead of these false teachers, bringing destruction

to themselves and ill repute on the way of truth (212).

It is fairly clear that these false teachers are

institutionalized, at least informally. They are said to

be motivated by covetousness, and to exploit the unwary for

gain by means of their deceitful words (21)1 obviously,

their office is a remunerative one. It is also a successful

one, for they have seduced many. There is therefore small

advantage, except rhetorically, in characterizing them as

being slaves of corruption (2119) or as speaking turgidities

of folly (2.18), or in repeatedly predicting for them a

destruction which, like the parousia itself, loses credit

by its delay (211, 2.), 219, 2.12, )17, ).16). The falsity

of Balaam was demonstrated by the miraculous restraining

act of the reproving beast (2.16). In the absence of such

a sign, how are we to tell the true teachers from the false,

the sound doctrine from that which conduces to destruction,

the real gospel from its perversion?

The problem is in fact more acute within the thought

horizons of this epistle than in most other cases, since

2 Peter gives an extravagant place of honor and effectiveness

to true knowledgel hall things relating to life and piety

have been granted to us from his divine power, through the

knowledge (epign6sis) of the one who called us" (11). Again,

if we have faith, fortitude, knowledge, self-control, patience,

piety, brotherly love, and charity, we shall not fail to be
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fruitful "in the knowledge (epignosis) of our Lord Jesus

Christ lt (115-8), and our election will be certain, beyond

the possibility of falling (1110). No false teacher iden

tifies his doctrine as such. If an extreme premium is placed

on knowledge of things unseen, what can prevent a conflict

of claims between the true and the false doctrine impossible

to adjudicate this side of the parousia?

In the first place, we may know them by their fruits.

Even with the emphasis on true knowledge, 2 Peter is careful

to keep track of the way in which that truth must be manifest

in comportment. Hand in hand with the destructive heresies

will go-- that is, presumably, now goes-- impurity of action

(212), whose character and value are suggested by moralizing

glances at the sins of angels, the antedeluvian impiety, the

licentiousness of Sodom and Gomorrah, and lawlessness in

general (214-8). It is the familiar libertarian stOryl they

think themselves free and promise their followers freedom

(2119) but they are themselves really slaves of corruption,

sinners, luxurious and lawless (2114, 2119, 3117). Not that

they share this view of themselves, any more than they acknowl

edge the falsity of their teaching, but at least there is an

initial rule of thumb that might be applied to distinguish

those who, with the author of 2 Peter, emphasize self-control,

purity, moral law, and aloofness from the pollutions of this

world, from those who, with the envisioned enemy within,

emphasize freedom, accommodate themselves rather more comfort

ably to natural urges and desires, urge the truimph of the
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Way over the Law (especially in appeal to Paul), and are at

ease in revelry.

But the fact remains that the moral liberals ~

appeal to the writings of Paul. For their critics to claim

that they distort the meaning of difficult passages is

hardly to deprive them of the chance to make precisely the

same criticism in return. Presumably, they made it; presum

ably, their having made it is one of the grounds for 2 Peter's

claim that they scoff and revile things they don't understand

(2112, )1), 3117). But, of course, that charge too can be

reversed. The author of 2 Peter does not appreciate the

"freedom" which these others enjoy and encourage, and does

not read Paul "and the rest of the writings" ()116) in the

same way. Is there anything to prevent his being repudiated

as a reviler and scoffer at things he does not understand,

dismissed as "unlearned" ()116) and "blind" (219)7

Probably not. His thUndering threats might even be

held against him on the grounds provided by his own canons

of self-control, patience, brotherly-love, peace. But there

is another pattern of thought in this epistle that provides

another way of getting at the question. 2 Peter, strong on

moral conservatism, is conservative also about doctrinal

priority, and offers two test cases by which doctrine may

be discerned.

One is the cataclysmic parousia, the Day of God. The

faithful cling loyally to the expectation of the great jUdg

ment, to the fulfillment of the promise of a new heaven and
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a new earth (3110-13), the scoffers point out that it hasn't

come, and that the world has been going on for a long time

in a fairly stable way. Each can apparently support his

views from authoritative texts (presuming that peri touton

in 3116 refers to the things just discussed in the previous

verses), but 2 Peter seems to be making the claim that the

opposition bases its stand primarily on sheer doubt, while

the author's own doctrine has the backing of prophets, and

of the Lord himself through the apostles. There seems to

be no attempt on the part of the opposition to deny that the

doctrine of the parousia is original, but merely to discredit

it by arguing its implausibility. 2 Peter accordingly tries

to reinstate it by undermining the arguments concerning

implausibilit7. The weight of authority apparently rests

with original doctrine, so long as it has not lost its credit

on other grounds.

That style of understanding is a mainstay of the

argumentative procedure of 2 Peter. Its very pseudepigra

phical character is an obvious attempt to secure the apos

tolic authority, but it must be noted that there is little

attempt to emphasize the special dignity of Peter, or to

exploit the stature of the Rock, or even to argue (as the

author himself does for Paul) that a special wisdom has been

imparted to him. The authority of Peter is largely the

authority of the one who was there at the start, the eye

witness who can attest that the glorious Christ of his faith
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comes not out of clever tales but out of his own history and

memory (1116). The truth can be discerned if we can get

back to the earlier evidence.

Hence the emphasis on remembering as a key to doc

trinal and moral stability. His addressees are knowing, and

are established in the present truth 1 but Peter thinks it

good to remind them of what they know (1112), and to stir

up their remembrance as long as he lives (1113); this second

epistle, like the first one, is dedicated to stirring up

their sincere minds in remembrance (311), asking them to

remember the words of the prophets and apostles (312). The

way of truth is embodied and preserved in the cQmulative

memory of the Christian body. True and false consequently

differ as stability from instability (3116-17), and the one

who is not stable in the knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ,

in whom the stabilizing virtues are not present, has received

not remembrance but forgetfulness (119). What is true is

what was true from the beginning. To remember is to be in

touch with the truth; to be out of touch is to forget.

At least it is to forget that which makes a difference-

the entry into the saving way, the forgiveness of sins (119).

Being addressed to an aUdience that knows the Gentile Chris

tian experience, 2 Peter has the possibility of making a

strong appeal to the decisive time of conversion as a way of

locating the Christian norm, and the author does not pass up

the chance. The addressees have fled away from the corruption
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that is in the world through desire (1,4), and have fled

away from those living in error (2,18); and they have done

this by the knowledge of the Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ

(2,20). This is represented as the common experience of

their Christian world, the Christian knows what it is to

escape from the pollutions of the world into the way of

righteousness (2,20-21). To fall under the influence of

the false teachers, however, is precisely to fall back under

the influence of that corruption and pollution from which

the convert has just escaped (2,18-20). To the convert,

a holy commandment is delivered, a knowledge of the way of

righteousness is taught (2,21). Once this has happened, a

departure from the new common way can be regarded only as a

lapse, a ret~n of the dog to its vomit and of the washed

hog to the mire (2,22).

That is to say' the argument of the epistle appeals

to the memory of the individual Christian to determine

normative Christianity. Into what were you introduced, and

with what was your new life known to be inconsistent? Remem

ber both what you accepted and what you repUdiated; and if

you are offered an invitation to reject what you accepted

then, and return to what you then renounced, you should know

where you are. Unlike the epistle of Jude, whose infidels

are persons who may never really have made it into a full

grasp of true Christian understanding, 2 Peter takes the

bolder step of acknowledging the Christian experience of
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the precarious ones, and drawing the line not between those

who know and those who don·t, but between those who remember

and those who are content to forget. Once more, the cumula

tive Christian experience defines the norm.

This becomes all the clearer when one considers the

other test case of doctrine, besides the parousia. It is, I

believe, the role of Jesus. For while it is just possible

that the reference to the denial of the sovereign lord who

bOUght us (2cl) may be a fancy way of speaking of unfaithful

ness to the moral commands of Christ, I think it far more

likely that it is to be taken literally. That is, there are

those who deny the place of Jesus Christ the Lord in the

scheme of salvation. It is for this reason that the author

characterizes himself as a slave of Jesus Christ (l,l),as

does JUde, in opposition to a similar denial; it is for this

reason that the author emphasizes the importance of the

knowledge of Christ (1.2, 1.3, 118, 2120, 3118), it is for

this reason that he insists that the kingdom is of our Lord

and Saviour Jesus Christ (1111), and that he himself knows

heavenly testimony to the power and presence of our Lord

Jesus Christ (1116-18), in addition to prophecies to the

same effect (1,19). It is probably for this reason that the

doubts concerning the parousia are taken to be so threatening,

they are another dimension of the "despising of lordship"

(2110), the denial of the dominion of Jesus Christ. When the

author of 2 Peter claims that there will be false teachers
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who will "even deny the sovereign lord who has bought them,"

he points, I believe, to a contemporary denial, from within

the Christian community, of the Lordship of Christ.

Part of the basic remembering of the Christian must

therefore be to recall in whose name he was rescued, through

knowledge of whom he was brought out of his old corrupt ways

into the way of righteousness. 2 Peter obviously knows the

answer and assumes that we will know it as well. He obvious

ly knows the process too, and it is a pity that he does not

record it more explicitly. The convert has fled the pollu

tions of the world "in a knowledge of the lord and saviour

Jesus Christ" (2120), and has received a holy commandment

which has somehow been "delivered" to him and has disclosed

to him the way of righteousness (2&21). In his opposition

to the false teachers, the author of this epistle is quietly

pointing to the true teachers who delivered that commandment,

who showed that way, who introduced the converts trUly to

the knowledge of Christ. They, like the author himself,

presumably guard the true interpretation of scriptures and

the true memory of the Christian body-- all the way back to

Peter's witness on the Mount of the Transfiguration-- by

which the truth may always be discerned.

Apocalypse

The Revelation of John despite its length, has left

us little that is relevant to this investigation. In its
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ooncern to deliver a new oommunication of a speoial character,

it reports almost nothing about the more ordinary ways of

Christian understanding. But before passing on to a general

conclusion, there are a few hints worth noticing.

The boldest and most obvious one is that important

new revelation may always be forthcoming. What John has been

shown is a revelation of things that must happen shortly

(Ill, 2216), a prophecy that makes blessed those who hear

and keep it (11), 2217). The words of this new communica

tion are true and faithful (21&5-6), being the word of God

(112), and are of such importance that God will punish severe

ly any man who adds to them (22&18) and will close off salva

tion to anyone who subtracts from them (22&19). The book

leaves no doubt that a rightly formed understanding is a

significant part of Christian life, or that new developments

in it are still possible.

The threats to a stable Christian normative understand

ing f~ced within the course of this book are very considerable.

The church at Ephesus has had to deal with men who claimed to

be apostles and yet turned out to be liars (212). the church

at Pergamos has presently to deal decisively with teachers of

importantly false doctrines, hateful to the Lord (2114-15),

and is called upon to realize this and act; the church at

Thyatira harbors within its very bosom a false prophetess

whose doctrine is destructive (2&20, 24). Evidently, deep

challenges to Christian understanding were being thrust upon
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the churches. How is one to know a true apostle from a false

one, an authentic teacher from a purveyor of pernicious

error? And how does one choose between the bold assurance

of a prophetess and the bold assurance of a prophet who

damns her?

One procedural rule is mentioned to the church at

Sardis 1 "remember therefore how you have received and heard,

and keep and repent" (31); cf. 2.25). The author seems con

vinced that the original understanding given these Christian

churches was sound and irreformable. Falsity comes with

innovation 1 if the churches keep the words and works they

already have, they will be safe from terrible error (2.5, 13,

25-6, )13, 10, etc.). Memory and fidelity are important

weapons against demonic deceit.

A second principle runs thematically through the

addresses to the churchesl "He who has an ear, let him hear

what the Spirit says to the churches" (217, 11, 17, 29, 316,

I), 22). Those who are properly disposed, it seems, will be

able to recognize the true spiritual authority of this writer,

just as Paul claimed that the trUly spiritual man would

recognize the truth of what Paul wrote.

At least implicitly, correspondence with Scripture

(spiritually interpreted)is another way of arriving at the

truth. The vision is well seasoned with references to

Scriptural interpretations by which the events of the present

and the immediate future are foreshadowed. The references
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are oblique and unsystematic, too much so to indicate that

this was an important independent method of discovery to the

author. Scriptural echoes evidently reinforce spiritual

vision, confirming rather than augmenting what is known more

directly in the Spirit.

A fourth criterion is more desperate. Terrible

punishment will be visited upon those accused of being false,

and then all the churches will know (2123). The book prom

ises a variety of signs that will come to pass, some condi

tional upon repentance or non-repentance, some unconditional.

The full authority of its claims will be clear once these

things have come to pass. Although this has the persuasive

power of serious threat, it is not a very useful criterion

for present discernment.

"The witness of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy"

(19110). The author knows confidently that he is in the

Spirit (l,lO),and can be excused if he is too confident that

other authentic spirits will recognize this. But the

Jezebel of Thyatira undoubtedly made the same claim, and

it would have been convenient if then John had offered some

other criteria for sorting things out. The criterion of the

future, the ratification of the prophecies now made, is not

presently usefulJ the criterion of the past, the word and

standard already preached at the beginning and still remem

bered, is more helpful. John obviously does not mean that

right understanding is confined to thatl his whole revela

tion is given for the purpose of adding to the sure knowledge
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of what is to be. But he evidently means that right under

standing is disciplined by that foundation, and cannot be

sustained apart from fidelity to what was received at the

beginning of Christian belonging.

Would that he had gone into greater detail. His

failure to do so, however, is in itself potentially signifi

cant. He seems to take it for granted that they will know

what their foundation was, and that it was the same in all

the churches. And as he admonishes the churches one by one,

he evidently supposes that they can be recalled to their

senses by a stern reminder. With some jarring to action from

the outside, they will be able to find the resources to meet

even the present dangers, to realize the falsity of false

doctrine and repudiate it. All the same, what we find in

this book is an enfeebled version of that confidence. The

author relies on the power of special prophecy to guide and

discipline, much as the Pastorals rely, by an analogous

though different sense of default, on the steadying charac

ter of tradition, institution, office, social decorum.

It is clear that John the Elder believes that there

are important norms for Christian understanding, but it is

not so clear that he is ready to trust that the more ordinary

ways in which those norms are constituted are quite as reli

able as they are found to be by other early Christian writers.

He seems to share with them the more abstract theological

assumption that the ultimate court of appeal is God working
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as the rubric that governs the whole. But he is too swept

up by the direct prophetic manifestation of Christ's govern

ance to attend to the more homely modes of its expression

much more than to acknowledge that the Christ who is the

beginning of God's creation (h~ arche tes ktiseos tou theou.

3,14) had his image more or less adequately implanted in his

churches at the beginning of their Christian life to which

image they can perhaps be summoned in time of stress. But

that is tentative. What is clear is that his trust is in

the power of the Lord as revealer through the Spirit, and

that these are times in which a more dramatic showdown is in

order. Whatever the calmer ways of discerning, John is not

in the mood or the market for them. God speaking through

Jesus Christ and the Spirit is the supreme court, and when

it is speaking one does not attend to the local magistrates,

whoever they may be, on whom the burden of sustaining common

law ordinarily devolves.

Concluding observations on
the other New Testament evidences

These writings bear witness to two types of radical

crisis in early Christian self-understanding. One has to do

with the behavior appropriate to a Christian. how does one

strike the right balance between the two elements of James's

felicitous epithet for this dimension of Christian understand

ing, .. the perfect Law of Freedom" (nomon teleion ton tes
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to what extent does the perfect law of freedom coincide with

the prescriptions and proscriptions of the Jewish Law, especi

ally in those matters that seem to be the especial preoccupa

tion of these writings, viz., issues pertaining to dietary

regulations, idolatrous cults, and sexual conduct? The other

crisis is concerned with-- to use another phrase from James-

"the faith of our Lord Jesus Christ of glory" (ten pistin tou
• AA "" A)

kur~ou hemon Iesou Christou tes doxes, 2&1. What must

authentic understanding think about the place of Jesus in the

scheme of things, and the kind of glory that can be attri

buted to him?

These are not new crises. They were there from the

beginning. The crucifixion itself was the climax of the

crisis aroused by Jesus around precisely these two issues,

and the surviving records suggest that the conflict of early

Christians with especially the Jewish communities over these

same issues continued to be severe. As for internal conflict,

there are various hints of substantive disagreement over the

Law in early times, as one sense of the meaning of freedom

collided with another, and there is no doubt that there must

have been points of tension as earliest Christianity covered

the distance between a kind of glory implied in the modest

Christology of Cleopas, ("Jesus of Nazareth, who was a man,

a prophet, powerful in work and word before God and all the

people" Lk 24,19) and that greater glory in the ambitious
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Christology of Thomas ("My Lord and my God," John 20.28).

But this simply brings us back to our essential ques

tion. How did earliest Christians suppose such disagreements

were to be resolved? When some find the thought of others

dangerous, or blasphemous, or wanton, or backward, in the

midst of a religious movement that is understood to be

touching the very quick of the deepest truth of God for man,

how is the discrepancy to be worked out and the normative

understanding to be discerned?

This final group of writings suggests a pattern of

implicit response to this theoretical issue. They differ

from one another in their emphases, just as they differ from

one another in the problems they confront and in the charac

ter of the communities from which they arise. Nevertheless,

there are significant points of consistency both at the

theoretical and at the practical levels.

First, they share the conviction that the issue is

that of God's saving truth. What they are attempting to

understand is what God has designed and partially executed

by way of a plan of salvation for men, and they agree that

it is necessary to understand this design at least in a

basically adequate way.

Secondly, they acknowledge that it is revealed, at

least in-a shadowed way, in the Scriptures. While they differ

in practical jUdgments about what in Scripture is literal,

what figurative, what still binding and what now obsolete,
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describes that truth in whose midst they live.

Thirdly, they agree that it is in Jesus Christ that

this salvation has been most dramatically revealed. They

differ in emphases about where and how the revelation has

occurred. Hebrews is much more insistent that the others

on the importance of what Jesus taught, James is less insist

ent than the others on what Jesus did and sUffered, and the

Apocalypse goes much farther than the rest in representing

the directness of present communication between Jesus and

his followers. They do not all provide enough hints to

reconstruct the full pattern of assumptions found elsewhere

in earliest Christian literature, but they are all consistent

with the basic one I Jesus perfected the revelation and insti

tution of salvation by his fulfillment of Scriptures, his

teaching, his death and resurrection, and his exaltation to

power, glory, and Lordship-- and salvation comes from belong

ing to the new order that is his.

Fourthly, they appear to share the assumption that

the basic truths about this salvation and this new order-

what 2 Peter refers to as that "knowledge of the lord and

savior Jesus Christ" by which one escapes the defilements of

the world (2120)-- were adequately understood by the first

followers of Jesus and faithfully communicated by them to

those who followed them. They also seem to presume that the

handing-on of these basic truths has been essentially
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successful up to the contemporary generation of Christians,

and therefore that their addressees may take their initial

normative point of departure from remembering what they them

selves first heard when entering the Christian way, and can

confirm it further by inquiring into such historical evidence

as may still remain.

Fifthly, they allow that there is more truth to be

learned, but they do not place as high a premium on it as on

the basic received truths which they already possess, to

which all subsequent authentic revelation must conform.

They expect growth and maturing in understanding, but they

do not anticipate any legitimate dramatic change (albeit,

witness the Apocalypse, there may be dramatic interventions

that may extend privileged understandings while reaffirming

their essential foundation). This increment of further

understanding will be fully coherent with what they have al

ready received, will normally arise from those who are most

thoroughly and faithfully experienced in Christian life, and

should be readily recognizable by those who live in imitation

of their fidelity.

This last condition is another point of general

agreement. the key sign of authentic understanding is a

steadfast life of virtue, peace, and love. One cannot fully

trust the thought that arises from persons in whom clear

good fruit of action is not found. But those who have long

and consistehtly lived their faith into works worthy of the
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gress toward maturity of Christian understanding as well as

of Christian life.

As the last remark implies, these writings also

assume that Christian life, and Christiro1 understanding, are

the work of communities rather than only of individuals.

They bear witness not only to their authors' conviction that

they are able to develop and consolidate their addressees'

understanding rightly, but to the confidence that the addres

sees have the resources to work a similar edification on

themselves. And how should they go about it? The assumption

that seems to run through these various writings as a common

substrate is that if they remember well and accurately togeth

er, living in a virtuous Christian mutuality, they will be

able to rely on their collective sense of appropriateness to

discern what belongs to the truth.

Once more, let me emphasize that I do not suppose

that the theory underlying these documents is necessarily

the result of careful empirical testing in the early Church.

There is undoubtedly careless jUdgment, romantic naivete, and

sheer wishful thinking involved in the ways in which early

Christians thought the questions and crises of right under

standing to be resolvable. It is not my undertaking to de

fend the theory's reliability (although I shall presently

argue that it deserves to be seriously entertained) nor to

allege that it was derived with scrupulous care. I am merely
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trying to determine what in fact it was. And in its mani

festations within these remaining books of the New Testament,

as in what I find in the Pauline, Lucan-Synoptic, and Johan

nine writings, I am struck by the degree of consonance in

earliest Christian literature as a whole. Whatever the flaws

in practice or the inadequacies in supposition, there was a

remarkable degree of agreement concerning the ways in which

right understanding was thought to be constituted and the

ways in which it could most reliably be achieved. There was

an identifiable court of appeal.
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"What you heard from the beginning, Let it abide in

you" (1 In 2c24). That may fairly be called the first com

mandment of the law of Christian thought. And in the begin

ning was-- what? Faust was not wrong to falter. It is not

indisputably clear. In the beginning, whether we speak of

the beginning of one's own salvation or of the Christian

dispensation or of creation itself, was the Word, but it may

be supposed that the Word is expressive of the Thought that

is prior to it, or descriptive of the Deed that gives it

substance, or a manifestation of the Power that displays

itself in action or in meaning. Faust thought that as he

turned from one ultimate to another his shifts were guided

by the Spirit. He was in each instance the heir of earliest

Christianity, which also glimpsed a variety of answers as it

peered through its new life into the hidden place where the

light first broke upon the darkness that lay upon the face

of the deep.

Johannine literature manifests one of the most expli

cit early Christian examples of a general sensitivity to the

realization that the new dispensation must be seen as a

function of the original creative intent, the recent fulfilled

deeds an inheritance from the Beginning. There we see the

original Word, the original Thought and Power and Deed,

371
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breaking as it must have done originally and always into the

darkness that did not and cannot master it, bringing light

and life. It does so not because it is a better second try,

giving form once again to a chaos into which the world has

lapsed from the insufficiency of an original botched job,

but because it is the completion of the original creation,

the last stage of fulfillment of the process that was from

the beginning dominated by the Word, the Thought, the Power,

and the Deed of God. The protological thrust of the Johannine

literature is its awareness of what God's seemingly new Word,

Thought, Deed, and expression of Power must necessarily mean

and be at a deeper level of understanding.

The Johannine literature is the most explicit, but

it is not alone. All of early Christian literature is written

under the assmnption that it witnesses to its own participa

tion in the fulfillment of original creation. Earliest

Christian thought is radically protological, because it

stands in the process by which the dominion of God, never

broken from the beginning even if left incomplete, is to be

definitively realized. It is also radically eschatological,

because it stands within a project not yet completed, and

attends more frequently and urgently to this dimension of

its orientation, but it is nevertheless as firmly conditioned

by its ultimate past as by its future. If the eschatological

side is where Christian thought senses its critical timeliness

and ultimacy most keenly, the protological side is where it

habitually senses the ground of its validity and the certainty
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of its promise.

The Christian arche is two£old. On the one hand, arid

in its more naive and unreflected form, it has to do with the

more recent events fulfilled and among USI the Word that came

to John in the desert was one way of fixing the beginning, or

the deed executed by Jesus, or the thought communicated in

the post-resurrection instruction, or the power from on high

that initiated the Christian missionary movement. These are

complementary and mutually confirming and appear together as

the foundational complex in the main early writing. The

assumption that authentic Christian understanding is condi

tioned by what was, in this sense, ~. arches seems to have

been universal in earliest Christendom.

But pointing to history for the arche involves two

phases of ambiguity. One has to do with the relation of

history to the antecedent divine will. Even if given an
I

historical beginning within living memory, the Gospel is the

plan of salvation intended by God from before the ages,

enacted only at the ripe moment in time. The fulfilled deeds

are essentially the concrete revelation and actualization of

the ultimate beginning, the completion of the original crea

tive intention. The distinction is not trivial in its

epistemological consequences. Historically, conditioning ~.

Aarches means one thing, transhistorically, it means quite

another. Of course, the intersection of the two senses was

presumed to be as perfect as their different domains permit.

History, under divine orchestration, has made manifest the
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plan laid from eternity, and therefore the historical S£'

arches is the replication, in another medium, of the 8uper

historical one. But the latter is the ultimate arche in the

deepest sense. The historical version is ~ original mode

of access, and is sUfficient. But the norm is more deeply

embedded in the true heavenly original which history translates.

And here arises a second phase of ambiguity. History

is the medium of disclosure, but it is not quite the message.

The message is, in fact, concealed in it as well as revealed.

Earliest Christian understanding was convinced that the arche

definitive of God's invitation to human possibility had been

made intelligible and active through Jesus, but does not show

a univocity about just where and how was it to be discerned.

In his birth? In his pUblic preaching? In his cross?

Earliest witnesses are not entirely agreed in their choices

of their emphases. The aroh~ has entered human history and

has been expressed thrOUgh Jesus-- but how do we trace out

what trUly belongs to its historical manifestation, and dis

criminate this from the ordinary history in which it is

embedded? and when its lineaments are known, how is it to be

understood?

The definitive locus of understanding is in the

proper place of the arch~1 the mind of God. It is his mystery,

his saving plan, his inscrutable and unpredictable wisdom.

Its manifestation in Jesus meant that early Christian thought

was obliged to attend to Christology as a more central theo

logical enterprise than it had normally been, and to find
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either that Jesus had proclaimed the mind of God in a

privileged way (essentially as the prophets had donel thus

the attempts to record and interpret his public teachings) or

that he had enacted it (as the prophets had occasionally done,

as Israel had donel thus the attempts to record and interpret

the resurrection, the troublesome scandal of the cross, the

circumstances surrounding his birth). In either case, or

beyond both, it was axiomatic that Christ is the primary locus

of the earthly expression of God's mind, the vehicle for the

intelligible historical disclosure and enactment of the sav

ing arch@ as formed in the mind of God. This axiom leads

readily if not inevitably, to conceptualizing the C~lon of

true understanding as the mind of Christ.

That formulation better represents the conceptual

center of gravity in earliest Christian theology, probably

because it brought the matter closer to home. Participation

was very much of the essence. Christian thought reached to

more dramatic categories only after realizing that it already

belonged to them. It was protological, as it was eschatolo

gical, as a logical reflex of self-understanding in the pur

suit of its own fullness. Its self-reflection led to these

two bounding limits inevitably. But the first responsibility

of earliest Christian thinkers was not to discern either the

arche or the eschaton, but to grasp the character of that

which had been begotten between these and born among them

through the intervention of Christl the Christian kairos, the

ripe season of salvation in which all men are called to share,
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but to which the Christian already deeply belonged. The

basic style of early Christian understanding is the search

for the character of this season of salvation. Such a pre

occupation asks its questions out of practical concerns, and

is particularly eager to know where and how we are called to

live. But where and how lead inevitably to the conditioning

whence and whither, and the fact that we must live under the

power and the will of the conditioning Lord raises to practi

cal moment another pattern of speculative questions. Rethink

ing and reformulating the world in the image and likeness of

Christ was perhaps more a matter of grateful celebration than

of speculative research, but the two were complementary. The

basic joy at being incorporated into God's capstone work of

salvation leads to seeing it writ large throughout the universe.

The basic concern to belong well to the kairos of salvation

begets a concern to understand its shape and nature. The

basic style of early Christian thOUght is accordingly

kairology, the attempt to understand the historically concret

ized season in which the eternal mystery of salvation is

fully revealed and fulfilled.

The primary answer to the question of where to find

our place in the kairos is. in Christ. That the true kairos

is radically manifested in and conditioned by Christ, who

has entered and shaped human time through Jesus, is the axiom

that makes itself evel~/here apparent in earliest Christian

literature. The attBmpt to discern the conditioning arch~

without reference to Jesus is the theological temptation
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against which the movement took its main self-definitional

stand. The kairos is Christ's, belongs to him. It can

neither be perceived nor participated in except by reference

to Jesus. One must not only know about him. one must belong

to him.

To live in reality is to live in Christ; not to live

in Christ is to be bound over to illusion and doom. In its

weakest and most primitive form, this sharing in the true

kairos may be thought to be secured by being sealed in the

name of Christl thus the Corinthian practice of registering

in Christ those who can no longer accept him for themselves.

But with the exception of baptism for the dead, the weakest

form of entry into Christ is nowhere attested. One must live

in Christl only the dead can be exempted. And that implies

that wherever human understanding is alive, it must conform

itself to the basic shape of the kairos before it can be

sealed into belonging; and this means at the minimum the

acknowledgement-- not with the lips only, but with the heart

as well-- that Jesus is the One I Christ, the Lord.

This at the minimum. In some cases, it may have

SUfficed as a legitimation of one's entry into the season of

salvation. But there was more to be understood; and even if

this more was not necessarily exacted from everyone who be

longed, or made a condition of belonging, it was the truth.

Those who wished to belong thoroughly were automatically

invited to become mature in understanding; and maturity is

seeing as God sees, knowing as God knows. Although this must
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wait until we are made perfect in his kingdom, it can be

approximated now. Indeed, it must be approximated nowl for

the kairos of salvation is shaped by God's design and requires

us to live as he has willed us to live, and we must learn

what belongs to the way of life. Neither is he indifferent

to what we hold to be true. We must discern what belongs to

the truth-- or, more simply, what belongs to Christl for the

season of salvation consists in what belongs to Jesus Christ.

God has offered us in Christ the kairos for which we were

created. It is our task to accept it, to perceive what it

is and what it means, and to live in conformity with it until

we are gathered definitively into his kingdom. In the mean

time, we are under trial as well as under grace. God will

watch and wait, to see whether we follow faith~llly alor~ the

paths that he has sketched for our behavior and our thought,

obedient to the life-giving word which he has invested in us

like seed to grow and flourish.

The kairos belongs to Christ, but does so because it

has been given to him by the Father. It is a function of his

will and work that "Christ" has meaning at all, and therefore

the very conception of a Christ-defined kairos takes us in-

'"evitably to its beginning and end, to the arche of the crea-

tive plan and the eschaton of its completion, both of which

belong to the Father. Paul is careful to insist to the

Corinthians that the eschaton is Ultimately specifically the

Father's rather than specifically Christ's. Christ is where

we encounter all this, but he is not in fact the only way in
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which the arche is expressed. Thus while early Christian

kairology assumes that Christ is the source of the fundamen

tal conditioning of this moment and of this season in which

it stands, it did not assume that this is the only way in

which these are conditioned or the only source of kairologi

cal understanding.

Kairology was not, after all, a Christian invention.

The followers of Jesus inherited the kairological framework

of the Expectation, further specified by the teaching of

John the Baptist. With this, they also inherited the dia

lectical principle for discernment of kairology that is impli

cit in the structure of the kairos. As the season of salva

tion is the special providential form by which the benevolent

original creation is to be perfectly completed, so its com

prehension isa function not only of understanding and sub

mitting to the News by which its character is particularized,

but also of understanding and SUbmitting to the arch~ that is

not news-- the longstanding revelation of the nature and will

of God who made man in his image and invites him in the act

of creation itself to know and live accordingly. Like the

prophets in whose tradition he stood, John the Baptist

summoned his hearers to repentance ~ld obedience. Obedience

to what? Not to an alien arbitrariness, but to the law of

righteousness that is imprinted on creation itselfl bring

forth good fruits. As a defining verbum sapienti it was

enough to add another phrase attributed to the Baptistl

fruits worthy of repentance. If one turns to God altogether,
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the rest will be added. If you love the Lord your God with

all your heart and soul and strength and mind, it will follow

that you will obey him. Obeying him is imitating him. It

is by imitating him that one comes more fUlly to know him

and oneself as his image, as a son of God. In this knowledge

appear the implications that define the creational kairos in

general, inclUding the commandment, experienced as analogue

to the first, to love one's neighbor as oneself.

There is therefore a connaturality between human under

standing and the discernment of the kairos as generally founded

in creation, although the growth of this discernment is given

through deepening obedience rather than instinct~ely or all

at once. The special character of the particular kairos by

which the intention of creation is finally fUlfilled is not

readily discernable by direct appeal to the arch~ by which we

are constituted. It requires special disclosure. But just

as it is the completion of creation rather than a counterstate

ment, so the recognition of authentic news of its character

is a function of our disposition of obedience within the more

general frame. Those who know God and are not yet too hard

ened to be vulnerable to his touch will recognize and respond

to his summons to know and conform to the truth that shapes

the season of salvation.

Early Christian writings vary in their sense of the

means by which men will readily perceive the truth of the

basic Christian gospel but seem to be agreed both that it

can be presented intelligibly to hmnan minds, and that those

who are properly disposed-- that is, not too distracted by
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worldly lusts or too inhospitable to the possibility of

genuine News-- will quickly find ears to hear obediently.

Obediently and with the conviction of truthl for although

the modality by which confidence is achieved may vary from

the general sense of plausibility which Luke appeals to in

Theophilos to the illumined insight visited upon the obedient

Pauline convert, it is universally supposed that Christian

kairology has the resources to resolve all SUbstantive doubts.

There are indeed higher and stabler ways to certitude than

through appeal to the evidences of historical event or of

exegesisJ but if one requires these, they can be produced.

The unfolding of the kairos brought a surprise, but the sur

prise was brought by way of recognizable evidence, and its

lineaments may be discerned there as well as in the joy of

the obedient heart receiving the Word.

The special form of the kairos, that is, has been

made known within the fabric of the general kairos of crea

tion, and although not deducible from it, it is nevertheless

fully coherent with that general frame. This is, I believe,

the basic assumption governing the development of early

Christian kairology. This assumption leads to the conclusion,

most consistently prosecuted by LUke, that the authentic

Christian understanding is conditioned by what has appeared

historically and may properly be disciplined by the accurate

reconstruction of the founding "fulfilled deeds." But this

historical given is not the only source for this authentic

conditioning. It is itself the working-out of the arch~ of
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God's plan, and earliest Christianity had two other means of

access to this arche. On the one hand, God had expressed his

purpose through the Scriptures, and the conviction of the

unity of the salvific kairos with the general creative inten

tion and self-communication of God led naturally to the assump

tion that the former was blueprinted, however obscurely, in

the documents that were expressive of the latter, in a sort

of genetic code governing creation's last maturing growth

spurt. The explication of Scripture could accordingly stand

either as a means of confinning the explication of history,

or as a means of bypassing it conveniently. On the other

hap~, God's characteristic mode of self-communication in the

Scriptures and in history, the divine Spirit, was directly

available to the Christian underst~lding. To be in Christ

was to be in the Spirit-- and thus in immediate touch with

the arche. This experience too, because of its isomorphic

congruence with the arche's expression in either history or

Scripture, could stand as a means of confirming either, or

as a short-circuit that independently delivers the condition

ing content of both. Thus arises a curious situation for

early Christian reflection on the character of its kairologya

while fully aware that its specific difference is a fUnction

of the historical Jesus and could be determined from a

scrutiny of his career, it was also aware that it was not

necessarily handicapped if there were no ready access to the

details of that career, since the same interpretive norms are

also available through other, and generally more conveniently

--------------



accessible, manifestations.

Not that any early Christian group ever bypassed

history altogether. The Gospel seems always to have rested

on the grounding historical essentials, or at least what

were at first taken to be the essentials. Divined and

preached abroad by those who were in possession of the main

details of Jesus' career, these became the core from which

the particularizing side of the kairological dialectic pro

ceeded. Both the original perception and the initial recep

tion of this Gospel, however, took place within the context

not only of the general kairology of creation but also the

more particular eschatological kairolugy already developed

in Jewish understanding, especially that version that has

been promoted in the preaching of John the Baptist. The

identification of Jesus as the Christ is the most obvious

examples the kairological category "Christ" was already given,

and needed only to be matched with its historical fulfillment.

It is plausible that the other elements of early kerygma were

arrived at through a similar process of filling in prior

kairological categories with historical particularsl the ex

pected agent of jUdgment is identified with Jesus, the prom

ised forgiveness of sins is correleted with his name, the

season of salvation is taken to be roughly coextensive with~~

generation to which he preached. The logic of coherence

could also be pursued in a more abstract way. A more pro

tological reflection on the principle of coherence between

the general kairos of creation and the special foundational
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conditioning in Jesus led naturally to aligning Jesus with

the arch~, either mildly, in the form of God's having willed

his work before the ages, or ambitiously, in the form of

preexistence, agency in creation itself, divinity. New

events could also be accommodated by assimilation to the

developed schemel the reception of the Spirit could be taken

to be at once the later baptism promised by John and the gift

of the exalted Jesus from the Father. The death of Jesus,

according to the principle of kairological coherence, needed

to be fit in too. A variety of accommodations survives God's

allowance; the pattern of the fate of the prophets; the act

ing out of radical obedience; expiation by which forgiveness

of sins becomes possible; the prelude to the most.perfect

enactment of the old theme of humiliation and exaltation.

The governing procedure in early Christian kairology seems

to have been to discern how the events of Jesus' career and

sUbsequently among his followers cohere with and develop

further what we already know about the will and plans of

God, and about the organization of the world. And should

one begin within a Hellenistic world rather than that of

the Baptist, one may generate a new complementary set of

insights for which kairology may be the richer, not the more

confused.

The specifically Christian kairology was undoubtedly

developed by such a process of assimilation of the events

and understandings surrounding Jesus to the previous state

of kairological understa!~ing. On what authority were the
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particular forms of assimilation made? Mainly, it seems,

on the authority of the axiomatic principle that Jesus is

The One. Whatever helped substantiate this or enlarge its

scope or concretize its implications had a claim on the Chris

tian sense of appropriateness and could become a legitimate

candidate for normative understanding. Armed with the

assumption that the kairos is defined in Jesus Christ, early

Christian thought could assimilate to him the general struc

ture of its kairological inheritance, and appeal beyond it

to further discoveries and authentications latent in its

memories of Jesus or in its exegetical ingenuity.

The active presence of the Spirit offered another

axis of discovery and authentication. The book of Revelation

bears witness to the confidence with which this access to

normative understanding could be used independently of the

others (although even there the Spirit obviously relies on

a great range of established norms, and works as much by

reaffirmation as by peremptory authority), but what is strik

ing in surviving early Christian literature is that despite

the presence of manifold celebrations of the Spirit there is

a general absence of proffered materials based on the Spirit

alone. It seems that what was discovered in the Spirit, even

though it may have been accepted simply as such, was never

theless characteristically appealed for authentication to

the less volatile and more pUblic fields of reference.

Such an appeal, however, has a double cutting-edge.

If the offerings of spirit may have been tried and interpreted
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by the court of Scripture or of history, there is also evi

dence that what earliest Christianity experienced as disclo

sure through the Spirit might be used as a normative point

of reference by which Scripture of the teachings of Jesus

should be tested and interpreted-- sometimes with resulting

effects on the wording of texts as well as the interpretation

of meanings. And history? A similar case, I think. Similar

interpretive latit~des are plainly attested, and the text

was less clearly defined. The scope for inventiveness was

accordingly greater than that presented by Scripture, and was

undoubtedly exploited. I can see no way of accounting for

various of the discrepancies in the Gospels that is as econ

omical and plausible as the hypothesis that early Christian

thought, confident in the coherence of God's plans and ways

of revealing them, sometimes guessed at history to fill gaps

where history was not known or was presumed misunderstood

because uncongenial to received kairology. The Synoptic

tradition, for instance, rests within a prior kairology that

derives the Messiah from Bethlehem. It identifies that

Messiah as Jesus of Nazazeth. Either LUke's account of how

the Nazarenes happened to be in Bethlehem or Matthew's account

of how the Bethlehemites happened to move to Nazareth-- or

both-- is evidently a fabrication of history in the image of

assumptions drawn from elsewhere. I do not impute fraudr I

rather presume that the inventiveness is essentially that of

the good historian-- the formulation, within the disciplining

boundaries of the known, of a plausible hypothesis which makes
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illuminating and economical sense of it. The more satisfying

such a hypothesis is, the more readily it becomes custom.

The more investment there is in its particular satisfactions-

or the more inconvenient it becomes to do without it-- the

more readily it turns to law.

The constituting principles for Christian kairology

are thus various, mutually confirming, and (with the single

exception of direct revelation through the Spirit, which is

rarely appealed to without coordinate confirmation) SUbject

to the discipline of pUblic evidence-- but they retain a

certain protean quality all the same. They are capable of

giving authority, but-- in a way that was probably not

realized by the casual and confident kairologists of early

days-- not so ready to yield a stable and confirmed form.

Form was achieved always with reference to them, but had its

primary locus elsewhere I theoretically, in the mind of Christ

echoing the mind of God, practically and functionally, in

the sense of coherence and appropriateness in the early Chris

tian community as it contemplated Jesus as The One and itself

in him.

Jesus as The One is the fundamental conditioning

determinant of kairology, and is the common denominator of

early Christian literature, as well as the essence of early

Christian kerygma. But how was the kerygma itself derived?

The indications are, I believe, that it was derived in the

same manner as the rest of Christian kairologyl by the appli

cation of the early disciples' sense of coherence and
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appropriateness to the conviction that Jesus is The One,

within the framework of their recognitions and recollections

on the one hand and the resources of pre-Christian kairology

on the other. The key facts and interpretations thus dis

cerned became the core of the Gospel and the foundation of

subsequent kairological reflection, and accordingly occupy

in the formation of Christian understanding a special canon

ical s tatus as the lcerygmata.

I use the plural advisedly. The a priori probability

of varying selections and interpretations among the earliest

apostles and of a gradual development and shift in the under

standing fro~ which they proclaimed the Good News is suggested

by the differences among early Christian texts,and particu

larly substantiated in Acts. Luke, who holds no brief for

an evolutionary view of the essential apostolic kerygma and

has no wish to expose disunity among the earliest ministers

of the Word, gives us a developmental variety of preachments

by Peter and a notably different set of suppositions in the

kerygma of Stephen. Surely that is the way it really was.

If Paul can say that all the apostles preach the same Gospel,

and if we believe-- as I think the evidence suggests we

should-- that this is essentially true, then we must disci

pline cur sense of history accordingly. What was held in

co~non was of far greater moment than the differences. The

differences were felt, and they sometimes smarted; but they

were not supposed divisive, given the convergence on the same

Gospel. In the mutuality of the early Christian community,
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remembering and reflecting upon what it has experienced, a

common norm had been discerned.

This norm, sUbsequently announced in various times

and various places, became then the starting-point for Chris

tian kairology. Paul's ability to shift imperceptibly be

tween the founding events and the Gospel that reports them,

essentially equating the historical realization and the Word,

seems to be typical of early Christian thought. Theoreti

cally, one might attribute an absolute and permanent priority

to the historical facts and subordinate the Word to them,

thus putting a premium on Luke's eyewitness as the ultimate

court of appeal, And so Luke does, theoretically. But the

theory he inherited and re-expressed relativizes its own

historical norm by insisting upon its replication in another

order-- or rather, other orders I for although Luke himself

witnesses mainly to Scripture as the normative point of

reference outside history, he shows a firm awareness that

the Word itself could manifest self-confirming power, and

says enough about the rSle of the Spirit to permit us to see

the continuity of his views with those of the Pauline and

Johannine literature. And in the fifteenth chapter of Acts,

he registers a formulation that probably represents the most

influential conception of the Spirit for the development of

early Christian thought. Far less spectacular than some of

its m~Lifestations, the modality of this special communica

tion with the arch~ that appears in the simple formula "it

seemed good to the Holy Spirit and to us" touches the heart
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of that process by which the truth it knew was enlarged and

developed. What seems good to the Holy Spirit is good enough

for Christianity. It appears that in Lulce's view, and in the

view of early Christian literature generally, what seems good

to the Holy Spirit is that which seems good to the obedient

and loving Christian community as it remembers what it has

heard from the begiru1ing and attempts to discern in God's

several ways of revealing-- including their own, transformed

lives-- the appropriate physiognomy of the Christ-formed

kairos.

Which of the interpretations of Jesus may be called

authentically Christian? If the search for theological

validity pines after the lost data concerning the historical

Jesus, it is not without warrant from the earliest Christian

sense of the constitution governing its own understanding.

But it will receive no pity from that quarter. However firm

ly and consistently earliest Christianity maintained that it

was founded and conditioned by the historical Jesus, it

manifests an equally firm and consistent conviction that it

carried in its own bosom the essential equipment for the

adequate discernment of both Jesus and the ~airos he founded,

in whose image it is formed.

One of the clearest indications of what this means--

instructive, I think, for the quest for theological validity-

is the phenomenon of the early Christian didaskalos. Although

Paul ranks this title just after apostles and prophets, and

although it is one of the most frequent titles of Jesus in
\
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the Gospels, its place in early Christendom has been little

studied. The reason is in part that the evidences are space.

Not the evidences for their existence, for they are attested

in Thessalonica (1 Thess 5112), Galatia (Gal 616), Corinth

(1 Cor 12128-29), Rome (Rom 1217), and Antioch (Acts 1311),

mentioned in Ephesians (4111), alluded to in Hebrews (5:12),

and discussed intermittently in the Pastorals and the Didach~.

The default of evidence lies rather in our ability to define

the character of the office and the qualifications by which

one entered it. But within the framework of this study, I

think that the very paucity of evidence is itself significant.

Not all are teachers, Paul reminds the Corinthians (1 Cor 12.

28-29), but to the Romans he adds that some are given the

grace of teaching and should use it for teaching (Rom 12.7;

cf. Eph 4111). A fitness for teaching is among the qualifi

cations for high churchly office in the Pastorals (1 Tim 312,

Titus 1:9), although the teaching duties were evidently dis

tributed to deacons (1 Tim )18-10) and women (1 Tim ).11-12)

as well as bishops. It is a serious offices not only does

it rate high on Paul's list, but according to the Epistle

of James, it entails a more severe jUdgment, and one should

therefore not be too hasty about taking it on (Jas ).1).

Evidently, one who felt called to the office might offer one

self as a teacher. But it also appears that the office was

SUbject to some form of discernment of fitness. The Pastoral's

norm of didaktikos as a qualification for positions of leader

ship, with its implication of the possibility of discerning
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such a quality, is echoed not only in the general Pauline

principles of communal self-regulation but more vividly in

the Didache's instruction that the community should choose

for itself men worthy of the Lord to minister to them the

ministry of prophets and teachers (1511). But what are the

criteria to be applied to those who seek after, or are needed

for, the office of teacher?

The Didache is representative of the general drift of

early Christian thought in its succinct principles for the

evaluation of a teacher. "Whoever then should come and teach

you all the aforementioned things, receive him; if the

teacher be twisted and teach another teaching that leads to

destruction, do not accept him; but if it leads to the in

crease of righteousness and knowledge of the Lord, receive

him as the Lord." (1111-2). That, I suspect, is the best

and clearest formulation surviving for the essential govern

ance of early Christian normative understanding, especially

when taken in conjunction with another representative admon

ition of the Didachel "every prophet teaching the truth, if

he does not do what he teaches, is a false prophet" (11110).

By their fruits, you know that the Spirit is trUly at work.

If someone teaches something that leads to righteousness

and knowledge of the Lord, and is himself coherent with it,

he is to be received as the Lord. Naively but representa

tively, the Didach~ supposes that we can recognize righteous

ness when we see it coming. Even more naively-- but I thiruc,

also represe!ltatively-- it assumes that we can recognize
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increased knowledge of the Lord when we see it. In effect,

it defines knowledge of the Lord simply in accordance with

that which we can recognize communally as being consonant

with what we can recognize as righteousness. Or, more simply,

the authentic teacher is the one with a talent for edifying;

the authentic teaching is that which edifies a community

already in Christ.

That appears to be typical of the earliest Christian

criteria for discerning the norms of its own thought. Anything

that builds on what we have received, tends to promote what

we recognize as righteousness, and extends our understanding

in ways that seem satisfyingly appropriate, is the real thing.

No appeal to eyewitness, trained scholarship, historical

documentation. No need to appeal. The presumption is that

those who live faithfully within the Christian kairos as

they have already understood it are in a position to generate

and discern together further advances in kairology, through

their Spirit-touched imaginations disciplined by their mere

sense of coherence and appropriateness as grounded in right

eousness and the Gospel. Kairology is, in the long run, a

form of knowledge of the Lord, and vice versa. The Lord is

known by his people, first according to the faithfulness and

loving righteousness by which they are bound to him and to

each other, and then according to their shared sense of what

is right and appropriate, what is coherent with what they

have corne to know and satisfying to their capacity for pious

understanding. This communal sense, historical reconstruction
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tional law of early Christian thought. It was understood to

be operative only when firmly founded on a faithfUl adherence

to the basic outlines of God's saving plan and when exercised

in a spirit of loving unity and in a context of righteous

compor~nent; but within these conditions, it was ultimate,

literally-- the way in which human thought rose to its most

perfect conformity with the understanding of God himself.

It is clear that a measure of such conformity was

thought indispensable to avoid perdition, though it is not

consistently clear where the boundary is to be placed between

the essential and the optional. Was the establishment of the

boundary in itself a matter to be finally determined by the

communal court of appeal?

It would seem so. For early Christian thought seems

to have been powerfUlly conditioned by Christianity's con

viction that it was actively in touch with-- indeed, that it

was engaged in enacting-- the season of salvation, the kairos

of God's deepest purposes. So strong and basic was this

supposition that it affected the address of Christian thought

to the external norms whose authority it acknowledged-

Scripture, history, traditional teaching. Throughout ear

liest Christian literature, one finds that the authoritative

reinterpretatioll, and that careful memory competes with

creative reconstruction. Given the underlying constitutional

theory, it might well have been supposed that these various

ways of finding the truth would finally lead to the same
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result, and that the process would all sort out satisfac

torily and harmoniously in the end. But that does not appear

to have been the consistent result. The disorder contem

plated by the Pastoral Epistles is a natural consequence of

just such a constitutional theory carelessly applied, with

too much confidence in the self-sufficiency of present dis

cernment apart from the discipline of accurate recollection,

with too high a value placed on new discovery at the expense

of lived unity. The Pastorals try to combat this unfortunate

development in a more artificial and less organic manner than

Paul believed he could use with the Corinthians, who seem to

have entertained just such compromis0s in the application of

the ways to right understanding. But that appears to be simply

because the more organic procedure will no longer meet the

situation. Things have gone too far toward falling apart.

The habit of cumUlative unity has been allowed to fade. There

has been too little fidelity to the constitution governing

Christian thOUght for its implicit procedures to be still

readily implementable.

Had that constitution been more faithfully followed,

would it have made a significant difference in the history of

Christian theology? That, of course, is precisely what the

quest for theological validation would now like to know.

The search for the forms of understanding that are most

authentically Christian should, if Christian thought is to

be faithful to what it was from the beginning, be the search

for the forms that emerge within the faithful application of
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be grounded. The historical Jesus is one important consti

tuting factor, but by no means the only one, or even the norm

within the norm. There is no evading the problem or the

responsibility a the ultimate canon is to be found within the

living consciousness of the Christian community, not outside

it. It took its principal self-definitional stand in its

refusal to surrender the axiomatic principle that Jesus is

The One through whom God's deepest truth for men is revealed,

but it retained in doing so the awareness that this truth is

not yet fully revealed.

The progressive character of revelation was deeply

embedded in Christian histol~ and in Christian literature.

Uniformly, it is recognized that those closest to Jesus did

not understand at the time of the crucifixion. Generally,

it is implied that even after the resurrection, the true

understanding of what had been done and revealed did not come

immediately and unequivocally to hand but had to wait for

something further. Some are still dOUbting four verses be

fore the end of Matthew's Gospel, Luke's Apostles are to

wait not only for an endowment of Spirit but for further con

frontation with historical experience, John's Gospel ends

with the supreme moment not yet come, the disciples assured

that their understanding was still in the future, (and with

clear hints in the final chapter that a generally accepted

meaning for a saying about the Beloved Disciple was finally

proved wrong by history and had to be provided with a new
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intel~retation); Paul assures his ambitious converts that

despite their arrogant confidence, they are babes in under

standing with vast reaches of revelation still to come.

Early Christian experience consistently suggested that re

sults are better taken as provisional. Surprises cornel what

seemed sure may break down, what seemed settled may open up

again, what seemed finished may turn out to be incomplete,

what seemed settled may open up again, what seemed finished

may turn out to be incomplete, what seemed highly unlikely

may become quite convincing. Only when tested by the eschato

logical fire could the sturdy contributions be known from the

straw definitively, and the system be known to be closed and

finished. In the meantime, to the extent that God's truth

is known, it is known through the communal understanding of

those who live, obedient in the unity of love, in conformity

with the kairos that is Christ's. It is there that both the

progressive and the conservative forces must come to discern

together what belongs to the mind of Christ.

The burden of persuasion clearly lay with the pro

gressives. Experience showed that conservative tendencies

made men slow to grasp the truth, but the theory claimed that

important truths would make themselves felt eventually with

those who had eyes to see and ears to hear and hearts truly

obedient to the Lord. There were bound to be some awkward

times in sorting out what kinds of behavior were legitimately

consistent with the newly revealed righteousness in Christ,

e~d in deciding what were the conditions of Christian

------- - -
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belonging, and in sifting through various enthusiastic guesses

about the nature and office of Jesus, especially when it was

important to be faithful to the word one had heard in the

beginning. Those understandings which had been communally

received and experienced as fOUndational had the right of

way; competing ones were to be on trial until they established

themselves in the life of the community. The progressive

movement of Christian understanding was thus checked and

braked, but not necessarily limited in scope. Even the Word

presented at the beginning of one's Christian belonging could

turn out to be sUbject to radical revision by virtue of an

illumination from a more ultlljate beginning; but such revi

sion was known to be legitimated only when its appropriateness

became experienced within the loving obedience of the whole

body of Christian mutuality.

That, at any rate, was the theory. Earliest Chris

tianity was not altogether successful in practising it. Both

progressives and conservatives were too impatient to wait

until they could bring to gradual internal resolution dis

agreements that threatened them and strained their mutual

respect. The historical foundation suffered from careless

ness about history. The place of Scripture was weakened by

inventive interpretations of doubtful responsibility. The

traditional teachings were tampered with to improve their

contribution by making them more explicit. The pUblic evi

dence on which the constitution of right understanding was

initially founded became blurred and uncertain through a
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carelessness about it that may have been rooted in a confi

dence in more direct divine guidance but did its constitu

tional damage all the same. By the end of the New Testament

period, it was no longer easy to become assured of the cer

tainty of the foundational "fulfilled deeds" through the

examination of the pUblic record, which had come to incorpor

ate too many inconsistencies. That left Christianity all the

more dependent on what it had cumulatively become, al~ on the

internal communal conditions by which the truth is to be

discerned from all else.

That is perhaps where the matter remains; and if so,

there is a great deal to be done before the problem of nor

mative Christian understanding can be authentically resolved.

I would like particularly to underscore three considerations

which the study of earliest Christianity offers to the modern

search for theological validity or norms of Christian thought.

One is that the truth can be discerned only with

reference to its being piously lived. Paul contrasts the

straw of faulty building not with brick but with gold, silver,

precious stones. The edifice into which Christians are built

is not a library or a museum but a temple. By earliest

Christian standards, the more removed a speculation is from

virtue, good works, the fruits worthy of righteousness, the

less certain it is that its value may be readily discerned.

Substance in understanding makes itself felt in edification,

and edification is measured by love. What is, by this canon,

inSUbstantial is perhap.s impossible to validate in this world,
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and may be a dangerously distracting plaything.

The Pastorals are the source of one of the New Testa

ment's strongest promotions of that view, and also teach the

second lesson. Despite the economy of the Spirit's operation

within a given church, it is possible for a whole community

to lose its head. Even if the Corinthians and the Galatians

had immediate and independent access to all they needed to

put things straight, they evidently needed to have Paul jar

them into remembering this rightly and doing it accordingly.

The self-regulation of Christian understanding really turns

out to work only on the scale of the whole of Christendom.

At the end of the first century, the whole Corinthian commun

ity is in trouble again; this time, it is the whole Roman

community as such-- not Clement, but the assembly at Rome-

that writes to remind them of who they are and where they

have come from, to bring them into line with what is in

Christ by appealing to their memories, their self-knowledge,

their sense of appropriateness, their capacity to love one

another (and indeed all brethren) and to the fundamental

principle of Christian unity.

A third point may be discouraging or not, depending

upon one's disposition. Early Christianity takes a firm

stand on the axiomatic point that Jesus is The One, but

shows considerable variation in the way in which this prin

ciple is explicated or combined with other forms of under

standing. One of the theologically significant facts about

the history of Christian thought as represented in the
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documents is that the disciples thought before the cruci

fixion that they understood how Jesus conditioned the kairosJ

and thought so again just after the resurrection; and again

just after Pentecost, and again when the Gentile mission

became firmly established. Reinterpretaion remained possi

ble, even in the face of a fairly settled confidence of

understanding. Reinterpretation became desirable when it

seemed to make significantly better sense of what had or

had not happened, especially if such interpretation was also

practically edifying. And although understanding SUfficient

for salvation seems to have been available at all stages of

development, there appears to have been no way of assessing

at any given stage the degree of adequacy or ultimacy in the

marUler of understanding already achieved. The possibility

of a substantive reordering of thought arising from mutual

reflection on Christian experience was always there. To put

it another way, there was always the possibility, and some

times the necessity, that those who lived in Christ might

discover together that they had not grasped the truth well

and were now being invited into a more adequate understand

ing. What had been impressive at the level of signs might,

without warning, break through to a deeper and different

understanding at the level of works. What had seemed an

irreformably discerned point of beginning might prove, on

further contemplation, to be really a suggestive allusion

to a deeper and more ultimate arch~. An initially intoler

able deviancy could, with the test of time and apparent
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righteousness, show itself to be definitive of the true Way.

Earliest Christianity was not altogether faithful to

the lessons it learned, or thought it had learned. The Ebio

nites were left to smoulder in their resentful discontent,

and Diotrephes-- perhaps in obedience to the directive of

2 John-- substituted high-handed power for the graceful per

suasions of contagious truth. History, in which attentive

Christians had theological reason to trust, argued the

virtues, (and, to an appreciable extent, the safety) of a

greater tolerance for diversity of provisional understanding

than seems to have been practically realized. But despite

its failures in application, its guiding theory shows through,

standing in benevolent but candid jUdgment over the historical

record of wha.t was, and remains, an unfinished project in

authentic understanding.

It is worth stressing once more that, according to

its best lights, the discoveries of early Christian under··

standing had to be together, and had to have something to do

with the production of fruit worthy of the kairos. If Chris

tianity looks to its own earliest conditioning for hints of

the ground of theological validity, it must recognize that

the achievement of a unity in lived Christianity may well be

prerequisite to the kind of discernment of understanding that

is longed for, and that a more careful attentiveness to the

behavioral and attitudinal implications of various theologi

cal conceptions might produce revaluations that are unanti

cipa.ted, even surprising, but nevertheless authentic. At
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any rate, by the standards of §Q' arch~s, it is only there

that one can finally determine which interpretations of

Christianity may be called authentically Christian, and

only there that we can discern in what way, or possibly

even whether, Jesus is The One. But by the same standards,

we must not expect definitive results too quickly. The

kairos can be known and understood only to the extent that

it is rightly tested and. enacted in the life of those who

belong to it. We cannot now guess what we must still learn,

or unlearn, before it is fulfilled. And we surely should

not underestimate the difficulty of lllitating well what

earliest Christianity appears to have considered the most

authentic manner of learning and unlearning as it journeyed

along the way of the world.

-end-
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